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Programme
Wednesday, 18th November 2015
Start

Title, Chair/Speaker

09:00

Registration with coffee

10:15

Opening words
Dietmar Reinert, IFA, Germany

10:30

Keynote:
Human-robot collaboration over the years
Thomas Pilz, Pilz GmbH & Co. KG, Germany

Session 1: Innovation and the future
chair: Marek Dzwiarek, CIOP-PIB, Poland; Michael Huelke, IFA, Germany
11:15

Upcoming technologies and fundamentals for safeguarding all forms of human-robot collaboration
Roland Behrens, Fraunhofer IFF, Germany

11:40

Challenges and new ways for the risk assessment of cyber physical systems
Johannes Schubert, AUVA, Austria

12:05

Functional safety application for collaboration work of machines and persons on the basis of safety
levels defined by position and velocity vectors
Yukio Hata, Nagaoka University of Technology, Japan

12:30

Lunch break

13:30

Application of ICT to smart personal protective equipment for safety management in the working
environment
Grzegorz Owczarek, CIOP-PIB, Poland

13:55

A study of main safety-related functions available to collaborative robotics
Adel Sghaier, INRS, France

Session 2: Functional safety
chair: Steven Shaw, HSE, United Kingdom; Thomas Bömer, IFA, Germany
14:20

PLCopen: contributing to a safer world via harmonized look and feel of safety finctionalities
Eelco van der Wal, PL Copen, The Netherlands

14:45

Coffee break

15:10

Relation between functional safety and IT-security on practice: Roosevelt Island
Bernard Mysliwiec, Siemens AG, Germany

15:40

IFA Matrix Method for development of safety related application software
Michael Huelke, IFA, Germany

16:05

Security for fail-safe communication in automation
Felix Wieczorek, Beckhoff Automation, Germany

16:30

Development model for distributed safety function in mobile work machinery site
Ari Ronkainen, Natural Resources Institute, Finland

17:00

End of day

Thursday, 19th November 2015
Session 3: Risk assessment
chair: Yuvin Chinniah, École Polytechnique de Montréal, Canada; Denis Turcot, IRSST, Canada
09:00

Preventing vehicle-pedestrian collisions: the place of detection systems
Pascal Lamy, INRS, France
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P
 rogramme

Start

Title, Chair/Speaker

09:25

From risk to requirements – a round robin test
Timo Malm, VTT, Finland

09:50

Analysis of two risk estimation tools applied to safety of machinery
François Gauthier, IRSST, Canada

10:15

Ergonomics – A methodology for work analysis to support design (prEN 16710:2015)
Elie Fadier, INRS, France

10:40

Coffee break

11:10

Keynote:
Regulated safety or managed safety
Jean Pariès, DEDALE, France

Session 4: Safety-related control systems
chair: Hiroyasu Ikeda, JNIOSH, Japan, Steven Shaw, HSE, United Kongdom
11:55

Functional Decomposition from IEC 62061 – How to determine individual safety functions.
From requirement to implementation
Derek Jones, Rockwell Automation, United Kingdom

12:20

Research and consideration of electromagnetic noise immunity of programmable electronic system
and common cause failure of safety-related programmable electronic system
Tsuyoshi Toeda, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd., Japan

12:45

Lunch break

13:45

Improvement of ISO 13849-1 as a result of practical feedback: amendment 1 (2016)
Klaus-Dieter Becker, BG ETEM, Germany

14:10

Servomotors and power drive systems – Key elements for the safe design of a servopress
Jean-Christophe Blaise, INRS, France
The following manuscript was submitted but not presented orally
Optimal safety devices in safety-related control systems for low to middle risk applications
Ikuo Maeda, IDEC CORPORATION, Japan

14:35

Poster session and product exhibition

Session 5: Protective devices and systems
chair: Jean-Christophe Blaise, INRS, France; Thomas Bömer, IFA, Germany
15:55

Optical sensors for person detection – Outdoor use
Martin Wüstefeld, Sick AG, Germany

16:20

NIR camera based person detection in the working range of industrial robots
Sebastian Sporrer, Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences, Germany

16:45

End of day

19:00

Conference dinner

Friday, 20th November 2015
Session 5: Protective devices and systems
chair: Jean-Christophe Blaise, INRS, France; Thomas Bömer, IFA, Germany
09:00

Real Time Location Systems for monitoring safety of the machine operators
Marek Dzwiarek, CIOP-PIB, Poland

09:25

Adaptive, material-dependent height-control for protective hoods on panel saws
Norbert Jung, Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences, Germany

09:50

Study on appropriate positioning of emergency stop devices equipped in robot work system
Hiroyasu Ikeda, JNIOSH, Japan
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Start

Title, Chair/Speaker

Session 6: Practical applications/experiences
chair: Elie Fadier, INRS, France; Timo Malm, VTT, Finland
10:15

Causes of fatal and serious accidents involving machinery in Quebec
Yuvin Chinniah, École Polytechnique de Québec, Canada

10:40

Coffee break

11:10

The „Feedback method“, a tool to better understand the real work activities with the contribution of
end users of machinery
Fabio Strambi, A. USL 7 Siena, Italy

11:35

Protective devices with 3D detection zones on machinery: investigations on bypassing safety
devices by crawling
Michael Hauke, IFA, Germany

12:00

Current situation of safety assessor and safety basic assessors (SA/SBA) qualification system:
Reduction of accidents achieved by a Japanese company and recommendation by Japanese
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
Toshihiro Fujita, NECA, Japan

12:25

Closing
Dietmar Reinert, IFA, Germany

12:30

Lunch break

13:30

Technical Tour to IFA (Bus transfer from Maritim Hotel to IFA)

17:00

Return to Maritim Hotel
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Poster session
Isolation of energies: Establishing Safe Work Conditions
Jean-Christophe Blaise, Sandrine Hardy, INRS, France
Start up Safety Assessor Qualification to Educate Safety Engineers in Thailand
Patiphon Koompai, Technology Promotion Association, Thailand; Hiroo Kanamaru, Nippon Electric Control
Equipment Industries Association, Japan
Camera-Monitor-Systems in Excavators – Using Eye-Tracking to Assess Utilization and Design
Markus Koppenborg, Birgit Naber, Andy Lungfiel, Michael Huelke, IFA, Germany
A Study of a Special Safety-Confirmation Type Washer That Can Detect the Looseness of Tightened Bolts by
Way of Leverage-Exerted Displacement Enlargement
Masanobu Chiba, Mizuho Nakamura, Hiroyuki Sasagawa, Polytechnic University, Japan;
Tetuo Sujino, Noboru Sugimoto, School of Science and Engineering, Meiji University, Japan
Setting-up a Virtual Reality Simulation for Improving OSH in Standardisation of River Locks
Peter Nickel, IFA, Germany; Rolf Kergel, UVB, Germany; Thilo Wachholz, Eugen Pröger, Federal Waterways
and Shipping Administration, Germany; Andy Lungfiel, IFA, Germany
A Study of Safeguarding Based on Human Body Communication Technology
Kohei Okabe, JNIOSH, Japan
Risk reduction effect of a supporting protective system for an integrated manufacturing system
Shoken Shimizu, Shigeo Umezaki, JNIOSH, Japan
Evolution of the SIAS conference from 1999 to 2012
Denis Turcot, IRSST, Canada; Yuvin Chinniah, École Polytechnique de Montréal, Canada
Investigation of evaluation method for strength of artificial bones by using Finite Element Analysis
Atsushi Yamaguchi, Kohei Okabe, Hiroyasu Ikeda, JNIOSH, Japan
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Keynotes

From vision to reality – Human-robot collaboration over the years
Thomas Pilz, Managing Partner Pilz GmbH & Co. KG

Abstract
The classic way to achieve safety in industry is to equip machinery with various safeguards, thus
protecting people in the vicinity of potential hazards. Today, many applications that use robots have a
very high level of automation. In principle, human intervention in the production process is
undesirable. To guarantee safety and availability in such applications, plant and machinery are
surrounded by mechanical, physical guards.
In addition to classic, fully enclosed robot cells, there is now an increasing demand for human-robot
collaborations (HRC), which can operate without guards where possible. In terms of safety, however,
the seemingly unlimited possibilities for HRC applications mean completely new challenges for the
safety-related assessment and the technologies employed. The demands on safety technology always
depends on the respective application.
The desire for Human Robot Collaboration however is as old as civilization beginning in Ancient Egypt
ending today with an increasing number of desirable human-robot collaboration applications in the
manufacturing industry. The ability to realize them will depend heavily on innovations in the sensor
technology and robotics environment. The first promising step in this regard is to combine intelligent,
inter-connected sensors with the control systems that enable the necessary dynamic work processes.
Where this path may lead is shown in today’s science fiction movies.

The fascination: Robots – The machine as man's friend
No machine fires man's imagination as much as robots. They are seen to perfect machinery, based on
greater degrees of freedom in view of the diversity and scope of their activities. Ultimately, robots
symbolise man's quest for machines that participate in human life and help in any situation.
Even in Ancient Egypt and antiquity, human statues and figures were fitted with mechanics. This was
mainly to deceive people or to impress, in temples for example. In the centuries that followed and until
the Middle Ages, the engineers of the time were especially busy with clocks and glockenspiels with
moving figures. Later on the focus shifted to military equipment. In modern times and with the start of
the industrial revolution, the economic potential of automated machines and robots was recognised.
They were to help people carry out their work, so laying the foundation for the industrial revolution.
The first loom controlled automatically using punched cards was built by Joseph-Marie Jacquard in
1801.
People always saw more in robots than just the technical aspect of a machine. At the end of the 18th
century, the "Mechanical Turk" was already attracting the world's attention: onlookers had the
impression that this machine was playing chess autonomously. In reality, however, there were people
inside the machine. Emerging science fiction literature with authors such as Jules Verne continued to
inspire the vision of autonomous machinery at the end of the 19th century.
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The history: The robot in the 20th century
The actual term "robot" was coined in the 20th century. It comes from the Czech term "Robota", which
means forced or compulsory labour. In 1921 the Czech author Karel Čapek published a play about a
company that makes artificial people. This was the first time that the term "robot" was used in
conjunction with machinery.
This initiated an increasingly critical debate about autonomous machines. The key question was: how
can the safety of man and machine be guaranteed when man and machine interact in close proximity?
In a short story in 1942, the Russian-American scientist and science fiction author Isaac Asimov
described the ground rules for robots as the "Laws of Robotics". These were as follows: 1. A robot
may not injure a human, 2. A robot must obey, 3. A robot must protect its own existence
(provided this doesn't conflict with law 1 or 2).

The reality: Robots in an industrial environment
Industrial robots are an invention from the second half of the 20th century. The American George
Devol heralded this era in the 50s with his patent draft for "programmed article transfer". A robot was
used at General Motors for the first time in 1961 with Unimate.
Man and machine were kept strictly separate, to guarantee that workers were protected. The robot
was intended to replace manpower and was enclosed in a cell to perform its function. Separate work
areas and no direct interaction between man and machine: these principles remained the same for
over 50 years. These robot applications failed to meet expectations that man and robot would work
closely together. In contrast, science fiction films and series since the 60s have shown this as reality,
even the norm. What would Star Wars be without R2D2 and C3PO? Transformer, Terminator, Short
Circuit, Irobot, … leave factory planners dreaming of the "friendly robot"
Man's quest for machines that surround him and assist in every situation has now reached the world of
standardisation and has obtained its normative framework in the Technical Specification ISO/TS
15066 "Robots and Robotic Devices - Collaborative industrial robots".

The mission: "Get the robot out from behind the safety fence!"
Today, productivity increases and demographic changes with an increasingly older workforce provide
the impetus for raising the potential of robot applications. The wish is for man and machine to share a
workspace. But always under the premise that the laws of robotics apply.
The key question for human robot collaboration is the same as it was for Asimov: "How can safety be
guaranteed?". And this applies for all types of robots, particularly industrial robots with high payload.
The conditions for this are more reliable control systems and intelligent, dynamic sensors, as well as
normative foundations. Sensor technology in particular is as yet unable to offer adequate solutions to
meet the first law of robotics. That's why the robots familiar from research and science fiction have
failed up to now to make a rapid transition to the factory floor. Instead of co-operating with static,
permanently defined transfer points between man and machine, in future both partners are to
collaborate, flexibly using their respective strengths within a shared workspace.

The basic principles: ISO/TS15066 Collaborative robots
In order to find solutions, the international standards committee ISO/TC 184/SC2 WG3 was
commissioned with developing the technical specification ISO/TS 15066 "Robots and Robotic Devices
- Collaborative industrial robots". As a member of this international standards committee, Pilz is
actively working to shape the specification. The current draft sets out solutions for safe human robot
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collaboration within an industrial environment. This new standard is groundbreaking and pioneering for
human machine collaboration in an industrial environment.
One of the most important points en route to a safe robot application is the production of a risk
analysis in accordance with EN ISO 12100. The contents of the risk analysis includes identification of
the applicable harmonised standards and regulations, determination of the machine's limits,
identification of all the hazards in each of the machine's life phases, the actual risk estimation and
assessment, plus the recommended approach for reducing risk. The challenge for the "risk
assessment" on robot applications is that the boundaries of the two work areas of man and machine
are broken down. The human's movements must be considered in addition to the risks emanating
from the robot. However, these cannot always be calculated with a view to speed, reflexes or the
sudden approach of additional persons.
The risk analysis is the basis for the subsequent "safety concept" and "safety design", including
selection of components. Based on the results from the "risk analysis" and "safety concept", the
selected safety measures are documented in the risk assessment and implemented in the "system
integration". This is followed by the "validation", in which we take another look at the steps taken
previously.
To guarantee the safety of human robot collaborations (HRC) in practice, four different concepts are
provided for the system design in accordance with EN ISO 20118-1. These can either be used alone
or in combination.
•

Safety-rated monitored stop

•

Hand guiding

•

Speed and separation monitoring

• Power and force limiting
Generally users will opt for safety-rated monitored stop and power and force limiting, or a combination
of the two.
The implementation of human robot collaborations in an industrial environment will definitely increase,
but their growth will depend heavily on innovations in the sensor technology and robotics environment.
The first promising step in this regard is to combine intelligent, inter-connected sensors with the control
systems that enable the necessary dynamic work processes in the first place.

Outlook: From vision to reality
In addition to classic, fully enclosed robot cells, there is now an increasing demand for human robot
collaborations, which can operate without guards where possible. In terms of safety, however, the
seemingly unlimited possibilities for HRC applications mean completely new challenges for the safetyrelated assessment and the technologies employed. The demands on safety technology always
depend on the respective application.
In practice, each application requires its own safety-related assessment. Together, automation
specialists, robot manufacturers, integrators and notified bodies such as BG can turn the vision of
robot colleagues into reality, step by step, application by application.
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Jean Pariès, DEDALE, Paris/France
Regulated safety or managed safety
In terms of safety management, the nemesis intuitively seems to be randomness, and especially the unpredictability of human behaviour. Hence in the currently dominant safety paradigm, safety is seen as the result of a strict
enforcement of all rules and procedures. But in most current industrial processes, a total adherence to detailed
pre-established action guidelines is both unattainable, incompatible with a reasonable efficiency, and insufficient
to keep control under abnormal situations. Further efforts to make the predetermination of behaviours both more
extensive and more intensive mainly increase the complexity of the system and the opportunities for deviations,
hence the need for more efforts. As a matter of fact, both safety and performance also require human expertise
and intelligence, individual and collective capacities to make sense and decisions, even at the operation front
line. This implies some degree of autonomy for front line operators, and challenges organizations in their capacity to properly generate and master this autonomy. As it is for the musicians of a symphonic orchestra, the challenge is to nurture the subtle variety of individual rhythms and musical colour needed for a sound interpretation,
while reducing the variations that reflect a lack of control and produce false notes. And this challenge not only
concerns the design and philosophy of rules and procedures, but also the design of the system itself, the nature
of the needed expertise, the design of feedback and learning loops.
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 Session 1: Innovation and the future

Upcoming Technologies and Fundamentals for Safeguarding
All Forms of Human-Robot Collaboration
Roland Behrens, José Saenz, Christian Vogel, Norbert Elkmanna
a

Fraunhofer IFF, Magdeburg, Germany

Abstract
New sensors and robot technologies enable different
degrees of human-robot collaboration, ranging from
fenceless coexistence to close collaboration. The first
part of the paper will introduce different forms of co-work
and how they can be characterized using three essential
characteristics. Then for each form of co-work , the safeguarding modes from the ISO/TS 15066 which are applicable and make sense will be determined. The second
part gives an overview of sensor technologies which can
be used for the four safeguarding modes in compliance
with the current standards. This overview focuses on
recent sensor technologies developed by the authors.
Keywords:
Human-robot collaboration; taxonomy; sensor technologies; biomechanical limit values

Introduction
Human-robot collaboration is a potentially disruptive
technology which could be harnessed to counteract social and business challenges such as demographics and
an aging workforce. The potential lies in the combination
of robot’s strength and performance with human dexterity, experience, and cognitive abilities on the shop floor.
This will help maintain the physical well-being of human
workers and improve productivity, competitiveness especially when manufacturing volatile and highly personalized products with decreasing life cycles.
New sensor and robot technologies enable close human-robot cooperation, ranging from a fenceless coexistence to close collaboration, where humans work hand
in hand with robots. The upcoming ISO/TS 15066 will
specify the following safeguarding modes for collaborative operation to minimize the risk the human co-worker
can be harmed by specific hazards arising from the coworking robot or to eliminate general hazards: [1]

Safety-Rated Monitored Stop – The robot is
stopped when a human enters the shared workspace.

Speed and Separation Monitoring – The human and
robot are working simultaneously in the shared
workspace. Risk reduction is achieved by maintaining a minimum separation distance between human
and robot. The robot must stop immediately if the
separation distance falls below its minimum value.
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Power and Force Limiting – Physical contact between robot and human is allowed. Risk reduction
is achieved through complying with biomechanical
limit values (force and pressure).

Hand-Guiding – Motion commands given by the
human are directly transformed into robot motion.
Risk reduction is achieved through an appropriate
workplace design, speed limitation and complying
biomechanical limit values.
From our perspective we see two reasons why the application of ISO/TS 15066 may be challenging when it is
officially available at the end of 2015:
1. The specified safeguarding modes may lead to the
assumption that there are only four ways in which a
human can work together with a robot.
2. The specifications lack comprehensive information
about how particular safeguarding modes can be
applied properly. This pertains especially to certain
fundamental prerequisites such as limit values and
sensor technologies which are currently not available.
Regarding challenge 1: In the following chapter we will
show that almost each safeguarding mode of ISO/TS
15066 can be applied for more than one form of cowork. For this purpose a consistent taxonomy will be
presented that allows users to determine the exact form
of co-work, which can then be used to select an appropriate safeguarding mode depending on the available
operational conditions.


Figure 1: Collaborative scenario (valve assembly)
Regarding challenge 2: We are currently working on different technologies that can be used to implement certain safeguarding modes to their full extent. These technologies range from a projection based monitoring system to tactile sensors, which can be easily applied to
any arbitrary industrial robot. Furthermore, we will present two unique studies which focus on the determination of verified limit values for the mode “Power and
Force Limiting”. Both will be presented in the third chapter.

Session 1: Innovation and the future

The introduced taxonomy, presented technologies and
studies will be briefly discussed in the fourth chapter. We
conclude our work in the last chapter.

Forms of Co-Work
From a physical perspective, all forms of collaborative
operation can be described by three essential characteristics, which will be introduced in the first section of this
chapter. Based on these characteristics, a taxonomy
consisting of different forms of co-work in context of human-robot collaboration will then be developed. Finally,
we will show how the taxonomy can be combined with
the safeguarding modes of ISO/TS 15066.
Essential Characteristics
We identified three essential characteristics of collaborative workcells that build upon each other:
Shared Workspace
The human co-worker is intended to carry out a certain
task in at least a limited part of the robot workspace.
This implies that the workspace is shared by both robot
and human. It is important to note that this characteristic
describes only a spatial arrangement of both agents (robot and human) and does not consider any time-related
conditions.
Simultaneous Co-Work
The human co-worker is intended to carry out a certain
task within the shared workspace while the robot is moving to complete its task. It is important to note that robot
and human are working separately so that physical contact is not required. In this case, physical contact is considered as an incident with possibly hazardous consequences and should be avoided. As a consequence of
this, the space in which the robot is currently moving
must be guarded against violation by the human cowork.
Please note that the first characteristic (shared workspace) must be available to realize simultaneous cowork. There cannot be simultaneous co-work without a
shared workspace.
Physical Contact
The human co-worker is intended to work hand in hand
with the moving robot. Physical contact between both
agents is possible and even necessary to complete the
common task. As a consequence of this, there is no restricted space in the region where physical contact cannot occur.
The first and second characteristics therefore must be
positive to have the characteristic of physical contact.
Determining Forms of Co-Work
Currently the terms coexistence, cooperation and collaboration are widely-used in the robotic community to
refer to a case in which a human and a robot are working together in a fenceless environment. In particular,
the term “collaboration” is frequently used in combination
with a co-working robot. In principle each term has a
specific meaning that refers to certain characteristics.
Therefore it is highly recommended, especially in a
technical setting, to use these terms in a consistent fashion so that misunderstandings and confusion can be
avoided. Based on the essential characteristics introduced in the previous section, we can define four forms
of co-work as a variation of [2] using [3].

Coexistence
= The state or condition of existing together or at the
same time
In a manufacturing context we interpret coexistence as
the completion of independent tasks in separate workspaces which are not overlapping. Example: The human
is working at a workplace that is close to a workplace of
a robot. There is no physical overlapping between both
workplaces that due to appropriate distances or separating structures (fences). Actually human-robot coexistence is currently available in most factories with industrial robots.
Sequential Cooperation
= The state or condition of having shared efforts and
acting together successively
In a manufacturing context it refers to sequential actions
to complete a common task. Example: Robot and human are working successively on the same workpiece in
a sequential order. Meaning while the human is working
the robot is stopped and while the robot is working the
human is not in the shared workspace.
Parallel Cooperation
= The state or condition of having shared efforts and
acting simultaneously
In a manufacturing context it refers to simultaneous actions to complete a common task. Example: Robot and
human are working simultaneously on the same workpiece within the shared workspace while physical contact between both is not intended or allowed. Physical
contact is explicitly excluded.
Collaboration
= The state or condition of acting jointly together to complete something
In a manufacturing context collaboration is the closest
form of cooperation and refers to joint actions to complete a common task at the same time. Example: Human
and robot are working directly together, hand in hand.
Physical contact is needed and therefore included.
Forms of Co-Work

Start here

Shared workspace?

no

Coexistence

yes
Simultaneous co-work?

no

Sequential Cooperation

yes
Physical contact?

no

Parallel Cooperation

yes
Collaboration

Figure 2: Flowchart to determine the form of co-work
Summary
Since the essential characteristics build upon each other
a flowchart can be used to illustrate the introduced forms
of co-work and their connection to the characteristics
(see Figure 2). It can be used to derive the exact form by
going stepwise through the intuitive chart.
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Assignment of Safeguarding Modes
We can now extend the flowchart from Figure 2 to a further layer that assigns all possible safeguarding modes
depending on the form of co-work. The extension is
shown in Figure 3.
As illustrated in Figure 3 the form “Coexistence” can be
safeguarded with all modes of ISO/TS 15066 except
“Hand-Guiding”. Even separating guards like fences are
appropriate, which is why this kind of protection measure
was also assigned. All modes can be used without any
restrictions as long as surrounding humans are protected against hazardous incidents. For “Sequential Cooperation” we cannot apply separating guards since unobstructed access for humans to the shared workspace is
necessary to complete the respective task properly.
“Parallel Cooperation” implies the presence of the human within the shared workspace while the robot is
working. Then, the safeguarding mode “Safety-rated
monitored stop” cannot be applied since this will consequently lead to a stopped robot. Finally, the form “Collaboration” can only be applied if physical contact between robot and human is possible. Depending on the
task it must be decided if “Power and Force Limiting” or
“Hand-Guiding” is the appropriate safeguarding mode.
Forms of Co-Work
Coexistence

Safeguarding Modes

or
or
or

Sequential Cooperation

or
or

Parallel Cooperation

or

Separating Guards*
Safety-rated Monitored Stop
Speed & Separation Monitoring
Power & Force Limiting
Safety-rated Monitored Stop
Speed & Separation Monitoring
Power & Force Limiting

to combine them with the safeguarding modes of ISO/TS
15066.

Upcoming Technologies and Fundamentals
The safeguarding modes of ISO/TS 10566 presume
sensor technologies and limit values which are currently
not available. In this chapter we address this issue and
introduce a couple of upcoming technologies which are
specifically tailored to the needs and potentials of certain
safeguarding modes. Furthermore, we will present two
studies that are focusing on the determination of verified
limit values for the mode “Power and Force Limiting”.

Figure 4: Work space monitoring with a projection system
Technologies
From our perspective, the currently available sensors
cannot take full advantage of certain safeguarding
modes and their potentials. In the following sections, we
will address three safeguarding modes and present applicable sensor technologies we are currently working
on.

Speed & Separation Monitoring
Power & Force Limiting

Collaboration

Hand-guided
robot?

no
yes

Power & Force Limiting
Hand-Guiding

Figure 3: Types of safeguarding modes depending on
the form of co-work (* not covered by ISO/TS 15066)
The question “Which of the possible safeguarding
modes makes the most sense?” cannot be answered
per se. This depends on the specific needs of the enduser. Basically we see that applying “Power and Force
Limiting” for a robot is the only safeguarding mode which
allows the user to switch between the different forms of
co-work, so that the flexible use of the robot in a rapidly
changing production is always possible.
Final remark
From our perspective, the presented taxonomy may also
help to clarify the meaning of the terms which are frequently used to refer to a collaborative scenario. We
have seen quite a bit of confusion surrounding the terms
“coexistence”, “cooperation” and “collaboration” when
talking about robotics applications within the robotics
community and with end-users. Our taxonomy is a good
starting point to put the terms in a consistent order and
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Figure 5: Tactile floor with spatial resolution combined
with projectors to display safety zones (view from the
ceiling)
Speed and Separation Monitoring
According to ISO/TS 15066 the distance between human and robot must be greater than a certain minimum
value otherwise the robot must be stopped. The minimum distance depends on a couple of parameters such
as the robot speed, its stopping distance, the moving
speed of the human, etc. The ISO/TS 15066 provides an
equation to calculate the required distance in real-time.
[1] Up to now there are no sensor technologies commercially available which are capable of detecting an overstepping of the minimum distance value as given by the
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mentioned equation. Currently available sensors like
laser scanners lead to safety zones with dimensions that
typically exceed the minimum distance value, thereby
wasting valuable space around the robot. We recently
developed two sensor systems which are capable of
establishing and monitoring the required distance stipulated by ISO/TS 15066.
The first system is a combination of a projector and
cameras mounted above the collaborative robot. The
projector is used to establish a visible area around the
robot that satisfies the distance equation of ISO/TS
15066. The area dimensions are adjusted to the robot
posture and its moving velocity using state variables
(joint positions and speeds) extracted from the control
unit. The projected area around the robot is continuously
monitored by the cameras. Any violation of the minimum
separation distance will cause a shadow in the projected
safety zone around the robot and can be easily detected
by image processing, which compares the expected image as projected with the actual camera image. Once a
violation has been detected, the robot will be stopped
immediately. In principle the system allows for adjusting
the visible area in exact accordance to the mentioned
distance equation. Since the functional principle is based
on the projection of visible light, the safety zone is also
visible to the human co-worker so that unintended violations of the safeguarded space can be avoided with a
high probability. The projection system in a demo scenario is shown by Figure 4. [4-6]
The second sensor consists of industrial floor mats
which are provided with a sensitive sub-layer made of
tactile cells. The tactile floor can monitor the movement
of any person and can be used to establish safety zones
around a robot. These safety zones can be easily adjusted in correlation with the robot position and speed
according to the distance equation of ISO/TS 15066.
The resolution of the tactile floor is such that the averaged foot size of a full-grown person activated two taxels
simultaneously. Multiple persons can be monitored at
the same time. The tactile floor can be combined with a
projection system to make the safety zones visible. This
combination is currently tested in the ECHORD++ experiment called SAPARO. An image of a recent demo scenario is shown by Figure 5.

Figure 6: Robot manipulator covered by tactile sensors
Power and Force Limiting
This kind of safeguarding mode is actually in the main
focus of almost all robot manufacturers. Force or torque
sensors and control techniques are used to realize robots with a sensitive behavior that allows for detecting
unintended contact with humans such as a collision. A

summary of the commercially available robots with these
features can be found in [7].

Figure 7: Hand-guiding device with integrated tactile
dead-man switch for an unobstructed view of the tool
We propose a different sensor technology that can even
be applied to large industrial robots to achieve sensitive
behavior. The recently developed sensor is based on the
same technology used in the tactile floor. A robot covered with tactile skin can detect any physical contact
with the robot and can therefore be used for collision
detection. Once an unintended contact has been detected, the robot immediately initiates a safety stop. The
shape and material of the sensor can be mounted on or
retrofitted to any kind of robot. The sensitive cells are
covered with a soft cushioning layer to achieve additional dampening behavior in case of a collision. Through
appropriate design of the sensor cushioning, the sensitivity, and the limitation of the robot speed, the robot outfitted with tactile sensors can be made to comply with
biomechanical limit values. A standard robot covered
with our tactile sensor is shown in Figure 6. [8-11]
Hand-Guiding
The usual way to apply hand-guiding is using a forcetorque sensing hand device mounted adjacent to the
robot tool. Robots with integrated joint sensors can also
be used for hand-guiding when transforming the external
forces induced by the operator to robot motions. However, such robots are usually designed to handle smaller
payloads in the region of 10kg. [7]
From our perspective a typical hand-guiding device for
larger robot in form of a joystick is not appropriate especially when the view of the tool and workpiece must be
unobstructed at all times as stated by the ISO/TS 15066.
Since a joystick is usually attached at a single location,
the view may be hindered by obstacles in certain joint
configurations. Furthermore, in our experience we have
found that pressing the dead-man switch and moving the
robot at the same time is challenging. For this purpose
we developed a novel guiding device in a shape of a
wheel that can be reached and activated from all sides
of the robot. The wheel is mechanically attached to a
force-torque sensor that is further mounted onto the tool
flange. The outer ring of the wheel is equipped with tactile sensor cells, which function as a dead-man switch. A
strong or weak grip of the tactile sensors will not activate
the hand-guiding mode. Furthermore, motion can only
be initiated if the wheel is gripped at two separate points
to ensure both hands of the operator are on the deadman switch. The guiding device is shown in Figure 7.
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Limit Values

Irreversible
injuries

Reverible
injuries

Injury onset

Touch
sensation

Pain onset

The first edition of ISO/TS 15066 will provide verified
limit values which must be satisfied by a collaborative
robot in safeguarding mode “Power and Force Limiting”.
Unfortunately these limit values can only be applied for
quasi-static contacts in form of clamping or squeezing.
The term quasi-static is used since the robot speed is
very low in order to avoid any serious injury to the human. Basically in a collaborative scenario we must take
a second contact case into account, namely dynamic
contacts like collisions.

Foreseeable misuse

Intended use
applied force or energy
Power and Force Limiting

ricke University Magdeburg. Ethical approval for this
study was obtained from the Ethical Committee of the
Otto von Guericke University in Magdeburg. The study is
expected to be finished by the middle of 2016.
Limit Values for Injury Onset
The onset of injury due to dynamic contact (collisions
during foreseeable misuse – the most common case for
unintended contacts) is currently being determined in a
study of the Fraunhofer IFF that is funded by KUKA and
Daimler. We are currently examining 30 subjects at five
body locations with the same pendulum as used for the
pain study. In a previous pilot phase, we had already
examined eight subjects and it was shown that the approach and experimental design lead to feasible results.
[13] The study is accompanied by physicians from the
Institute for Forensic Medicine, the Clinic for Accident
Surgery of the Medical Center of the Otto von Guericke
University Magdeburg. Ethical approval for this study
was obtained from the Ethical Committee of the Otto von
Guericke University in Magdeburg. The study will be
completed by the end of 2015.

Not acceptable for HRC

Figure 8: Acceptable severity levels for unintended human-robot contacts [1]
Up to now there are no limit values officially available for
this kind of contact, although collisions must be considered as the most frequently occurring case, especially
since the possibility of avoidance is significantly lower as
it will be for clamping or squeezing.
Furthermore the limit values which will appear in the
ISO/TS 15066 will only be applicable for the intended
use case. Complementary limit values for unintended
contact due to foreseeable misuse currently missing.
The maximum allowable consequences due to such
contacts are limited to the onset of injury as illustrated in
Figure 8. [1] Please note that even slight injuries like
bruises or swellings are not allowed since these slight
tissue damages are considered to be onset of injury.
[12-14]
Limit Values for Pain Onset
The limit values for the onset of pain during quasi-static
contacts (clamping and squeezing during intended use)
were determined by the University Medical Center of the
Johannes Gutenberg University Mainz (JGU Mainz) in a
study that was initiated and funded by the German employers' liability insurance association (Expert Committee Woodworking and Metalworking – BGHM). The pain
onset of 100 subjects was examined at 29 welldistributed body locations through the use of a pain algometer. The results of the finished study were taken
into the upcoming ISO/TS 15066. [15]
The onset of pain due to dynamic contact (collisions during intended use) is currently being determined by the
Fraunhofer IFF in a study that was also initiated by the
BGHM. We are examining 40 subjects at 21 body locations with a mechanical pendulum, which is an ideal testing device to simulate human-robot collisions (see Figure 9). The parameters mass, collision speed and contact contour can be freely adjusted in a wide range to
match those of real robots. The study is accompanied by
physicians from different domains, in particular from the
Institute for Forensic Medicine and the Clinic for Accident Surgery of the Medical Center of the Otto von Gue-
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Figure 9: Mechanical pendulum for examining verified
limit values of dynamic contacts (collisions)

Discussion
The presented taxonomy will be compared to a different
and more comprehensive taxonomy in the next section.
In the last section additional remarks will be given and
discussed regarding the upcoming technologies and
fundamentals.
Taxonomy
In general there are various aspects that can be taken
into account for determining the form of a collaborative
scenario. In contrast to our taxonomy, which only consists of three characteristics, the author of [2] detailed
many more characteristics which can be existent if all
possible forms of collaborative scenarios are considered. Altogether, 20 different forms of co-work were defined. However, we found a taxonomy consisting of more
characteristics, as used in this paper, cannot be applied
easily, especially in combination with the safeguarding
modes of ISO/TS 15066. For this purpose we focused
only on the essential characteristics that are also relevant for ISO/TS 15066 and are easy to understand and
use in practice by systems integrators and end-users.
The field of collaborative robots is rapidly developing
and changing, and we do not claim that the proposed
taxonomy may be applicable to all possible future scenarios. In general the taxonomy should not be considered as absolute or dogmatically but rather as a supportive means for characterizing the robotic set-up and de-
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termining a possible safeguarding mode that is appropriate for the respective workcell.
Safety Technologies and Studies on Limit Values
The presented technologies we are currently working on
are still in the prototype phase and will not be commercially available for a couple of years. However, it can be
assumed that the release of the ISO/TS 15066 will encourage robot and sensor suppliers to develop new
safety products for the next generation of robotics. From
our perspective it is absolutely indispensable that future
safety sensors be explicitly developed for one certain
mode of safeguarding. Especially for the mode “Speed
and Separation Monitoring”, in which the human is working beside the robot without any physical contact, we
see a tremendous need for tailored safety sensors which
take advantage of the possibilities to their full extent.
The safeguarding mode “Power and Force Limiting” is
also in a similar situation in that it can only be applied
properly when limit values for all kind of contacts and
situations are available.

Conclusion
We conclude with the claim that a consistent taxonomy
and definitions can help clarify any confusion surrounding terms that are frequently used to describe collaborative robots and scenarios. Furthermore, we showed how
a taxonomy based on only three characteristics can be
combined with the safeguarding modes of the upcoming
ISO/TS 15066.
We showed that certain safeguarding modes can only
take advantage of the potential if the used sensors are
tailored to the specified requirements and potentials in
equal measure. Especially the mode “Speed and Separation Monitoring” can only be applied properly if the
sensor system comes up with specific capabilities which
cannot be realized by currently available sensors. In
contrast to this mode, “Power and Force Limiting” has a
sufficient number of technologies are commercially
available. However the biomechanical limit values currently available are only suited to very specific set of
contact cases and the intended use. The studies presented here regarding the determination of verified limit
values are an important foundation for the closest form
of human-robot collaboration and will enable new applications in the future.
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Challenges and new ways for the risk assessment of Cyber physical systems
Johannes Schubert
Austrian Workersʼ Compensation Board
Vienna, Austria
Abstract
Cyber-physical systems are distributed interconnected
smart objects for networking embedded systems with
Internet-based wireless technologies. They are used to
record sensor data to help regulate materials, goods,
and information flows.
Before placing machinery on the market and/or putting it
into service, the manufacturer shall ensure that it
satisfies the relevant essential health and safety
requirements of the directive (2006/42/EC) on
machinery.
This means that the manufacturer must ensure that a
risk assessment is carried out, so the machinery must
then be designed and constructed taking into account
the results of the risk assessment. Therefor the
manufacturer shall determine the limits of the machinery,
which include the intended use and any reasonably
foreseeable misuse. At the limits of the machine also
temporal and spatial limits must be identified.
It is the question to clarify where the configuration of the
machine starts and where it ends und how Cyberphysical systems are part of the whole structure of the
machine (or are they partly completed machineries?),
especially if these systems are spatially separated from
the rest of the machine or connected with each other
only through the Internet.
The reliable integration of standard components in
cyber-physical systems could be problematic because
there are no experiences so far to identify the hazards
that can possibly arise and the associated hazardous
situations.
Keywords:
manufacturer; limits of the machine; Machinery
Directive; risk assessment;

Introduction
The Austrian Workers Compensation Board is the
largest accident insurance organisation in Austria with
about 4.5 million insured persons. The main focus is on
prevention, so there are new themes and modern
techniques (for example: developments in production
technology) of great interest. The question is to clear
there meaning in relation to the risks arising out of the
use of machinery. Especially in the field of occupational
safety there are many directives of the European Union,
which have to be transposed to national laws or
decrees.
In this context cyber-physical systems and “Industry 4.0”
get a particular significance when manufacturers are
using this new technology in the design of their
machines.
There are regulations for producers or importers, for
instance the Machinery Directive. So every machine
which is affected by the directive is marked by the CE
sign. The experience shows that accidents can occur
because machineries aren't built according to the
Machinery Directive and because of violations of the
permitted use.
Cyber-physical systems are an essential part of
“Industry 4.0”. Industry 4.0 is based on the fundamental
recognition that the production is becoming a
revolutionary change. It comes, not least, that machinery
and products chance into cyber-physical objects and the
processes of the production can be networked to the
distribution. Many aspects must be considered where
some of them are partially recognized in their scope.
The term "Cyber-physical System" is not normatively
defined. Following facts usually characterize the details:
Cyber-physical systems are distributed
interconnected smart objects for networking
embedded systems with internet-based wireless
technologies. They are used to record sensor
data to help regulate materials, goods and
information flows.
Cyber-physical systems are using so called “Internet of
Things techniques” and are usual connected to a cloud
structure.

Methods
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC:
By Industry 4.0 the Internet of Things techniques will
becoming part of machineries, so there manufacturers
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who are going to place them in a member State of the
European Community has to comply with the European
“Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC". This means that:
•
Before placing machinery on the market and/or
putting it into service, the manufacturer shall ensure that
it satisfies the relevant essential health and safety
requirements of the directive (2006/42/EC) on
machinery.
•
The manufacturer of machinery must ensure
that a risk assessment is carried out in order to
determine the health and safety requirements which
apply to the machinery.
•
The machinery must then be designed and
constructed taking into account the results of the risk
assessment.

This might be a special problem in terms of cyberphysical systems, since generally no data for the
quantitative research is available. It is assumed that an
existing hazard on a machine results sooner or later in
damage, if no precaution is taken!
According to the ISO 12100 Standard the manufacturer
has in the iterative process of risk assessment and risk
reduction to determine the limits of the machine, which
includes the intended use and any reasonably
foreseeable misuse. For cyber-physical systems no
serious differences with conventional machinery should
occur during the practical approach. The aspects to be
taken into consideration, spatial limits are the most
difficult factor to handle in connection with cyberphysical systems. Here is the biggest uncertainty in
comparison to conventional machines.

•
determine the limits of the machinery, which
include the intended use and any reasonably
foreseeable misuse thereof,

The factors referred to spatial limits in the standard EN
ISO 12100 usually like as the space of movement, the
space of operators, the interaction between man and
machine, (E.g. the interface "Man/machine") and the
interface "machine/power supply“. These factors have to
be expanding by the following additional features
regarding to cyber-physical systems:

•
identify the hazards that can be generated by
the machinery and the associated hazardous situations,

•
A cyber-physical system is characterised by its
high degree of complexity.

•
estimate the risks, taking into account the
severity of the possible injury or damage to health and
the probability of its occurrence,

•
Because the data partially, be disclosed beyond
the company borders with other business partners, the
connection to the Internet is essential.

•
evaluate the risks, with a view to determining
whether risk reduction is required, in accordance with
the objective of the Machinery Directive,

•
Cyber-physical systems arises from the
networking of embedded systems through wire or
wireless communication networks, where the most
important feature is the cloud combined with so-called
"big data applications".

By the iterative process of risk assessment and risk
reduction, the manufacturer shall:

•
eliminate the hazards or reduce the risks
associated with these hazards by application of
protective measures, in the order of priority established
in the Machinery Directive.
ISO 12100 Safety of machinery:
According to the specifications of the harmonised
standard EN ISO 12100 risk assessment begins with the
establishment of the limits of the machine, including all
phases of the life of the machinery.
As we know, a harmonised standard is a non-binding
technical specification adopted by a standardisation
body (for example the European Committee for
Standardisation (CEN)), on the basis of a remit issued
by the European Commission. This means that the
characteristics and performance of the machine as well
as the people, the environment and related products in
terms of on the limits of the machine, should be
accurately determined.
The risk analysis provides information needed to risk
assessment, in turn, using their decisions can be made
on whether a risk reduction is required. The
Manufacturer of machinery must always consider that
the lack of a history of accidents, a small number of
accidents or a low harm should not make believe, that
the risk is low.

•
In addition, cyber-physical systems have
universal sensors to analyse and to monitor their
environment.
•
Production-related mass data must be analysed
and transferred to a qualified evaluation.
So far, the server of IT-systems is close coupled to
production. In Cloud-based systems additional
challenges such as latency, and the speed of the
network plays an essential role.

Results
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC:
It is too differentiate whether despite new “Internet of
Things techniques”, field bus systems and industrial
ethernet networks are used as essential elements of the
control architecture. This means that the pure control
and regulation tasks are done with classical automation
devices.
On the other hand Industry 4.0 allows innovative
applications and business models that can be
implemented successfully only with special equipment
and techniques.Their meaning has to estimate in terms
of machine safety.
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Especially the connection to several value added
networks requires an open and secure communication
architecture, whose design determines the entire "safety
philosophy” of the machinery.
This assumes, that a synchronous communication over
Internet lines is technological possible.
The openness of systems as compared to the classic
fieldbus gateways requires high demands on the
security concept. This includes authentication,
authorization, encryption, and data integrity through
digital signatures. At this point the manufacturer has to
ensure maximum possible safety.
At the same time the spatial limits are becoming blurred,
so that the manufacturer must make a clear statement
about where his machinery begins and where it ends.
He has specifically to determine how deeply the link
between the control technology and above all, the
safety-technology of the individual systems should be,
especially when several different manufacturers are
involved.
There is the need to clarify the question, who then is the
manufacturer of the whole new machinery?
The new machinery is the entirety of the individual
systems, which can come from different manufacturers
and are deeply networked with so-called Internet of
Things techniques in connection with the cloud structure
to build a production line.
At least it may be also possible for manufacturers to
place a component of a cyber-physical system as a socalled "partly completed machinery" to the market.
A “partly completed machinery” means an assembly
which is almost machinery but which cannot in itself
perform a specific application. A drive system is a partly
completed machinery. Partly completed machinery is
only intended to be incorporated into or assembled with
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other machinery or other partly completed machinery or
equipment, thereby forming machinery to apply with the
European Machinery Directive.
By Installing a cyber-physical system as a partly
completed machinery in an existing machine (plant), it
becomes an extension with so-called “Internet of Things”
techniques. It must be checked out by the manufacturer
if a new machinery is placed on the market and how this
changes increases the danger.

Conclusion
The knowledge of technical solutions alone is not
enough!
Manufacturers in Europe have to note also the legal
aspects of new technologies. In case of machines, this
concerns above all the European Machinery Directive
2006/42/EC.
This means that a risk assessment and documentation
covering all aspects is the basis for a safe and legally
compliant machinery.
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Functional safety application for collaboration of machines and persons on the
basis of safety levels defined by position and velocity vectors
Yukio Hata, Yuji Hiraoa
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Abstract
International standards of safety of machinery require safeguarding and complementary protective measures for
collaboration of machines and operators where inherent safety measures are not applicable. However, in order to realize
more sophisticated machinery systems, these measures are not sufficient, and it is necessary to apply functional safety to
the collaboration for the purpose of enhancement of safety measures. Especially in the case of press machines,
simultaneous actuation by machines and operators is possible during the machines' upward process, and a remarkable
effect can be anticipated if we apply functional safety.
The aim of this paper is to propose a new functional safety control for the collaboration of press machines and operators
on the basis of safety levels defined by the position and velocity vectors, and to evaluate the safety and productivity
enhancement of this approach.
Concretely, safety levels are determined by the dynamic safety distance to the hazardous point and the relative speed,
which are obtained by monitoring the movements of the press machine and the operator continuously, i.e. obtained by
monitoring the position and velocity vectors.The speed of press machines is controlled appropriately so as to keep the
minimum distance which corresponds to the safety levels. As a result, it has been revealed that the collaboration work
area can be extended even to the press machines' downward area and this increases the work efficiency by 50%.
Keywords:
Press machine, Collaboration, Safe condition, Vector

1. Introduction
The press machine is known as one of the most dangerous machines. The injuries caused during the collaboration with
press machines (manually loading a material and manually unloading a product) in the dangerous tool area have
occurred far too often.
In this paper, we focus on collaboration with the press machine in the tool area that causes many severe injuries and
apply the functional safety for the purpose of keeping the safe condition during the collaboration.The purpose of this
paper is to propose the functional safety that enables not only the high performance of the continuous monitoring of the
safe condition during the collaboration with the press machine but also the improvement of productivity.
First,we show some issues of single mode in the collaboration of press machines (manually loading a material and
manually unloading a product) ,and the necessary functions to solve these issues.
Next, we define the safe condition and the dangerous condition by applying the concept of vectors (the relation of the
position and the speed) to the relation of the machine and the operator. We show an example of the greater efficiency
when this safety control system of the collaboration of machine and operator is applied to an actual machine and show
the “control block diagram and necessary functions” which apply the functional safety to this safety control system.
We go on to evaluate the effect of this system on the safety of the collaboration of the machine and person and show the
effect on the safety of collaboration with a press machine and the improvement of its productivity, As a result, we
confirmed not only the contribution to the safety of the collaboration of the press machine and the operator of this system
and to the improvement of its productivity but also the contribution to the safety of other future production systems. We
also show other issues of the future safety control systems of the press machine.

2. The present issues of press machines
The manual operation of the press machine is the operation during the movement by single mode of the press in which
the operator loads material into the die and unloads a product from the die by hand. The die area is the hazard area
where inherently protective measures cannot be taken.
Access to the die area and manual operation in the die area during the press slide movement, which is the crushing
hazard of the press machine, is allowed only when the safe condition (no danger) is confirmed.This access is restricted to
allow only single mode and only during the upward process of the slide or in that area (see Fig 1.) after the slide has
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passed through the dangerous area of the downward process, according to the C standards of the press machine (for
example ,EN692[1], ANSI B11.1[2] and so on).
Fig.1 shows the allowed area of the access to work in the die area during the slide movement of the press machine using
the single mode. The crank angle of the mechanical crank press machine which is used to convert the crank angle to the
linear motion of the slide (the die is attached to the slide) is detected by an encoder, and/or a rotary cam, installed on the
crank rotation mechanism. The angle signals set by the use of an encoder and/or cams are used to control the stop at
TDP(Top Dead Center), to allow access to the die area during the slide movement and to detect overrun and so on.

Slide

Moving up
and down
directions
of the slide

Fig1. Single stroke of press machine
But some issues are confirmed in press machine standards, regarding their application to the collaboration of press
machines and operators, and to the monitoring function relevant to the safety based on the protective measure of the
press machine stop. The following are some of the main issues.
[1] Considering the safety and the productivity of the press machine, the changes of the position and the speed and
any changes of setting data need to be continuously refreshed during the press machine movement. This
continuous data is vital to the safety of the collaboration, and the safe and reliable system should be established.
The safety function relevant to these settings needs an electronic control system which is controlled by the software,
and the risk of the safety function of this system shall be estimated, and the functional safety shall be adequately
applied.
[2] With the present restriction it is difficult to verify the validity of the setting, because the set data is based on the
worst case regarding safety and the allowable operating area, and these set data depend on the operator, and the
set data of the worst case makes the productivity lower. Sometimes, this issue may increase the possibility of an
accident caused by human error and may decrease the productivity of the machine. Therefore, the continuous automatic optimum setting to which functional safety is applied is required for the setting function relevant to safety,
operability and productivity.
[3] The access to the die area in single mode operation without the protective device is usually limited to the restricted
area. The Inch Operation by a hold-to-run device which is used for die setting and adjustment is restricted by its one
time operation travel distance and the press speed. For these reasons, the safety and the operability are not suitable for the operator. Therefore, the application of the safe condition for all press operation modes by a protective
device (for example ESPE using AOPD, and two-hand control devices[4] and so on) relevant to the collaboration of
the machine and the operator is necessary to solve this issue.
[4] The characteristic of this function is to detect the overrun of the slide when the slide does not stop at the TDP during
the TDP stop process and to make the press stop when the overrun is detected. The overrun position of the
mechanical press machine is set by its angle signal, but the detail of how to set and how to control the overrun is
not clearly provided by the standards. But the mechanical press machine which has a servo drive but does not have
a clutch system has become more common recently and this kind of machine usually uses the stop category 0 but
not stop category 1 for the TDP stop control. Therefore the prediction of overrun detection before the overrun occurs
becomes crucial; more important than the present overrun detection.
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3.The technical proposal to the issues of the present press machine
The target of this proposal is to clarify the necessary safety condition of a press machine control system to solve the
safety-related issues of the present control system of press machines shown in chapter 2, and also to propose the safetyrelated control system to apply to the safety measures of the collaboration of operator and press machine.
3.1 Safety condition of collaboration of machine and operator
Fig.2 shows the dangerous direction and safe direction in the collaboration of press machine and operator, to show the
safe condition model by the motion vectors of the press machine and the operator. P(t) and H(t) in Fig.2 are the vector
P(t) which has parameters of the press position and the speed and direction of the press movement and the vector H(t)
which has parameters of the operator’s position and the speed in a horizontal direction: the maximum speed expected
toward the hazard .
All of the downward stroke area except the gap which is free from the crushing hazard (refer to the "Safety gap" in Fig.2)
is considered a dangerous area from the “machinery safety” point of view , but in this paper all of the downward stroke
area from TDP to BDP(bottom dead center) without exception is considered a dangerous area to explain each concept of
the safety and the danger as a simple model.

Fig. 2. Safety and Hazard in the Cooperation of Machine and Operator
If the position of the press machine from BDP at time t is P(t) the motion speed at time t is shown as dP(t)/dt. And in this
paper, "dP(t)/dt<0" is the downward speed motion vector and ,"dP(t)/dt>0" is the upward speed motion vector. The
dangerous condition of a press machine is the situation that an operator accesses the hazardous area while the press
machine is moving downward. If the time t1 at time t is defined as the estimated travel time to BDP , the time t1 at time t is
shown as equation (1).
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And if H(t) is the position that is the minimum safe distance of a person from the hazard area of the press machine at time
t, the speed of the operator at time t is shown as dH(t)/dt. In this paper "dH(t)/dt<0" is the speed motion vector toward the
hazard and ,"dH(t)/dt>0" is the speed motion vector moving away from the hazard. Since "H(t)=0" is the border point of
the position of the operator between safety and danger, and then "H(t)>0 " shows the position of the operator is inside the
hazard area and "H(t)>0 " shows the position of the operator is outside the hazard area.
When the operator accesses the machine, the safety condition at time t of the collaboration of the machine and the
operator is that the press is in its upward process shown by equation (2), or the condition that a person cannot reach the
hazardous area of the press machine during the downward process until the press machine reaches BDP. Therefore the
safety condition at time t is shown as equation(3). And H(t+t1) is the expected position at time t when the operator will be
expected to move until time t1. The safety condition of the collaboration of press machine and person is maintained by
continuous monitoring of equation (3).
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3.2 The verification of the safety condition of the collaboration of press machine and operator
Fig.3 shows the model of the application example that equation (2) and equation (3) are applied to an actual mechanical
crank press machine. The machine specification of this model is as follows: the stroke length is 200mm, the maximum
speed of this mechanical crank press is 150spm(strokes per minute: 900 degrees/s), and the operation is the manual
loading of a material and unloading of a product.
AOPD which is usually used as the protective device for manual loading and unloading of a press machine is used in this
model. The safe distance(Ds) from hazard to AOPD is fixed as "H(t)=350mm" which is detected at AOPD. The access
speed of the operator which is used for the calculation of the safe distance is fixed as "dH(t)/dt=2000mm/s" which is
provided by ISO13855[3] as the speed the human hand.

Fig.3 The application model of safety condition to mechanical crank press
If the angular velocity and the crank radius of the mechanical crank press shown in Fig.3 are as ω(t)(deg./s) and r(mm),
press position P(t) (mm) and slide speed of the mechanical crank press dP(t)/dt (mm/s) are shown as equation (4) and
equation (5). And if the crank angle from BDP of the safety area which is “the allowable area of collaboration of press
machine and the operator” at time t is θm(t) (deg.), θm(t) is shown as equation (6) which is decided by the speed of the
press machine and the arrival time of the operator at the hazard of the press machine.
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Fig.4 shows the following calculation results:The safety condition area during the downward process by equation (3),and
the "safe area and danger area" by equation (2), and the crank angle from BDP of the safety area which is the allowable
area of collaboration of the press machine and the operator by equation (6).

Fig.4 The judgement of the safety condition at each slide position
The safety area shown in Fig.4 is the safety area of the collaboration of machine and operator at the fixed press speed
150spm, but this safety area changes continuously according to the press speed. Therefore the press speed needs
continuous monitoring to judge the safety area. Fig.5 shows the start position (angle) of the safety area according to the
press speed where access to the hazard area is allowed to start, calculated by equation (6).
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Fig. 5. Safety area of the downward stroke based on the press speed
3.3 The application of the safety condition of collaborative work by the functional safety control system
Fig.6 shows the following proposals:The risk estimation to decide the safety level of the safety related control system
relevant to the collaboration of the mechanical crank press according to Annex E (refer to Fig.E.1 and Fig.E.2) of
IEC61508-5{5], and the example of the control block diagram, and the function blocks of each function. The safety level
SIL3 (PLe) shown in Fig.6 shall be required for this safety related control system if the risk level of this safety control
system is considered according to the severity of injury, the frequency of the access to the hazard area by hand, and the
possibility of avoiding the injury.

Fig.6 The outline of control system of the safety function of the collaboration work

The following are the main outlines to be considered for FMEA if the functional safety is applied to the control
system of the SIL3 collaboration control that is shown from (A) to (D) in Fig.6.
(A) A redundant system should be considered for the input system of the press position detection, or if
possible the diversity structure should be considered to eliminate a common cause of failure. And if the
redundant or diversity system is applied to the position detection, the common cause of failure by
mechanical installation should also be considered.
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(B) The ESPE using AOPD which is the type4 of IEC61496[4] is applied as the application example in this
paper.
(C) The hardware architecture is the example to apply to the PLe[5]/SIL3[6][7][8][9] safety-related control system
of which the hardware architecture is TypeB[8] and hardware fault tolerance 1(HFT=1) and the Safe
Failure Fraction(SFF) more than 90%.
(D) It needs to use a redundant output device (e.g. dual valve with the spool monitoring, the use of double
contacts with monitoring and so on) for the control system of functional safety level SIL3 and to keep the
safe power cutoff and the safe brake control.

4.

The necessity of applying functional safety and its effects of functional safety

In this paper, measures for the monitoring of the collaboration of press machine and operator which do not depend
on the operator are shown , and functional safety is necessary for the realization of these measures, and the
concrete safety conditions for the safety measures and the example of the application of functional safety are
shown. It was confirmed that the allowable working area for the collaboration of the press machine and the operator
is expanded by applying functional safety to the control of the safety condition .
Fig.7 shows the allowable manual loading and unloading work area according to the press speed, using Fig.5 as
the comparison of the productivity when applying this system.

Fig.7 The allowable working area by press speed
Fig.7 shows the calculation result of the allowable working area based on press speed . The press machine
specification is that the speed is 150spm and the safety distance 350mm. As a result, the allowable area of the
collaboration is expected to be expanded 90% compared to the present press machine. The total production cycle
time is expected to be improved by about 50% compared to the present production cycle time., The operator will be
free from checking of the press BDP position, especially welcome in the case of high speed production, and as a
result, improvements in the operability and the workability are expected.
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5. Conclusion
As the results confirm, this proposal will contribute not only to deterministic safety measures but also to the improvement
of productivity, especially for high speed production, achieved by applying the safety condition shown in equation (2) for
the safety measures of the collaboration of the press machine and the operator and by applying functional safety to
equation (2).
The incorporation of the safety condition into the control system of the press machine contributes not only the automatic
judgement of the starting position of the collaboration of the press machine and the operator ( the same as the muting
position provided by EN692 and so on) but also includes overrun detection ,and as a result this proposal will establish the
safety control system that does not depend on the operator of the press machine.
The safety condition for the collaborative work in this proposal is not sufficient for the servo press. More consideration of
the servo press is needed, including, among other factors, the detection of the presence of the operator, the detection of
the dynamics of the press machine, and the reaction time of each.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This paper provides an overview of the results of three projects related to application of the
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to smart personal protective equipment
(PPE) for occupational safety and health management. Development and application of smart
PPE includes integration of sensors, actuators, data transmission and processing units, as well
as power sources within the PPE elements. The introduction of ICT to PPE solutions is one of
the priorities of several international safety and health organizations. The Central Institute for
Labour Protection – National Research Institute (CIOP-PIB) also works on multiple research
projects in this field. In this paper, the examples and the results of the selected projects,
oriented on the application of ICT to smart PPE for safety management in the working
environment are presented. Development of the information support system for welders,
based on augmented reality (AR) integrated with eye protection devices and new methods to
identify and monitor the time of use of PPE equipped with RFID tags as well as to monitor
selected physical parameters of undergarment microclimate for identification of users thermal
comfort [1].
The main objective of the information support system for welders is to develop a model of
AR system which allows to put the additional pictures and/or security signs in the field of
view of welders using helmets with automatic welding filters. The pictures or signs can be
useful for familiarizing workers with: welding place, area around the welding place and
potential risks. The model of AR system for welders takes advantage of: micro camera
recording the area around the user in order to identify the surrounding objects, AR displays
integrated with welding helmets, electronic devices allowing for the communication between
the camera and the display, sensor module (e.g. electromagnetic field, temperature of welded
objects, etc.), defectoscopy module (for non destructive testing of welded objects), databases
containing information about objects, manuals, etc., communication systems allowing for
radio transmission of the information that can be displayed in the users’ field of view. The AR
system integrated within the welding helmets is programmed using the original software
1	
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based on algorithms to identify defects arising during the welding process. Graphical user
interface of the AR display provides the following information: actual intensity of welding
current, temperature of welded object, actual shade number of automatic welding filter,
welding technology (e.g. TIG or TAG), information about potential hazards (e.g. magnetic
fields, explosion, objects around welding place).
The concept of the radio frequency identification (RFID) system is to identify and monitor the
time of use of PPE equipped with RFID tags. PPE is characterized by a certain "lifetime"
associated with the loss of parameters which depends on the degree of their exposure to the
environmental agents. Due to the importance of this issue, it is reasonable to search for
solutions on how to monitor the time of safe use of the PPE.
The system for measuring the undergarment temperature and relative humidity with data
logging and wireless data transmission consists of two main parts: measuring module
(temperature and relative humidity sensors with data logger for measuring, data logging and
wireless transmission) underwear as carrier of for the measuring module. Designed system
allows for data viewing, analysis, and wireless transmission to the computer or to the server
through GSM. The system is intended for tests with humans in real conditions.
	
  

2.
AUTOMATIC
IDENTIFICATION
PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT

AND

MONITORING

PERSONAL

2.1. RFID TECHNOLOGY AND PPE
Laboratory examinations conducted in Health and Safety Executive [2] (UK) and the Central
Institute for Labour Protection – National Research Institute [3] on both the individual
protection equipment withdrawn from use and the new ones subject to accelerated ageing
proved that the primary factors effecting in the loss of protective properties are:
- sun radiation,
- high and low temperatures and humidity,
- mechanical interactions, such as friction, cutting, piercing, etc.,
- penetration of dust into the structure of textile materials,
- interaction of aggressive chemicals.
In many cases users cannot detect these changes, and the PPE are applied in the situations of
direct threat to life and health. Control and supervision of the PPE can be performed with the
use of radio frequency identification (RFID) [4-8]. This technology finds more and more
applications in the area of health and security at work. These include e.g. the documentation
of data such as [6,8]:
- frequency of use of the emergency evacuation oxygen respirators in mining industry,
- frequency and circumstances of use of the equipment protecting against falling from
heights.
Another application of RFID is planning of activities in high-risk areas, such as mines or
construction site excavations. The scope of application of RFID technology in the area of
2	
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occupational safety and health is a subject of studies of the Construction Industry Education
and Research Unit of the University of Wuppertal [8]. The project included development of
an RFID gateway for automatic control of the PPE. The gateway is installed at the entry to the
work area. It allows to check all PPE each time when a user enters the work area. Thanks to
the above, the employees have access to the dangerous areas, e.g. the construction sites, only
if they possess the appropriate PPE.
2.2. CONCEPT OF AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION
IDENTIFICATION AND MONITORING SYSTEM

OF

AN

AUTOMATIC

Sustaining the condition of health and safety at work requires supervision and control over the
correct selection, use, storage and maintenance of the PPE. These tasks burden mostly the
employer and the employee utilizing the equipment. The condition of proper execution of the
task is the appropriate control of the PPE. It should be performed on two levels:
- directly before start of work – performed by the employee, who is about to use the
equipment,
- periodically (e.g. once a year) – performed by a competent, specially trained person in
the workplace or directly by the manufacturer or its authorized service branch.
The tool in the form of an automatic identification and monitoring system for the PPE will
improve the usage control processes and observance of the scheduled technical condition
reviews. The concept of system operation is based on remote, radio-based reading and
recording data with the use of special electronic tags (radio tags) [4,5,7,9] attached to the
supervised PPE and a reader connected to a computer. The block diagram of the automatic
identification and monitoring system for the PPE is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the automatic identification and monitoring system for the PPE
The system operates with the use of the following components:
- electronic tags attached to the supervised PPE,
- antenna and reading/programming device (reader, terminal) with transmitter and
decoder,
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- server with software and database.
Information stored in the electronic tags attached to the PPE is read by the reader (and
therefore the PPE is identified) and passed to the server, where it is recorded in the database.
The collected information enables retracing the life cycle of the PPE. It also allows to
improve the security of employees exposed to aggressive work environment factors, as well
as to optimize the logistic processes in the workplace and enable keeping statistics and cost
planning (generating periodical reports on PPE and statistic wear and tear reports).
Electronic tags. RFID tags is a small communication devices, in which the desired
information is stored. The electronic tags can be made of various materials (plastic, paper) in
custom shapes, depending on the application. Data transmission can be carried out using the
following bands: ultra-high (UHF), high (HF) and low (LF) frequency [7]. First, the scanning
antenna puts out the radio frequency (RF) signal. The RF radiation will provide a
communication with the tag and provide tag with energy to communicate. When tag pases
through the antenna, it detects the activation signal. That activate and transmits the
information on tag to the scanning antenna (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. Activate and transmits the information on RFID tag to the scanning antenna
Electronic tags can be divided into:
- passive (do not have their own power, draw power from the reader),
- active, meaning those that have their own power.
The data stored in RFID tags can be secured through encryption. We distinguish between
tags: a secure information during transmission and tags with stored encrypted information.
Electronic tags are attached to PPE. Each tag has a certain amount of internal memory
(EEPROM) in which it stores information about the PPE, such as unique ID (serial) number,
or in some cases more details including manufacture date and product composition. When
these tags pass through a field generated by a antenna RFID, they transmit this information to
the reader, thereby identifying the PPE.
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While selecting the RFID tag for implementation into the protective clothing (fire brigade
clothing, chemical rescue personnel clothing, clothing protecting against cold), the following
were taken into account:
- depending on the fabrics comprising the protective clothing,
- resistant to high temperatures (180 °C),
- resistant to repeated washing and also by chemical means,
- safe for delicate fabrics (no sharp edges),
- frequency (proximity tags and long range),
- availability.
For the first stage of works on integration of electronic tags with fabrics used in the protective
clothing, the passive tags, i.e. without own power supply, were chosen. Two types were
selected (Fig. 3):
- T-BT7700 – tag operating at the frequency of 13.56 MHz (HF) – proximity tag,
- UST 20100-1PC – tag operating at the frequencies of 862-955 MHz (UHF) – tag
providing a long range of stored data reading.

a)

b)

Fig. 3. Selected tag: a) proximity tag T-BT7700, b) tag providing a long range UST 201001PC [9]
2.3. IMPLEMENTATION OF ELECTRONIC TAGS ON THE PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING Implementation of tags on the protective clothing (fire brigade clothing,
chemical rescue personnel clothing, clothing protecting against cold) cannot worsen the
protective parameters, must retain the ergonomics of use and should guarantee the appropriate
functioning of the identification and monitoring system for the PPE. While selecting the
methods of tag implementation into the protective clothing, the following were taken into
account:
type of fabrics comprising the protective clothing (woven cloths, non-woven fabrics,
coated fabrics),
- type of electronic tag,
- tag implementation into the clothing (no need to introduce new technological
processes to clothing manufacturing),
- no impact of the implementation to clothing usability functions,
- no impact of the implementation to clothing protective properties.
Two methods of implementing electronic tags in classic and coated fabrics used for the
protective clothing were proposed:
-
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-

-

sewing in under square fabric fragment with backstitch (proximity tag T-BT7700) and
adding terminals under the outer package layer (tag providing a long range UST
20100-1PC),
pasting in pockets made of the same fabric as the clothing. The pasting of tags directly
on the clothing was considered, but the method proved ineffective, as the tag was
exposed to work environment factors and damage. The additional layer (pocket)
guarantees the tag is protected.

2.4. CHANGES OF THE DATA READING RANGE
Afterwards, clothing packages, used as carriers of electronic tags for reading range research
were combined. The prepared station was used to perform test of the impact of specific layers
of clothing packages to the changes of the tag data reading range (Fig. 4). The tag reading
range was also examined after the clothing was subjected to processes normal for PPE in
regular use (i.e. washing, maintenance, exposure to high temperatures). Before the place of
introduction of electronic tags in the complete clothing set for fire brigade or chemical rescue
teams was determined, the impact of metal elements (i.e. zippers, snap fasteners, shackles)
attached to the clothing on the change of reading range was also performed.

Fig. 4. Station to perform test of the impact of specific layers of clothing packages to the
changes of the tag data reading range
To composition of the station to perform test of the impact of specific layers of clothing
packages to the changes of the tag data reading range used the following equipment:
- reader: Motorola FX7400 RFID,
- RFID antenna: Motorola AN480-CL66100WR,
- notebook Dell XPS M1330 with software,
- meter stick with a resolution of 1 cm.
The test was performed in accordance with the following procedure:
- the sample packet of material with an electronic tag placed in front of the antenna,
- running a computer with software and RFID reader,
- the software is set to function code read from the tag,
- the sample was uniformly shifted by 1 cm in a straight line toward the RFID antenna,
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-

at the time code signal from the tag read distance measurements were made with
samples from the antenna RFID tag,
the result of measurements recorded in the card.

2.5. RESULTS AND DISCUSION
Fig. 5 and 6 illustrated selected results test of the impact of clothing (fire brigade clothing,
chemical rescue personnel clothing, clothing protecting against cold) to the changes of the
proximity tag: T-BT7700 and UST 20100-1PC data reading range. The distance
measurements were made with samples from the antenna RFID tag is given in meters.
0,4
0,328
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0,341
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fire
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0,2

0,187

0,179

chemical
cold

0,15

only	
  tag
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0
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Fig. 5. Results test of the impact of clothing to the changes of the proximity tag T-BT7700
data reading range in meters. Note: fire - fire brigade clothing, chemical - chemical rescue
personnel clothing, cold - clothing protecting against cold and only tag - T-BT7700
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Fig. 6. Results test of the impact of clothing to the changes of the tag providing a long range
UST 20100-1PC data reading range in meters. Note: fire - fire brigade clothing, chemical chemical rescue personnel clothing, cold - clothing protecting against cold and only tag - UST
20100-1PC
The results of the performed tested are as follows:
- fabrics for antistatic clothing reduce the electronic tag data reading range to
(0,237±0,003) m. The other layers of the fire brigade clothing package do not impact
the reading range,
- coated fabrics used for protective clothing reduce the electronic tag data reading range
of 47 % (proximity tags T-BT7700) and of 16 % (tag of long range UST 20100-1PC),
- regular fabrics used for protective clothing do not impact the electronic tag data
reading range,
- in the flammability test, proximity tags T-BT7700 placed in the fire brigade clothing
were damaged by the flames (+600°C). However, physical damage to the tags did not
occur, and what is most important, during and after the test the tags did not pose an
additional threat to the clothing user. Tags UST 20100-1PC of long range were not
damaged,
- electronic tags placed in the clothing protecting against cold were not damaged after
maintenance – 5 laundries (+60°C).
- electronic tags placed in the clothing protecting against cold were not damaged after
maintenance – 5 dry cleaning processes.
- single metal elements (i.e. zippers, snap fasteners, shackles) placed in the protective
clothing packages do not impact the tag data reading range,
- bigger density of the metal element leads to the decrease of the electronic tag data
reading range. This imposes a requirement to keep the distance between the electronic
tag and the metal elements, while placing the tags on the protective clothing, which
allows to prevent from reading data range loss.
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Analysis of the results of tag reading range research place in clothing packages allowed to
indicate areas on the protective clothing, where the tag data read range is invariable and where
the reading range changes. The proposed concept of the automatic identification and
monitoring system for PPE is a tool supporting the execution of employers’ obligations
resulting from directive 89/656/EEC. The tool enables identification and monitoring of the
duration of use of the PPE. It also allows to determine times of technical reviews, repairs and
replacement of the equipment, respectively to the extent of wear of the PPE, which improves
the safety of employees and reduces the costs borne by the employers. It also optimizes the
operation of the employer and the control and supervision bodies through providing instant
access to historical data on usage of the PPE in the workplace.
Implementation of the tool (the automatic identification and monitoring system) by the
employees will result in:
1. Improved security of the employees exposed to aggressive work environment factors.
2. Support for fulfilling employers’ obligations imposed by directive 89/686/EEC.
3. Determining the technical review, repair and replacement periods, respectively to the
extent of wear of the PPE.
4. Recording the life cycle of PPE.
5. Analysis of the costs of purchase of PPE, divided into departments/work stations.
6. Keeping statistics and cost planning, with the account of cost centres.
The indicated practical applications of the system directly translate to the improved work
safety of the employees utilizing the PPE. The practical applications listed in items 1, 2 and 3
allow for effective improvement of the method of management of the PPE in the workplace.
The ability to perform purchase cost analyses (item 4) and keeping cost statistics (item 5)
should cause a reduction of costs related to the use of the PPE.
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3. AUGMENTED REALITY SYSTEM FOR INTEGRATION WITH WELDING
HELMETS
3.1. AR HISTORY
The augmented reality system allows to observe surrounded reality and to put into the field of
vision additional information. Tom Caudell is the author of the augmented reality therm. In
1992 he created a system that makes installation of electrical wires easier by using that
technology. The augmented reality system described by Caudell is presented in the Fig. 7
[10].

Fig. 7. AR system for installation of electrical wire described by Cudell [10]
The augmented reality system can be divided into two basic groups:
system that allows, thanks to the special displayers, to display additional and computer
generated information directly in front of user’s eyes,
- system that displays images/information spatially correlated with the observed reality
on traditional displayers.
The system presented in Fig. 7 can be joined to the first group. The second group are for e.g.
the augmented reality systems that helps while moving in buildings. Many of GSM operators
currently offer applications that allows to display in mobile phones information about objects
that are identify by integrated with mobile phone GPRS system. The main distinguishing
feature of augmented reality technology is the use of system allowing to display computer
generated images or graphic symbols and the fact that it is placed directly in front of user’s
eyes [11]. The augmented reality system are used mainly during complex activities that need
to be done with perceiving and quickly analysing a lot of information [12-14]. This systems
need to meet a lot of technical and ergonomic standards that are based on user’s comfort and
his real need. That is why augmented reality systems are designed mainly according to its use
for specially defined future group of users. The workers who operate production machines are
generally that kind of group. In this case the augmented reality systems are mainly for
generating warning signals made by for e.g. machine failure that are caused by appearance of
danger in working environment of the worker [11]. During servicing the augmented reality
-
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system delivers to the users information about the order of performed activities. Examples of
this kind of use can be find in the automotive industry [15] or during work with hazardous
materials [16]. The augmented reality system for medical purposes are currently used during
typical surgeries [17], and reconstructive treatments (e.g. jaw surgery [18]). The wide group
of the augmented reality system users are also participants of specialist courses. The
augmented reality helps in activities that need to be done with remembering many following
steps.
3.2. THE POSSIBILITY USE OF AR SYSTEM AT WELDING WORKS
The augmented reality systems can also be used at welding works. During welding (excluding
the automatic welding lines) it is necessary to use individual protectors, especially eye’s and
face’s protections. While arc welding the welding helmets are used. Welding helmets can also
be used during gas welding or in similar techniques. Every welding eye’s protectors contains
special filters that protect against harmful optical radiation that accompanies welding. Due to
used technology the light transmission factors for welding are from about 0,0004% (filters
with signature 13 commonly used at arc welding) up to about 4% (filters with signature 4
used at gas welding). That low values of light transmission factors for welding filters are
necessary because of intensive visual radiation that comes with welding. There is especially a
lot of light emitted at the arc welding technology. Looking through the welding filters made
for arc welding the only thing that can be seen is the welded element. The automatic welding
filter can be used in order to allows welder to observe, in a limited way, his surroundings
without lifting his welding helmet. The light transmission factor in “the bright stage” is about
8% (welding filter with signature 5). Welding helmets are made of artificial materials by
injection method and high quality pressboard or fibre materials. Constructions that are made
by injection method characterized by hard/big stiffness what allows integrate additional
elements that can be a part of the augmented reality system. This kind of system, containing
among others camera, allows to put in a field of vision additional information with saving
possibility to observe welded elements trough the welding filter. Basic elements of the
augmented reality system for integration with welding helmet are: the augmented reality
displayer, camera and modules which register and processing additional information that are
put in the welder’s field of vision. The additional information can be: an image from the
welding surrounding, warning about appearing hazards and also information about welding
process.
3.3. MODEL OF AR SYSTEM FOR WELDERS
The conception of the augmented reality system for integration with welding helmet assumes
extend functions of currently used welding protectors into additional functions such as:
-

observing the welding surrounding,
informing welder about welding parameters and conditions and about environmental
hazards,
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- informing welder about material defects.
According to the presented conception the augmented reality system for integration with
welding helmet should contains following basic elements:
- micro camera,
- sensor module
- defectoscopy system,
- augmented reality displayer,
- PDA computer.
Fig. 8 presents diagram that schematically shows basic elements of the augmented reality
system for integration with welding helmet or with elements of welding equipment.
Elements	
  integrated	
  with	
  welding	
  
helmets
z
y

x

Micro camera

Module	
  of	
  
defectoscopy

Welding	
  
helmet

Environmental	
  
sensors	
  module

AR	
  display	
  	
  -‐
inside	
  of	
  	
  
welding	
  
helmet	
  

PDA	
  
computer

Fig. 8. Base elements designed for integration with welding helmet
At the assumptions for building the augmented reality system for integration with welding
helmet model suggested the method of integration camera with welding helmet according to
both construction possibilities and optical system parameters for providing registration of the
images form welding surrounding by the camera. An adequate model of graphic interface was
designed for information set intended for presenting at the augmented reality displayer.
According to the described assumptions the model of augmented reality system for integration
with welding helmet was created. The system also contains elements of defectoscopy system
and magnetic field sensor. In order to define assumptions for the software that allows an
automatic detection of constructional damages there were done the analysis of algorithms and
operations done in the defectoscopy system, mainly in the image presenting the defectoscopy
tested field of welded constructions (penetration tests).
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The integration camera with welding helmet was made so that the image from the welding
surrounding at the various welder’s head locations could be registered. As an integration spot
of camera the surface on the top of the welding helmet (after consulting the final user group)
was chosen. The integration of camera allowed the regulation of direction of the optical axis
of the lens. In the Fig. 9 and 4 the scheme of camera mounted on welding helmet is presented.
The Fig. 10 presents a picture of welding helmet with camera directed to observe welding
area.
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Fig. 9. Camera mounted on welding helmet – diagram (Δl – distance between eye and
camera; d1, d2 – distance of eye/ lens from observed object)

Algorithms to
identify defects
arising during a
welding process

Fig. 10. Observation of welding area using camera embedded with welding helmet
In the situation showed in the Fig. 10 a welded elements can be seen through both welding
filter and, by using the camera, on the augmented reality displayer. The size of area displayed
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on the augmented reality displayer can be regulated by changing the focus of the camera.
Mounting camera on the top of the welding helmet allows to observe welded elements. It only
needs to direct the optical axis of the lens which goes through the centre of surface of camera
image – converter on welded object. Leaning camera back and forward allows to choose
proper observation area. During welding there can happen that welder also lean his head to a
side what also requires adequate leaning of camera (the opposite direction to the welder’s
head turning) in order to “equalize” an observed image. Directing camera’s lens mounted on
welding helmet to the objects that are at the side of the welder we will not escape from
situations in which an image would be “turned” due to leaning head. In that case here is
recommended to use angel regulation of leaning camera with leaning user’s head. These
situations are rare. In aforementioned cases there are no problems with covering the camera’s
field of vision by user’s head. The most difficult to make is an observation of objects that are
behind the welder. There is no need to lean the camera to a side, but there is a serious problem
with covering the camera’s field of vision by welder’s head, what is presented in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Camera field of vision blinded by head – observation object in the rear of welder
An observation of objects that are behind the welder’s head is limited when welding helmet is
leaned down. Even when the camera is on the top of the welding helmet and there is a
possibility to lean back the camera the helmet will significantly limit the possibility of
observing objects that are behind the welder. Objects that are behind the welder can be
observed only when welder’s head is lean back or is not lean at all. Analysis of
aforementioned cases shows that there are some construction possibilities of mounting the
camera on welding helmet. This possibilities are:
− camera mounted on handler that allows to lean camera back and forward,
− camera is mounted on a handler ended with roll,
− camera mounted on a “self-positioning” handler.
The first possibility was used for construction of the described model. It is considered that,
during observation of welding area, the back and forward regulation depending on the angel
of welder’s head’s lean is enough. The advantage of this solution is simple and flat
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construction. After mounting the camera on the top of welding helmet there are no elements
that significantly protrude over the camera’s corpus. The height of protrude elements over the
protector’s corpus depends on how thick is used camera. In a model, made of elements that
can be easily bought for anyone, the camera was 15 mm thick. With this type of mounting
there can be done a special technological hole for hiding the camera in the welding helmet
after being used. This solution limits the possibility to regulate camera to observe objects that
are at welder’s side ( limited possibilities of “equalizing” an image while welder is leaning his
head) and basically unable to observe by the camera objects that are behind the welder. The
solution of that problem can be mounting the camera on a roll ended handler. Roll handler
(articulated joint) are commonly used in camera tripod and handler for mounting GPRS. The
use of roll handler solves the problem of “equalizing” an image during observing objects that
are at welder’s side. Never the less it does not solve the problem connected with observation
objects that are behind the welder. The analysis of observing objects behind the welder shows
that, in this case, it is required to mount optic system of the camera in a significant (about 10
cm) height over the welder’s head. This solution makes that the length of camera’s arm
should be longer every time welder is leaning his head forward. Mounting camera on a selfpositioning handler, which would enable to save the same plane orientation of image sensor,
allows to automatic “equalizing” an image separately form welder’s head turning and the
welding helmet position. Never the less this solution is not commonly available. The most
important advantages and disadvantages of described methods of mounting the camera on
welding helmet are presented at table 1.

Tab. 1. Advantages and disadvantages of described methods of integrating camera with
welding helmet.
Regulation system
Camera mounted on handler
enables “back and forward”
leaning
Camera mounted on roll
ended handler
Camera mounted on a “selfpositioning” handler

Advantages
Simple construction;
possibility of solid and
stable integration with
welding helmet
Wide range of camera
regulation
Automatically positioning an
image separately from the
welder’s head turning
movement

Disadvantages
Limited regulation of the
camera
Less solid integration with
welding helmet
High costs of construction
(there are no such devices on
the market)

The augmented reality displayer is mounted inside of welding helmet (look at Fig. 12) so that
the prisms of displayer were at the line determined by the upper edge of automatic welding
filter. In that position an observation through the welding filter and information displayed on
the displayer is possible.
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Fig. 12. AR display embedded with welding helmet
Owing to the use of the augmented reality displayer, the observation of registered image,
additional information form sensors controlling welding conditions, environmental hazard and
defectscopy system is possible. The model of the graphic interface is shown in the Fig. 13.

	
  

Fig. 13. Graphical interface model
The graphical interface contains four basic elements:
− frame,
− an image registered by the integrated with welding helmet camera,
− upper and side information bar.
The upper information bar contains information about: welding current, temperature at the
welding spot, the actual level of shade automatic welding filter and about used welding
technology. The side information bar contains ideograms which are displayed when there is a
danger of magnetic pole, material defect (after using the defectoscopy evaluation), the dust
and smoke hazard and hazards caused by appearing unauthorized persons at welder’s area or
danger at public traffic (e.g. during welding in an open space or on roads). The important
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element, considered while developing the concept of augmented reality system for welding,
there is a possibility of changing information from hazard sensors (e.g. harmful
electromagnetic radiation, chemical’s hazard as dust and smoke caused by welding, noise)
into a graphic symbols. [19]. In developed model of the augmented reality system for welding
the information that need to be changed into graphic symbol is information about magnetic
field hazard. The argument considered while making this choice was the fact that the
electrical welder is also a strong source of electromagnetic field caused by current through an
electrode and wires during welding. The level of workers’ exposition to this electromagnetic
field depends on used technology, the organization of welding workplace and the method of
welding. The most exposed to the magnetic field is welder’s hand in which he holds welding
handle with electrode. Twisting wires that connect electrode or welding table (welded
element) with the welding aggregator and putting them near the worker cause significant
increase of danger. The magnetic field is then the sum of every magnetic field caused by
every roll of wire [20].
The developed model of magnetic field sensor (look at Fig. 14) is to inform about exceeding
the threshold of the magnetic field for range (1000 ± 500 Gauss). The threshold of the
magnetic field is defined as a reference value. Sensor model works on a base of comparing
measured value to the determined (programmed) value of intensity of magnetic field. The
reference value can be programmed by exposing the sensor for a magnetic field exposure, that
is as strong as the determined reference value. The signal about detection of magnetic field
that is stronger than determined reference value initiates displaying by the graphic interface a
symbol – magnetic field. Ultimately the magnetic field sensor will be mounted to the welding
handler in which electric welding electrodes are placed.

Fig. 14. Magnetic field sensor
Welded constructions during its work transfer constant or various loads and there are exposed
for different kinds of damages. That is why the control of welded constructions is so
important. The welded elements’ control is made only with the use of non-damage methods.
In defectospopes using ultraviolet radiation, that are commonly used in the industry, the
person who is making the control observe surface of tested elements that are covered with
special fluorescent liquid and illuminated by UV radiation [21].
In the solution of using the augmented reality technology the integrated with welding helmet
camera can be the observer. Observed elements, as it was in research with using traditional
defectoscopes, are covered with special fluorescent liquid. The image of welded element is
transferred directly to the augmented reality displayer. Welder has the possibility to observe
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an unchanged image and an image that has been processed in order to determine
discriminatory features showing the damages. In the case of observation a welded element by
the camera for an automatic detection of possible damages there were many algorithms, that
are able to define criteria allowing to point at the image the spots (defects) of various
illumination, tested.
For a fragment of image that presents tested area the following operation were done:
− inversion,
− increasing contrast and brightness,
− increasing contrast,
− threshold,
− filter (e.g. edges detection).
The visual evaluation of images that were treated by aforementioned operations shows clearly
the advantage of the increasing contrast method. The algorithm of increasing contrast will be
used in in an algorithm allowing the automatic detection of damages. Identified spots of
damage can be also taken into a frame. Described conception of designing the augmented
reality system was consulted with its final users (welders). A survey was done as a part of
consultations. The survey had questions about construction solution ( among the others:
mounting the camera and the augmented reality displayer), functions that designed system can
additionally do, information about welding area and
hazard that may appear and then be displayed on the augmented reality displayer and the
methods of its presentation. Welders defined that the one of the most important parameters is
to show the temperature of welded element. They also said that it would be useful to display
information about persons that are nearby or about approaching vehicles (during road work).
Remarks collected as a survey answers and discussion will be included in the next stage of
work based on creating prototype of the augmented reality system for integration with
welding helmet.

4. SYSTEM FOR MEASURING TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY

4.1 CONCEPT OF SYSTEM FOR MEASURING UNDERGARMENT TEMPERATURE
AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY WITH DATA LOGGING AND WIRELESS DATA
TRANSMISSION
The Directive on Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 89/686/EEC [22] specifies that such
equipment including protective clothing should not only meet the basic protective parameters,
but also ensure the greatest possible comfort of use and the lowest possible restrictions on
worker movements. The comfort of use of protective clothing is influenced by many factors
related to sensory and esthetic perceptions as well as thermal comfort which is particularly
significant issue. According to literature data [23-25] to evaluate users thermal comfort in
clothing besides the physiological indicators equally important is the undergarment
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microclimate that is the temperature and relative humidity in the space between the skin and
clothing. In CIOP-PIB to assess thermal comfort provided by the clothing, the methodology
using the developed system for measuring undergarment temperature and relative humidity
with data logging and wireless data transmission has been worked out. The prototype of the
system has been developed to measure, record, analyze, and wirelessly transfer the abovementioned parameters to a computer or to a server through a GSM network. The system may
be used in both laboratory tests and the field tests conducted under real-life conditions. A
functional diagram of the system is given in Fig. 15.

Fig.15. Functional diagram of the system for measuring undergarment temperature and
relative humidity with data logging and wireless data transmission – application under
conditions of GSM signal availability [26]
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4.2 PROTOTYPE OF THE SYSTEM FOR MEASURING UNDERGARMENT
TEMPERATURE AND RELATIVE HUMIDITY
The developed prototype of the system consists of a measurement module composed of seven
SHT 15 sensors, a device for data measuring, recording and transmitting (a data logger), and
underwear in which the measurement module is mounted. Temperature and relative humidity
sensors are located in selected places in the underwear. The measurement module is
integrated with the underwear, but for conservation purposes may be entirely removed. The
underwear in which the measurement module is implemented consists of a long-sleeved Tshirt and long pants. A special knitted material made of a polyester yarn (94%) and an
elastomeric yarn (6%) was developed for this underwear. Measurement sensors are housed in
casings and placed in the underwear in special “textile pockets” which are located on the
inside of the underwear in selected places as presented in table 2. The size of pockets
corresponds to the size of sensors in casings. All the sensors are connected with data logger
by means of electrical cords implemented in knitted cord tunnels. Arrangement of the sensors
in the underwear was designed based on literature data [27] and own research, in places in
which the human body produces the greatest amount of sweat.
Tab. 2. Location of sensors in the underwear
SHT sensor symbol
C1
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6
C7

Location
Between the shoulder blades
Arm
Forearm
Chest
Between the breasts
Right shoulder blade
Front part of the thigh

A scheme of the developed system including arrangement of cord tunnels and sensor locations
is given in Fig. 16.
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Fig. 16. Scheme of the prototype of the system for measurement of undergarment temperature
and humidity with data recording and wireless transmission: 1 – SHT 15 sensors, 2 – cords, 3
– cord tunnels, 4 – data logger [26]
The developed system can be used to conduct tests:
− in laboratory conditions (eg in the chamber microclimatic) - data from temperature and
humidity sensors are collected by the Data Logger and transmitted in real time to a
computer or PDA (personal digital assistant) so that it can be assessed when doing
research – mode: work with the computer,
− in real conditions (eg at workplaces, in the field, during climbing mountain climbing) data from temperature and humidity sensors are sent via the GSM network to the
server, or in the absence of access to the GSM network are stored in the Data Logger
and transmitted to the server at the first access to the GSM signal - mode: work with
the server.

4.3. METHODOLOGY
In order to assess the developed method with use of the system for measuring undergarment
temperature and relative humidity with data logging and wireless data transmission tests on
Newton thermal manikin as well as tests with human subjects have been performed [28].
The tests on the thermal manikin. The aim of the tests on thermal manikin was to assess
the precision of the developed method in laboratory tests. Tests were performed on Newton,
which is a male thermal manikin consisting of independently controllable heating segments
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34 (Fig. 17). In tests manikin worked in test mode “Comfort”. In these mode surface
temperature of each manikin segment correspond to the temperature of the relevant part of the
human body while in thermal comfort.

Fig. 17 Schematic of the manikin with marked its segments

The thermal manikin has been selected for tests due to the possibility of obtaining stable,
reproducible test conditions. The tests were carried on in hot environment in the climatic
chamber, where ambient temperature was (28)°C, and the air movement rate was (0.3 ± 0.1)
m/s temperature. At low temperatures, below zero no studies have been conducted to check
the operation of the system on a mannequin because of safety of electronics used in the
manikin and the lack of stability to maintain its surface temperature. For tests the manikin was
dressed in prototype of the system for measuring undergarment temperature and relative
humidity with data logging and wireless data transmission (that is, a long-sleeved T-shirt and
long pants with an integrated measurement module). On top of that manikin was dressed in
the outfit consisting of: cotton long sleeve shirt, cotton trousers, cotton long jacket and cotton
socks. Picture of manikin presented on the Fig. 18.
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Fig. 18. Picture of manikin dressed in in prototype of the system for measuring undergarment
temperature and relative humidity with data logging and wireless data transmission
The test was conducted during 420 min. Using developed system temperature and relative
humidity between the surface of the manikin and underwear) has been measured and recorded
at an interval of 2 s and then sent to the computer. Measurements started after manikin
reached thermal balance state.
Tests with volunteers. The aim of the tests with five volunteers was to assess the accuracy of
the measurement as well as ergonomics	
  of	
  use	
  of	
  the	
  system prototype and accuracy of the data
acquisition and transmission in the real use conditions. In this paper the accuracy of the
measurement of temperature and relative humidity on volunteers is not described. In tests the
volunteers at age of 26 dressed the system on and off, walked and rode the bicycle and then
completed questionnaire in which they assessed the system functionality, ease of dressing the
system, if the software of Data Logger is user- friendly, mechanical effect of the sensors on
the volunteers skin, the limitations of the movements, and the mass of the system.
4.4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tests on the thermal manikin. In each of two test series, the undergarment temperature and
relative humidity measurement results obtained using the developed system were divided in
two series and each series in six 10 min. intervals. Values from each time interval were
averaged and standard deviation calculated. Average values in two series for each of seven
sensors with their standard deviation are presented in tables 3 and 4.
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Tab. 3. Average test results of 6 undergarment temperature measurements using developed
system on thermal manikin, in two series with their standard deviation.
C1

Test results
Average of
six
measurements
Standard
deviation

C2

C3

Number of sensors
C4
Number of series

C5

C6

C8

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

37,2

37,2

36,6

36,3

38,8

39,6

35,1

35,2

36,9

37,1

35,3

34,6

37,3

36,5

0,19

0,09

0,13

0,05

0,14

0,05

0,17

0,04

0,29

0,12

0,17

0,04

0,15

0,06

Tab. 4. Average test results of 6 undergarment relative humidity measurements using
developed system on thermal manikin, in two series with their standard deviation
Number of sensor
C1
1

2

1

2

1

C4
C5
Number of series
2
1
2
1
2

32,9

32,9

33,4

33,5

32,6

32,3

34,1

33,9

33,5

33,3

33,6

34,1

33,3

33,7

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,01

0,02

0,01

0,01

0,00

0,01

0,01

0,03

0,01

0,02

0,01

Test results
Average of
six
measurement
s
Standard
deviation

C2

C3

C6

C7

1

2

1

2

	
  

Exemplary results representative for measurement using sensors C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C8 for
undergarment temperature and relative humidity are presented in Fig. 19 and Fig. 20
respectively.

	
  
Fig. 19. Test results of undergarment temperature measurement using sensors C1, C2, C3, C4, C5,
C6, C8 in time from 10:40 to 13:40.
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According to the temperature distribution on a mannequin difference between the lowest and
the highest temperature was 1,7°C. Concerning individual sensors their measurements were
very stable.

	
  
Fig. 20. Test results of undergarment relative humidity measurement using sensors C1, C2, C3, C4,
C5, C6, C8 in time from 10:40 to 13:40

Analysing the results of tests on thermal mannequin in the scope of temperature and relative
humidity measured using the developed system it was found:
− for the temperature difference between the average of the five values of the
measurements for the first and second series of measurements for a given sensor is
smaller than the uncertainty of the measurements given by the manufacturer (0.3 ° C
− for measuring the relative humidity of the difference between the average of the five
values of the measurements for the first and second series of measurements for a given
sensor is smaller than the uncertainty of the measurements given by the manufacturer
(2%),
For temperature and the relative humidity measurement very small standard deviation and
small differences between the mean in two series were obtained. Based on the results of
preliminary testing system on a mannequin in hot climates, it was found that the system works
properly.
Tests with volunteers. Based on the analysis of research results (in the scope of assessment
of usability, ergonomics, functionality of the prototype, it was found that the system for
measuring undergarment temperature and relative humidity with data logging and wireless
data transmission works correctly both in the laboratory and field tests.
With wireless data transmission system enables the measurement of physical parameters of
undergarment microclimate in dynamic conditions, making it possible to assess the user's
thermal comfort in tested clothing and evaluation of the measured parameters in real time.
During the evaluation of the system prototype in ergonomic terms, including ease of use, it
was found that tests with use of the developed prototype does not impede the performance of
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physical activities and does not cause discomfort. In addition, the software of Data Logger is
intuitive and user friendly. Studies have confirmed the possibility of application of the system
to evaluate the users thermal in tested clothing on the workplaces.
The developed test method of measurement of users thermal comfort with use of the
described prototype may be complementary to the methodology of assessment of clothing
based on determination of its thermal insulation on thermal manikin for the purpose of its
selection to work environment. Determination of clothing thermal insulation on a static
thermal mannequin and theoretical calculation of the effect of body movement and air
movement on the users thermal comfort, may be not sufficient to take into account the real
environment conditions, which can give more intensive effect than expected.
The developed system can be also used to assess the user's thermal comfort in special
protective clothing as well as sport clothing in mountain conditions, at low ambient
temperatures, during the operation of the wind, and for comparison of thermal comfort in
various types of clothing. In addition, the system can be used by research institutes or by
clothing manufacturers to assess the users thermal comfort, especially when developing new
designs of clothing, including protective clothing or specialized sportswear made from
advanced materials. Such studies as in workplaces, at low temperatures, with the effect of the
wind, can be used to assess the clothing at the initial phase of preparing and designing
prototypes of clothing in terms of the selection of a suitable material system.
The publication has been based on the results of Phase II of the National Programme “Safety and working
conditions improvement”, funded in the years 2011-2013 in the area of research and development works by the
Ministry of Science and Higher Education. The Programme coordinator: Central Institute for Labour Protection
– National Research Institute.
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Abstract
Significant developments in robotics and protective device
technologies have benefited the field of work equipment.
As a result, a new type of machine has appeared in
industry: collaborative robots, or “cobots”. Standard EN
ISO 10218:2011 respecting industrial robots reflects these
developments and specifies requirements for the safe
integration of cobots into workstations. Under certain
conditions, the operator can enter into the cobot
workspace of such a workstation during production, which
can be hazardous to the operator’s safety. The proximity
of the cobot to the operator creates new risks not
associated with conventional robotic cells. Robot
manufacturers offer technical solutions to the problems of
ensuring safe human-cobot collaboration in the form of
electronic boards or software modules. With these
solutions, appropriate safety-related functions can be
implemented to reduce the risks stemming from the
operator and the cobot sharing the same workspace. This
paper presents a theoretical study that consisted in
identifying and analysing the main safety-related functions
offered by three cobot manufacturers. Generic families of
safety-related
functions
are
identified
and
recommendations are made to help cobot users and
integrators ensure the safety and health of operators.
Keywords:
robotics, collaborative robot, cobot, safety function

Introduction
Technological and standards-related developments helped
the emergence of a new field in industrial robotics:
collaborative robotic cells. In this new approach, the
operator is allowed, under certain conditions during the
production phase, to enter into the robot’s workspace in

	
  
	
  

order to carry out operations in collaboration with it. The
proximity of the operator and robot arising out of this
collaboration creates new risks [1]. The 2011 version of
standard EN ISO 10218 (parts 1 and 2) [2, 3] sets out
safety requirements for industrial robots including
collaborative operation. As these requirements generally
involve use of the control system, they entail the
implementation of safety functions. Robot manufacturers
are now proposing technical solutions in the form of
safety-related modules or boards that enable the
implementation of a number of safety functions that are
useful for robotic collaborative operation. However, the
complexity of the documentation and a lack of experience
with this technology constitute major difficulties for
integrators and users when implementing collaborative
cells.
The work described in this paper is part of a study
intended to (1) equip integrators to design collaborative
robotic cells and (2) issue safety warnings and identify
difficulties needing special vigilance. Providing integrators
with this assistance requires conducting an in-depth study
of the safety-related functions offered by manufacturers in
order to determine the specific technical characteristics
that can affect safety. This paper presents a study of the
safety-related functions of three robot manufacturers that
can be used for implementing collaborative cells.

Method
The main goal of the research presented in this paper was
to identify the most common safety-related functions and
characterize the specific technical implementation features
of these functions. For this purpose, a study of the safetyrelated functions offered by a sample of robot
manufacturers was conducted. The study was based
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mainly on technical documentation and information
obtained from the manufacturers. Three manufacturers
were selected for the study on the basis of industry
representivity. Only manufacturers that offer collaborative
robotics solutions commonly used in industry were
chosen. Two manufacturers were studied by the IRSST,
while a third was examined by the INRS. For
confidentiality reasons, the manufacturers’ names have
intentionally been omitted from this paper.
The study of the safety-related functions involved several
stages:
•

•

•

•
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Definitions and detailed specifications. This stage
consisted in (1) identifying the safety-related functions
offered by each of the three manufacturers; (2)
separating out the collaboration-related functions
from the others; (3) cataloguing the technical
specifications of each safety-related function in order
to reconstitute the theoretical functional chain. This
made it possible to highlight, for each manufacturer,
the technical differences that may exist between
safety-related function names, specifications and
uses.
Study of whether needs are adequately met. The
specifications and capacities of the functions were
compared with the safety needs and requirements
described in standard EN ISO 10218-1. The purpose
was to determine whether the various functions
available would enable implementation of the four
modes described in the standard.
Classification of safety-related functions (SRF).
The manufacturers offer safety-related functions that
can play a variety of roles in collaborative cell safety.
They were classified into three generic families based
on their functional similarities:
- Stop SRF. Safety-related functions that cause
the robot to stop, with or without removal of
power, as a result of an external control, a failure
or a fault (e.g., deceleration noncompliant with
braking ramp)
- Monitoring SRF. Safety-related functions that
monitor certain robot characteristics to keep the
robot stopped with power available or to prevent
the characteristics from exceeding preset values
(limit violation)
- General SRF. Safety-related functions that are
neither stop-related nor monitoring-related
(e.g., brake periodic check)

functions as an integrator could do, we designed a
representative example of a collaborative cell. This
cell is a theoretical example that aims to integrate
some safety-related functions. Its purpose was not to
consider all the risks inherent in human-robot
collaboration, but to illustrate the method of using and
combining safety-related functions.
Note 1. In this study we did not favour any
manufacturer over another. Our sole aim was to
analyse the safety-related functions available on the
safety-related electronic boards or modules of the
robots studied, in order to be able to provide guidelines
for cobot integrators.
This paper includes an example illustrating the
collaborative cell integration process. However, the
example does not take into consideration all the risks to
which people nearby are exposed, such as the risks
created when a person enters the cell. As a result, not
all the associated risk-reduction measures are covered.

Results
Table 1 presents the configuration and general
specifications of the three robots studied. Data on robot
performance and installation are specified. The sample
provides an illustration of the different approaches to
achieving a collaborative state (e.g., type of robot,
integration of controller and safety-related module).
Table 2 presents the safety-related functions of the three
robots that the research team identified as contributing to
implementing one or more of the four modes of
collaborative operation (as described in [2]):
1. Safety-rated monitored stop
2. Hand guiding
3. Speed and separation monitoring
4. Power and force limiting by inherent design or control
These safety-related functions are processed in the
safety-related board or module of each robot. The
assignment of each of these functions to a specific mode
of collaboration was based on our own analysis.
Table 3 shows how safety-related functions offered by the
manufacturers can be categorized according to the
proposed generic classification.

Study of implementation on example cell. To
illustrate the use of the different safety-related
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Table 1 – Configuration and general specifications of the three robots studied
Type of robot
Number of axis
Payload
Reach
Max. speed (axis)
Controller
Safety-related module/board
SRF compliance (EN ISO
13849-1:2008 or IEC
62061:2005)
Access and changes to safety
settings
CE marking (2006/42/EC)

Robot #1
Designed as collaborative

Robot #2
Robot #3
Conventional converted to
Conventional converted to
collaborative
collaborative
6
6
6
>3 kg
>3 kg
>15 kg
>700 mm
>800 mm
>1,000 mm
>170°/s
>710°/s
>330°/s
Robot-dedicated
Uses a compatible
Robot-dedicated
controller
Part of original design
To be integrated
To be integrated
Category 3, PLd
Category 3, PLd
− Category 4, PLe:
Emergency stop,
pendant
− Category 3, PLd: Other
Password required to authorize changes to safety configuration (position, speed and
force limit settings, etc.).
Declaration of incorporation None
Declaration of incorporation

Table 2 – List of safety-related functions (SRF) by robot and their contribution to human-robot modes of collaboration
(ü: contributes, û: does not contribute)

Robot #3

Robot
#2

Robot #1

Mode of collaborative
operation (EN	
  ISO	
  10218-‐

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
1
2
3
4
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

SRF, by manufacturer, available to implement mode of collaboration
1
Protective stop (category 2 stop)
Reinitialization following protective stop
Stop monitoring
Tool centre point position limiting
Joint position limiting
Joint speed limiting
Tool centre point speed limiting
Separation monitoring: configurable function, but unavailable as is on the robot
Tool centre point force limiting
Momentum limiting
Power limiting
Tool centre point or flange speed limiting
Axis position limiting
Axis speed limiting
Tool centre point or flange position limiting
Safe deceleration ramp
Safe stop function
Safe stop function passive monitoring
Axis speed active monitoring
Tool speed active monitoring
Axis angle 	
  passive monitoring
Tool space 	
  passive monitoring
Axis angle active monitoring
Tool space active monitoring

1)

#1
ü
ü
ü
û
û
û
û
û
û
û
û
ü
û
û
û
ü
ü
ü
û
û
û
û
û
û

#2
û
û
û
û
û
ü
ü
û
û
û
û
û
û
ü
û
û
û
û
ü
ü
û
û
û
û

#3
û
û
û
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
û
û
û
ü
ü
ü
ü
û
û
û
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü
ü

#4
û
û
û
û
û
ü
ü
û
ü
ü
ü
ü
û
ü
û
û
û
û
ü
ü
û
û
û
û
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For stop categories see note 2.
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Table 3 – Classification of generic safety-related functions (SRF) found in ISO 10218-1 and 2:2011 respecting
human-robot collaboration and those found on the robots studied (ü: SRF present, û: SRF absent, +: input
safeguarding device needs to be added, ?: information not found in documentation)
Generic
SRF
families
Stop SRF

Monitoring
SRF

General
SRF

Generic names of SRFs
Emergency stop
Safety-rated monitored stop (mode 1)
Protective stop (cat. 0)
Protective stop (cat. 1)
Protective stop (cat. 2)
Monitoring of deceleration for cat. 1 or 2 stops
Hand guiding (mode 2)
Emergency stop from hand-guiding equipment
Safety-rated monitored stop (mode 1)
Monitoring of zero speed of robot
Monitoring of fixed position of robot
Hand guiding (mode 2)
Monitoring of robot speed < Speed limit
Speed and separation monitoring (mode 3)
Monitoring of robot speed < Speed limit
Monitoring of robot position
Power and force limiting by inherent design or control
(mode 4)
Monitoring of force < Force limit
Monitoring of power < Power limit
Deliberate reset from outside the collaborative workspace
following a protective stop
Software synchronization
Brake periodic check
Safety-rated monitored stop (mode 1)
Detection of presence of an operator in collaborative
workspace
Hand guiding (mode 2)
Hold-to-run control operated from equipment’s enabling
device (releasing the control causes a safety-rated
monitored stop)
Speed and separation monitoring (mode 3)
Detection of position of operator in collaborative
workspace

Robot #1
ü

Robot #2
ü

Robot #3
ü

ü
û
ü
ü

ü
ü
û
ü

ü
ü
û
ü

û

û

û

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü

ü

ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

ü
ü

û
û

û
û

ü+

?

?

ü
?

ü
?

ü
ü

ü+

ü+

ü+

û

û

û

ü+

ü+

ü+

ü
ü

Note 2. Standard IEC 60204-1:2005+A1:2008 [4] defines category 0, 1 and 2 stops as follows (section 9.2.2 – Stop
functions):
stop category 0 (cat. 0): stopping by immediate removal of power to the machine actuators (i.e. an uncontrolled stop – see
3.56).
stop category 1 (cat. 1): a controlled stop (see 3.11) with power available to the machine actuators to achieve the stop and
then removal of power when the stop is achieved.
stop category 2 (cat. 2): a controlled stop with power left available to the machine actuators.
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Figure 1 – Example of collaborative cell

Example of Implementation of a
Collaborative Robotic Cell
To illustrate how the safety-related functions offered by the
manufacturers can be used in the integration process, we
designed an example of collaborative cell implementation.
This collaborative cell served as a common example for
the different manufacturers.
Implementation of a collaborative cell requires different
design steps described in the 2010 version of standard EN
ISO 12100 [5]. Following these steps involves adopting an
iterative risk-reduction process. As part of implementing

	
  
	
  

the collaborative cell example described below, we
assume that the integrator has followed the general design
principles described in the standard and, in particular, has
gone through the following steps:
•

Draw up specifications

•

Carry out risk assessment, taking into account tasks
planned for the cell

•

Choose the combination or combinations of modes of
collaborative operations required for the application

•

Define the safeguards suggested by the risk
assessment and dictated by the safety requirements
of standard EN ISO 10218-1:2011 regarding the
chosen modes of collaboration
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•

•

Knowing that the safeguards involve use of the
control system:
- Define the safety functions
- Determine the performance level for each safety
function
Ensure that the safety-related functions available on
the manufacturer’s boards or modules are adequate
to meet the real needs of the application. If safetyrelated functions are not present in the boards or
modules, implement them by external means (e.g.,
safety-related controller)

The illustrative example we propose concerns a quality
control and palletizing workcell (Figure 1). The planned
role of this workstation is to perform automatic quality
control of items moved mechanically toward a robotic
palletizing station. If a defect is found, a manual corrective
operation is required before palletization. This defect
correction operation requires the robot to hold the item still
while the operator acts. This last stage is considered as
the collaborative operation.
The robotic cell given as an example consists of three
workstations:
1. A control and unloading area. This workstation is
equipped with a sensor which can detect the
presence of an item in order to command the stop of
the conveyor. It is also equipped with an item quality
control system (visual inspection, for instance).
2. A palletizing area. Initially the pallet at this station is
empty. It is gradually filled as the items are moved by
the robot from the unloading station.
3. A defect correction area. This is a collaborative
workstation. In some cases, an operator can
manually correct the defects in the item (e.g., secure
a missing screw) while the robot holds it still. In other
cases, the item is removed by the operator.
It is assumed that the first design step (specifications)
performed by the integrator leads to the following choices:
•

•
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If there are no defects, the robot takes an item from
the unloading station and moves it to the palletizing
station according to a predefined order (in order to
form a full pallet). During this operation, the conveyor
stops whenever the following item is at the control
and unloading workstation. It remains stopped while
waiting for the next operation.
When a defective item is detected at the quality
control and unloading station, the conveyor stops and

waits for the robot to move the item to the defect
correction station.
•

In the case of a defect, the robot picks up the
defective item from the conveyor and takes it to the
collaborative workstation so that the operator can
perform manual operations on it. During this phase,
the conveyor brings another item to the quality control
and unloading station, and then waits while the defect
is being corrected and the palletizing operation is
completed.

•

During the manual defect correction operation
(collaborative operation), the robot is in safe stop
mode and keeps hold of the item.

•

The end of the defect correction operation is
confirmed by the operator by means of an actuating
control. Once the operator has left area 3, the robot
moves the corrected item to the palletizing station
and then resumes its normal cycle.

•

In whatever phase the robot is, when the operator
approaches the collaborative work area, an audible
signal is triggered if the operator is in area 1, then the
robot goes into reduced-speed mode (if it is moving)
when the operator moves in area 2, and the robot
goes into safe stop mode when the operator enters
area 3.

•

If the operator is in area 3 and the robot has not
completed its trajectory to move an item to the
collaborative workspace, the operator has a two-hand
enabling device to allow the robot to complete its
trajectory at reduced speed.

•

If the operator decides that the defect in the item
cannot be corrected, he or she pushes a button to
release the item so that it can manually be removed
from the palletizing process. The robot automatically
returns to the control station after the operator has
validated this operation and has left area 3 (the robot
does not go through the palletizing step in this case).

The risk assessment for this cell prompted us to choose a
combination of two modes of collaboration described in
standard EN ISO 10218-1: “safety-rated monitored stop”
and “speed and separation monitoring”. This led to the
choice of the following safeguards:
•

A laser scanner to detect the proximity of the operator
to the collaborative workstation.

•

A sliding door equipped with an interlock with guard
locking. This door is used to secure the entrance to
the palletizing area while a collaborative task is
undertaken.
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A two-hand enabling device (hold-to-run control) to
control the robot manually from the collaborative
workstation.

•

F1. Function to reduce speed of robot when operator
approaches in area 2

•

F2. Function to stop robot for collaborative operation
(cat. 2 stop): Stop robot when operator is in area 3

The safeguards described above make use of the control
system by means of safety functions (association of
safety-related functions). These safety functions are
implemented using, among other devices (e.g. safety input
components), the safety-related electronic boards or
modules provided by the manufacturers. Table 4 presents
the safety-related functions from the electronic board or
module of each robot that enable implementing the safety
functions. Those functions are defined as follows:

•

F3. Two-hand (hold-to-run) control of robot: move
robot at reduced speed pressing the two-hand
control, even when operator is in area 3

•

F4. Cat. 0 or 1 protective stop function triggered by
interlock with guard locking device on sliding door

•

F5. Manual reset function following triggering of
interlock with guard locking

•

F6. Function to release item by pushing a button
accessible in area 3

•

Table 4 – Implementation of safety functions according to the different manufacturers studied
Robot #1
Joint speed limiting and/or Tool centre
point speed limiting

Robot #2
Axis speed limiting and/or Tool centre
point speed limitiing

F2

Protective stop + Stop monitoring +
Reinitialization following protective stop

Safe stop

F3

Reinitialization following protective stop
+ Joint speed limiting and/or Tool
centre point speed limiting

Axis speed limiting and/or Tool centre
point speed limiting

Axis speed active monitoring
and/or tool speed active
monitoring + Manual control

F4

Protective stop (cat. 0 or 1)

Protective stop (cat. 0 or 1)

Stop (cat. 0 or 1)

F5

Reinitialization following protective stop

External reset

External reset

F6

Protective stop + Tool centre point
position limiting

Safe stop + Tool centre point or flange Safe stop + Manual control
position limiting

F1

Discussion
General Specifications
Table 1 distinguishes between robots that are inherently
collaborative by design and conventional robots that have
been converted to perform collaborative operations. For
instance, it can be seen that the joints maximum speed of
the robot, that is collaborative by design, is far lower than
the joints maximum speeds of the two other robots. The
design of this robot is dedicated to collaborative
operations, which helps reduce the risks. Similarly, the
collaboration-dedicated software modules or electronic
boards are integrated into the robot controller by design,
limiting the adjustments required and the possibility of
error during integration.

	
  
	
  

Robot #3
Axis speed active monitoring
and/or Tool speed active
monitoring
Safe deceleration ramp + Safe
stop

Furthermore, it should be noted that manufacturers often
exaggerate when using the term “safety” to describe
safety-related software modules and electronic boards
they market. In reality, those modules and boards can be
considered only as a part of the safety since one or more
SRFs must be completed by the integrator to meet criteria
that bring the system up to the required performance level.
It would therefore be more accurate to talk about safetyrelated modules or boards. The concept of an integrated
SRF or of an SRF that needs to be parameterized is
discussed in greater detail below.
Lastly, manufacturers consider collaborative robots to be
partly completed machinery. According to the user
manuals, the integrator is responsible for conducting an
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appropriate risk assessment and for complying with
2
applicable machinery regulation and standards. However,
for partly completed machinery, the manufacturer must
always provide a declaration of incorporation (Directive on
Machinery, art. 13) [6]. The technical documentation of
robots #1 and #3 clearly shows a declaration of
incorporation related to the Directive on Machinery.

	
  
Modes of Collaboration
It can be seen from Table 3 that the safety-related
functions that contribute the most to the implementation of
collaboration modes are the monitoring SRF family.
Table 3 also shows the generic safety functions according
to ISO 10218 part 1 [2] and part 2 [3] safety requirements.
Table 2, on the other hand, lists the safety-related
functions found on a robot and the modes of collaboration
in which they can be involved. A comparison of the two
tables reveals that the Table 2 safety-related functions
consist essentially of stop functions and speed, position,
force and power monitoring functions. However, the fact
that one or more safety-related functions are available for
implementing a mode of collaborative operation does not
mean that this mode is fully configured on the robot from
the outset. Some safety-related functions may be fully
implemented on the safety-related electronic board or
module and meet the minimum performance level required
(“PLr d,” according to standard ISO 10218-1). This is the
case of the emergency stop functions in our study. Other
safety-related functions need to be parameterized
(e.g., specify speed or position limits) or input or output
component needs to be added (e.g., a light curtain to
detect a presence in the collaborative workspace, or a
force sensor). The processing part of these functions is
already available on the safety-related boards or modules
and meets the performance level required. The integrator
is responsible for maintaining the performance level of the
safety-related function available on the safey-related
board or module by choosing an appropriately reliable
input or output component. The performance levels stated
for cobot safety-related functions are often levels that are
attainable, but not implemented at the outset. The stated
performance levels are rarely associated with a complete
safety function; in many cases, they concern only the
processing part of the function. To build a complete safety
function, the integrator needs genarally to combine several
safety-related functions offered by manufacturers safetyrelated boards or modules and he also could use external
components or devices (as shown in figure 2). The
integrator is therefore responsible of maintaining the
performance level of the whole safety function.
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  In Europe, the applicable regulation is directive 2006/42/EC,
Directive on Machinery.	
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Figure 2 – Implementation of a safety function in general
To implement collaboration mode 1 in accordance with
ISO 10218-1:2011 [2], the collaborative robot cell must be
able to detect the operator’s presence in the collaborative
workspace. For robot #1, detection is signalled by the
protective device to be installed at the input of the
protective stop safety-related function. In the case of
robot #2, detection is implemented by means of an
enclosure safeguard sensor. For robot #3, a presence in
the collaborative workspace is detected by an external
detection device connected to the safety-related board.
Under the standard, this detection must stop the robot by
triggering a protective stop or a cat. 2 stop. In our case,
robot #1 does a cat. 2 stop, while robots #2 and #3 do a
cat. 1 stop.
Standard ISO 10218-1 stipulates that for mode 1, any
violation (unintended motion or failure) of the deceleration
ramp when braking shall result in a cat. 0 stop. This
condition is met by all three robots studied. For modes 2 to
4, any violation of the speed or position limit shall, under
the standard, generate a protective stop. Section 5.5.3 of
the standard stipulates that this stop shall be at least cat. 0
or 1; an additional cat. 2 stop may also be implemented.
For modes 2 to 4 in our case, any limit violation causes a
cat. 0 stop for robots #1 and #2. For robot #3, it will cause
a cat. 0 or 1 protective stop, depending on the
configuration chosen at the time of installation.
For mode 2, it can be seen that the only functions
available on the three robots are the speed-limiting
functions. To satisfy this mode, the following capabilities
are missing: the hand-guiding equipment placed near the
robot end-effector, as well as the emergency stop and
enabling device available on this equipment. An integrator
who wishes to install this mode, like any other mode, must
ensure that the robot has all the technical capabilities
required to host the mode in question.
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Regarding mode 3, all the robots studied have speedlimiting functions for maintaining a safe estimated speed.
They also include position-limiting functions that help
maintain a certain separation between the robot and the
operator. A protective device (e.g., position sensor) for
real-time calculation of this separation must be installed
and configured in order to implement this mode fully.
Caution must be exercised, however: even if the robots
studied can be called collaborative, the speeds they can
reach can be hazardous to the safety of their operators. A
risk assessment must suggest the appropriate value for
the speed, and that value must be restricted and protected
from being changed without authorization (hence the need
for passwords, mentioned in Table 1). For instance, for
robot #3, the (theoretical) configurable speed is greater
than 330 °/s for the rotational axis and about 10 m/s for
the linear axis. These extreme values seem to be
incompatible with collaborative work. It is therefore
necessary to exercise vigilance when specifying speeds,
so as to remain within ranges compatible with the risk
assessment.
With regard to mode 4, the speed-limiting functions
contribute to implementing this mode, as by limiting the
speed, the kinetic energy released in a human-robot
collision, i.e., the power, is also limited. However, the lack
of force sensors on robots #2 and #3 makes it impossible
to satisfy this mode. In the case of robot #2, the only place
where a force sensor could be installed would be at the
Tool Center Point (TCP). Thus, the robot will not be
stopped following sufficient contact with a human if the
person comes into contact with a part of the robot other
than the TCP. In the case of robot #1, the faster it moves,
the harder it is to stop it with a body part, even if it has
safety-related functions other than “speed” allowing power
and force to be controlled. The chances of stopping this
robot when it is operating at full speed are reduced if it
comes into contact with an immobile or slow-moving
operator. On the other hand, it is one of the lightest robots,
with soft shapes (no sharp edges), so any potential injury
3
is limited intrinsically by the design.
Table 3’s General SRF family and the case study show
that the integration of a collaborative robotic cell is a
complex undertaking. The complexity is due to, among
other things, the lack of information (the “?” of Table 3)
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Note that even though this mode is offered by the
manufacturers, implementing it is not possible at this point. In
fact, the lack of information about ergonomical and psychological
consequences of human-robot contact makes this mode of
collaboration very difficult to implement.

	
  
	
  

and the nesting of one mode of collaboration within
another (e.g., mode 1 actuated when the enabling handle
is released in hand-guiding mode).
Implementation of a Collaborative Cell
One of the main remarks that can be made regarding the
implementation of an example collaborative cell is that
implementing the complete chain of a safety function
(e.g., slow the robot down when the operator is in area 2)
may require the use of several functions present in safetyrelated modules or boards proposed by manufacturers.
The integrator must therefore remain vigilant and select
the necessary combination of manufacturers functions,
while at the same time paying close attention to possible
incompatibilities between these functions. The integrator
must keep in mind that a safety function is general and
encompasses all elements that affect safety. For instance,
the area-monitoring function mentioned earlier, besides
making use of combinations of safety-related functions
available on the safety-related boards or modules, also
requires external elements like a laser scanner. The laser,
besides having to meet performance level requirements,
often involves use of a control module (PLC) that must be
programmed or configured and connected to the safetyrelated board or module. A safety function must therefore
be considered from a very broad perspective.
As was pointed out earlier, the integrator must make an
appropriate, informed decision when choosing the external
devices (e.g., protective devices) compatible with the
general safety function to be implemented. If the function
to slow down the robot when the operator is in area 2 is
considered to be a safety function, the detection device
used must have two detection areas (areas 2 and 3 in the
example) compatible with the safety performance level
required for collaborative robotics, i.e., “PLr d.” (If the
scanner cannot satisfy this condition, another protective
device, such as a pressure-sensitive safety mat, must be
considered.)

Conclusion
In this paper, we have surveyed three robot from different
manufacturers and examined the safety-related functions
they offer for implementing collaborative robotic cells. In
classifying the functions, we found that most of them fall
into two categories: stop functions and monitoring
functions. Although the safety-related functions offered by
different manufacturers have similarities, there are a
number of technical differences between them. These
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technical differences can have repercussions on safety.
Vigilance is therefore required when choosing and
implementing these functions. In addition, it is important to
keep in mind that the implementation of the complete
chain of a safety function may require the use of external
programming components or devices and parametersetting, as well as a combination of several board or
module safety-related functions.

applications.” Proceedings of the 7th international
conference on the safety of industrial automated
systems (SIAS), Montreal, Canada, October 11–12,
2012, pp. 198–203.
Corresponding address
adel.sghaier@inrs.fr

This research is the first step in our study. The second
step will consist, on the one hand, in implementing an
experimental collaborative cell in order to run through a
concrete example of what an integrator has to do. The
purpose of this exercise will be to identify the technical
difficulties involved in implementing a collaborative robotic
cell, with the aim of writing a guide for integrators. This
implementation will be carried out by INRS researchers.
On the other hand, we will be making on-site visits at the
same time to learn how worker safety is taken into
consideration during integration of collaborative robotic
cells on the factory floor. These on-site visits will also
allow us to document the risks to which workers are
exposed when interacting with cobots in the factory, as
well as the benefits of this technology. The on-site visits
will be made by IRSST researchers.
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PLCopen: contributing to the world via harmonized look and feel of safety functionalities
Eelco van der Wal
Managing Director PLCopen
Introduction
Safety gets more and more important and more and
more complex. PLCopen together with its members
provides solutions for this via harmonization of
functionalities on an abstract level. With this we can start
solving the problems facing us in cooperation of man
and robot.
Keywords:
PLCopen, Safety, Motion Control

Examples from the motion control area
There are many changes going on in the industrial machine market, mostly driven by new possibilities in the
industrial controls. Servo technology makes mechatronic
solutions possible, exchanging a master axis with multiple motors providing local functionalities. With this the
mechanical solution is replaced by a software solution
and the hard-wired solution with a distributed solution
using digital networks. These multi-motor solutions often
come with a digital network, of which most are nowadays based on Ethernet.

Effect on safety
With the availability and acceptance of digital networks
with safety functionality built-in, one inherently moves
from hardwired safety functionalities to software solutions: the emergency function moves from a hardwired
solution to a software solution via the network.
Via abstraction one can make the software independent
from the hardware, supporting different platforms and
(network) architectures with the same philosophy, reducing training and increasing reuse.

Further challenges
Additional forces facing the machine building industry
include:
• The availability of many safety standards, including
IEC 61508 and IEC 62061;
• Additional governmental requirements increasing the
liability issues;
• The increasing importance of safety related issues
regarding personnel and machines.

Solution as provided by PLCopen

Figure 1: Mechatronic solutions moving to software
These solutions provide many advantages. One of the
advantages is the flexibility to change profiles and timings in software. To make the software efficient, standardization is needed on multiple platforms, and abstraction of the underlying technology makes the application
programs hardware independent.

Figure 2: Abstraction via function blocks
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The solution includes standardization of the safety
functionality on the software level, and integrating this in
the development environment. This combination helps
developers to integrate safety related functionality with
more ease in their systems, even from the beginning of
the development cycle. Also, it contributes to the
understanding of safety aspects, as well as to reducing
the certification time and costs by relevant organizations.
Based on this, the international association PLCopen,
together with its members, has specified the basic safety
functions on the software level. In a later stage they
have extended this to include specific application area
like presses, where additional requirements need to be
fulfilled.
The common basic requirements of a safety application
for machine builders within all applicable safety
standards are:
• Distinction between safety and non-safety
functionalities;
• Use of applicable programming languages and
language subsets;
• Use of validated software blocks;
• Use of applicable programming guidelines;
• Use of recognized error-reducing measures for the
lifecycle of the safety-related software.
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Example emergency stop

Figure 3: Example of the graphical representation of the
emergency stop functionality
As an example we look at the functionality for the
emergency stop. Above the graphical representation
with the function block name on top, the inputs with
corresponding datatype on the left, and the outputs on
the right. Via the dedicated dataype SAFEBOOL a
distinction between the safety application and the
functional application is provided, reducing the
functionalites for the safety application to the relveant
ones, creating the safety program quicker and with less
errors.
The emergency stop functionality in a small program
with 2 motors is shown hereunder. First a normal stop
functionality is done. If that one is not resulting in the
stopping of the motors in the applicable time frame, the
SafeStop functionality takes over. Of course one can
create a dedciated stop functionality per motor, making it
different from a mechanical master-axis approach.

Figure 5a: Example of a press
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Figure 5b: and the related safety aspects with multi
operator modes

Figure 4: Example of a software program for emergency
stop controlling two motors

Example for press applications
Presses can be very dangerous for the operating
personnel so special safety functions have to be
installed. To show the combination of the different
functionalities, an example for a power press is shown
hereunder. The press in the center is seen from the top.

The operator sides are on the top and bottom of the
picture. They are protected by both two hand controls
(S11-S18) and/or a light curtain (S19 and S20), one on
the front side and back side. The two hand control
devices are selectable.
Access from the left and the right side of the press are
protected by interlocked guards (S21, S22)
On every corner of the press there is an emergency stop
button installed.
The operator panel is located on a central position. It
contains a mode-selector, and additional emergency
stop functionality, the pre-selection for the 4 two-handcontrol devices, and a switch for backward move. It also
contains a reset button and two indicators (lamps) for
status information.
This functionality can be programmed with the following
defined functionalities, depending on the power source.
SF_EmergencyStop
SF_FootSwitch
SF_ESPE
SF_GuardLocking
SF_GuardMonitoring
SF_Mode_Selector
SF_TwoHandControlTypeIII
SF_TwoHandControlTypeIIIC
SF_Cycle Control

SF_SingleValveMonitoring
SF_SingleValveCycleMonitoring
SF_DoubleValveMonitoring
SF_ValveGroupControl
SF_TwoHandMultiOperator
SF_CamshaftMonitor
SF_CamMonitoring
SF_PressControl

Overview of the applicable PLCopen Safety Function Blocks
With these canned functionalities the creation and
certification of apllication programs goes much quicker
and in a more transparetn way.
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Future aspects
The next step will be focused to safe motion. This
means not only harmonize the look and feel for the
different function towards or in the drive, but also the
motion of linked axes, e.g. in areas where the kinematics
is involved, like in robotics. That extends the scope of
the current functions to levels in line with Industry 4.0
and other initiatives, as well as interactions of a person
and a robot, like expected in the fast growing area of
service robots. And this interaction means that the robot
will become part of the human workspace and not
separated with a safe fence.
This is not a simple area since it involves aspects that
were not considered some time ago. The current
solution with slow moving robots can be improved with
appropriate safety solutions, going far beyond Boolean
expressions and fixed values to multi-axes systems with
kinematic transformations. This is a real challenge for
the future.

For more information and
to download the
specification check
www.PLCopen.org
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Bernard Mysliwiec, Siemens AG, Nuremberg/Germany
Relation between functional safety and IT-security in practice: Roosevelt Island
The term Functional Safety is now well established as well in Factory as in Process or other industrial sectors.
Dedicated user standards allow to satisfy the necessary safety requirements. Most of the control systems are
now connected to Ethernet or Internet to exchange information together, to field devices or to monitoring systems. This brings new hazard possibilities related to IT-Security. These aspects are defined and explained in
new and coming standards. The question is now, what has to be done in machines and plants, are complementary requirements to be considered to make a plant safe and secure. Machine Safety Experts considered these
aspects. The presentation will show, how to perform the risk analysis and which normative or legal regulationshave to be considered. A pragmatical way will explain how system integrators can satisfy the requirements of
Functional Safety and of IT-Security. An example based on ropeways (New-York Roosevelt Island Tramway) will
show different use-cases.
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IFA Matrix Method for development of safety related application software
Michael Huelkea , Norbert Beckerb
a

Institute for Occupational Safety and Health of the German Social Accident Insurance (IFA), Sankt Augustin, Germany
b

Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences, Sankt Augustin, Germany

Abstract
Manufacturers of machinery are increasingly using
application programming of safety controls in order to
implement safety functions. The EN ISO 13849-1 and
EN 62061 standards define requirements concerning the
development of software employed for safety functions.
The IFA began addressing the subject of safety-related
application software many years ago. Between 2011 and
2013, Project FF-FP0319 concerning standardscompliant development and documentation of safetyrelated user software in machine construction was
successfully completed at the Bonn-Rhein-Sieg
University of Applied Sciences in conjunction with
numerous partner bodies from the machine construction
sector and with funding from the DGUV. For this
purpose, a procedure – the IFA matrix method – was
developed, and evaluated and documented with
reference to examples from industry, for implementation
of the requirements concerning the development of
software for machine safety functions. This paper
provides insights into both the IFA matrix method and
the new IFA report on the subject, and with information
on what further tools are planned.
Keywords:
Safety of machinery; safety-related parts of control
systems; application software; cause and effect table

Introduction
Manufacturers of machinery are increasingly using
application programming of safety controls in order to
implement safety functions. In the past, EN 954-1
defined the requirements concerning the implementation
of safety functions. By the end of the 2000s however,
this standard had ceased to reflect the state of the art,
and was replaced by EN ISO 13849-1 [1] and EN 62061
[3], either of which can be applied. The new standards
include definitions of requirements concerning the
development of software employed for safety functions.
The requirements are intended to prevent hazardous
systematic errors in the application software employed
for a machine. How these new requirements are to be
implemented in detail remains unclear to the software
developers of safety functions. This is partly because by
their nature, requirements in standards are formulated
only in very general terms, and up to now virtually no
examples of implementation have been published. This
situation prompted the German Social Accident
Insurance (DGUV), at the IFA's instigation, to fund the
project described below.
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DGUV research project FF-FP0319
In DGUV project FF-FP0319 (Norm compliant
development and documentation of safety related
application software in manufacturing system
engineering) [6] (2011-2013), the project partner,
Professor Dr Norbert Becker and his team at the
Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences,
developed several specific procedures for
implementing the requirements set out in the new
standards concerning the development of safetyrelated application software for machinery, and
evaluated and documented these procedures with
reference to industrial examples. The aim was to
describe both the procedures and their application
in a research report, which was then to be
presented to the public as part of a new IFA
Report [7].
Two committees were formed for evaluation of the
project results during the project term:


A user group consisting of local industrial
companies

The research support group, comprising
representatives of control product manufacturers,
accident insurance institutions, the IFA, the VDMA,
TÜV Rheinland Akademie, KAN and users
In addition, the method was presented and
discussed at a number of industrial companies.
The project was divided into the following tasks:
development of a method and subsequent evaluation of the method by the user group and the research support group.
Several methods for specification of application
software were studied:




Description of application software as a finite state
machine



Specification by means of checklists


Specification by means of tables
Describing the application software of an actual
machine as a finite state machine in which all
operating states are considered is generally a
very complex process. Subsequent programming
of the application software in a graphical or textoriented programming language is also
completely different. This particularly applies to
safety-related software, for which the use of
certified function modules is common. Procedures
in which finite-state machines are described are
not common in machine construction. Finite-state
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machines are used in the specification of complex
safety-related function modules (library modules)
[4], which however was not the primary topic of
this research project.
A checklist-based method was also developed.
The safety functions are described in this method
by forms based upon checklists. These forms are
progressively refined in the course of further
specification. Following presentation in the user
group and the research support group, it soon
became evident that the checklist-based method
was also unsuitable for the development and
documentation of safety-related software in an
industrial context.
Many companies are however already
documenting and specifying safety-related
software in the form of tables. Based upon this
activity, a matrix-based procedure for specifying
and documenting safety software was developed.
This met with much greater acceptance when
presented to industry.
This procedure, described below as the "IFA
matrix method", was positively received by the
user group and the research support group. The
discussions resulted in numerous improvements
to the presentation. Several examples were
integrated into this form of presentation in order
for as many cases relevant to practice as possible
to be described. In addition, a more comprehensive example of a machine tool was implemented
in order to demonstrate the IFA matrix method's
suitability for describing larger installations.



Integration of test and verification fields into the
documents.



The quality of the software in accordance with the
specifications is assured by the test steps of
verification, code review and software validation.

Figure 1: Simplified and seperated V-models

The IFA matrix method was presented to the
public as an interim result of the project at the
VDMA workshop on functional safety application
software, held on 8 November 2012 in Frankfurt. It
was subsequently presented on several occasions
to companies and to test bodies. These
presentations and publications [10] met with a
largely positive reception and resulted in further
constructive suggestions.

The IFA matrix method
Research project FF-FP0319 has been published in the
form of a research report and ten examples illustrating
the matrix method. These publications are available
online [6].
The essential characteristics of the matrix method are:


The V model of EN ISO 13849-1 can be simplified
and broken down into two small V models (figure 1).
One V model is used for the development of safetyfunction software, the other for the development of
project-specific function modules.



Definition of documents (captions see figure 1: A, B,
C, D, V or AM, BM, CM, DM, VM) for execution of
the V models. Many of these documents should
already be present in the project implementation.



Breakdown of the software into a pre-processing
level, a de-energization logic to be specified, and a
post-processing level (example see figure 2).



This enables the de-energization logic to be
specified by a cause and effect (C&E) table (figure
3). The test coverage can be completed by
additional test lines in the C&E table.

Figure 2: Module architecture of application software

Figure 3: Cause & effect table for specification of logic
In order to describe the matrix method and its boundary
conditions, this paper makes reference to the highly
detailed presentations found in the freely available
literature [6] [7] and to the SIAS presentation slides,
which are also available.
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IFA Report on safety-related application
software for machinery



Support with modifications



It was intended from the beginning of research project
FF-FP0319 that its results would subsequently be
formulated and published in an IFA report [7] on the
topic. Besides presenting the development method itself,
the IFA report will provide the target group with further
essential information and interpretations regarding the
normative requirements to be met by application
software. The changes in the EN ISO 13849 series of
standards, Parts 1 and 2 [2], will also be considered with
regard to their relevance to application software.
The project examples are presented in a data format
suitable for automated handling by future development
tools, such as SOFTEMA, the IFA tool described below.
The report is to be published in PDF format at the end of
2015, firstly in German and later in English. The revised
examples will also be available for download.
This new IFA report thus supplements the familiar BGIA
Report 2/2008, "Functional safety of machine controls"
[5], which is focused more upon the reliability of the
control hardware and upon calculation of its probability
of failure.

Dedicated editors for the different forms of cell
content



Management of documents and changes



Specific print functions and reports

Figure 4: Table of safety functions (SOFTEMA preview)

The IFA SOFTEMA tool
In order for the IFA matrix method to be implemented
efficiently and with assured quality, the IFA is developing
the SOFTEMA software tool (refer to the project
information page of IFA Project 5137 [8]). Like IFA's
SISTEMA tool, SOFTEMA will be available for download
free of charge in the future. This chapter provides only
an overview of the tool's planned features and functions.
Further information and assistance for users will be
made available separately in the future on the
SOFTEMA download site.
The examples using the IFA matrix method that are
available for download can be viewed in SOFTEMA
(figures 4 and 5). Users can also use SOFTEMA to
create and edit their own projects. SOFTEMA opens a
project-specific file for specification and documentation
of an application program. Multiple instances of
SOFTEMA can however be opened in order for multiple
projects and application programs to be worked on
simultaneously.
SOFTEMA uses the Microsoft Excel worksheet (*.xlsx)
format for its project files. The files can be edited either
in SOFTEMA or in Microsoft Excel itself, as preferred. All
tables can be edited freely in Excel. In SOFTEMA, the
content is write-protected by the user management
function. The specialized SOFTEMA functions described
below are available only in SOFTEMA. In Excel
however, additional table worksheets can be added and
used for development and documentation, for example
for hardware engineering.
SOFTEMA will initially support the following functions:


Automatic updating of tables following modification
of input data



Formal verification of tables (for missing, conflicting
or double entries)



Management of project members



Role-based user permissions



Support during verification, validation and testing
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Figure 5: Cause & effect table (SOFTEMA preview)
Plans are for the beta version of SOFTEMA to be
available for download on the IFA's website from the
spring of 2016 onwards. The tool is to be available for
use free of charge following registration.
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Conclusion
This paper and the SIAS presentation slides describe a
pragmatic and transparent method of meeting the
requirements of EN ISO 13849-1 concerning safetyrelated application software for machinery. The method
is based upon the results of a project funded by the
DGUV [6] and forms the basis of the future IFA report [7]
on the subject. The basic concepts and an example of
the method have already been included in the existing
draft of ISO/IEC 17305 [9]. The IFA matrix method also
forms the basis of IFA's SOFTEMA tool [8], currently
under development.
The IFA matrix method presented here can be used for
standards-compliant specification, validation and
documentation of the application software of safety
functions. The procedure is non-proprietary and not
specific to a particular programming language or
Performance Level. Provided the procedures are
followed, it can be assumed that the safety-related
application software satisfies the relevant requirements
of EN ISO 13849-1 [1].
Besides this procedure, other equally valid methods
doubtless exist by means of which the requirements can
be met. The IFA matrix method therefore lays no claim
to be the only means of satisfying the requirements of
the standards.
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Abstract
Speciﬁc protocols for fail-safe communication via regular
communication systems enable the control of critical applications. However, with the growing number of attacks
on automation systems, security is an important issue.
Safety measures and security measures apply different
algorithms to achieve different goals, and their interaction
may lead to mutual interference. In a first step, safety
function and operation function are distinguished in order
to assign security goals separately. This distinction is the
base of an efﬁcient combination of safety algorithms and
security algorithms for their application in communication
for automation. We propose different views on communication enabling efﬁcient analysis of the interference between safety algorithms and security algorithms. The
analysis leads to a suitable architecture, where security
algorithms do not affect the existing fail-safe communication error models. The part of the security measures,
which have to be included in the certification process under safety criteria can be designed to be minimal.
Keywords:
Information Security; Industrial Communication; Functional Safety; Fail-Safe Session; Error analysis

1 Introduction
The goal of safety in general is to decrease the risk of
harm to humans and environment to an accepted degree.
Solutions to safety critical applications in automation are
often developed according to the principle of fail-safe systems. Those systems ensure all subsystems to be in a
safe state. The safe state is met either if no error occurs,
or if the system reacts in a safe way in case of an error.
The goal of security in general is to decrease the risk from
malicious actions by attackers. Commonly considered
risks are loss of confidentiality, integrity, or availability.
In the past, safety standards did not demand security
means. Nevertheless, more and more safety systems are
in the focus of security considerations because of e.g. increasing interconnection of automation systems. Until recently, isolation of those safety systems has been postulated.
Combinations of safety and security goals and corresponding measures are a topic in current research.
Safety systems are usually certified according to relevant
standards i.e. [1, 2]. Those standards assume specific
models for communication errors like the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC), that may become invalid if security
measures are not applied carefully.
This issue is treated in current research by not considering the impact of security measures to the assumed error
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models or by even trying to solve safety goals by means
of security measures:
Åkerberg [3], claims to solve some safety problems with
security measures. This approach would require to prove
the security measures under safety aspects, which takes
considerable effort, if feasible at all. Moreover, whenever
the security system changes, a renewed safety proof is
required.
Bock et. al. [4] provide security requirements for safety
related communication in railway automation. Their approach is to separate security requirements from safety
requirements by means of an infrastructure of zones and
conduits. The authors consider the secure conduits as
black channel in the safety analysis, but the consequences of this choice are not fully analyzed.
Wieczorek et. al. [5] provide an architecture for secure integer and confidential fail-safe message transmissions.
However, important aspects like sequence integrity are
left open and are discussed in this contribution.

2 Distinction between Operation Function
and Safety Function
Usually, the automation tasks can be divided into operation function and safety function (see Figure 1).

Figure 1: General Structure
2.1 Characteristics of Operation Function and Safety
Function
The operation function achieves the economic added
value of the plant. On the other hand, the safety function
enforces the safety goal with sufficient probability and
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therefore needs to overrule the operation function if necessary. This is ensured by maintaining a safe operation
or initiating a transition into another safe state. This state
is allowed to decrease the availability of the operation
function. The safety function is considered available after
such a transition, since its goal is still maintained.
Obviously, plants need a high degree of availability of the
operation function as well as a high degree of availability
of the safety function. However, safety functions can often
be designed to be less complex if the availability of the
operation function is not taken into account. There, the
safety can often be proven with less effort. Sometimes,
only this approach enables affordable safety of plants.
2.2 Security Goals of Operation Function and Safety
Function
The general goals of security are confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. The importance of each goal depends on
the specific application only.
Integrity ensures the correctness of information
or the functionality of a system, providing
changeability to authorized parties only.
Integrity is ensured in safety with the focus on
accidental transmission errors, which requires
different
methods
than
protection
against
manipulation by attackers.



Availability ensures that authorized parties can
use information and functionality of a system as
specified.
The security goal availability is commonly reached
by restricting the resources to authorized parties only
or the system is designed to be usable even in case
of attacks.



Confidentiality is the protection against
unauthorized
disclosure
of
information.
Confidential information must only be accessible
in a defined manner for authorized parties.
The defined manner of access is accomplishable
through encryption with the use of a secret key. This
is one of the classic goals in cryptography.
Authenticity is often mentioned as a further goal. It can be
solved with a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) in combination with key-exchange protocols (see e.g. [6]) which bind
address data to secret keys. Thus integrity can also ensure authenticity.
Many other goals like freshness or non-repudiation can
be reduced to the fundamental goals confidentiality and
integrity.
The general security goals are adapted to operation function and safety function separately in the following (cf. Figure 2):




Security-Integrity for Operation demands to avoid
economic loss caused by manipulation of data
and functions.



Security-Integrity for Safety means that
manipulation of safety-related data and functions
is avoided or detected.

Figure 2: Mapped Security Goals
The reaction to a detected manipulation of Security-Integrity for Safety has only to keep safety, regardless of the
economic impact. Vice versa, the violation of the SecurityIntegrity for Operation must not affect the safety at all.


Security-Availability for Operation means to
provide the operation function and data whenever
needed. Amongst others, the safety-related
transition to a less-productive state should be
avoided if possible.

Security-Availability for Safety addresses the
capability of the safety function to avoid hazards
and accidents.
In a safe state, the availability of the operation function
can be reduced. Therefore the Security-Availability for
Safety can affect the Security-Availability for Operation
tremendously.




Security-Confidentiality for Operation prevents
unauthorized
inference
about
sensitive
information to avoid economic loss.

Security-Confidentiality for Safety prevents
unauthorized
inference
about
sensitive
information to avoid hazards and accidents.
Interlaced confidentiality dependencies between the operation function and the safety function occur if the same
confidential information is used in the operation function
as well as in the safety function. The same information
can be represented differently and might not be recognizable at first glance (e.g. operational and safe sensors
measuring the same physical variable). In such cases, the
information has to be protected accordingly to both Security-Confidentiality for Operation and for Safety in all representations.
This concept has an impact on the design of security
measures for fail-safe communication in automation.


3 Fail-Safe Communication
3.1 Goals
The general goal of fail-safe communication is to detect
errors and to initiate a safe reaction. Fail-safe communication solutions mainly focus on random errors:
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of acknowledgements. A sequence is an ordered tuple of
messages (see Figure 4).



The algorithms aim to detect bit errors in transmitted messages with high probability. The corresponding indicator is the residual error probability
(𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 ).

An additional goal is the detection of specific error
patterns in the messages (deterministic criteria).



Fail-safe communication demands not only
measures for data integrity in messages but also
further safe detection of sequence errors and
session errors (see Table 1, which is inspired by
[2]).

Figure 4: Sequence of messages



Table 1: Mapping of the safety errors of IEC 61784-3 to
views in this paper
Communication
Errors

Message
related

Sequence
related

Session
related

Corruption

x

x

x

Unintended
repetition

x

x

Incorrect
sequence

x

x

Loss

x

x

Unacceptable
delay

x

Insertion
Masquerade

The maximum allowed time interval without new received
messages defines Δ𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 . If there was not received any
message in this time interval, the session would be terminated by the receiver. Additionally, Δ𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 is defined by the
maximum allowed time interval for the reception of the
corresponding acknowledgement after sending a message. If no acknowledgement for a specific message was
received during the time interval between sending the
message at 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 and receiving the acknowledgement at 𝑡𝑡𝑠𝑠 +
Δ𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 , the session would be terminated by the sender (see
Figure 5).

x

x

x

x

x

Addressing error

x
Figure 5: Illustration of a session

3.2 Session Concept
Typically, communication is organized by a layer architecture [7]. Fail-safe communication provides properties of a
session layer and often uses standard automation communication protocols as the transport layer, see Figure 3.
Safety-Application
Safety-Presentation

Black Channel)

Safety-Transport
(Standard Communication;

Safety-Session
Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data Link

Physical

Figure 3: Layer architecture
A session includes the measures to ensure that the
sender knows about the reception of all transmitted data
and that the receiver knows about the completeness and
correct order of the transmitted data.
Sessions between sender and receiver are established
and terminated. Therefore, a session is either established
or non-existent at every point in time. During a session, a
sequence of messages is transmitted and the sender is
informed about the reception of all messages by means
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Obviously, a session concept is already being applied in
fail-safe communication. However, it has not been necessary to treat it as a separate concept. But this concept is
very helpful in the context of security considerations.
3.3 Error Model
The typically used error model in fail-safe communication
is the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC). This model assumes that


the bits are corrupted independently,



each bit is falsified with same probability (bit error
probability), and

the falsification from 0 to 1 occurs with same
probability as from 1 to 0.
Apparently, the assumptions of the BSC do not completely apply. There are errors that might occur with
higher probabilities than they would determined based on
the BSC.
For instance, the probability of complete inversion of a
message is very low according to BSC since each bit is
corrupted with the bit error probability. But inversion can
be the effect of hardware faults of much higher probability.
Therefore, in addition to the probabilistic criterion, so
called deterministic criteria are to be met by the error detection algorithm. They include the detection of




completely inverted messages,



messages consisting only of 1-bits,



messages consisting only of 0-bits,



slack errors,



burst errors, and
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bit errors smaller than a required minimal
Hamming Distance (HD).
In general coding theory, the minimal HD describes the
minimum number of bits necessary to transform at least
one valid code word into another.
In communication, HD means more specifically how
many bits are at least to be falsified in order to potentially
achieve an undetectable erroneous message. For instance, a HD of 6 means that all 1 up to 5 bit errors are
detectable. This characteristic — like the other deterministic criteria — does not depend on the assumption of the
BSC. Therefore, the analysis of the deterministic criteria
is also reasonable and often required.

This state is treated as additional input data for the calculation of the 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓. The shared state is either sent (e.g. sequence numbers) or not sent (as implicit data, cf. [2]).
Therefore, all sequence errors can be detected and
treated in the same way like regular errors in safety-related messages. (Remark: All safety justifications have to
be rethought.)
Session Error Detection
The remaining session errors are detected by timers and
acknowledgements. Often addresses are included in
safety-related messages and therefore, addressing errors
can be detected by means of error detecting codes, too.

3.4 Common Solutions

4 Secure Communication



Error Detecting Codes
To detect transmission errors in data (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑), a checksum,
called frame check sequence (𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓), is concatenated, such
that the message becomes 𝑚𝑚 = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∥ 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓. After transmission, the consistency between the 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 and corresponding 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 is checked. The correctness of 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 is assumed whenever consistency holds.
There are various techniques for error detection. An efficient and common coding technique is the Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC). There, a low residual error probability
can be assured with a relatively short 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓. A generator
polynomial is the main parameter, which has remarkable
impact on the quality of error detection [8, 9, 10].
In general, the residual error probability 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is calculated
by
𝑛𝑛

𝑛𝑛
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = ∑ 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ⋅ 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 ⋅ (1 − 𝑝𝑝)𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖 , 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 ≤ ( )
𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻

where 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖 denotes the number of undetectable error patterns of 𝑖𝑖 bits of a 𝑛𝑛 bit message, and 𝑝𝑝 denotes the bit
error probability according to the BSC.
A typical curve of 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 as a function of 𝑝𝑝 is depicted in Figure 6. There, the CRC applies the generator polynomial
𝑥𝑥 24 + 𝑥𝑥 23 + 𝑥𝑥 19 + 𝑥𝑥 18 + 𝑥𝑥 16 + 𝑥𝑥 15 + 𝑥𝑥 13 + 𝑥𝑥 9 + 𝑥𝑥 7 + 𝑥𝑥 4 +
𝑥𝑥 3 + 1 or 18DA299 in hexadecimal notion, respectively.
This specific generator polynomial of degree 24 is proper
for 428 bit of data, i.e. it causes a maximum 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 of 2−24 .

The security goals for safety (cf. Section 2.2) have to be
derived for applicability in fail-safe communication.
4.1 Derived Goals
Integrity for fail-safe communication means that the session is either correct or detectably incorrect. Correctness
of a session means that all messages in the transmitted
sequence are correct and the sequence start and end are
correct, i.e. identical in sender and receiver.
Availability for fail-safe communication means, that either
a session is fully functional or the session is detectably
broken down.
Confidentiality for fail-safe communication is given if no
unauthorized third party can infer confidential information,
which is transmitted without the knowledge of involved secret keys.
With respect to security requirements, an attacker has to
be considered.
4.2 Attacker Model
An attacker is assumed to possess the capabilities to


read all transmitted messages,



manipulate all transmitted messages,



drop all transmitted messages and

transmit any messages to each communication
party.
An attacker is assumed not to have direct access to relevant secret keys.
Common attack goals are to




infer confidential information,



undetectably insert or manipulate information, or



force one or more communication parties into
stopping communication.

4.3 Common Solutions

Figure 6: Residual Error Probability of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶-24
(18DA299h, 428 bit of data, assumption of BSC)

Ciphers
Output of ciphers aims to be not distinguishable from uniformly randomly distributed data without knowledge of the
key. They can be classified as outlined in Figure 7.

Besides the residual error probability of CRC, its compliance with the deterministic criteria can be assured [11].
Sequence Error Detection
Many existing solutions solve sequence errors by error
detecting codes on message level by maintaining a
shared state in sender and receiver, e.g. stateful CRC.
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Figure 9: Propagation of one bit error in stream cipher
decryption

Figure 7: Classification of ciphers
Asymmetric cryptography bases on trapdoor functions,
where one operation is easy and the related inverse function is assumed to be hard to compute without the
knowledge of a secret (e.g. encryption can be made with
the public key, but the decryption is only feasible with the
corresponding private key). Asymmetric cryptography
scales well for a large number of communication parties,
since a system consisting of 𝑛𝑛 parties requires 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛) key
pairs.
Symmetric cryptography uses the same shared secret
key for encryption and decryption. Symmetric cryptography is faster than asymmetric cryptography, but does
not scale well for a large number of communicating parties. If each participant has to reach the security goals
with each other in a system, a system consisting of 𝑛𝑛 participants requires 𝑂𝑂(𝑛𝑛2 ) secret keys.
Symmetric ciphers are categorised into block ciphers and
stream ciphers.
Block ciphers split the data into blocks of equal length.
Each block is processed depending on the key and possibly on an internal state [12, p. 228 ff]. A design aspect
is the strict avalanche criterion which was introduced by
[13]. It states, that each change of the input block (e.g.
also only one input bit) affects each bit of the output block
(cf. Figure 8). If block chaining or a similar encryption
mode is used even the following blocks will be affected.
That means, each input data error causes an unpredictable data error after decoding.
Assuming a uniformly randomly chosen key, the blocks of
output data are uniformly distributed for each input data.
For comparison: this result is equivalent to a uniform distribution caused by a bit error probability of 0.5 in the BSC,
although BSC is not valid since all bits in one block depend on each other.

Figure 8: Propagation of one bit error in block cipher
decryption
Stream ciphers use the key for initialization and then produce a pseudorandom stream. This stream is used in synchronous stream ciphers to overlay the data by exclusive
or. The avalanche criterion does not apply here. The
stream cipher ensures that the only one corresponding
output bit is affected (cf. Figure 9). Stream ciphers are
usually more performant, but the experience in design
and analysis of schemes may not be as high as with block
ciphers.
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Encryption Schemes
In many cryptographic protocols, a hybrid approach is
used to reach the speed of symmetric ciphers and the
scalability of asymmetric ciphers [6]. In these protocols, a
secret key is exchanged privately using asymmetric cryptography. The information is later secured with a symmetric algorithm employing the exchanged key.
Embedded and real-time systems often use encryption
schemes facilitating stream ciphers. There they can be
used in synchronized mode, where the stream is produced independently of the input data or the ciphertext,
and a synchronized state is maintained in all participants.
Alternatively, there is also a self-synchronized mode of
stream ciphers, where a limited number of the processed
ciphertext bits influence the output of the stream, so that
the stream resynchronizes after a fixed length of processed ciphertext [12, p. 199 ff].
In the following, we focus on real-time constraint communication, where synchronous stream ciphers are a good
choice. Regarding the safety error model, this is also recommended by [5]. We will assume that secret keys are
already known to each party. Though the essential key
exchange will not be discussed in this paper.
Sessions in Security
The common solution to secure communication is the
Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol [6] which among
others provides secure sessions. TLS satifies the goals
message integrity, sequence integrity, and confidentiality.
Nevertheless, security solutions do not fulfill all required
safety goals and are only usable with adaptation for failsafe communication.

5 Interference of Safety Algorithms and
Security Algorithms
In this section, we analyze the interference between
safety algorithms and security algorithms.
Potential interference can occur between each of the algorithms of safety and security. Detrimental interference
among security algorithms are assumed to be well analyzed and mastered. The same is assumed for safety algorithms here.
The security algorithms taken into consideration are those
gaining security-integrity and security-confidentiality. The
safety algorithms to be analyzed are those aiming at
safety-integrity and safety time expectations of communication.
Security-availability on transport level is not in the focus
of this contribution, because it is only solvable if several
transport routing options are possible.
The safety time expectations are not affected by security
algorithms except for an integer time base for time measurements, which has to be provided with security-integrity. The runtime of the security algorithms is not relevant
w.r.t. safety, as they can be treated as any other transport
delay from safety perspective.
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Therefore, the interference between integrity algorithms
of safety and security are further analyzed, as well as the
interaction between security-confidentiality and safety-integrity.
If chosen carefully, the security-confidentiality can be
achieved not affecting the safety-integrity [5]. There the
layered approach without sessions is proposed (cf. Figure
13).
5.1 Message Integrity
Weak Manipulation Detection by Safety Algorithms
The 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 on base of CRC must not be used as securityintegrity information, since an attacker could superimpose
every multiple of the generator polynomial of the CRC without detection. Even for stored data sets with known 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓,
not only consistency but the identical 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 can be achieved
easily by manipulation [14].
Especially, the deterministic criteria (cf. Section 3.3) are
contradicting the required feature of seemingly uniform
random output (cf. Section 4.3). They are easily to be
identified, and the success probability to generate undetectable error patterns increases, since the possible
search space is tremendously reduced.
Insufficient Random Error Detection by Security
Algorithms
The message authentication code (𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) prevents attackers from forging messages, which leads to the basic idea
that random errors could also be detectable with the
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 scheme. For this reason, the 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is analyzed under
the assumption of the BSC (cf. Section 3.3) in the following. The Message Authentication Code Algorithm (MAC)
is used to calculate the 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 depending on a secret key,
an internal state, and the 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. Note that the 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is assumed to be equally distributed according to its construction principle:
𝑃𝑃(MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎1 ) = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) = 𝑃𝑃(MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎2 ) = 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚)
where 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎1 ≠ 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎2 ,
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ∈ {0,1}|𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚|
The MAC is deterministic according to its design criteria.
The message 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∥ MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑) with the error pattern 𝑒𝑒
leads to the erroneous 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

Figure 10: Residual Error Probability of 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀-60
(428 bit of data, assumption of BSC)

The security-integrity algorithms can only be analyzed for
random errors based on the BSC.
Further assumptions about the detectability of errors corresponding to the deterministic criteria cannot be made.
The probability of any undetectable error is equal for each
error pattern (2−|𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚| ) including those desribed by deterministic criteria. Therefore, it is not sufficient to be used
as the only integrity protection in fail-safe communication.
However, it can be combined with a CRC algorithm.
The resulting combined solution limits the 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑒 of random
errors up to the minimum 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 of both the safety algorithm
and the security algorithm. The safety-integrity algorithm
additionally assures the necessary compliance with deterministic criteria.
The 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 of both a CRC and a MAC as a function of the bit
error probability are depicted in Figure 11. Since independency of the two checks cannot be proven in general,
the minimum 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 is applied.
Obviously, the MAC contributes to a small 𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 , and the CRC
can maintain all criteria necessary for fail-safe communication.

′

(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∥ MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)) = (𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∥ MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)) ⊕ 𝑒𝑒
′
= 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎′ ∥ (MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑))

If 𝑒𝑒 affects the 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 only, such that
′

(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑 ∥ MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑)) = 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑎𝑎′ ∥ (MAC(𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑))

′

holds, the error is always detected.
If the error is affecting 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑, then the probability that the
error is not detected is equal to 2−|𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚| . This probability is
independent of the falsification of the 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 since all 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
are equally probable. Therefore, the overall probability of
undetectable errors is
𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟 = 2−|𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚| ⋅ (1 − (1 − 𝑝𝑝)|𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑| )

where 𝑝𝑝 is the bit error probability according to the BSC.
The second factor describes the probability of the occurrence of any error in the 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑. An example with |𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚| =
60 is depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 11: Residual Error Probability of 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 and 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀

The combination of the integrity algorithms can result in
detection of errors from the application of security algorithms by the CRC.
Deeper analysis is in progress.
5.2 Sequence Integrity

The safety CRC can include values dependent on the previous messages (e.g. sequence numbers). As such it provides sequence integrity with the same probabilities as in
Section 5.1.
The MAC can involve the previous 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 or rely on a secret
state updated continuously during protection of a sequence. It protects the sequence up to the current 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 in
this way. This principle of chaining authentication tags
was first described in [15].
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If the sequence integrity is solved with chained checksums, the conclusions from Section 5.1 also apply for sequence integrity.

The advantage of using the synchronized stream cipher
Grain128a is that it propagates bit error patterns (cf. Section 4.3).
6.2 Session View

5.3 Session Integrity
For the session integrity, the start and end of the underlying sequence have to be secured e.g. by marking the first
message and last message. The time intervals between
the messages have to comply with Δ𝑡𝑡𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙 (cf. Figure 5).
Additionally, for each message, a corresponding acknowledgement is to be received in Δ𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎 .
In order to draw reliable conclusions from the time intervals, the security-integrity of the corresponding time base
has to be ensured.

Sessions are established at a defined time between a
sender and a receiver and broken down at a defined end
point.

5.4 Detection of Random Errors caused within
Security Algorithms
Random errors resulting from execution of the security algorithms have to be detectable in safety algorithms, too.
This is conform to the always aimed model of the black
channel, that regards everything which is integrity protected by safety as random error sources, and therefore
does not require further analysis of the underlying algorithms.

6 Communication Architecture
We propose the following combination of security algorithms and fail-safe algorithms in communication for satisfying the goals stated in Section 3 and Section 4. The
sequence requirements are fulfilled by means of chained
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. Therefore, we only consider the message view and
the session view in the following.
6.1 Message View

The messages of the sender are protected in the following
order (cf. Figure 12):
1. The data of the critical application is first integrity
protected by the safety algorithm attaching an 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 to
the data.
2. The safety-integrity protected result is then
encrypted for reaching security-confidentiality using
a synchronized stream cipher.
3. Then the encrypted result is security-integrity
protected by a MAC algorithm, which concatenates a
𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚.

Figure 13: Session Layers
The order of integrity-protected messages and integrityprotected acknowledgements is ensured by chained 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓
and chained 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. Addresses are included in the calculations of 𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 and 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 ensuring correct addressing, and
thus providing authenticity. With specially marked messages indicating the start and end of a sequence, completeness of a sequence is protected. The participants
have to authenticate to each other with asymmetric cryptography at the start of a session (using a key-exchange
protocol not described here). The safety relevant configuration information that is used for the session has to be
security-integrity protected. This is still an open topic.
The session is either fully available or broken down in a
controlled manner by the critical application, whenever an
error has been detected.
The algorithms had been chosen as follows:



Figure 12: Implemenation and Message structure
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a secure session employs a well-known keyexchange before session start,
CRC-24 is used for safety-integrity protection,



Grain128a [16] as a stream generator,



exclusive or in a synchronized stream-cipher
mode reaches security confidentiality,



a chained Toeplitz construction with 60 bit length
gains security-integrity [17], and



session management uses defined start and end
messages (cf. Figure 13).
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7 Conclusion and Future Work
The contribution presents an efficient combination of
safety algorithms and security algorithms for their application in fail-safe communication. The distinction between
safety function and operation function is taken advantage
from. From different views on communication, we analyze
the interferences between safety algorithms and security
algorithms.
The analysis leads to a suitable architecture, where security algorithms do not affect the existing fail-safe communication error models. The parts of security algorithms,
which presumably had to be certified under safety criteria
are minimal.
In order to implement this architecture, care has to be
taken to provide adequate quality (e.g. robustness [18]).
For key exchange and key distribution, asymmetric cryptographic algorithms and protocols still have to be evaluated and analyzed with respect to safety. Another open
topic is the security-integrity of stored safety data.
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Abstract
In mobile work machinery industry there is a drive for integration and co-operation between machines. This drive is due to
higher demands in productivity and in changes of business
models. The growing trend for the industry is to move from
machine manufacturers to service and capacity providers.
As machines integrate to systems where machines need to cooperate among themselves and with human operators and operations management systems a question of managing safety
arises. The solution of managing safety requires solutions in
all management aspects of the system. This his paper focuses
on machinery in such site. It is foreseeable that the machines
may need to perform safety function in co-operation and the
safe sates of the machinery or the system may be dependent
on co-operation or states of the machinery in the system.
To develop machinery and machinery functions for integrated
work-site system a development model is needed. Current
standardization for safety related parts of control systems include development models, functional safety life-cycles, but
they are intended for single machines, where every system
related to safety function, are under the domain of the machine
and its designer. In this paper a development model for mobile
work machinery combinations is presented. The development
model is based on functional safety lifecycles of today’s standardization. The development model is applied and evaluated
in a simple use-case for agricultural machinery.
Keywords:
Distributed safety; functional safety; development model

Introduction
In order to complete work tasks in mobile work machinery sites several machines need to co-operate. For example in harbours to unload a ship there needs to be a
gantry to empty the ship and straddle carriers and cargo
trucks to handle the containers and transport them to
trucks. Similar cases can be found in several different
sectors, like civil engineering, construction or agriculture.
To increase the productivity there is a drive to increase
integration between systems. Machines start to integrate
into systems. Also the transition of machine manufacturers more into service providers drives system integration.
When machinery systems begin to integrate and cooperate the questions of overall safety arise. There
needs to be some way to ensure and manage the overall safety in the worksite. Especially if machines have
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means to communicate with each other and adapt their
actions according to other machines and co-operate.
Current standards regarding safety related parts of control systems and functional safety standards consider
only the scope of one machine. When the overall safety
is managed by several machines the safety functions
become distributed. The machines are covered by standards and legislation, but the overall, worksite level,
functions are not.
These kinds of distributed safety arrangements have
been managed in railroad and aviation domains for very
long time.
The question set is: can existing standardization be used
to create a frame work to manage these distributed
safety functions and can advice be found from aviation
or railroad systems.

Methods
To create a development model for distributed mobile
work machinery site, reference is taken from other sectors of industry and society, where similar problems can
be identified. For this study railroad systems and aviation systems were studied. In both railroad and airways
systems there are machines, trains and airplanes, and
background infrastructure, rails, traffic control systems,
radar systems, communication system.
Several functional safety related standards also use development models as a reference or tool in design of
safety related systems. These models are often called
functional safety lifecycles. Reference was taken also
from these standards. IEC 61508 and ISO 25119 were
especially used.

Figure 1: Tractor-implement combination and ISO 11783
network
To test the developed model, the model is applied in
development of a distributed safety function in agricultural tractor-implement combination. The combination
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consists of a tractor and seed drill both connected with
ISO 11783 communication network. In the network also
some auxiliary devices exist.
ISO 11783 standard describes a serial data exchange
network for tractors and machinery in agriculture and
forestry. ISO 11783 network is also known by its trade
name ISOBUS. The name ISOBUS and the implementation guide for ISO 11783 is governed by Agricultural Industry Electronics Foundation or AEF [1]. ISO 11783
allows machinery to share information or request functions from other machines [6]. This allows ISO 11783
network to be used in creation of distributed control functions.
In this case the function is a request for the working set
to stop automated functions and transit to a safe state.
The request is made by a device intended for this purpose. The device is called ISOBUS short-cut button
(ISB)[2] and its functionalities are defined by Agricultural
Electronics Industry Foundation [1]. The request is conveyed over ISO 11783 network to implement’s electronic
control unit (ECU). The Implement ECU makes a decision on which of two possible safe states to transit. The
decision is based on a signal from an external system
called task controller. The implement ECU then requests
necessary control functions from the tractor over ISO
11783 network, needed to transit into safe state.

the worksite in case of a failure, like it is described in [3]
& [7]. The management of degraded modes, or modes
where some parts of the system are not functioning correctly or have failed, becomes important. At this stage
for example a HAZOP analysis could be performed and
design iteration started to define the necessary corrective actions and restrictions for each degraded mode.
The allocation of worksite safety requirements for each
subsystem and the interface descriptions between the
subsystems, form the output of this process. These requirements become design requirements for each subsystem, which are then to be developed according to
their own development processes.

Results
The outcome of the development resulted in a draft development model. The process described in the model is
illustrated in Figure 1. The process begins by defining
the worksite, its limits, occupational health and safety
regulations, safety goals, etc. and from these sources a
worksite concept is to be defined. This concept should
define what is done in the worksite, how, who are the
actors involved and their responsibilities.
The purpose of the concept is to act as material for
worksite safety analysis. In the analysis the risks related
to operations at the work site are to be identified and
from the identified risks requirements for worksite safety
are to be formulated.
When the worksite has been defined and its risk identified, a worksite safety concept is to be formed. The concept should define how the safety requirements are met
in the worksite. This should include the necessary procedures, functionalities, functions and the performance
requirements. The concept should not focus solely on
technological solutions but include all the layers of protection. A safety function should still be a secondary defence, if the risk could be eliminated completely.
Once the worksite safety concept is formed the requirements in that concept need to be allocated to the subsystems, whether they are machinery, infrastructure systems or anything in between. In this allocation process
the interfaces between different systems that are
needed to implement the worksite safety concept will
become visible. The interfaces between different machines and systems will need to be defined and sufficient requirements set to ensure the integrity of the
overall system over the interfaces.
When doing the allocation also the critical paths needed
to perform distributed safety functions becomes visible.
Now it is possible to analyse effects of failures in one
system along the critical path to the overall function. If
some level of adaptivity is desired on the operation of

Figure 2: Draft development model for worksite level
safety functions
The development model was tested in case described
earlier in this paper. The worksite concept was formed
from seed drill’s risk analysis, seed drill’s instructions for
use, tractor’s instructions for use and ISO11783 standards. It was assumed that these instructions already
contained the requirements set by the labour health and
safety officials and the limits of the worksite, arable farm
in this case.
The worksite safety analysis was performed using worksite concept. Work cycle scenarios were crated and analyzed. From this analysis the functional requirement for
means to halt the automation and transit to safe state
was formed. Also requirement for two different safe
states for different work states was set
The worksite safety concept was formed around the ISB
requirement definition [2]. Additional functionality for detection of work states was defined. Also required agricultural performance level (AgPL) [4] was set for this functionality.
Safety requirements were allocated to the task controller
[5], seed drill, and ISB device [2]. No additional requirements were set to the tractor as the development group
had no possibility to make changes to the tractor. It was
how ever assumed to fulfil to requirements of ISO
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11783-6.The
6.The actual functionality was left to the responrespo
sibility of the seed drill.
equirements were allocated it was clear the
When the requirements
functionality laid within the seed drill and that it was ded
pendent on three separate systems: ISB device, Task
Controller and the tractor. Now it was possible to define
the interfaces and possible degraded modes.
The dependencies were only though ISO 11783 network
and the signals between these systems were listed and
HAZOP analysis was performed to identify significant
signals and their possible failure modes. After the
HAZOP analysis FMEA analysis was used to define
def
meaning and defences needed to detect and react to
those failure modes. It was also determined, based on
these analyses that no degraded modes were allowed
and that any failure in any part of the system resulted in
to execution of the safety function.
The requirements that resulted from the safety requirerequir
ment allocation, interface analysis and degraded mode
analysis then formed the design requirements related to
this function for each system involved.

Discussion
If one takes a look of the drafted development model in
figure 1 can see that the process is still quite unrefined.
One can also note that in a sense it very much resemrese
bles the functional safety lifecycles that are used in
standards like IEC 61508 an d ISO 25119. It actually is
just scaled-up
up and unrefined version of the said models.
During the development work, when airline and railway
systems were studied three actors were identified that
co-operate. The actors are regulative authority, infrainfr
structure
ture operator and service operator. Regulative authorities are actors like
e Federal Aviation Authority or
Railroad
road authority. These authorities set the requirerequir
ments for the system and oversee its continuous develdeve
opment. Infrastructure
structure operators are actors like airports,
or railroad department that own and
nd operate the rails.
Service operators
erators are then the airlines and railroad
companies that operate on the infrastructure. These
three parties and their relationships are illustrated in figfi
ure 3. The co-operation
operation of these actors sets a framework
and ensures the overall safety of the system.

so far there has not been a need for this kind of coco
operation or that the risk levels involved are much
smaller or that the authorities lack the resources, interest
and knowledge to take more active role.
During the development of the use case, the main beneben
fit of the used development model was that it gave the
development process structure. This enabled systematic
approach to the development.
During the development the systems safety approach [8]
was considered a good practice as was the use
u of scenario based risk analysis.. These methods helped in the
allocation of safety requirements. During the safety requirement allocation, different
ifferent requirement allocation
leads to very different requirements both in the number
of functionalities and in the level of requirements. This
means that there is a need for iteration in the draft ded
prevelopment model. This iteration is not currently
cu
sented in the draft model.
The main shortcoming
coming in the model is the fact that it
does
oes not yet describe the roles of actors involved.
involved

Conclusion
As a conclusion it can be said that the drafted developdevelo
ment model was useful and beneficial for development
of distributed safety functions.
It can also be concluded that the model illustrated in figfi
ure is not ready and needs more refinement. Actions in
and outputs of each phase are not defined fluently. Also
the required inputs from different actors are not properly
defined yet. To define the process clearly and to refine it
there would be a need to apply the model in several difdi
ferent use cases.. In the industry there needs to be more
discussion also with other stakeholders on their role and
involvement
ent in the development of distributed safety
functions.
As with all development models used in the developdevelo
ment of safety related parts of control systems there is
the problem of aligning the reference development
The
model with developers own development process.
proce
alignment will take time but also it requires that the ded
velopers start to keep safety and functional safety as
one aspect of the development not as something extra
that needs to be carried out for the sake of standard or
customer requirement.
One main benefit of these kinds of models is that they
exist, bring structure and enable systematic approach
and handling of this problem. For a designer this is one
more layer of requirements on top of the normal design
and safety process.
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Preventing vehicle-pedestrian collisions: the place of detection systems
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Abstract
Every year, employees are the victims of collisions with
vehicles in accidents that can be serious and even fatal.
In recent years, a range of pedestrian and obstacle detection systems have been developed for vehicles.
These systems are often installed on a vehicle following
an accident, but this is frequently on a case-by-case basis and it often yields limited success. The purpose of
this communication is to place the use of detection systems within a global prevention strategy.
The first steps in the prevention of collision risks consist
of setting up organisational measures and ensuring the
visibility of drivers in areas liable to present risks of collision; priority should not initially be given to technical solutions. If organisational measures prove insufficient,
detection systems, in combination with camera-screen
systems, may then be beneficial. Despite their limitations, these systems may be of considerable help in reducing collision risks, by taking into account the type of
vehicle used, the task, and the activity performed. The
need for detection should therefore first be assessed by
taking into account the specificity of the work situation
and the definition of the hazardous areas, before then
selecting a system capable of partially or completely satisfying that need. The implementation of the system
should subsequently be monitored and initial feedback
linked to its use should be obtained.

Keywords:
vehicle-pedestrian collision; detection; prevention
approach

Introduction
The number of accidents involving people working close
to vehicles in the workplace remains unacceptably high,
despite the technical progress recently achieved in the
development of new equipment and in the training given
1
to drivers. The statistics recorded in the EPICEA database over a ten year period give a number in the region
of 200 serious accidents, of which more than half were
fatal [1]. These accidents took place in a range of different sectors of activity and involved a number of different
types of vehicle, for example in the construction industry
(e.g., loaders, levellers, dumper trucks.); in waste collecEPICEA is an anonymous French database containing more than 20,000
cases of occupational accidents affecting employees and covered by the social
security system. These accidents are fatal, serious or significant from a prevention standpoint. The EPICEA database is not exhaustive as it does not
reference all accidents.

1
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tion and sorting (e.g., refuse collection vehicles, selfpropelled forklift trucks, loaders); and while handling using a forklift truck (e.g., in the manufacturing industry,
the agro-foodstuffs industry and in logistics).
For many years now, detection systems designed for
use in the automobile sector have been adapted for use
in utility vehicles and advanced technology has also
been used in the development of new products [2,3,4].
These detection systems are typically installed on vehicles, often on a case-by-case basis, as a result of demands by prevention officers made in response to user
requests following an accident. The effectiveness of
these installations is very variable and depends on the
awareness of the different actors and on their understanding of the equipment and situation. In order to ensure the success of this type of technical solution and to
provide a pertinent response, it is necessary to reposition the detection system within a global prevention
strategy.

The general prevention approach
Prevention measures and pedestrian detection
In the framework of preventing vehicle-pedestrian collisions, it is possible to act at several levels:
1. eliminate or reduce the risk at source,
2. take necessary protective measures regarding non
eliminated risks,
3. inform the users of residual risks when protective
measures are incomplete.
Preventive measures must combine:
• organisational-type measures, such as the organisation of vehicle and pedestrian flows,
controlling access to hazardous areas, the
provision of specific waiting areas for drivers,
etc.
• technical measures that aim to improve visibility.
If these measures are insufficient, additional technical measures such as pedestrian detection systems can then be considered.
Man-machine interaction, which often occurs in a confined space, is always a source of danger and a lack of
visibility from the driver’s cab is a significant factor in
many accidents.
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A driver must be able to see pedestrians located close to
the vehicle both directly and indirectly at all times (“Machines” directive 2006/42/EC).
The driver of the vehicle can then decide on the best
driving strategy to adopt according to visual information
gathered from the environment in order to prevent the
risk of collision with pedestrians or other vehicles operating in the same workspace.

and elements that led to these decisions have been
documented.
A prevention strategy that looks to incorporate use of a
detection system is divided into three main phases:
•

Analysis of the work situation in order to: (i) describe the general situation and identify any
dangerous work situations; (ii) assess visibility
from the driver’s cab in dangerous areas; and
(iii) estimate and evaluate the risks of collision in
order to determine which situations should be
dealt with first.

•

Specifying the detection system, in order to decide whether or not a detection system is a viable solution given the risk assessment, and then
creating a list of devices capable of satisfying
this function.

•

From this list, selecting those technical solutions
that are capable of satisfying the specified function. This is achieved by defining any additional
measures required, for example training, assistance, measures to ensure the effective operation of the device (e.g., periodic checks) and implementation of the solution (utilisation, driver’s
opinion).

In order to achieve the optimum solution for prevention
of collision, it is often necessary to combine use of the
visual aid system with a detection system.
Visual aid systems (rear view mirrors and cameramonitor systems) can improve visibility in areas that present a risk of collision. However, when a driver is concentrating on the task in hand they are not always able
to divide their attention between the different sources of
information and do not always pay enough attention to
their rear-view mirrors or to a control screen. Thus, to
complete these visual aid systems, the installation of
pedestrian and obstacle detection systems might be
considered. The use of these devices is nevertheless
limited as they cannot respond effectively in every situation. They are not safety components and therefore cannot be used as protective measures. However, they can
be used advantageously to obtain information and to
warn the driver, and possibly third persons, in the case
of an imminent collision. In such situations, their use as
a warning system falls within a global strategy for preventing vehicle-pedestrian collision risks.
No universal detection system has so far been developed. A system used in isolation cannot cover every situation of risk linked to the movement of a vehicle and
any system may be capable of producing a nondetection or false detection. It is not desirable that systems act automatically on the brakes. Instead, they
should be reserved for warning the driver or the person
at risk so that in a potentially dangerous situation, the
driver can stop their vehicle immediately.
The presence of this type of device on a vehicle in no
way waives the need to conform to existing safety regulations in the workplace. Even though the driver is the
main actor, the entire organisation of work is therefore
involved. Among other things, the use of a detection device requires that the driver can see the area at risk,
even if only indirectly. The driver must have been given
training on how to use the system, its limitations, and
precisely what instructions to follow when a warning signal is triggered.
Prevention by pedestrian detection: approach
The objective of this type of prevention strategy is to fully
define the need prior to installation of any detection system. The person responsible for designing the strategy
should be a prevention officer employed by the company. In the framework of a work group, the prevention
officer should conduct an analysis for each vehicle and
must not forget to assess all vehicles involved in cases
where multiple vehicles are operating within the same
work area or site.
The approach is iterative in that it is only relevant if a
consensus has been reached and if all of the decisions

Comment: for further details of the global prevention
strategy and a description of the detection techniques
considered, see [5,6].

A prevention strategy with detection casestudy : the example of a loader in a confined space
Insofar as a decision has been made to use technical
systems after giving consideration to making improvements to work organisation and visibility, in this section,
we describe the development of a prevention-bydetection strategy for the case of a loader moving on a
confined site in which all types of waste are recycled
(glass, paper, cardboard, wood, etc.). This example is
provided as a demonstration of the prevention-bydetection strategy and should not be generalised for a
vehicle of the same type operating in another environment or site. It is not exhaustive and certain choices
were made on the basis of the particular field conditions
and constraints of the company concerned. Above all,
our example serves to support the premise and it must
not be transposed in is current form to any similar situation in another firm or worksite.
Phase one: analysis of the situation
The aim of this phase of the strategy is to answer a
number of basic questions:
What are the characteristics of the site? What type of
vehicle is involved, what activity does it perform and under what conditions? What activities does the driver perform and where are they performed? What types of risk
are present around the vehicle? How many pedestrians
are present, why are they there, where are they located
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and are they present during the activity itself? Where are
the areas in which the vehicles and pedestrians circulate
and are these areas visible from the driver’s cab? If so,
is visibility partial or complete? Which risk situations
should be prioritised?
In our example, the loader moves in a temporary storage
area where the loading of trucks is carried out (this is a
temporary storage area for material that arrives by truck
and is then transferred to other sites). The loader moves
on the site in order to remove piles of material and then
load trucks with this material. The pedestrians present
on the site include work colleagues, the drivers of
trucks/vans belonging to the company and/or other
companies, and visitors. Other vehicles are present. Obstacles are present both in front of the loader (linked to
its activity) and behind it. The driver is unable to constantly survey the area when moving due to the activity
being performed. Two types of movement can be distinguished: manoeuvring phases (loading, piling, scraping
the ground, etc.), defined as ‘starting/restarting’, and
rolling phases, defined as ‘nominal speed’ (movement
from one work area to another).
In this analysis phase, all of the different movements are
involved and the procedure must be performed exhaustively (for example, forward movement (re)starting, forward travel at nominal speed, reverse travel at nominal
speed). In the following description, we do not describe
every risk situation identified, but instead focus on the
starting/restarting in reverse phase. Our identification of
the dangerous situations shows risks at the rear of the
vehicle for reverse travel when (re)starting (Fig. 1).

Figure 1. Identification of dangerous situations at the
rear of the vehicle on (re)starting in reverse.
Dangerous situations also exist at the sides during the
same phase of movement (figure 2).

Figure 2. Identification of dangerous situations at the
sides of the vehicle on (re)starting
in reverse.
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We do not consider the case of reverse travel at nominal
speed here, not because there is no risk but because
this type of movement should not be encouraged. Care
must be taken to ensure that these types of long movement sequences are only performed with the vehicle
moving forwards.
Having identified the dangerous situations, the visibility
of these areas must now be assessed (Fig. 3). In reverse motion, a dead angle exists behind the counterweight (of about one meter). A device that allows the
driver to check the area visually (rear view mirror, camera, etc.) should therefore be envisaged.

Figure 3. Assessment of visibility from the driver’s cab.
Finally, it is necessary to determine which risk situations
should be prioritised. This is achieved by taking into account the importance of risks related to collisions, any
incidents or accidents that have been observed, and the
choices made by the company. The selection of highpriority situations requires consideration by a work
group. This is subjective but is an essential step that
allows the actions to be ranked in terms of priority given
the experiences of the company and its “prevention” policy. In particular, it takes into account the severity of the
damage, and the frequency and duration of exposure to
risk. Following our full assessment of the vehicle in this
example, the situation to be treated first involves the
risks located at the rear of the vehicle on starting in reverse gear. Second are the risk situations located at the
front of the vehicle when starting in forwards motion and,
third, the risk situations at the side of the vehicle when
starting in reverse gear. The other risk situations are not
described here.
When (re)starting in reverse gear we note the major risk
that exists at the rear of the vehicle and, the lesser,
though non-negligible risk that exists at the sides (Fig.
4).

Figure 4. Risks identified when (re)starting in reverse
gear.
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Phase two: expressing the need for detection and
establishing an inventory of technical solutions
The aim here is to consider the situations in which a detection system might be used (wholly or partially), to
consider whether commercially available systems can
satisfy this demand, and then to decide on whether to
continue this assessment for the risk situations listed.
This step must be carried out with the participation of the
company. The desired function of the detection system
is first specified: what must be detected (a person, posture, etc.), where (define the detection area), under what
conditions (specify the constraints, for example night
work, presence of mud, dust, etc.), and within what timelimit (response time for stopping the vehicle)?
For reverse manoeuvring, we continue with our examination of the (re)starting phases. It is important to bear in
mind that a blind angle exists at the rear, and that the
specific need is that the driver can see this area. We
assume that the vehicle moves at a speed below 5 kph
during the starting/restarting phases, and that it is necessary to detect a person entering and/or located within
the detection area. The postures to be detected is a
standing or leaning posture, the width of the detection
area is the width of the vehicle increased by 0.5 m on
either side to take into account the risk of crushing of
jamming at the extremity of the vehicle. Regarding the
constraints, the presence of obstacles and the possible
confinement of the vehicle in certain areas, which could
trigger over-frequent detections, both need to be taken
into account. In addition, it is also necessary to take account of the vehicle’s movement in an external environment and the use of a cell phone or walkie-talkie on the
site. These configurations are summarised in Figure 5
for the case of starting in reverse gear.

Figure 5. Expressing the need for detection while
(re)starting in reverse gear and constraints linked to the
activity.
Comment: the precise definition of a detection area requires knowledge of the vehicle’s stopping distances
(attention must also be given to the mental load of the
driver and its impact on the stopping distance). A detection distance of 3 m was judged sufficient in this case,
but more precise information must be obtained to ensure
that the vehicle stops in time. Aiming for a long detection
distance is futile since few systems currently on the
market are capable of this. Furthermore, the further the

detection distance required, the more likely it is to lead
to a false detection.
Regarding the list of possible solutions, the aim here is
to take into account the compatibility of the detection
principles with the requirements specified for the purpose of the detection system and the organisation of the
site. This list depends on the work group’s understanding of detection principles and the time required to carry
out the operation. However, certain solutions may be
eliminated later, during the last phase of selection and
implementation. The selection can be made from five
possible types of technology: a laser scanner (a measure of time of flight), ultra high frequency radar, ultrasound (commonly known as a rear parking aid), radio
frequency identification (RFID) or electro-magnetic
waves badge and a camera with image analysis.
The possible technical solutions for our example of reverse manoeuvring are presented in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Possible detection solutions for the case of
(re)starting in reverse gear.
Phase three: selection and implementation
The final phase of the prevention strategy consists of
choosing one (or more) technical solutions and then implementing this solution in the workplace. Key questions
include: what systems should be chosen; what instructions should be given to the driver to follow when an obstacle is detected and for checking the system; how can
a driver be encouraged to accept the system; how
should feedback based on user experience be dealt
with? and, if it’s relevant, any difficulties that the driver
has with the system should give rise to a correction.
When choosing the system it is obviously necessary to
examine those that are capable to respond to the specified detection function. Complementary measures - for
example technical, organisational, assistance for implementation and use, or training – should also be defined.
Abandoning recourse to a detection system remains
possible if, for example, the system does not (or only
partially) cover(s) the specific need or if the organisation
of the site is incompatible with the solution considered.
For example, in our case study, the company did not
want to modify its existing organisation by ensuring that
all personnel carried a radio frequency badge, and this
particular solution was therefore impossible. The options
for the (re)starting in reverse gear phase are summarised in Figure 7.
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Abstract
It is important to define the correct required safety level
for safety-related control systems. A too high level causes exaggerated costs, since more components and validation resources are required to reach a higher level of
safety. On the other hand, a too low level causes too low
safety requirements and the risk for an accident will thus
increase. The most important methods to assess risks
and define corresponding requirements for control systems in the machinery sector are the ISO 13849-1 [5]
and IEC 62061 [6] methods. We have run a round robin
test to study how safety assessors estimate the parameters of risks and find the required SIL (Safety Integrity
Level) and PL (Performance Level). The goal is to compare the properties of the methods. ISO 13849-1 has
fewer parameters and the scale is simple (1 or 2), but
the result has six levels, including a zero level. IEC
62061 has more dynamics in its parameters, but the result has only four levels, including a zero level.
We used nine cases related to mobile work machines
and seven cases related to industrial robots. So far we
have had 19 answers to the mobile work machine experiment and 17 answers to the robot experiment. For each
mobile work machine case there was also a standard
example, which resembled our case and it was therefore
possible to compare the results to the result given by the
standards. This paper will present the results of the experiment and discuss the reasons for the observed outcome and what should be done to obtain a more correct
and uniform safety assessment.
Keywords:
risk assessment, safety, machinery, 13849-1, 62061

Introduction
It has been observed that 40 % of the faults contributing
to programmable electronic systems related incidents
emerge during the safety requirements specification
phase of a system life cycle [1]. In addition, an average
of 30 % of the software related defects are made in the
requirements specification phase. The share is, however, much higher (60%) for excellent (almost fault free)

software [4]. The major part of defects origin at the early
life cycle phases of programmable electronic systems.
Therefore, it is important to focus on the early life cycle
phases of systems: safety requirements specification
and risk assessment.
In the CompSoft project engineers and other specialists
were asked in an online enquiry, which methods are applied in the machinery sector for risk assessment. A total
of 72 answers were gathered from Finland, Sweden and
Norway. According to the answers almost 70% applied
ISO 13849-1, over 40% applied ISO 12100, over 30%
applied IEC 61508 and less than 30% applied the IEC
62061 method in risk analysis – it was possible to
choose more than one alternative. This means that the
methods applied (ISO 13849-1 and IEC 62061) are quite
relevant when considering the risk levels and corresponding control system requirements (Safety Integrity
Level=SIL or Performance Level=PL).
When analysts perform risk assessment they get different results depending on their background. Risk assessment should result in specific PL or SIL demands in
order to set requirements for the control systems. Too
strict requirements lead to expensive systems and too
low requirements cause systems to be unsafe.
In round robin tests the test persons analyse identical
cases. In our case two methods are applied for each
case. The applied methods result in SIL (IEC 62061)
and PL (ISO 13849-1) requirement levels for the safety
function of a control system. In most cases the safety
function is supposed to be obvious, but it was possible
to leave the question empty, if the question or safety
function remains unclear.
The general objective of the project is to support risk
assessment and safety requirements specification phases of safety related control system design by combining
well-tried methods, techniques and principles. The aim is
to apply the IEC 62061 (annex A) and ISO 13849-1 (annex A) standards, and to find ideas for how to improve or
integrate them to support the design process better. This
paper shows the results of the round robin test and
some ideas for future development.
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Parameters of risk
Risk assessment can be done for several purposes,
such as defining hazards and their consequences, comparing risks and defining significant risks and related
requirements. The purpose of the risk assessment here
is to define risks and corresponding requirements. When
the hazard is found and the relating significant risks are
identified, we must also define requirements that can be
used to minimize the risk.
The two standards used in the experiment are both
based on the idea that the assessor shall assign values
to parameters through a qualitative scheme – e.g. according to ISO 13849-1 “Possible to avoid” gives Av = 2.
The EN 62061 standard [6] has four parameters – see
Table 1and Table 2, while ISO 13849-1 standard [5] only
has three parameters – see Figure 1.

P1
F1
S1
F2

start

P2

S2
F2

a
b

P1
P2
P1

F1

required
low risk PL

P2
P1

c
d

SIL 1

SIL 2

e
SIL 3

P2
high risk

Figure 1. ISO 13849-1 decision tree for risk assessment.
Table 1. The SIL requirement parameters according to
IEC 62061
Frequency and
duration Fr
<= 1 hour
>1hour - <= day
>1 day - <= 2 weeks
>2 weeks - <= 1 year
>1 year

5
5
4
3
2

AvoidProbability
ance Av
of hzd. event,
Pr
Very high 5
Likely
4
Possible 3 Impossible 5
Rarely
2
Possible 3
Negligible 1
Likely
1

ISO 13849-1 uses a decision tree to assign a risk to a
system. The model uses three factors: S (severity) with
the values S1 – slight injury and S2 – irreversible injury,
F (occurrence frequency) with the values F1 – seldom
and F2 – frequent or continuous and P (possibility to
avoid the consequences) with the values P1 – possible
to avoid under specific conditions and P2 scarcely possible. The decision tree is shown in Figure 1.
When we want to compare these two models for risk
assessment, there are some problems that need to be
addressed.
x

Table 2. The SIL requirement estimation according to
IEC 62061.
Consequences Severity
Se
Death, losing an
eye or an arm
Permanent,
losing fingers
Reversible,
medical attention
Reversible,
first aid

Class Cl = Fr + Pr + Av
3 – 4 5 – 7 8 - 10 11 - 13 14 - 15

4

SIL 2 SIL 2 SIL 2 SIL 3 SIL 3

3

OM SIL 1 SIL 2 SIL 3

2
1

OM

SIL 1 SIL 2
OM

SIL 1

x

x

The ISO 13849-1 has two alternatives for each of
the parameters severity, frequency, exposure and
avoidance, while EN 62061 has four alternatives for
severity, five values for frequency and exposure
and three alternatives for avoidance. In addition, EN
62061 has an extra parameter – the probability of
the hazardous event.
The ISO 13849-1 has five risk levels – a to e – of
which four are mapped onto three SIL levels and
"PL a" corresponds to SIL 0. As a consequence of
this, both “PL b” and “PL c” are mapped onto SIL 1.
The ISO 13849-1 uses a conditional probability Pr
to assess P(danger | event). Considering that most
people, including safety assessment experts, have
problems assessing probabilities, a conditional
probability might be beyond their capability. See for
instance [7].

Round robin tests
The mobile work machine experiment and the robot experiment are realized by applying a round robin test. The
purpose is to compare the two risk assessment methods, which are used to give us the requirements for the
safety functions. Our aim is to evaluate how objective
the methods are and discover if there is a difference between the methods. All the parameters gathered in the
assessment are also evaluated in order to see how the
parameters affect the results.
The methods used in the risk estimation are based on
the SIL assignment process presented in EN 62061 and
the risk graph for determining required PLr for safety
function presented in ISO 13849-1. In all cases the risk
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analysis text was prefilled and only the parameters
should be filled in. All the test persons conducted the
risk assessment for nine cases (either robot or mobile
machine cases) and both used both the IEC 62061 and
the ISO 13849-1 method. Background information of the
persons or groups that analysed the cases was also collected.
When calculating average values in the round robin
tests, the PLs are converted to SILs according to the
following formula, using linear interpolation between the
fixed numbers/letters (see Figure 4 and Figure 5):
PL aĺ0.5; PLbĺ1; PL cĺ1.3; PL dĺ2; PL eĺ3

(1)

Both SILs and PLs use a logarithmic scale and therefore
comparison between them can be applied in corresponding parts of the scales for average calculations. All
the other transformations are according to ISO 13849-1
probabilities, but “PL a” has no equivalence to SIL and is
set to the middle value between SIL 0 (almost no risk)
and SIL 1, which gives us a rough estimation and keeps
the numbers easier to apply. SIL 0 is not described in
the standards, but we assume that the distance from SIL
0 to SIL 1 is the same as from SIL 1 to SIL 2. This definition is more like risk and severity perspective than probability perspective since the probability of SIL 0 is not
defined.
Mobile machine experiment
There are nine mobile machine cases related to tractor
loaders, articulated wheeled loaders (loaders with a pivot
joint, which allows the vehicle to “bend” or pivot on that
joint), steel tracked dozer and movable elevating work
platforms. The cases were selected from ISO/TS 159982 [9] and EN 280 [8] in order to enable us to compare
our results to the standard’s results. The case descriptions are short since the texts were from the standards,
which aim to have relatively wide scope. The applied
examples are not in the normative part of the standards.
All case descriptions gave hints to aid the analyst in
choosing severity, frequency, exposure and possibility to
avoid hazard, which are related to the parameters of
risk. The analyst needed to estimate the required parameters for each case and the template (Excel) calculated the corresponding risk level (SIL and PL). The nine
cases were chosen so that the cases cover both high
and low risk examples. According to the corresponding
machine standards (ISO/TS 15998-2 and EN 280), performance levels (PL) 0, a, b, c, d and e were included.
The analysis was typically made in about 40 minutes,
which indicates that the information for each case is
quickly understood and analysed.
An example of the figure and case description is shown
in figure 2.

Figure 2: Figure for case 1
Case: Tractor Loader- Backhoe Traveling <40 km/h Unexpected brake apply. Machine stops very abruptly, and
may skid. Steering remains functional, but is limited. Bystander may be crushed between machine and hard surface. Bystander may be run over.
Robot experiment
The robot experiment resembled the work machine experiment in its setup, but with the difference that the nine
hazards were all collected from the same robot cell. The
cases are unfortunately not found in any standard, but
they are possible real life cases. The robot test was sent
to persons from institutes working with risk assessment
and persons from the industry.
To have some kind of “right” answer to compare our results to, an expert assessment was made by two persons working with risk assessments. All personnel involved in making the cases were included from the experiment.

Figure 3: Robot case diagram
The robot cases have a more detailed description than
the machinery cases as shown in the example below:
x Hazard: Moving elements
x Hazardous event: Robot or machine moves in
unpredictable way or speed.
x Harm: impact/ punch/ crushing
x Foreseeable sequence of events: Unintentional impact on operating devices. Workers unintentionally impact operating device, e.g.,
changing speed or range of robot or starting
chain conveyor.
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x

Hazardous situation (when): The system
stands near a passage/entrance in a factory.
Many people pass by. Both visitors and different
workers.

Results of the experiments
The results of the mobile work machine experiment and
robot experiment are first considered separately and
then common features are discussed in the summary
part of the section.

the mean value of analysts is about 1.5. In this case the
driver may hit his head to the windshield at low speed or
drive over a bystander because of braking. The standard
assumes that heavy braking is possible in a case of failure and no means, e.g., ABS, are required to decrease
braking. In case 5, the standard risk/requirement is SIL
3, whereas the average is less that SIL 2. In this case
steering is lost while the machine may be in traffic. The
traffic possibility is, however, not specifically mentioned
in the text. When a machine may be driven in traffic the
risk is estimated to be high. In both of these cases additional knowledge about the risk levels and more time for
the analysis could have resulted in answers which are
closer to the standards.

Mobile machine experiment results
Table 3 and Table 4 show how the test persons have
answered the mobile work machine cases. On the left
hand side of the tables we show the PL/SIL levels and at
the bottom is the case number and above this, the answer suggested by a standard. The bold numbers (value
can be seen also at the std. row) indicate the risk levels
suggested by the standard. We see that there is some
variation in all the nine cases although the average is
usually the most common answer. This is true both for
SILs and PLs. The SIL estimation concentrates on SIL 2
although according to the suggestions in the standards
the results were more spread. There is slightly more variation regarding PLs than SILs.

Table 3. The number of answers to the mobile work machine cases according to the ISO 13849 method.
PL

e
d
c
b
a
0

0 0 1
9 6 4
8 12 11
1 0 1
0 1 2
1 0 0

std

c
2

Case 1

b
3

0
12
4
2
1
0

2 1 2
9 10 2
7 7 2
1 0 4
0 1 7
0 0 1

6
5
5
1
1
1

3
2
7
1
5
0

c
4

e
5

d
8

c
9

d
6

c
7

Table 4. The number of answers to the mobile work machine cases according to the IEC 62061 method.
SIL

3 1 1 1 3 2 3 1
2 15 14 10 11 15 12 2
1 1 0 2 3 2 2 3
0 2 4 6 2 0 2 12
std c b c e d c

9
4
3
3
d

3
4
3
8
c

Case 1

8

9

2

3

4

5

6

7

Figure 4 shows PL values converted to SIL values according to formula (1). In most cases the analysts arrived at roughly the same results as the standards, but in
cases 1 and 5 the results were different. In case 1, the
standard estimates that the risk is low (SIL 0), whereas
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Figure 4. The average value and standard suggestion
for each mobile machine case.

Robot experiment results
Table 5 and Table 6 show the answers of the robot experiment. In the tables the “correct answer” according to
the expert group, are in bold and can be seen also at the
std. row. For case 1 and 8 there is no right answer since
no safety functions are needed. The graphs look similar,
as should be expected.
Table 5. The number of answers of the nine robot cases
according to the ISO 13849 method.

PL
e
d
c
b
a
0
std
Case

1
3
2
0
1
0
1

1
12
4
0
0
0
c
2

1
7
9
0
0
0
a
3

0
9
6
0
0
0
c
4

2
3
3
6
3
0
e
5

5
5
3
3
1
0
d
6

0
10
7
0
0
0
c
7

0
4
1
1
0
0
8

3
8
5
0
1
0
d
9
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Table 6. The number of answers of the nine robot cases
according to the IEC 62061 method.

SIL
3
2
1
0
std
Case

1
2
1
3
1

2 1 1
14 12 12
1 2 0
0 2 2
2 1 2
2 3 4

1
5
5
6
2
5

8 2
3 13
3 2
3 0
2 2
6 7

0 2
2 11
4 2
0 2
2
8 9

Figure 5 shows the average answers to each case.

cells with text in bold indicate the equivalence between
SILs and PLs, i.e. if all numbers were in these cells all
test persons would have arrived at the same risk levels
with both methods. However, we see that the bottom left
corner has more values (97) than the top right corner
(50). This indicates that the test persons have assessed
the risks to be higher when applying the IEC 62061
standard than when using the ISO 13849 standard. The
difference is clear when the risk is at the intermittent level – close to PL c. For example: in 62 out of 93 cases
the test persons estimated the risk level to be SIL 2
when in the same cases the PL assessment was PL c.
The calculated average value for the robot experiment of
the methods was about the same (see Figure 5, the average column), but at the mobile machine experiment
the IEC 62061 standard gave slightly higher values (see
Figure 4). The total average SIL when applying the IEC
62061standard is 1.6, and applying the ISO 13849
standard is 1.3 (transformation according to formula (1)).
Table 7. Cross-tabulation of all mobile machine and robot cases.

SIL \ PL
0
1
2
3

Figure 5. Average values for each nine robot cases and
the expert judgement.
In general, it is more common to assess the risk to a
value higher than, or equal to the recommended value
than that it is assessed to a lower value.
Case 5 was generally assessed to a much lower level
than the expert judgement. In this case a product was
dropped by the robot and an access button was the
safety means. The difference between the assessors’
and the expert judgement was probably due to too little
information about the system and the case.
Case 3 was generally assessed to be at a higher risk
level than the expert assessment (c instead of a). The
case was about unintentional start-up and interlocking
doors were the safety means. According to the case description there are instructions for service technician to
always use a padlock on the door before going into the
cell to make sure the door cannot be closed and interlocked. The mitigation by instructions for padlock shall
be calculated into the assessment according to IEC
62061, but people seem to have missed this information.
Summary of the experiments

0
3
0
0
0

a
21
3
0
0

b
10
8
2
1

c
16
18
68
1

d
5
9
84
22

e
2
1
7
18

Table 7 shows also that SIL 0 is chosen much more often than PL 0 – 57 vs. 3 times. PL a corresponds to SIL
0, but yet there is disproportion between PL 0/PL a and
SIL 0. When studying the answers more closely we see
that when applying the IEC 62061 method, the severity
factor is often set to “1” or “2” which often results in SIL
0. In addition, SIL 3 is chosen more often (40) than PL e
(27).
We registered the expertise of all analysts and in most
cases the persons did have several areas of expertise.
For the mobile work machine experiment we used the
expertise groups risk assessment, automation, machinery, research and work machines. For the robot experiment the expertise groups were electronic components,
robots, software, system integrator and distributor/agent.
In both cases the amount of test persons in each group
was relatively small and there was also overlap between
the groups.
The differences between the expertise groups were relatively small. In mobile work machine experiment the
lowest risk levels were given by the work machine experts i.e. the persons who know best the work machines.
The average value for work machine experts was SIL
1.37 and the total average was SIL 1.64 according to
IEC 62061 method calculations. In the robot experiment
the robot specialist evaluated the risks to be at a slightly
higher level than the other participants. The value was
SIL 1.78 and the average was SIL 1.67. Based on the
data available, we cannot say that the experts who know
the specific technology give lower or higher risk level
answers than other technology experts.

Table 7 shows a cross-tabulation of the SIL and PL answers from both the mobile work machine and the robot
cases. Each cell shows how many times the analysts
choose specific PL (ISO 13849 method) and for the
same case corresponding SIL (IEC 62061 method). The
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Discussion
The round robin test included nine cases related to mobile work machines and nine cases related to a robot
cell. In all cases two methods were applied to assess the
risk level. The test persons (analysts) did not use a lot of
time for each case and usually they did not have additional material like standards to support their decisions.
Therefore, the decisions are mainly based on experience and by using each participant’s background
knowledge. The information given for each the mobile
work machine case was short and focused on the parameters of the risk. For the robot case there was more
material and all cases were related to the same robot
cell. More information might give more accurate results,
but on the other hand the parameter descriptions were
given more precisely at the mobile work machine test
It is often claimed that the analysis tool should be calibrated to the relevant branch of technology in order to
reach valid results [3]. This refers to the tacit information
and culture related to each branch of technology. In our
case the analysts were not able to do any comparison
with the practise of the relevant branch of technology.
This may result in a wider range of answers, but does
not matter when we are comparing the standards. When
comparing the results of the standard methods the analysts estimated the risk parameters, assuming that the
risk is at the same level and yet, by choosing different
parameters, the level of the assessed risk may be different.
The two experiments (machinery and robot cell) had
quite different case descriptions as shown in the experiment descriptions above. If we use one of the standard
readability formulas – in this case Kincaid [11] – we find
that the readability index correlates strongly with the
number of correctly identified risk levels when using the
ISO 13849. The table below shows readability and number of correctly identified risk levels for the machinery.
Table 8. Number of matches between standard answer
and analyst answer in mobile machine experiment.
Case
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

ISO 13849
0
12
1
4
2
10
2
5
7

Kincaid
12,4
73,8
35,6
51,5
48,9
63,9
50,3
46,6
61,9

The correlations are as follows:
Table 9. Correlation of readability and “correct” answers.
Experiment

Correlation

p

Machinery

0.90

0.00

Robot cell

0.69

0.04

It seems safe to assume that the readability of the case
description strongly influences the analyst’s ability to
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arrive at the correct risk level when using the ISO 13849
standard. No such relationship was identified for the IEC
standard.
When we apply the IEC 62061 method, SIL 1 is a quite
rare result compared to the ISO 13849 method. In addition, according to the standards (mobile work machine
experiment), the risk should have been assessed to SIL
1 in five out of nine cases, but in none of the cases the
SIL 1 got the majority of the results and only in one case
was it the average. Figure 6 presents the distribution of
all answers which shows the difference between the two
methods. This indicates that the IEC 62061 standard
tends to give SIL 0 and SIL 2 values more often than SIL
1 values.

Figure 6. Distribution of answers (%) in mobile machine
and robot cases. There were totally 299 answers in the
experiments.
In the matrix of the IEC 62061 standard (see Table 2)
SIL 1 is available only in three cells of the matrix and it is
not available when severity is high (Severity=4). This
leads to low number of SIL 1 results in the risk analysis.
The ISO 13849 risk graph (see Figure 1) or the matrix
(see Table 10) show that half the matrix cells leads to
either PL b or PL c, which both are associated to SIL 1.
One could claim that in machinery systems there should
be more SIL 1 safety functions than SIL 2 safety functions, but the IEC 62061 method does not support this
assumption.
Table 10. The ISO 13849 risk graph presented as a matrix form.
\Avoid

P1

P2

Sev\Freq

F1

F2

F1

F2

S1

a

b

b

c

S2

c

d

d

e

The number of answers in the mobile machine experiment according to parameters (ISO 13849-1) is presented in Table 11. Severity 0 cases are not included in the
table since in those cases the other parameters were not
estimated. The table resembles Table 10, but the
amounts of answers are included.
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Table 11. The amounts of answers in the mobile machine experiment according to severity, frequency and
avoidance factors (ISO 13849).
\Avoid
Sev\Freq

P1

P2

F1

F2

F1

F2

S1

a= 18

b= 6

b=5

c=4

S2

c=59

d=24

d=35

e=15

The amount of answers according to severity and class
(Cl) are described at Table 12 (IEC 62061 matrix). The
table can be associated with Table 2 and the SIL values
are in the corresponding cells. SIL 2 is in bold, SIL 1 is
in italics. In addition, the SIL requirements are also
shown in the cells. Table 12 shows that a large amount
of the answers (27) are just below SIL 1 at the “other
measures” area (according to IEC 62061; see also Table
2). The class factor (Cl=Fr+Pr+Av) shows that most of
the answers are in the middle (8-10). This may be related to the cases, but it is also possible that the analysts
tend to avoid extreme values. This is a quite common
response, known as the end-aversion bias or the central
tendency [12].
Table 12 and Table 11 also show that a large amount of
analysts estimated the severity to the highest level. This
may be related to the cases or that the analysts tend to
find the highest severity possible. When applying the
IEC 62061 method this leads to at least SIL 2. In order
to have more SIL 1 than SIL 2 values when the severity
is 4, the Cl values 3 – 7 should result in SIL 1. If also the
“OM” cells (Table 2) corresponds to SIL 1 the result
would be closer to the ISO 13849 method result. One
point is that in nearly all of the hazardous cases a good
analyst can find a scenario in which a person is killed,
but the probability can be very low. More precise estimation will be presented at the final report of the project.

In most of the cases the answers of the test persons are
close to the standards and the average was a little higher than the standard’s suggestion. This indicates that the
analysis methods tend to result in higher risk levels than
the standard suggests. However, it is possible that more
available information for the analysts could result in values closer to the standards.
Since the two standards use different number of parameters and different texts for guiding the parameter value
selection, we might expect large differences in the parameter value assessments. This is, however, not the
case. As the diagrams below (see Figure 7, Figure 8 and
Figure 9) show, the parameters in the two standards that
are comparable follow the same paths. The diagrams
are from the mobile work machine experiment.

Table 12. The amounts of answers in mobile machine
experiment according to severity and class ranging (IEC
62061).

Cl=Fr+Pr+Av
Severity 3-4
5-7
8-10 11-13 14-15
SIL 2: SIL 2: SIL2: SIL3: SIL 3:
4
3
31
50
23
1
SIL 1: SIL 2: SIL 3:
3
0
20
18
3
0
SIL 1: SIL 2:
2
0
3
5
0
0
SIL 1:
1
0
4
2
2
1

Figure 7. Paths for mean value of severity (S, Se).
Above ISO 13849 method and below IEC 62061 method.

In the results, the severity parameter is often given the
highest value. The question is if the severity level really
is high or if the analysts estimate the severity level to be
too high. There were different risk levels in the cases,
but the severity parameter of the standards were considered only in five mobile machine cases, i.e. the cases
picked from the ISO 15998-2 standard [9]. This means
that comparison of parameters against the standards is
not done for the complete set of the cases.
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If this is true, the mean values for each parameter
should show a high degree of correlation. We computed
the Spearman correlation for each comparable parameter pair and got the results shown in Table 13.
The two standards have the following risks assessments
formulas:
x ISO 13849-1:
R = S * P(harmful event) * P(not avoid)
IEC 62061:
R = S * P(harmful event) * P(harm | harmful
event) * P(not avoid)
The parameter not found in ISO 13849 is the conditional
probability P(harm | harmful event) since this standard
assumes that a harmful event always will lead to harm.
As mentioned earlier, the assessment of conditional
probabilities is probably beyond the capability of most
assessors.
Since hazard avoidance already is included in the P(not
avoid) factor, the P(harm | harmful event) factor is related to near misses, i.e., P(near miss) = 1 – P(harm |
harmful event). However, in many branches of industry
the registration of near miss events is not complete and
consistent and it is unreasonable to assume that assessors have access to this type of information.
x

Figure 8. Paths for mean value of frequency (F, Fr).
Above ISO 13849 method and below IEC 62061 method.

Table 13: Standard parameter correlations
Moving machinery
Parameters

Spearman
correlation

Level of
significance

S – Se

0.83

0.005

F – Fr

0.82

0.007

P – Av

0.71

0.032

Robot
Parameters

Spearman
correlation

Level of
significance

S – Se

0.90

0.001

F – Fr

0.92

0.001

P – Av

0.43

0. 249

Conclusion

Figure 9. Paths for mean value of probability to avoid
hazard (P, Av). Above ISO 13849 method and below
IEC 62061 method.
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It can be seen that the distribution of parameters in both
IEC 62061 method and ISO 13449 method give relatively similar results for each case. This is as expected since
the analysts have been analysing the same cases. Yet
there is a difference between final PL and SIL results.
The IEC 62061 method does not give SIL 1 as often as
the ISO 13849 method gives the corresponding result
PL b or PL c. Instead, the IEC 62061 method results
more often SIL 0 and SIL 2. The cases in the mobile
machine experiment were chosen from standards and
they indicate that there should have been more SIL 1
results than the IEC 62061 method results show. This
means that when applying the IEC 62061 method, the
analyst should consider all SIL 0 and SIL 2 results and
decide if SIL 1 could be closer to the final result.
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In mobile work machine experiment one case was chosen to have the lowest risk (SIL 0) and one the highest
risk (SIL 3) according to corresponding standards.
These extreme values were often not found by the analysts. If there is little information available the analysts
tend to avoid extreme results. In these two cases more
information from standards could have resulted more
standard like answers.
When using ISO 13849 the readability of the case description is important, while when using IEC 62061, the
assessor needs access to near miss information. The
work of Hendrickx et al. [10] shows that assessors prefer
case description over relative frequency information. If
near miss information is not available, the assessors
should use ISO 13849 and stay away from IEC 62061.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
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Abstract
Risk estimation is a critical step in the priorization of risk
reduction methods associated with machinery.
Erroneous risk estimation may lead to insufficient risk
reduction measures. Previous research has shown that
there are many risk estimation tools which can be
classified into families such as matrices and risk graphs.
Different parameters are used in those tools, e.g.
severity of harm (S), frequency/duration of exposure
(Exf/Exd), probability of hazardous event (Pe), possibility
of avoiding harm (A) and probability of harm (Ph). The
different inputs of the risk estimation tools (e.g. the
definitions for those parameters, the number of levels for
those parameters) and the number of outputs of the
tools (risk level or index) vary. Construction rules for risk
estimation tools have been proposed in a previous
study. In this article, a risk matrix from the American
National Standards Institute ANSI B11.TR3 and a risk
graph taken from International Standard Organization
technical report ISO 14121.TR2 are tested by 25
subjects, experts in safety of machinery from Quebec,
Canada. A questionnaire was developed. To avoid any
bias, the actual tools were not presented to the experts.
They chose the different levels for each parameter when
applying the 2 risk estimation tools to 4 predefined
hazardous situations involving machinery, and
representing low, medium-low, medium-high and high
risk. The subjects were also asked to propose a
perceived risk level for each scenario. The results and
the comments made by subjects were analysed. It was
found that the risk level for each scenario depends on
the tool being used and on the user. The risk graph
underestimated risks and the risk matrix overestimated
risks when compared to the perceived risk levels.
Keywords:
Risk estimation; matrix; graph; parameters; hazardous
situations

Introduction
Risk related to machinery is defined in international
standard ISO 12100 (2010) Safety of machinery General principles for design - Risk assessment and risk
reduction as a combination of the severity of harm and
the probability of occurrence of that harm [1]. Engineers,
occupational health and safety personnel, workers,
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supervisors and managers often carry out machinery
risk assessment. The advantages of machinery risk
assessment are numerous: hazards are identified
effectively and better risk reduction measures can be
implemented, injuries and deaths are prevented, fines
and criminal prosecution are avoided, regulatory
compliance is ensured and productivity is increased.
Machines possess mechanical and electrical hazards,
as well as those generated by heat, noise, vibration,
radiation and dangerous chemical and biological
substances.
ISO 12100 (2010) describes risk assessment as two
stages namely risk analysis and risk evaluation. Risk
analysis consists of (i) determining the limits of the
machinery, (ii) hazard identification and (iii) estimating
the risk. The risk estimation step, which is carried out for
each identified hazard and hazardous situation, is
important since its results will dictate risk evaluation and
therefore the choice and prioritization of risk reduction
methods. Experts interested in the risk estimation stage
observed that: “The methods used in the different
European countries for assessing a machineʼs risks,
when these methods exist, may lead to different, and
even contradictory results. In some cases, they may
potentially require, for a given machine, different levels
of safety…” [2]. Some variability in the results can be
considered “natural”, and therefore tolerable, but too
great a dispersion can lead to under or over risk
estimates and consequently to inappropriate risk
reduction measures, inadequate prioritization of
interventions and loss of credibility in the results [3].
Abrahamsson [4] also mentions that potential users
perceive risk estimation tools as not being very credible
or as unusable.
There is a lack of research dealing with the
understanding of the risk estimation process in the field
of machinery safety and with the identification of the
variables that can influence the proper estimation of risk.
A survey of risk assessment tools for industrial
machinery was done and 108 tools were identified and
classified [5]. Etherton et al. (2008) evaluated one
particular risk estimation tool in reducing machinery risk
[6]. In a previous study, tools were analysed theoretically
using equivalent scales for their parameters, and
construction rules for the design of risk estimation tools
were proposed [7][8].
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In this paper, two tools taken from this previous study
are tested by 25 subjects on 4 scenarios and the results
are presented.

Methods
Description of the selected hazardous scenarios
Four hazardous scenarios involving machinery
representing mechanical hazards were presented to 25
subjects during the experimentation. Table 1 describes
these 4 scenarios and shows the theoritical reference
risk level obtained from the previous study [7]. This
reference risk level is expressed in percentage of

maximum risk, with 0% beeing no risk and 100% beeing
maximum possible risk.
The scenarios were based on the components of the
accidental process and risk according to ISO 12100
(2010) [1]. Each scenario included a picture of the work
station and of the machine as well as a description of the
activity, of the hazard, of the hazardous situation, of the
hazardous event and of the possible harm. Information
about exposure, probability of occurrence of the
hazardous event and possibility of avoidance was also
presented.

Table 1: Scenarios used to test the 2 tools
Scenario

Title

Summary

Reference risk level
(from [7])

A

Punch press with
travelling table

Demonstration of a punch press in automatic mode punching holes in a
metal sheet on a travelling table during a trade show

Low (47.7%)

G

Self-guided vehicle

Self-guided vehicle moving in a workshop following a predetermined path

Medium-low (61.9%)

M

Paper machine

Reel in manual mode and workers removing torn/damaged parts of paper

Medium-high (74.8%)

S

Robot

Worker changing tool on a robot fed lathe for machining metal parts

High (85.0%)

Description of the selected risk estimation tools
Two well-known tools were tested, namely the risk
matrix from ANSI B11.TR3 [9] (also found in ISO
14121.TR2) and a risk graph taken from ISO 14121.TR2
[10] as shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively.
Table 2 shows the parameters used in those tools, their
number of levels, and the results from the previous study
[7]. The theoretical risk levels for each scenario obtained

from the previous study is also expressed in percentage
of maximum risk (100% beeing maximum possible risk).
The actual tools were not presented to the subjects. This
was done to prevent subjects from biasing the results
i.g. make the tool give the result they want by choosing
the corresponding parameters. Instead, only the input
parameters for each tool were presented to the subjects.

Figure 1: Risk matrix from ANSI B11.TR3 [9]

Figure 2: Risk graph from ISO 14121.TR2 [10]
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Table 2: Parameters and risk levels obtained from the theoretical study for the two tools tested
Tools

Number of levels
Risk estimation
tendency
S

Ph

ANSI
B11.TR3

4

4

ISO
14121.TR2

2

Exf

2

Exd

P

3

A

2

Overall
Average
risk (%)

R

Risk levels obtained from theoretical study (%) when tools
were applied to the 4 scenarios
(A, G, M, S)
A

G

M

S

4

High estimating
tool

85.0

75.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

6

Low estimating
tool

50.8

33.3

66.7

33.3

33.3

Legend: S: severity of harm; Ph: probability of harm; Exf: Frequency of exposure; Exd: duration of exposure; P: Probability of
occurrence of hazardous event; A: possibility of avoiding harm; R: risk level

Selection of subjects and experimentation
In order to ensure consistent and reliable data, the
subjects participating in the study had to possess a good
level of knowledge and experience on (i) the risk
assessment process, and (ii) the use of the risk
estimation tools. Thus, to be eligible, potential
candidates should meet the following criteria: the subject
is known to have some experience in safety of
machinery, has participated to at least one machinery
risk analysis over the past 5 years and had received
formal training on the subject; or has participated to at
least 5 machinery risk analysis if no specific training had
been followed. This information on candidates have
been verified during the recruitment process using a
questionnaire dedicated to the identification of the
subject.
A sample of 25 participants who were advisors in
occupational
health
and
safety
organisations,
maintenance or occupational health and safety
personnel in manufacturing plants, and engineers
specialized in safety of machinery, was obtained. The
confidentiality of subjects has been guaranteed by the
signing of a consent form approved by the ethics
committee of Universite du Quebec a Trois-Rivieres.
In order to validate their perceptions of risk, subjects
were asked to intuitively estimate the risk of each
scenario using a visual analog scale. A visual analog
scale is a 10 cm line on wich the subject is asked to put
a mark reflecting its perception of the level of a variable.
In this case, the risk line was defined with the endmarks
“Minimum risk” and “Maximum risk”. The “perceived
risks” obtained were consistent with the reference risk
levels of the scenarios as determnied in the previous
study (see Table 1).
For each scenario, the subjects were first asked to
select the proper level for each parameter of the tools.
The researcher then used the input parameters to
estimate the risk and inform the subject of the results.
The satisfaction of the subjects with the result of each
tool to each scenario was recorded using an ordinal
satisfaction scale (Strongly disagree; Disagree, Neither
agree or disagree; Agree; Strongly agree …with the
obtained risk level). Their comments and impressions
regarding the application of each tool to each scenario
were also noted down.
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Criteria used to analyse the results
Three criteria were used to analyze the data for each
tested tool:
•

•

•

The ability to discriminate the different scenarios
according to their specific risk level (classification
of scenarios);

The satisfaction of the subjects with the result of
each tool to each scenario (ordinal satisfaction
scale and comments);

The convergence of results (inter-subject
repeatability defined by the modal percentage, the
proportion of the 25 subjects selecting the same risk
level for a given scenario).

These criteria address three different facets of the
results. Indeed, a tool with a good convergence but
unable to discriminate the different scenarios according
to their specific risk level will be useless. Similarly, a tool
can have a good convergence and a good ability to
discriminate the scenarios, but if the users often
disagree with its results (their perceived risk beeing
lower or higher), they will not use it.

Results and discussion
Risk matrix from ANSI B11.TR3
Classification of scenarios using the risk matrix
ANSI B11.TR3
The results obtained when the 25 subjects applied the
risk matrix to the 4 scenarios are given in Table 3. With
regard to the ability of the tool to discriminate the risk
levels of the 4 scenarios, the classification is
undetermined for 5 subjects and 10 subjects have
reversed the order of one or more of the scenarios as
compared to the reference risk levels. 12 subjects
classified the scenarios correctly (according to the
reference risk levels order, i.e. AGMS) using this tool.
This represents less than half of the subjects only.
41 of the 100 subject/scenario pairs (25 subjects with 4
scenarios) are strictly distinguished. In 59% of cases,
the level of risk could not be distinguished between 2 (22
occurences) or 3 (5 occurrences) scenarios.
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Table 3: Classification of scenarios for the risk matrix
ANSI B11.TR3

Thus, for this risk matrix, it can be said that subjects:
•

Number of
occurrences

Classification of scenarios
Right classification of scenarios (AGMS)

12

Cases where more than 2 scenarios were
estimated at the same level of risk

5

Cases where subjects reversed the order of
one or more of the scenarios

10

•

•

Were globally satisfied with the results;

Experienced difficulties regarding classification of
the scenarios (4 inversions of scenations A and G,
and 4 inversions of scenations M and S);
Had poor convergence for scenarios A and G.

A detailed analysis of the results suggests that the low
modal percentages obtained with this risk matrix for
scenarios A and G (48%), as well as the difficulty to
classify them in the correct order may find its origin in
the weak convergence of subjects for the probability of
occurrence of harm parameter (Ph). Indeed, the modal
percentage for this risk estimation parameter on these
scenarios is 52%.
This discrepancy might be due to construction problems
with the parameter, as suggested by Gauthier et al. [8].
Its levels are poorly defined (there is no definition
associated with the figurative terms used) and there is a
gap between the Unlikely and Likely levels. The impact
of these flaws is translated into the risk levels obtained.
The matrix, with two parameters and 16 possible
combinations for 4 levels of risk, is sensitive to the
choice of the level of a parameter. This demonstrates
the negative impact that may have a parameter with
flaws in a sensitive matrix.

Convergence and subjects satisfaction for the risk
matrix ANSI B11.TR3
Table 4 summarizes results obtained for convergence
and subjects satisfaction for this risk matrix. The
subjects diasgree with the results in 15 cases out of of
the 100 subject/scenario pairs. Among the 13 negative
comments collected (spread over the 4 scenarios), 9
reported a calculated risk level highier than the subjectʼs
perception. Four (4) subjects mentionned that the
calculated risk level was lower than their perception for
scenario A. The global convergence of the tool is just at
the threshold (set at 60%, i.e. 15 of the 25 subjects
chose selected the same risk level). In particular, only
48% of the subjects get the same level of risk for
scenarios A and G.

Table 4: Satisfaction and convergence for the risk matrix ANSI B11.TR3
Scenario

Satisfaction
Number of subjects disagreeing
(Disagree or Strongly disagree)
with the level of risk obtained

A

Convergence

Number of negative comments

Risk level
higher than
subjectʼs
perception

Risk level
Lower than
subjectʼs
perception

Total

2

4

6

6

Modal percentage

48%

G

2

2

0

2

48%

M

5

3

0

3

76%

S

2

2

0

2

68%

Total

15

9

4

13

60%

Risk graph from ISO 14121.TR2
Classification of scenarios using the risk graph ISO
14121.TR2
The results obtained when the 25 subjects applied this
risk graph to the 4 scenarios are given in Table 5. Only
10 subjects found a classification comparable to the
reference risk levels (i.e. AGMS). In 12 cases, the
subjects reversed the order of one or more scenarios.
It is worth noting that with this tool, scenario A was
always classified as a low risk or medium-low risk
scenario, and that scenario S was always classified as
an medium-high or a high risk scenario.
However, intermediate risk level scenarios (medium-low
and medium-high) were more difficult to classified with
this risk graph. Indeed, scenario G was found in the four
possible positions and scenario M occured at three
different positions (never at the lowest risk level).

Table 5: Classification of scenarios for the risk graph
ISO 14121.TR2
Classification of scenarios

Number of
occurrences

Right classification of scenarios (AGMS)

10

Cases where more than 2 scenarios were
estimated at the same level of risk

3

Cases where subjects reversed the order of
one or more of the scenarios

12

With regard to the ability of the tool to discriminate the
risk levels of the 4 scenarios, 39 of the 100
subject/scenario pairs are distinguished. In 61% of
cases, the level of risk could not be distinguished
between 2 (26 times) or 3 (3 times) scenarios.
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Convergence and subjects satisfaction for the risk
graph ISO 14121.TR2
Table 6 summarizes results obtained for convergence
and subjects satisfaction for this risk graph. This tool
generated a lot of dissatisfaction, in the light of the
number of subjects disagreeing with the resulting risk
levels (40). It also generated a total of 37 negative
comments. In particular, the tool had a problem with
scenario M (medium-high risk level). All the negative
comments related to this scenario go in the same
direction: the calculated risk is too low compared to the
subjectsʼ perceived risk level.
However, this trend of low estimate appears to be
independent of the scenario, since 33 of the 37 subjectsʼ

comments are stating that the risk level obtanined using
this tool is lower than their perception. Convergence is
good for scenarios A (low risk level) and scenario M
(medium-high risk level). On the other hand, the
convergence is below 60% for scenario G (medium-low
risk level) and scenario S (high risk level).
Thus, for this tool, it can be said that subjects:
•
•
•

Were globally dissatisfied with the results (low
estimating tool);

Experienced difficulties regarding classification of
the scenarios;
Had poor convergence for scenarios G and S.

Table 6: Satisfaction and convergence for the risk graph ISO 14121.TR2
Satisfaction

Scenario

Number of subjects disagreeing
(Disagree or Strongly disagree)
with the level of risk obtained

Convergence

Number of negative comments
Risk level
higher than
subjectʼs
perception

Risk level
Lower than
subjectʼs
perception

Total

Modal percentage

A

8

1

7

8

80%

G

12

3

3

6

44%

M

13

0

15

15

76%

S

7

0

8

8

52%

Total

40

4

33

37

63%

A detailed analysis of the results suggest that this
problem is rooted in the architecture of the tool with a
non-uniform distribution of the levels of risk, as
illustrated in Figure 3, an equivalent risk matrix for this
risk graph. The figure shows that 15 of the 24 possible
settings combinations (62.5%) lead to a risk index of 1 or
2 (out of 6). In particular, when selecting a low severity
(S1), regardless of other settings, the level of risk will be
1 (lowest risk), except when pobability of occurrence of
hazardous event is set at O3 level.

severity of harm has only two levels, with poor
definitions and (ii) since the frequency of exposure
parameter (F in this tool) is poorly defined, half the
subjects chose F1 and the other half F2 for scenarios A,
G and S. Those defects are found in the first two
parameters of the risk graph and their weights in
calculating risk index are important. Moreover, an
incremental change in S (e.g. S1, F2, O2 and A2
compared with S2, F2, O2 and A2) can change risk level
from 1 to 5. Also, when referring to Figure 3, one sees
that adjacent cells have more than a unit incremental
change (risk indexes 2 and 4, risk indexes 3 and 5)
implying that a unit change in F causes 2 units changes
in risk level. The combined defects in the S and F
parameters and in their influence on the estimated risk
explain the results for scenario G.

Conclusion

Figure 3: Equivalent risk matrix for the risk graph from
ISO 14121.TR2 [10]
This risk graph performed poorly regarding the
classification of the scenarios (i.e. only 10 out of 25
subjects classified the scenarios correctly), notably
regarding scenarios G and M. For scenarios G (44%)
and S (52%), convergence was poor. Other possible
reasons for this poor performance could be that (i) the
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In this article, a risk matrix from ANSI B11.TR3 and a
risk graph taken from ISO14121.TR2 were tested by 25
experts in safety of machinery from Quebec. They chose
the different levels for each parameter when applying
the 2 risk estimation tools to 4 predefined hazardous
situations involving machinery, and representing low,
medium-low, medium-high and high risk. Comments
made by experts subjects were also analysed. It was
found that the risk level for each scenario depends on
the tool being used and on the user. However, in
general, the risk graph underestimates risk mostly
because the risk levels are not uniformly distributed. The
exposure/frequency parameters have poor convergence
as the definitions are poor. The probability of harm (Ph)
in the risk matrix has poor convergence. Such problems

 Session 3: Risk assessment

in the parameters and in the architectures lead to poor
performance of the tools.

[7]
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An extract of the future standard on Ergonomics methods
Part 2-A methodology for work analysis to support designDR. HDR. Elie Fadier,

Technical Expertise and Consulting department
INRS- France
Elie.fadier@inrs.fr

The most important and interesting way to inform you of this standard is to give you an
EXTRACT of the standard project that will be published by March 2016.
This extract will give you an idea on the essential elements to be learned from this
European standard. This standard is currently under discussion to be proposed as such or
adapted to ISO standard.
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Derek Jones, Rockwell Automation, Borgue/United Kingdom
Functional Decomposition from IEC 62061 – How to determine individual safety functions. From requirement to implementation
It is commonly acknowledged that one of the most frequent causes of failure associated with safety related
control system functions is incorrect specification. Failure caused by technical faults is not entirely unknown but
because of the quantified and structural requirements of functional safety standards it is a comparatively rare
event. We should never become complacent by it seems that measures for random hardware failure and the
most obvious aspects of control and avoidance of systematic failure are proving reasonably effective.
So what can be done about errors in specification? In truth this is part of the classic systematic failure. If the specification is incorrect or (more usually) incomplete then the design process is built on foundations of sand.
The classic outcome of an incorrect specification is not a direct dangerous failure. It is more subtle than that
but just as worrying. It is a safety function that does not take account of all the requirements including productivity, maintenance and ergonomics as well as the obvious direct functional safety aspects. A typical result is that
essential activities such as maintenance, setting or inspection cannot be performed efficiently. This creates an
incentive to defeat the safety function.
So what tools do we have to prevent this and ensure that a safety requirements specification is complete and
appropriate in every aspect?
The functional decomposition process from IEC 62061 provides a simple yet traceable and structured methodology that can be used as a common interface between the cross functional teams on the journey from the functional requirements specification through to the engineered system design.
The process defines the limits of the safety function thus solving some common problems encountered during
the quantitative calculations. It can save money and time by ensuring agreement between all stakeholders at the
functional concept stage before expensive engineering work commences. That minimises the likelihood of late or
retrospective changes to the specification after engineering work has already commenced. It increases the probability that the implemented safety function will, in fact, be safe, suitable and efficient.
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Research and considerations of electromagnetic noise immunity of
programmable electronic system and common cause failure of safety-related
programmable electronic system
Tsuyoshi TOEDA a, Noboru SUGIMOTO b
a

Auomation Componet Planning Depertment, Industrial & Instrumentation Equipment Division, Industrial Infrastructure
Business Group, Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
b
Program in Safenology, Graduate Programs in Frontier Sciences and Innovation, Graduate School of Science and
Technology, Meiji University
Abstract
Electrical/Electronic/Programmable Electronic System
(abbreviated as “E/E/PES” hereafter) represented by
Programmable Logic Controller (abbreviated as “PLC”
hereafter) conducts most of industrial automatic controls.
PLC conforms to international safety standards, which
are certified by the third party, and has been used for
more safety controls. However, there has been no
example of quantitatively conducted research and report
on failures of safety-related E/E/PES resulting from
electromagnetic noise. We have researched and
considered a correlation between electromagnetic noise
immunity of safety-related E/E/PES and failures resulting
from electromagnetic noise on the basis of our
development, test, and quality assurance results for four
generations. The results are reported below.
1) We revealed that most of the dangerous side failure
factors of safety-related E/E/PES were Common Cause
Failure (abbreviated as “CCF” hereafter) and most of
CCF resulted from electromagnetic noise.
2) We analyzed the PLC return ratio in the field and then
verified the correlation between electromagnetic noise
immunity and PLC return ratio to derive a unique
formula.
3) We devised a new formula indicating that safety of
safety-related E/E/PES improves when electromagnetic
noise immunity is enhanced. Furthermore, we verified
the formula to reveal the correlation between
electromagnetic noise immunity of safety-related
E/E/PES and safety level of functional safety standards.
Keywords:
Functional safety; Safety of machinery; Common cause
failure; Impulse noise immunity; Plogrammable logic
controller;

Introduction
The above abstract summarizes 1) Methods, 2)
Results, and 3) Discussion of the present study, which
have been obtained on the basis of the development,
test, and quality assurance results for four generations
of PLCs manufactured by Fuji Electric Co., Ltd.
(abbreviated as Fuji hereafter) shown below.
·Former generation: In 1982, Fuji released the first PLC
with a mold case and microcomputer. Many failures
occurred due to electromagnetic noise. Repair of the
returned products required much labor.

·First generation: In 1985, Fuji released the first PLC
with integrated circuits dedicated to instruction execution
and communication control. Although measures against
electromagnetic noise had been taken, the insufficient
electromagnetic noise immunity of the initial product
required internal modification many times.
·Second generation: In 1990, Fuji released the most
high-speed PLC in the electrical machinery industry of
the day with an internal clock that had been drastically
speeded up. As a result of development aiming to
enhance the electromagnetic noise immunity, the PLC
return rate due to electromagnetic noise was reduced by
half compared with the former generation. We
intermittently continued taking measures against
electromagnetic noise according to the result.
·Third generation: In 1998, Fuji released a PLC that
was developed aiming at the largest noise immunity in
the world after reviewing the basics of
electromagnetism. Established electromagnetic noise
measure techniques drastically reduced the PLC return
rate due to electromagnetic noise.

Methods
Current problem with CCF
The possibility of hardware failure that shows the
reliability of a safety-related E/E/PES is an important
indicator to guarantee the productivity and safety of the
production system. In particular, the probability of
dangerous failure of redundant and multiple protective
hardware derived from the Performance Level
(abbreviated as PL hereafter) provided in Safety of
machinery (ISO 13849-1, 2006) and Safety Integrity
Level (abbreviated as SIL hereafter) provided in
Functional Safety (IEC 61508, 2010) can be determined
by, for example, the formula in IEC 61508:2010 for
calculating Probability of dangerous Failure per Hour /
Probability of Failure on Demand (abbreviated as
PFH/PFD hereafter). However, with respect to CCF that
occupies the largest part of PFH/PFD values, even
safety-related engineers have only been discussing
qualitative measures such as electrical and physical
separation, and diversity of the principle and algorithm.
CCF and electromagnetic noise
The present study has clarified the fact that most of
the dangerous failure possibility of safety-related
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E/E/PESs is CCF that causes a simultaneous system
failure to multiple channels such as a redundant system,
and electromagnetic noise occupies a large part of the
factors. Moreover, we have suggested the importance of
the basic technique of electromagnetic noise measures
and front loading (sufficiently enhancing the quality at
the design stage), deriving a formula showing that high
electromagnetic noise immunity is directly connected to
reduction of the PLC return rate due to noise on the
basis of the field data. With respect to PFH formula, we
have devised a new formula reflecting the effects of
electromagnetic noise immunity, verifying and
considering electromagnetic noise immunity required for
safety-related E/E/PESs based on the formula.

PFHD
The failure probability per unit time of safety-related
hardware λ [FIT (Failure In Time: failures×10-9/h)] (MILHDBK-217F, 1991) is based on the failure probability of
individual components in the same way as ordinary
devices. IEC 61508-6:2010 shows the probability of
dangerous failure per hour of redundant safety-related
E/E/PESs such as a safety control PLC as follows.

(1)

IEC 61508-6:2010 B.3.3.2.5 2oo3
PFHG=6((1-βD)λDD+(1-β)λDU)(1-β)λDUtCE+βλDU [FIT]

(2)

(Note 1) 1oo2: Duplex system (determined as unsafe
when one failure occurs)
(Note 2) 2oo3: Triple system (determined as unsafe
when two failures occur)
(Note 3) PFHG: Average probability of dangerous failure
(Note 4) λDD: Probability of dangerous detected failure
(Note 5) λDU: Probability of dangerous undetected
failure
(Note 6) β: Probability of common cause failure
(selected from 2,10, or 20%)
(Note 7) βD: Probability of detected common cause
failure (selected from 1.5, or 10%)
(Note 8) tCE : Mean time to repair [h]
Regardless of safe or dangerous, the above detected
failure can stop the safety-related E/E/PES control safely
when it occurs. In other words, treating the detected
failures in the same way as safe failures in safety-related
systems, we can define the probability of dangerous
detected failure / hour (λDD) as zero paying attention only
to the “probability of dangerous undetected failure (λDU)”.
Formulas (1) and (2) can be simplified as follows.
2
2
PFHD=2(1-β) λDU tCE+βλDU [FIT]

(3)

2
PFHD=6(1-β) λDU2tCE+βλDU [FIT]

(4)
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-9 2

-9

PFHD=2(1-0.02) (1,000×10 ) ×1+0.02×1,000×10
-9
-9
=0.0019208×10 +20×10 [FIT]

(3.1)

(Note 10) β=2%：ISO 13849-1:2006 Annex F.1
(Note 11) λDU=2,000×(1-0.5)=1,000 [FIT]
(Note 12) λDU=λ×(1-SFF)：IEC 61508-4:2010 3.6.15
(Note 13) In the case SFF=50%：IEC 61508-2:2010
Table 3, Hardware fault tolerance=1, SIL1
(Note 14) λ≒1,000×10-9×2 … Table 1
-9

IEC 61508-6:2010 B.3.3.2.2 1oo2
PFHG=2((1-βD)λDD+(1-β)λDU)(1-β)λDUtCE+βλDU [FIT]

(Note 9) PFHD: Average probability of dangerous
undetected failure

The following shows the result of substituting the
hardware failure probability of two sets of Fuji’s PLC
systems (1oo2) having 256 I/O points shown in Table 1
into Formula (3) on the assumption that the time
required for module replacement or mean time to repair
(tCE) is one hour. The reason why we have assumed tCE
to be one hour is because an average PLC user
(machine user) has a PLC for replacement as a
countermeasure against failures and replaces the PLC
in approximately 30 minutes before a service person
arrives.

=2,000×10 … 2 sets
(Note 15) SFF: Safe Failure Fraction
(Note 16) SFF=(λ-λDU)/ λ: IEC 61508-4:2010 3.6.15
(Note 17) λ=λS+λDD+λDU: IEC 61508-4:2010 3.6.15
As shown above, when the failure probability of an
actual PLC is applied, the first term of the right-hand
side of Formula (3) for safety-related E/E/PES is
reduced to approximately 1/10,000 compared with the
second term of the right-hand side, and that of Formula
(4) to approximately 1/2,300. It is not λDU of individual
redundant devices but λDU due to a common cause such
as electromagnetic noise, design, and device
configuration that dominates PFHD of safety-related
E/E/PESs.

Main factor of Common Cause Failure (CCF)
As shown in attached Table A, in ISO 13849-1:2006,
measures against CFF are scored according to the
contents for the convenience of standards users. In
particular, items concerning Electro Magnetic
Compatibility (abbreviated as EMC hereafter) account
for 40 points. Other items are related to quality
standards required as a product and technical
requirements that engineers must meet. It is possible to
score 65 points or more that the standards require as
long as measures against EMC are taken. However, to
take EMC measures requires acquisition of basic
electromagnetism theory and know-how acquired by
experience. Even some PLCs for which third-party
safety certification is obtained are on the market without
sufficient EMC measures. The following describes, using
an example, that EMC measures are basic technique of
electric engineers, and the technique of EMC measures
and the front loading (sufficiently enhancing the quality
at the design stage) produce significant results.
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Results

Y=468,675e

EMC measures in PLC
The real cause of external noise that leads PLC to
malfunction is internal noise current and voltage. The
internal noise current is generated by electromagnetic
induction phenomenon resulting from, for example,
electrostatic discharge, arc discharge due to interruption
of electric circuits and unnecessary radio waves, and the
internal noise voltage is generated as the result of it.
Even if a PLC is insulated from the outside by a
photocoupler, coils, and shield plates, noise current
inevitably invades the internal circuits through stray
capacitance and returns to the noise source. Moreover,
noise current, which flows into the circuit network inside
the printed circuit board through various routs, mostly
flows into the power supply and the GND pattern with
low impedance. In other words, less noise current is
superimposed on the signal line patterns with high
impedance compared with the power supply and the
GND pattern. If the impedance of the power supply and
GND pattern is lowered, the internal noise voltage is
also lowered. Noise current slightly flowing into the
signal lines can be bypassed with a capacitor, however,
the fundamental problem lies in the design technique of
the printed circuit board that requires bypass.
There is a domestic immunity test called square wave
impulse noise test (JEMA [The Japan Electrical
Manufacturers' Association] standards JEM-TR177,
2007), which is not specified in EMC international
standards (IEC 61000-6-2, 2008). In the PLC industry,
the rough standard of square noise immunity as a
general specification should be as follows: 1,500 V of
square wave noise voltage and 1 ns of square wave
noise voltage rise time (Fuji Electric Co., Ltd. Catalogue
22B2-J-004, 2013).

(Note 18) e: base of natural logarithms
(Note 19) ppm: parts per million

Result of EMC measures in PLC
Table 2 shows square wave noise (Impulse noise)
immunity in Fuji’s PLCs of the last four generations that
have been shipped by now and the return rate obtained
by dividing the number of returned items supposedly due
to malfunction resulting from electromagnetic noise
divided by the number of items shipped. It is evident that
the number of malfunction due to electromagnetic noise
at customers’ sites is reduced as the impulse noise
immunity is improved. The following four PLC
generations are shown in Table 2: the former generation
released in 1982, the first generation in 1985, the
second generation in 1990, and the third generation in
1998. We have conducted the impulse noise test using a
uniform method including power supply – ground, power
supply – input, and input–output.
Fig.1 is a correlation chart based on the data of Table 2.
It can be confirmed that there is a high correlation
coefficient of -0.8 between the pulse noise immunity and
return rate due to malfunction by electromagnetic noise.
The result of calculating the exponential approximation
formula is unique Formula (5) that indicates the return
rate due to electromagnetic noise on the market (Y) to
pulse noise immunity (X). The reason why we regarded
Y as the return rate is because the failures of the
returned items occurred on the customers’ sites and we
considered them not as transient malfunction but as
Fuji’s PLC failures.

[ppm] (R2=0.9256)

(5)

Method and criteria of impulse noise test
Table 3 shows the features of Fuji’s PLCs of each
generation. We have conducted the impulse noise test
using a uniform method including power supply –
ground, power supply – input, and input–output in the
configuration shown in Fig. 2. The acceptability criteria
of the impulse noise test is that there occurs no CPU
runaway, power supply interruption, wrong input/output,
communication error when noise is applied for more
than 10 minutes. These test method and criteria are
reflected in JEM-TR177 titled Guideline of impulse noise
immunity test to electrical equipment in industrial
environment, as a technical document of Japan
Electrical Manufacturers' Association (General
Incorporated Association). Fig. 3 illustrates the features
and performance of the impulse noise generator
specified in JEM-TR177.

Discussion
Device of new PFHD formula for safety-related
E/E/PES
It has already been described that Formulas (1) and
(2), which are representative formulas in IEC
61508:2010 for calculating the probability of dangerous
failure in safety-related E/E/PESs, can be simplified to
Formulas (3) and (4).
2
2
PFHD=2(1-β) λDU tCE+βλDU
2
2
PFHD=6(1-β) λDU tCE+βλDU

Formula (3) See above.
Formula (4) See above.

Here, Formula (5), which has been obtained by the
study of Fuji’s returned PLCs supposedly due to
malfunction by electromagnetic noise, suggests that it is
necessary to newly add effects of failures due to
electromagnetic noise to the entire failure rate of safetyrelated E/E/PESs λ. The reasons why are described
below.
· The entire failure rate of safety-related E/E/PESs λ is
the total value of the failure rates of individual electronic
components comprising a safety-related E/E/PES λp.
· The failure factor caused by electromagnetic noise is
not applied to derivation of individual component failure
rate λp specified in MIL-HDBK-217F, a standard of
electronic component failure rate calculation. A formula
for calculating λp of IC (Integrated Circuit) is shown in
Formula (6) as an example.
λp=(C1・πT+C2・πE)・πQ・πL [FIT]

(6)

(Note 20) C1: Semiconductor die complexity failure rate
(by market result)
(Note 21) πT: Temperature factor (by element material
and junction temperature)
(Note 22) C2: Package failure rate (by market result)
(Note 23) πE: Environment factor (by use environment
such as use on land, at sea, in the air or in space)
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(Note 24) πQ: Quality factor (by procurement method
and temperature screening)
(Note 25) πL: Learning factor (by number of production
years)
In addition to the above fact about the entire failure rate
of safety-related E/E/PESs λ, it is possible to
demonstrate the following with respect to safety-related
E/E/PES failure mode due to electromagnetic noise and
handling of the failure rate.
· It is impossible to determine whether the failure mode
is in the safe side or in the dangerous side since the
result of safety-related a E/E/PES failure due to
electromagnetic noise cannot be predicted.
· Electromagnetic noise is equally applied to the
redundant system and diagnosis function to cause a
failure, which is not guaranteed to be detected.
Therefore, the probability of safety-related E/E/PES
hardware failure due to electromagnetic noise needs to
be added to probability of dangerous undetected failure
λDU.
From the above consideration, we have devised brandnew Formulas (7) and (8) for calculating the probability
of dangerous undetected failure of safety-related
E/E/PES by adding a term of Formula (5) that derives
“failure rate in proportion to electromagnetic noise
immunity” to λDU in Formulas (3) and (4)
2

2

(7)
PFHD=2(1-β) (λDU+λ×Y) tCE +β(λDU+λ×Y) [FIT]
2
2
(8)
PFHD=6(1-β) (λDU+λ×Y) tCE +β(λDU+λ×Y) [FIT]
-0.0051X
[ppm], X = Square noise
Here, Y=468,675e
immunity [V]
Formula (5) See above.
(Note 26) λ×Y [FIT] is equivalent to safety-related
E/E/PES failure rate due to electromagnetic noise that
should be added to λDU.
Verification and discussion of formula obtained
by adding effects of electromagnetic noise to
PFHD of safety-related E/E/PES
Table 4 lists PFHD values and the corresponding SIL
levels. The PFHD values are obtained by combining λDU
≒1,000 [FIT]，λ≒2,000 [FIT], and tCE=1 [h] in a PLC
system consisting of I/O 256 points with β factor value of
2% specified in ISO 13849-1:2006 Annex F F1 Note,
and adding the electromagnetic noise immunity. The
result of this verification reveals for the first time that
PLCs having electromagnetic noise immunity of less
than 1,500V are not suitable for being used as safetyrelated systems. Furthermore, it also indicates that the
impulse noise immunity standard of 1,500V obtained by
empirical knowledge in the domestic PLC industry is
correct.
The Institution of Engineering and Technology, which is
abbreviated as the IET, has published a variety of
documents (IET fact file, 2008, IET guidance, 2013)
concerning effects of electromagnetic noise on safetyrelated E/E/PESs and the measures. They suggest
quantitative measures such as design technique,
electrical and physical separation, and diversity of the
principle and algorithm. Their approach differs from that
of the present study based on field data. We have
confirmed the corelation between the impulse noise
immunity and failure rate due to electromagnetic noise
and developed an idea of introducing the term of
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electromagnetic noise into the PFHD formula, obtaining
the result quantitatively showing that safety-related
E/E/PES resistant to electromagnetic noise also has
high safety.

Conclusion
Study of common cause failure and return rate
due to electromagnetic noise
With regard to derivation of the probability of
dangerous failure in redundant and multiple protective
hardware provided in Functional Safety IEC 61508,
2010, we have confirmed that the proportion of individual
failure to common cause failure is 1 to 10,000 in one
redundant system using Fuji’s PLC as a model,
suggesting that measures against common cause failure
enhances safety. Moreover, it has been indicated that
there is a high correlation between the impulse noise
immunity and return rate based on the return rate of
Fuji’s PLCs in the field due to malfunction by
electromagnetic noise.
Introduction and discussion of term of
electromagnetic noise immunity into PFHD
We have derived an exponential approximation
formula of impulse noise immunity and on-site failure
probability from Fuji’s seven models. Moreover, we have
devised a new formula for calculating the probability of
dangerous failure by combining the obtained failure
probability and λDU. Verification of the formula suggests
that the impulse noise immunity of 1,500V obtained by
empirical knowledge in the domestic PLC industry is
quantitatively correct. Furthermore, it can be interpreted
that PLCs having impulse noise immunity of less than
1,500V are not suitable for being used as safety-related
systems.
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Tables
Table 1: Calculation of the λ total for standard PLC per single 256 points I/O system
Module
Type

Classification

*

λ
[case/h]

Specification

∑λ
[case/h]

Units
[pcs]

108.6×10-9
1
72.2×10-9
1
-9
357.9×10
1
37.5×10-9
4
77.8×10-9
4
λ Total㻌 at 40 deg. C

Power supply module
NP1S-22
100/200VAC input
Base board
NP1BS-08
8 slots
CPU module
NP1PM-48E
48Ksteps with Ethernet
Input module
NP1X3206-W
24VDC input 32 points
Output module
NP1Y32T09P1
Tr sink output 32 points
*
Source of the components λ in each modules: MIL-HDBK-217F

108.6×10-9
72.2×10-9
-9
357.9×10
149.9×10-9
311.0×10-9
999.6×10-9

Table 2: Return rate due to noise immunity level
Impulse noise
Return rate due to
PLC
immunity level
noise immunity level
Generation
[V]
[ppm]
Former

800
1,100
1,200
1,400
1,500
1,700
2,200

1st.
2nd.
3rd.

3,710
3,270
820
411
268
210
3

Table 3: Features of each PLC generation
Execution
time of
basic instruction
[μs]

Impulse
noise
immunity
level
[V]

PLC
Generation

Product
name

Before
1st.

mini

1982

24.000

260

182

121

800

F

1985

1.000

482

255

100

1,100

F2

1989

0.800

482

255

100

1,200

FLEX

1990

0.160

435

135

120

1,400

F3

1993

0.125

482

255

100

1,500

F3C

1995

0.125

413

130

122

1,700

SX

1998

0.020

413

105

108

2,200

1st.

2nd.

3rd.

Release
year

Width
[mm]

Height
[mm]

Depth
[mm]

Features
(at the time)
First compact size PLC which
use a microcomputer.
Large size PLC which use
Application specific integrated circuits (ASICs).
Models change-over the F
series.
New generation PLC which
use high speed internal clock.
Models change-over the F2
series.
Compact size PLC of
F3 capability.
World fastest PLC which has
best impulse noise immunity.

Table 4: Effects of the noise immunity level to PFHD value and SIL level
Noise immunity [V]

PFHD

SIL level

Noise immunity [V]

PFHD

SIL level

100
200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500

6.918×10-1
2.262×10-1
8.319×10-2
-2
3.097×10
1.175×10-2
-3
4.589×10
1.866×10-3
7.995×10-4
3.644×10-4
1.771×10-4
9.129×10-5
4.940×10-5
2.772×10-5
1.595×10-5
9.329×10-6

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
1

1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
2500
2600
2700
2800
2900
3000

5.518×10-6
3.288×10-6
1.971×10-6
-6
1.187×10
7.193×10-7
-7
4.394×10
2.716×10-7
1.710×10-7
1.107×10-7
7.444×10-8
5.269×10-8
3.963×10-8
3.179×10-8
2.708×10-8
2.425×10-8

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Appendix table A EMC related requirements of ISO 13849-1:2006 Table F.1
Score
(✔: related to EMC)

No. Measure against CCF
1

Separation/ Segregation
Physical separation between signal paths:
separation in wiring/piping,
sufficient clearances and creep age distances on printed-circuit boards.

2

3
3.1
3.2
4

15 ✔

Diversity
Different technologies/design or physical principles are used, for example:
first channel programmable electronic and second channel hardwired,
kind of initiation,
pressure and temperature,
Measuring of distance and pressure,
digital and analog.
Components of different manufactures.
Design/application/experience
Protection against over-voltage, over-pressure, over-current, etc.
Components used are well-tried.

20

15
5

Assessment/analysis
Are the results of a failure mode and effect analysis taken into account to
avoid common-cause failures in design?

5

5

Competence/training
Have designers/ maintainers been trained to understand the causes and
consequences of common cause failures?

6

5

Environmental

6.1

Prevention of contamination and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) against
CCF in accordance with appropriate standards.
Fluidic systems: filtration of the pressure medium, prevention of dirt intake,
drainage of compressed air, e.g. in compliance with the component manufacturers' requirements concerning purity of the pressure medium.
Electric systems: Has the system been checked for electromagnetic immunity, e.g. as specified in relevant standards against CCF?
For combined fluidic and electric systems, both aspects should be considered.

25 ✔

6.2

Other influences
Have the requirements for immunity to all relevant environmental influences
such as, temperature, shock, vibration, humidity (e.g. as specified in relevant
standards) bee considered?

10

Total

[max. achievable 100]
Total score

Measures for avoiding CCF

a

65 or better
Meets the requirements
Less than 65
Process failed ⇒ choose additional measures
a
Where technological measures are not relevant, points attached to this column can be considered in the
comprehensive calculation.
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Abstract
The ISO standard 13849-1 “Safety of machinery –
Safety-related parts of control systems – Part 1: General
principles for design” has been published in a completely
revised version in 2006. The concept of control system
categories (tested/untested single channel, redundant
channel) had been expanded by the quantification of the
probability of a dangerous failure of the safety function
and safety related software – leading to the performance
level (PL).
Several years of practical use of this revised standard
demonstrated wide acceptance of the new concept.
However with growing experience in the application
several improvements appeared to be necessary. The
Amendment 1 of ISO 13849-1 has now passed the FDIS
stage and offers new solutions for: integration of
components without safety rating by the manufacturer
(e.g. standard PLCs); consideration of the “probability of
occurrence of a hazardous event”; higher typical MTTFD
estimates for hydraulic components with a small number
of annual operations; evaluation of the quantifiable
aspects of the PL without using MTTFD values but based
on the use of well-tried components; and many more.
The presentation will illustrate these new solutions and
review the achievements of the Amendment in the light
of the new standardization project ISO/IEC 17305 to
merge ISO 13849-1 with the parallel IEC standard
62061.
Keywords:
Amendment, ISO 13849, IEC 62061, ISO/IEC 17305,
Functional safety, Machinery, Design, Control system,
Safety related, SRP/CS

Introduction
Almost ten years after it was first published in revised
form as EN ISO 13849-1, Safety of machinery – Safetyrelated parts of control systems – Part 1: General
principles for design, the first amendment of this
standard has now appeared. Since the amendment was
intended primarily to improve clarity and ease of
application, it contains only a few significant changes. A
number of detail improvements and additions have
however been made that are apparent in the standard's
practical application. This paper describes the essential
changes. Where the text of the amendment needs
interpretation, it provides recommendations.
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General changes
Table 1, "Recommended application of IEC 62061 and
ISO 13849-1", has been replaced by a reference to the
technical report ISO/TR 23849 [1], which has since
appeared. The latter addresses in detail the differences
between the two standards and their common aspects.
The foreword now clarifies that the standard applies to
safety-related parts of control systems (SRP/CS) with
high demand or continuous mode of operation (frequency of demands on a SRP/CS is greater than one per
year).
The abbreviation "PFHD" has been introduced for the
"average probability of dangerous failure per hour". The
dimension of this variable is 1/time and its typical unit is
1/h.
The notation for the "mean time to dangerous failure"
now has a capital D, i.e. "MTTFD" (formerly "MTTFd").
The same applies for B10D, T10D etc.

Design considerations
Besides updating of the references to ISO 12100:2010
[2] (instead of to the preceding standard, ISO 121001:2003), the amendment explains that the sub-systems
of an SRP/CS can also be designed against other
standards governing functional safety (e.g. IEC 62061,
IEC 61508, IEC 61496). They can then – where
applicable following "translation" of an SIL to a PL in
accordance with Table 4 of the standard – be integrated
as sub-systems. In this case, the rules for "combination
of SRP/CS" (Section 6.3 of the standard) are to be
applied. This is also explained in ISO/TR 23849.
The limitation of the MTTFD for each channel to
100 years has been increased to 2,500 years for
Category 4 sub-systems. The corresponding pairs of
MTTFD and PFHD values have been added to Annex K
of the standard (see [3] and [4]). The limitation to
100 years was originally introduced in order to enable
high Performance Levels to be attained on a basis other
than a high statistical reliability of the individual
components. However, since redundancy and fault
detection are already at a very high level in Category 4,
the MTTFD constraint can be loosened in this case. The
superior PFH values that can be attained as a result
then also enable a greater number of PL e sub-systems
to be combined without the entire SRP/CS "slipping
down" to PL d. Further information can be found in [4].
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Two changes have been made concerning the
assumptions for the designated architectures, which
form the basis for the simplified method for estimation of
a PL:
•

For Category 2, so far the demand rate had to be ≤
1/100 of the test rate.
Now the testing may occur immediately upon
demand of the safety function, if the overall time to
detect the fault and to bring the machine to a nonhazardous condition (usually the machine is
stopped) is shorter than the time to reach the
hazard. Here ISO 13855 [5] for the calculation of
safety distances is referenced.
Chapter 4 of [6] gives further explanation.

For Category 2, so far the MTTFD, TE of the test
equipment was compared to the MTTFD, L of the
logic.
Now the MTTFD of the test channel has to be
greater than half the MTTFD of the functional
channel.
Previously this new rule was only given in a note
under the condition that the blocks of each channel
cannot be separated.
Annex K contains a new note on the aspect of the test
rate in relation to the demand rate, the reasoning for
which is also found in [6]:
"If for category 2 the demand rate is less than or equal to
1/25 of the testrate (see 4.5.4), then the PFHD values
stated in the table K.1 for category 2 multiplied by a
factor of 1.1 can be used as a worst case estimate."
A further comment explains that the PFHD values in
Annex K were calculated with the discrete values for
DCavg, 60%, 90% and 99%.

•

New PL estimation procedure without
MTTFD for the non-electrical output part of
the SRP/CS
In response to calls voiced by industry, an additional and
further simplified method for determining the PFHD and
the quantifiable aspects of the PL of a subsystem has
been added in the form of a new Section 4.5.5. The
method is based primarily upon the implemented
Category inclusive of DCavg and CCF. This method does
not require calculation of the MTTFD; however, well tried
or proven-in-use components must be used throughout
in the functional channels – in Category 1 as well as in
Categories 2, 3 and 4.
This method is applicable only:
•

for the output part (subsystem) of the SRP/CS
(power transmission elements) and

when for mechanical, hydraulic or pneumatic
components (or components employing mixed
technology) no application-specific reliability data
(MTTFD, failure rate, B10D or similar) are available.
Table 1 shows the estimated PFHD value and the
resulting attainable PL according to the implemented
Category and under the additional conditions placed
upon the method.
Proven-in-use demonstration is based upon an analysis
of experience in the field for a specific configuration of a
component. The analysis must show that the probability
of dangerous systematic faults is sufficiently low for each
safety function using the component to reach its required
•

Performance Level (PLr). Such a demonstration has not
been common in machine construction before now.
The method is subject to the following additional
conditions:
•

In Category 1: use of well-tried components and
well-tried safety principles (as previously, and
established in the Category 1 definition).

•

In Category 2: the MTTFD of the test channel is at
least 10 years.

•

In Categories 2, 3 and 4: use of well-tried or
proven-in-use components and well-tried safety
principles. In Category 2 according to the standard
this applies also for the test channel.

•

In Categories 2 and 3: adequate measures against
CCF, and for each component DC at least "low".

In Category 4: adequate measures against CCF,
and for each component DC "high".
The following additional information is provided:

•

•

Category 1: the T10D values for the safety-related
components that are not monitored during the
process can be determined from data from the
machine manufacturer that are proven in use.

•

Categories 2, 3 and 4: since recourse cannot be
made to formula E.1 of the standard for calculation
of the DCavg owing to the unavailability of MTTFD
values, the DCavg is formed in this case simply as
the arithmetic mean of the single DC values of all
components in the functional channels.

Table 1: PL and PFHD as worst case estimation based
on Category, DCavg, and use of well-tried-components
(on the basis of the table in Section 4.5.5 of the
standard).
PFHD
(1/h)
PL b
PL c
PL d
PL e
o

●
-

-6

5.0*10

-6

1.7*10

-7

2.9*10

-8

4.7*10






Cat.
B

Cat.
1

Cat.
2

Cat.
3

Cat.
4

o

o

o

o

-

●

●

o

o

-

-

-

●

o

-

-

-

-

●

●

Applied Category is recommended
Applied Category is optional
Category is not allowed

Handling of requirements concerning
safety-related embedded software (SRESW)
where standard components are used
The use of bought-in industrial standard components not
developed specifically for use in safety functions and
containing embedded software was not previously
addressed in its own right in the standard. Numerous
examples of SRP/CS exist in practice however that
make use of standard components such as PLCs,
frequency converters or intelligent sensors and that
achieve safety for example by diverse redundancy with
fault detection at system level. An example employing a
standard PLC and a standard frequency converter is
shown in Annex I of the standard. Since observance of
the SRESW requirements is not generally confirmed by
the manufacturer for such standard components and
cannot be performed subsequently by the integrator,
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satisfaction of the SRESW requirements could often
strictly speaking not be demonstrated in the past.
Amendment 1 now dispenses with the need for
satisfaction of the SRESW requirements be
demonstrated, provided the following conditions are met:
•

The SRP/CS is limited to PL a or PL b and uses
Categories B, 2 or 3.

The SRP/CS is limited to PL c or PL d and may use
multiple components for two channels in Categories
2 or 3. The components of these two channels use
diverse technologies.
Besides the SRESW requirements, the standard sets
out further more hardware related requirements,
concerning for example the avoidance and control of
systematic faults and suitability for the anticipated
environmental conditions such as climate, vibration and
EMC. These additional requirements continue to apply
irrespective of SRESW. They also include the
requirement for basic safety principles to be applied from
Category B upwards and well-tried safety principles from
Category 1 upwards. In addition, for all Categories, the
basic requirement of Category B must be met that the
SRP/CS must be designed, constructed, selected,
assembled and combined at least in compliance with the
relevant standards, for example with EN 61131-2 for
PLCs or EN 61800-1/-2 for frequency converters.
Development with quality assurance in accordance with
ISO 900x is not made an explicit requirement by the
standard; however, it constitutes an intelligent
requirement that is reflected in the seven basic
measures for PL a and b in Section 4.6.2 of the standard
that apply to SRESW developed in-house.
The purpose of the requirement for diverse technologies
in the two channels is that the probability of a dangerous
failure of the SRP/CS is strongly reduced by a fault in
the SRESW.
In the following examples “diverse technology” may
usually considered to be fulfilled:
•

•

•

One channel (functional channel or test channel)
contains components with embedded software. The
second channel contains exclusively components
without software, thus mechanical, electronic,
electromechanical, pneumatic or hydraulic
components.
Both channels use diverse embedded software, e.g.
different operating systems, on the same or
different hardware.

Both channels use different hardware (e.g.
microprocessors with different processor cores),
since it can be assumed, that the development of
the corresponding embedded software took place
on different programming environments.
In the following examples “diverse technology” may
usually considered not to be fulfilled:
•

•

Both channels use similar components of different
manufacturers without further information about the
diversity of the embedded software. Here it can
normally not be excluded that both manufacturers
use the same parts of embedded software, possibly
even on the same hardware (brandlabeling).

•

Both channels use similar components of one
manufacturer but of different type without further
information about the embedded software.
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Safety functions
A provision has been added at this point stating that
depending upon the application, it may be advantageous
to define a separate safety function without power
available. An example are vertical axes which must be
prevented from lowering under gravity even in the event
of loss of power. Where power is available, the axis is
held for example by an electric drive, whereas in the
event of power loss a mechanical brake is applied.

Categories
It was previously permissible in Category 2 "only" to
provide a warning of the hazard when the initiation of a
safe state following detection of a fault is not possible.
It is now specified explicitly – depending on the PLr – in
which case a warning alone is permissible:
•

For PLr a up to and including PLr c, whenever
practicable the ouptut (OTE) shall initiate a safe
state that is maintained until the fault is cleared.
When this is not practicable (e.g. welding of the
contact in the final switching device), it may be
sufficient for the output of the test equipment (OTE)
to provide a warning.

•

For PLr = d, the output (OTE) shall initiate a safe
state that is maintained until the fault is cleared.

Combination of SRP/CS
Manufacturers of almost all bought-in SRP/CS now also
state the PFHD value in addition to the PL (or SIL). On
SRP/CS developed in-house, these values are in any
case available.
The following procedure can therefore be followed for
combination (in series) of SRP/CS that together execute
a safety function:
•

Limitation by non-quantifiable aspects: the total PL
is at most as great as the lowest PL of all combined
SRP/CS.

Limitation by quantifiable aspects: the total PL is
also at most as great as the PL corresponding to
the summated PFHD in accordance with Table 3 of
the standard. The summated PFHD is formed as the
sum of all PFHD values of all combined SRP/CS.
The combination method according to Table 11 of the
standard is now intended only as an exception for cases
in which only PL values and no PFHD values are
available for the combined SRP/CS.
•

Determining of the PLr
Several changes have been made to Annex A. Firstly,
substantially more emphasis is now placed upon the
informative character of the method described here for
determining the PLr. This method is not binding and
constitutes only an estimate of the risk reduction. Owing
to the normative compromise reached in the group of
experts in consideration of reasons that may also lie
outside the parameters of the risk graph, it is acceptable
for Type C standards to contain provisions concerning
the PLr that deviate from the PLr that would be produced
from the risk graph.
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The comment for distinguishing between F1 and F2 is
now formulated as follows:
•

In case of no other justification, F2 should be
chosen if the frequency is higher than once per 15
minutes.

F1 may be chosen if the accumulated exposure
time does not exceed 1/20 of the overall operating
time and the frequency is not highter than once per
15 minutes.
The probability of occurence of a hazardous event has
now been added in addition to severity of injury (S),
frequency and/or exposure time to hazard (F) and
possibility of avoiding the hazard or limiting the harm (P).
If this quantity can be justified as low, the PLr may be
reduced by one level (but not below PLr a, see Figure 1
below).
•

Figure 1: Interpretation of the risk graph according to the
Amendment 1 of EN ISO 13849-1
This quantity is known from ISO 12100 and
ISO/TR 14121-2 as well as in EN 62061. It is dependent
upon human behaviour or technical failure and is
generally very difficult to assess. Reliability data and
history of accidents on comparable machines (with the
same risk, same process, same oerator action and same
technology causing the hazard) may justify the
assessment. Where the history of accidents is
concerned, it must be considered that it is generally
based upon technical protective measures that have
already been installed, and not upon the situation prior
to specification of the intended safety function (starting
point of the risk graph). A low number of accidents could
therefore confirm the existing PLr assessment upon
which the history of accidents is based. It does however
not justify assessing the PLr to be specified as being
lower than is currently the case.
In a new Section A.3, the standard now addresses the
subject of overlapping hazards and clarifies that each
hazard can be assessed separately during the risk
assessment. The safety functions for separate hazards
may be separated, as a result of which only the power
control elements for one hazard arise as the output of
the associated SRP/CS (and are input into the PFHD). In
a manufacturing cell involving multiple robots, the safetyrelated stop functions, for example in response to
opening of a safety door, can therefore be defined
individually as separate safety functions for each robot.
The same consideration applies for example when a
rotary table features multiple clamping devices.
However, when multiple hazards in a part of a machine
are directly connected to each other, it is advisable for

them to be considered together in a combined safety
function. An example is a welding robot in continual use
on which an operator is exposed at one and the same
time to the hazards of crushing by movement and
burning by the welding process, both hazards being
presented by the tool centre point. More detailed
explanations on the analysis of overlapping hazards can
be found in [7].

Good Engineering Practice Method and
MTTFD
Changes shown by industrial practice to be necessary
have been made at several points in Table C.1, "Good
engineering practices method":
•

For hydraulic components (essentially, valves),
higher typical MTTFD values can now be applied as
a function of the mean number of annual operations
nop. The previous MTTFD value of 150 years can be
doubled to 300 years when nop < 1,000,000 cycles
per year. Even less frequent actuation (fewer than
500,000 or 250,000 cycles per year) leads to further
doubling (to 600 and 1,200 years respectively). The
estimation has thus been brought more closely into
line with that for pneumatic components.

•

The typical B10D value for contactors under nominal
load has been reduced from 2,000,000 to 1,300,000
cycles per year. The reason is that a value
deviating from 50% (the usual estimated value in
the standard) was explicitly stated in the product
standard for contactors as the proportion of
dangerous failures.

The two lines for emergency-stop devices have
been merged. Emergency-stop devices and
enabling devices can be assessed as Category 1 or
Category 3/4 sub-systems, depending upon the
number of electrical output contacts and fault
detection in the downstream SRP/CS. Each contact
element (including the mechanical actuation) can
be regarded as a channel with a relevant B10D value
of 100,000 cycles. For enabling switches, this
encompasses both break functions, i.e. fully
depressing and releasing. ISO 13849-2, Table D.8,
according to which fault exclusion is permitted
under certain conditions, can also be applied
independently of the above.
The "MTTFD for components, worst case" column has
been deleted from Tables C.2 to C.7 for semiconductors
and passive components. The figures stated there with a
safety factor of 10 compared to the typical case were no
longer of practical relevance, since more suitable failure
data are available in any case directly from the
manufacturer for the majority of components of this type,
and the "typical" case is otherwise adequate for the
purpose of estimation.
Typical values are now also applied for the electrical
components in place of the worst case for the "parts
count method" in Table D.1.

•

Diagnostic Coverage
Two measures have been deleted from Table E.1 owing
to their lack of practical relevance:
•

Redundant shut-off path with no monitoring of the
actuator (DC = 0%).
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Redundant shut-off path with monitoring of one of
the actuators either by logic or by test equipment
(the DC is to be estimated individually for each
shut-off path; analysis in combination is not
appropriate).
The DC measure of "fault detection by the process" is
now described in more detail:
•

•

•

For estimation of the DC in the range stated from 0
to 99%, all relevant dangerous failures can first be
identified, and of these the failures can
subsequently be determined that are detected in
the process. From the detected proportion, one of
the values can then be estimated from none (0%),
low (60%), medium (90%) or high (99%).
This provision applies by analogy to other
measures for which a DC range is stated, for
example "indirect monitoring".
This measure may of course be used for a
component only when dangerous failures of the
component concerned are actually apparent in the
(production) process. When components in the
safety path are only actuated on demand of the
safety function, fault detection by the process
cannot be assumed for these components.

CCF
Clarity has been improved or information added at
certain points in Table F.1.

Illustrating Examples
Certain information has been updated in Annex I
(examples) in order for the content to be brought more
closely into line with the rest of the standard, particularly
Annexes C to F. For example, the MTTFD values of both
switches and of the contactor are now determined from
B10D values via nop.

Discussion
The Amendment 1 of the wide accepted ISO 13849-1
has successfully answered many needs which arose
during its practical application throughout the last years:
integration of components without safety rating by the
manufacturer (e.g. standard PLCs); consideration of the
“probability of occurrence of a hazardous event”; higher
typical MTTFD estimates for hydraulic components with a
small number of annual operations; evaluation of the
quantifiable aspects of the PL without using MTTFD
values but based on the use of well-tried components;
and many more. With these new solutions the standard
is ready for another longer period of practical
application.
At the same time the Amendment started, a new work
item proposal to merge IEC 62061 and ISO 13849 to a
combined standard ISO/IEC 17305 was initiated. This
project has so far produced a first committee draft which
merely integrates the content of both standards and
adds some additional methods. At the moment it is not
foreseeable when this projekt may be finished and what
the added value compared to ISO 13849 will be. Many
reasons for this new work item proposal, as
e.g.simplified rules adaptable from low to high complex
systems or improvements of the risk estimation method,
have already been solved by the Amendment 1 of ISO
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13849-1. Other improvements may earlier be converted
by publishing a technical report in addition to the well
established functional safety standards. Some reasons,
as the use of a common reliability approach for
components in the type B standards and the component
standards, may be implemented independent from the
“merging”.
The next step in the long-term evolution of ISO 13849-1
would be to start a maintenance cycle. This would give
the opportunity to improve major issues which were
identified in the amendment process but were outside its
scope. Examples are the revision of the software
requirements or integration of other improvements, even
from the “merging” project.

Conclusion
The Amendment 1 of ISO 13849-1 has made great
contributions for improved applicability by integrating
many proposals arising from practical needs throughout
the last years. The changes fit neatly into the concept of
the standard, so that in general for existing SRP/CS no
re-assessment is necessary.
The IFA will support the improvements of the
Amendment 1 by updating their well established tools to
assist the practical application of the standard, see
www.dguv.de/ifa/13849. The Performance Level
Calculator disc [3] has already been updated and a first
publication to explain the changes introduced by the
Amendment (similar to this paper) will soon been
released. The revision of the well known BGIA Report
2/2008e [8] including many circuit examples has already
started as well as an update of the software tool
SISTEMA [9] to support the new content of the standard.
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Abstract
Servomotor presses are innovative machines and their
sales are increasing. Development of servomotors and
the recent arrival on the market of power drive systems,
featuring so-called “pre-defined” safety functions, have
contributed to their emergence. There is still no specific
European or international safety standard for these
machines, although such a reference frame is currently
being drafted by the ISO's “Metal forming machine tools"
standardisation group. Against this background, INRS
has conducted a study to assess the impact of new
servomotor press design principles. This paper
describes the three main stages fulfilled in this study and
its different results. These stages involved making an
inventory of techniques specific to servomotor presses,
conducting a detailed study of these techniques and
reviewing the validity of conventional protective devices
for use on servomotor presses. More specifically, the
present study indicates that a safety-related power drive
system (PDS/SR) reacts to a failure by initiating a
failsafe position and this may be different from the
intended function. This can result in safety function
degradation in the case of a servomotor press. To
conclude, the paper describes the conditions, under
which the protective devices included in design
standards for "conventional" machines, can remain valid.
For example, stopping time control is decisive in
calculating the minimum safety distance required by
protective devices.

technologies, achieve a level of safety equivalent to
conventional presses.
Special techniques for actuating and stopping potentially
dangerous moving parts are applied to these new
presses. Slide movements are directly dependent on an
electrical servomotor and cannot therefore be separated
from this motor's rotation (see Figure 1).

Introduction to the Problem
Metalworking presses remain particularly dangerous
machines, which demand implementation of appropriate
safety measures for preventing serious occupational
accidents.
INRS has focused on a generation of innovative
servomotor presses; these are destined to become more
widespread because the functions they offer are
attractive to their users. For example, their slide
movement and force characteristics are variable in real
time, offering the possibility of performing complex work
cycles. To date, no safety standard takes into account
the specific characteristics of this type of press. It is
important that these machines, which implement new
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Figure 1: Diagrammatic view of eccentric drive
conventional and servomotor mechanical presses
Development of servomotors and the recent arrival on
the market of electronic power systems integrating
"predefined" safety functions (IEC 61800-5-2 [1]) have
contributed to the emergence of this type of press.
Energy input-based stop functions, which have so far
never been used as safety functions on these machines,
can now be implemented. Development of design
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principles applicable to failsafe control systems suitable
for servomotor presses using such electronic systems
has proved to be necessary.
The INRS study was conducted in three stages,
specifically making an inventory of techniques specific to
servomotor presses, conducting a detailed study of
these techniques and reviewing the validity of
conventional protective devices for use on servomotor
presses.

Inventory of Techniques specific to
Servomotor Presses
Slide movements on servomotor presses are directly
interlocked with drive servomotor movements.
Servomotor rotation is only controlled, when a slide
movement is required. Servomotors are used for:
•

Controlling cycle stops and varying slide
displacement characteristics at all points of the
stroke (e.g. movement direction, speed, torque,
etc.)

Fulfilling safety functions (e.g. slide stop and hold to
stop) based on energy input (regulation as long as
energy supply is available).
Their control is ensured by an electrical control system
incorporating an electronic power regulator. The latter is
usually a safety-related power drive system (PDS/SR =
Power Drive System/Safety-Related as defined by IEC
61800-5-2), which ensures control of safety functions
such as safe stops.
•

It should be noted that a slide mechanical stopping
device, such as a brake, is provided for controlling stops
that cannot be controlled by one or more servomotors
(e.g. when servomotors are de-energised).
Mechanical transmission between servomotors and
slide
The purpose of the transmission mechanism is to
convert the servomotor rotational movement into the
slide translational movement (stroke). The following
servomotor press and/or press-brakeslide drive
techniques are used:
•

•

•

An eccentric drive system: a connecting rod or
toggle joint identical to those used in conventional
mechanical presses

A nut-and-bolt jointed mechanical system, in which
one of the two parts is connected to the servomotor
and the other to the slide

Hydraulic cylinders usually controlled by servo
pumps

Systems combining pulleys and belts; these are
more specifically found in press-brakes.
These mechanical systems can be coupled with the
servomotors either directly or through gear or belt
mechanical reduction drives.
The inventory of drive techniques for the servomotor
presses available on the market in 2013 allowed us to
classify concisely the main solutions used for presses
and press-brakes. These are shown in graphical form in
Figure 2.
•

Figure 2: Classification of drive techniques for servomotor presses
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Simplified representation of a servomotor press
control path
The example illustrated in Figure 3 shows the different
electrical and mechanical components in a control path
for a servomotor mechanical press.

Electrical

Stops not controlled by
servomotor (eg. Mechanical
brake)

Servomotor
Slide movement control
Start/Stop; Raise/Lower;
Speed/Force

Work moving part movement
control system

Work moving part
movement
feedback, eg.
Slide speed/
position

Mechanical system
converting rotational
movement to
translational
movement (eg.
Eccentric system)

•

Slide

Figure 3: Representation of a servomotor press control
chain

Inventory of Techniques specific to
Servomotor Presses
The remainder of this document deals exclusively with
the case of eccentric drive mechanical presses and does
not consider the mechanical part of the transmission
movement between the servomotor and the slide. To
study the influence on safety of new technologies
implemented on servomotor presses, we must first
specify the safety functions contributing to operator
protection by defining objectives. The following stage
involves ensuring that components contributing to these
safety functions effectively meet these objectives under
normal operation and in the event of failure.

Figure 4: Example of kinematic chain for an eccentric
drive servomotor press
Analysis of the kinematic chain of eccentric drive
servomotor presses has enabled us to identify the parts
(links) involved in the slide downward movement and to
analyse their functional role. Figure 4 illustrates the
different parts comprising this kinematic chain by
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highlighting in the green square the parts that
differentiate this type of press from a conventional
(clutch/brake) mechanical press.
Measures should be taken right from design stage to
ensure that no single link in this chain, whether it be
mechanical, electrical or other, can be hazardously
affected in relation to fulfilling safety functions. Failure
mode and effects analysis (FMEA) must therefore be
carried out. Our study allowed us to determine and
analyse the following points for each of the links in the
kinematic chain and for each of the safety functions
considered:

•
•

Type of failure, if necessary part of component
affected by a potentially hazardous failure and the
conditions, under which this failure appears (type of
stop, phase of press cycle, etc.)

Effect on safety function behaviour

Type of hazard that may result from this failure

Measures to be implemented in reaction to failures
and to prevent occurrence of hazardous situations.
The following sections detail a number of key points in
these FMEAs.
•

Specifying safe stop functions
The manufacturer of a servomotor press must perform a
risk assessment and reduce all risks right from design
stage in compliance with the requirements of the socalled Machinery directive and when applying the
recommendations of ISO Standard 12100 [14].
Human interventions in the tool zone (slide movement
area) are usually required on all presses, including those
integrating
servomotors.
For
example,
such
interventions may be for operations involving setting or
maintenance or during certain production phases, such
as manual loading and unloading of parts. Safety
measures must therefore be foreseen to ensure that no
downward movement of the slide can occur as long as
an operator is in this zone.
ISO Standard 12100 recommends the manufacturer to
apply intrinsic prevention measures as a priority in order
to eliminate hazards. However, this is usually impossible
for hazards relating to a press slide. In most cases,
guards or protective devices are required to protect the
operator from the slide and this has indeed been
assumed in the remainder of this study.
Slide safe stop functions suited to each potentially
hazardous situation must therefore be foreseen and
implemented. Our study reveals that these stop
functions can play several roles, depending on the
prevention devices provided and the conditions, in which
they will be implemented. They can be applied to holding
a static load and/or stopping a movement in progress
and hence they require us to consider and accurately
specify different characteristics.
As an example, a "photoelectric barrier-based stop"
safety function fulfils two purposes:
•

Preventing slide movement accomplishment as
long as the photoelectric barrier is activated - a
slide "safe" hold to stop function
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Stopping slide movements "covered" by the
photoelectric barrier during its activation - a stop
function initiated during the movement, for which
the maximum slide movement response time must
be precisely controlled.
To implement this stop function, it should be considered
that:
•

•

•

Analysis of Safety-Related Power Drive System
(PDS/SR) behaviour
The PDS/SR is composed of the servomotor and its
control system (electronic regulator and sensors) as
illustrated in Figure 5.

The servomotor and its control system (regulator)
are involved in controlling stop functions: this is not
the case for conventionally designed machines, on
which a clutch/brake system is used. This system
can be used actively by acting on certain
parameters (torque, speed) to control deceleration
phases and to ensure that the slide stop is
maintained

The slide embodies a resultant load under the effect
of gravity; it cannot be maintained in position by a
servomotor or servomotors no longer supplied with
energy

A mechanical brake is therefore needed to ensure
the stop phases not guaranteed by the
servomotor(s).
As detailed below, specific "types" of stop have been
defined to take into account all these considerations.
Safe hold to stop without energy
Exclusion of electrical power supply to servomotor(s)
concerned and simultaneous exclusion of energy supply
(electrical or other) to device maintaining slide stop
(mechanical restraint device).
Safe hold to stop with energy
Slide stop maintained while conserving electrical power
supply to servomotor concerned.
Type 0 safe stop
Immediate exclusion of electrical power supply to
servomotor(s) concerned and immediate exclusion of
energy supply (electrical or other) to mechanical brake.
Type 1 safe stop
•

•

Servomotor deceleration maintaining
power supply until movement stopped

electrical

When stop is reached, exclusion of servomotor
electrical power supply and immediate exclusion of
energy supply (electrical or other) to mechanical
brake.
Type 2 safe stop
•

•

Servomotor deceleration until movement stopped

•
When reached, stop is maintained
All actions performed, while maintaining electrical power
supply to servomotor.
Protection stop
Slide stopped and stop maintained in reaction to
activation of a protective device (mobile guards with
locking devices, protective systems such as
photoelectric barriers, 2-hand control devices, etc.)
during a hazardous movement and acting in the form of
a Type 0 safe stop or a Type 1 safe stop.

Figure 5: Diagrammatic representation of PDS/SR
Stop function implementation
If we take the example of implementing a "Type 1 safe
stop", the electronic regulator is involved in controlling
slide deceleration, while the servomotor electrical power
is maintained until the movement has stopped. When a
stop is reached, the regulator switches off the power
supply to the servomotor until it is commanded again. An
electronic regulator contributing to a stop function must
be designed such that it is capable of ensuring safety
functions based on a safety "performance level"
according to ISO Standard 13849-1 [3] or an SIL
according to IEC Standard 62061 [4], which are
compatible with the level of risk to be covered. In the
present case, use of a component complying with IEC
Standard 61800-5-2 is recommended. This standard
specified the safety functions to be implemented by
PDS/SR, including stops such as "SS1" (Safe Stop 1).
Some of these functions may be suitable for contributing
to a "Type 1 safe stop".
As previously mentioned, this guarantee is insufficient
and it is also necessary to analyse PDS/SR behaviour,
when subject to failure of one of its parts (servomotor,
electronic regulator, sensors). Analysing the behaviour
of this type of component, when a failure occurs, shows
that the servomotor stopping conditions can be
degraded. For example, non-adherence to the
deceleration slope or acceleration or unintended shutting
off of the servomotor power supply.
The PDS/SR can detect this failure. However, alone it
can only provide one fall-back function: guaranteeing
that no torque will be exerted by the servomotor. This
function is termed STO (Safe Torque Off) in IEC
Standard 61800-5-2.
The manufacturer must therefore:
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•

•

Select, from the proposed electronic regulator
options, the unit that allows failure detection and
reaction compatible with the machine risk analysis

Provide compulsory automatic application of a
brake to overcome failed PDS/SR incapacity,
despite it being designed to ensure a safety
function, and ensure slide stoppage

Take into account the moving part's stopping time,
when a failure occurs and when this failure has an
impact on the specified safety function (e.g.
protection stop) This stopping time may differ from
that obtained when PDS/SR failure has not
occurred, depending on the failure detection time,
the STO function activation time and the stopping
performance characteristics of the brake.
Figure 6 illustrates an example of Type 1 safe stop
function behaviour, when using an SS1.b stop as
defined by IEC Standard 61800-5-2. The same function
is shown in Figure 7, when there is a failure resulting in
longer slide stopping time.
•

Figure 6: Chronogram of a Type 1 safe stop function
using an SS1, b stop)

Figure 7: Chronogram of a Type 1 safe stop function
using an SS1, b) stop and reaction under PDS/SR
failure
Figure 8 illustrates an example of Type 2 safe stop
function behaviour, when using an SS2.b stop as
defined by IEC Standard 61800-5-2.
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Figure 8: Chronogram of a Type 2 safe stop function
using an SS2, b) stop function
Figure 9 illustrates the implementation of this type of
stop via the PDS/SR with a failure occurring during the
stop holding phase. This failure generates an
unintended slide movement, when the protective device
can be inhibited.

Figure 9: Chronogram of a Type 2 safe stop function
with implementation of an SS2, b) function and reaction
to a PDS/SR failure during stop holding phase
The operator may already be in a hazardous zone in this
situation. The slide may have moved prior to the reaction
to the failure stopping the movement; this is impossible
with Type 0 and Type 1 safe stops. This stopping
principle may only be acceptable, if the unintended
movement remains within limits fixed by risk
assessment.
This example is representative of similar problems that
may arise for most of the safety functions ensured by
PDS/SRs on the market. In the event of failure, they can
only ensure one fall-back function themselves, namely
an STO. The manufacturer must therefore adopt a
strategy similar to that described for the case of a stop to
ensure that the failure causes no hazard.
Slide movement control using a servomotor
On eccentric drive presses, the motor rotational direction
is not always representative of the slide displacement
direction and, even less so, when the "pendulum cycle"
is used; this allows movement reversals independent of
the connecting rod kinematics.
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However, protective device inhibition is commonplace
during the slide raising phase, if this is not hazardous.
Technical measures must therefore be taken for
controlling servomotor and slide movement directions to
guarantee that inhibition can only be active during the
cycle phases, in which it is expected.
Among prevention means foreseeable on a press, a
continuous action control combined with a low slide
displacement speed can be used. The PDS/SR
contributes to implementation of this safety function in
relation to stop control and safe speed limitation
aspects. Speed limitation must be guaranteed at least
throughout the slide lowering phase based on the fact
that, on an eccentric drive press, the relationship
between the servomotor rotational speed and the slide
speed is sinusoidal, not linear (maximum speed at 90°
and zero at 180°).
To ensure "safe" directional and speed control of the
slide movement, the following specific measures must
be implemented:
•
•
•

Implement a safety function to control slide
displacement direction and speed

Ensure movement data acquisition for the slide
itself rather than from the servomotor
Control characteristics of sensors used (encoder),
especially their potentially hazardous failure modes

Analyse and control behaviour of different
measures in the event of a failure to prevent all
hazardous situations.
Braking and/or stop restraint device
•

Presence of a braking and/or restraint device is
essential whatever the type of safe stop envisaged.
This system can be used to:
•
•
•

Keep the slide stationary

Brake and stop the slide during Type 0 safe stops

Brake and stop the slide in the event of PDS/SR
failure or energy absence for Type 1 or Type 2 safe
stops.

•
The braking system can be located at various places in
the transmission chain (between the servomotor and the
slide), but all the transmission parts between the brake
and the slide must be failsafe.
The braking system must be correctly dimensioned to
ensure the parts of the function, to which it must
contribute. For maintaining a stop only, the system must
be dimensioned to retain the maximum weight of the
moving part (slide, tools, etc.) without inertia. When it is
to ensure braking under normal operation or in the event
of a failure, it must be calibrated not only for the moving
part's maximum characteristics (speed, weight, etc.), but
also in accordance with the expected or required
stopping performance characteristics in relation to
positioning of protective devices. The main difference
with respect to the brake of a conventional press (e.g.
mechanical press incorporating a clutch-brake system)

is that its level of usage may be very low (case of Type 1
or Type 2 safe stops).
The brake design rules remain the same as those
established in particular in Standard EN692 for existing
mechanical presses. Similarly, measures must be
implemented to control automatically brake wear.

Validity of Conventional Protective Devices
on Servomotor Presses
At design stage, the manufacturer often has to select a
means of protection (guard, protective device) to cover
hazards
identified
during
risk
assessment.
Implementation of servomotors on presses does not
change the assessment of hazards for operators. Means
of protection listed in normative reference documents
relating to the design of "conventional" machines remain
valid under certain conditions.
Total control of moving part stopping time prevails, when
guards without a locking device and protective devices
are used. This is in fact necessary in order to position
correctly the protective devices in relation to the
hazardous zone. Implementation of certain stop
functions by a PDS/SR may cause longer response time
in the event of a failure, so this time must be known and
precisely controlled.
Stopping time depends on several factors including stop
type configuration, the options retained for this stop type
within the PDS/SR and the performance characteristics
expected of the braking system. In every case, the
stopping time must integrate the worst case conditions
for the machine (speed, moving part weight) and well as
at PDS/SR level.
The moving part stopping time has no effect on safety in
the case of guards with a locking system. Moreover, only
a hold to stop function is required, if this means of
protection is implemented without protection inhibition
during the slide raising phase.
Choosing this means of protection may therefore allow
one to take advantage of servomotor functionalities by
overcoming technical constraints involving stop time
control.

Discussion and Conclusions
Unlike "conventional" presses the power drive system on
servomotor presses no longer simply supplies the
mechanical or electrical energy required to actuate only
the slide movements. It contributes fully to fulfilling the
safety functions implemented to protect from identified
risks.
The PDS/SR becomes the nucleus of the control system
allowing implementation of new operating modes and
ensuring, in part, many of the safety functions required
to protect operators (different types of stop, speed and
position control and limitation, rotational direction
control, etc.).
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By virtue of its design (electronic component) and
method of controlling multiple safety functions (by
supplying energy), the PDS/SR can be affected by
failures leading to degradation of the safety functions to
be fulfilled.
Safety function degradation can be reflected in terms of
either longer response times or the impossibility of
fulfilling alone the expected function in the event of an
internal failure or in the absence of energy in the
PDS/SR.
Different systems on the market all provide a safety fallback function comprising no servomotor torque. While
this fall-back position is enough for some machines, it
cannot fully ensure the expected functions, in particular
those for ensuring a stop and hold to stop, for metal
presses, in which potentially hazardous moving parts
work vertically and are subjected to gravity.
When access to the hazardous zone is possible during
slide movement (when guards without a mechanical
locking system or protective devices are used), a brake
capable of stopping the slide for a Type 0 stop, in the
event of a PDS/SR failure or a loss of electrical power
must be provided. This brake must be dimensioned for
the machine maximum capacity. The stopping time
required for positioning the protective devices must be
determined under worst case conditions for the machine
(speed, driving weight). The most penalising failure must
be considered in terms of the response time of the
overall control system including the PDS/SR.
Implementation of a restraint device may be enough,
when access to the hazardous zone is impossible during
slide movement (case of guards with a mechanical
locking system without inhibition).
The protective devices recommended for conventional
presses are equally recommended for these new
presses. Special attention should be given to
determining the stopping time required for calculating
the safety distance for positioning certain guards and
protection systems.
When inhibition during a slide raising phase is not
essential, we recommend studying the option of using
an interlocking guard with a locking device, even if the
risk analysis offers the possibility of using other
protective devices. Controlling slide stopping time is not
necessary with an interlocked guard so there will be less
technical constraints involved in designing and
manufacturing the press (no braking system, only a
restraint device and limited number of safety functions
controlled by the PDS/SR, etc.).
An important point concerning Type 2 safe stops has
been revealed and their consequences have been
clearly identified. It remains to be defined, during
standardisation work, whether this principle can be
accepted for these presses and to what extent an
unintended movement caused by a failure does not
create a hazard.
During the course of 2015, the detailed results of the
INRS study will be published in a scientific and technical
memorandum aimed at designers, users and prevention
specialists.
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They will also be used for standardisation work
undertaken by the ISO/TC 39/SC 10/WG1 group dealing
with servomotor presses.
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Abstract
The risk assessment has been widely accepted and risk
reduction measures have been implemented in a lot of
work places with high risks. However safety measures
for work places with low to middle level risks have not
been appropriately implemented so far.
The potential risks on machinery safety depend on the
scale of work place, the type of industry, the type of work
piece, the level of operators involved. If the risks are
unacceptable, a risk reduction should be implemented[1]
[2]. When the risk reduction is conducted by a control
system, the safety level of the control system is
determined by the risk level according to international
standards[3].
The system with high risks which would cause severe
hazard should be equipped with a safety-related control
system that meets safety requirements for PLe or SIL3.
This concept has been becoming popular in the
industrial automation. However, the safety-related part of
the control system is often constructed with safety
control devices complying PLe or SIL3 regardless of the
actual risk level.
Although constructing the safety system with devices
complying higher PL or SIL level than required PL or SIL
is acceptable in terms of safety, productivity and
efficiency are compromised by excessive complicate
safety system for the low risk work place and cost up
because of it.
To facilitate appropriate risk reduction measures for low
to middle risk level process, the circuit examples using
the optimal safety control devices are herewith
proposed.
Keywords:
Safety-related control system; Safety control devices

Introduction
Today, the concept of safety with regards to machine
safety is widely recognized and relatively high risk press
machines, robots, machining tools and others
represented by the mechanical system utilizing industrial
robots shown in Figure 1 are risk assessed properly
according to the international safety standards and the
like and the risk reduction measures are taken using
appropriate technology. However, securing the safety
according to the international standards for the relatively
low risk machines such as small-sized food processing

Figure 1: Mechanical system using robots
machines, packaging machines and the like has not
become widespread yet [2][3][5][6][7][11][12][14][16]
[17].

Machine types with high number of
accident
As shown in Table 1, there are as many as about 2,000
incidents of industrial accident by food processing
machines and the number is especially high compared
to other industrial machines such as machining tools and
press machines[18]. Also, as shown in Figure 2, the
breakdown of the industrial accidents indicates that in
addition to serious accidents (amputation and crushing)
of about 25%, the not-quite-so-serious accidents (cuts
and contusions) of about 40% is distinctively high[18].
Also, it is thought that one of the reasons for this is the
fact that the small-sized food processing machines for
cutting and mixing are not only used in a large scale
environment such as a food processing plant but is also
used often in stores and the kitchens of restaurants
(tertiary industry). That is, the reason there are many
accidents by food processing machines is that there are
many machines in the food processing machines that
Table 1: Number of accidents by representative
(quoted from brochure [18], and modified)
machines
Food processing machine
Wood processing machine
(Circular saw machine)
Grinding machine

Press machine
Machine tool
(Turning machine/Drilling machine)
(People)
Number of deaths and injuries requiring an absence of 4 or more days in 2012
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Other
15%

Burn injury
4%

Amputation
21%

Bone fracture
14%
Contused
wound
11%

Crush wound
3%

Cut wound
32%

START Button
(quoted from brochure [18], and modified )

(quoted from brochure [18], and modified)

Figure 2: Percentage of the type of injury and disease
caused by food processing machines
have simple functions such as cutting, mixing and so
forth that are relatively low risk functions, and because
they are simple functions, sufficient safety measures
were not built in at the design stage and the securing of
safety was left to the users. In addition, it is thought that
the another reason is that not only the workers in the
plant but also the salespersons at the store and the
cooks at the restaurants have the opportunity to use the
machines often without understanding the risk of the
machines.

Risk reduction measures for food
processing machines
As shown in Figure 3, when the ratio of the accidents
are looked at by the moving parts of the food processing
machine, the fact that the moving parts for cutting,
slicing, grinding and mixing account for nearly 60% of
the accidents indicates that the safety measures for
these moving parts of the food processing machines are
important. However, since these parts in many food
processing machines are not just moving parts of the
machine but also parts that process food, it is important
that the safety measure is implemented so that the
foodstuff can be continuously fed to the parts. For the
especially small-sized machines, since it is typical that
the foodstuff is fed by hand, it is important that the safety
measure protects the fingers besides allowing the
foodstuff to be fed. It makes the machine useless if it is
simply covered by a case or a fixed guard is placed to
isolate the moving parts. Therefore, it becomes
especially important to construct a system for an

Forming/
Pressing
part
4%

Other
25%

Gear wheel
of feeding
conveyor belt
7%
Rolling part
7%

Cutting part
44%

Grinding/
Mixing part
13%

(quoted from brochure [18], and modified)

Figure 3: Percentage of accidents by movable parts of
food processing machines
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Figure4: Food processing slicer
(With two-hand operated control device)

interlock and a shutdown by the appropriate safety
control in order to reduce the risk to an acceptable level
without losing the operability of the machine[4][5][6].
Similar to other machinery, in order to reduce the risk of
the food processing machines, safety measures need to
be implemented at safety levels that correspond to the
risk levels, but many accidents still happen in recent
years because the appropriate safety measure is not
widely implemented. Under these kinds of circumstance,
in 2013 Japan has amended and put into effect the
“Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health” that
mandates safety measure for the food processing
machines[18].
Specifically, it mandates the installation of a cover for
the dangerous part of the food processing machine and
the shutdown during an operation such as the feeding of
the foodstuff and the use of safety equipment and so
forth. Especially, safety measures thought to be effective
for the prevention of serious accidents such as
amputation and crushing are described in the brochure
as examples. The following are brief descriptions of
them.
Figure 4 is an example of a slicing machine for food
processing (bread slicer) with an appropriately installed
protective measure. The blade rotates only when the two
buttons are being operated by both hands and the blade
stops immediately when one hand is released from the
button which reduces the risk of the amputation or
cutting of fingers[4][7][9].
Figure 5 is an example of a safety device on a food
processing mixer. The left figure shows an interlock
mechanism that prevents the rotating part from moving if
the movable guard is not shut. The right figure shows a
function that allows the the mixer to rotate at a low
speed when you really want to operate it with the
movable guard open only while the button is being
pushed, namely, the hold-to-run control device[5][7].
Figure 6 is an example of a combination of 3-position
enabling device and above mentioned hold-to-run
control device, which is a manual control device that
permits the operation of the machine when it is to be
operated continuously (operation is permitted when the
device is held in a proper condition and the machine is
stopped when the handle grip is squeezed or released.)
Especially because the 3-position enabling device is
effective for securing the safety during low speed
operation of maintenance mode of relatively high risk
devices, it is applied to the safety equipment that is
effective for securing the safety of the operation of high
powered robots in a teaching mode[7][10].
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Table 2: Comparison of the risk between food
processing machine and mechanical system using
robots
(Risk of mechanical system using robots)
Workplace

Process (system)

Work

Kyoto

Production Technology
Center

Robot Control Cell /
Electric Control Equipment
Production

Maintenance Operation (1)

No.

Equipment

Hazard

Work Type

Hazard Details

M1

Pendant

Touch panel

Maintenance

Because touch panel does not
provide tactile feedback, the
operator cannot keep his eyes on
the robot's movement (need to
confirm operation with touch panel
from time to time).

quoted from brochure [18], and modified

Figure 5: Food processing mixer (with interlock
mechanism, hold-to-run control device)

In this brochure, the objective to reduce the serious
accidents such as amputation and crushing by food
processing machines is introduced, especially by these
protective measures. It is necessary to build and
implement a safety system that has the safety level
equal to the previously mentioned mechanical system
utilizing robots in order to secure the safety from these
sources of serious dangers.
However, as shown previously, there are many
accidents that are not so serious (cuts and contusions),
amounting to about 40%, and from the risk perspective,
we can see that there are many sources of danger with
lower risk level in the food processing machines
compared to the mechanical system utilizing robots, as
shown in Table 2[17].
Especially, there are many injuries from the small-sized
machines whose severities are limited. However,
because these types of devices require feeding of
foodstuff and removal of foreign objects by human
hands, there is a level of risk that cannot be ignored
due to high frequency of access such that it is
necessary to implement a safety measure for that risk
as shown in the Figure 7.
Though the safety components widely distributed in
public, most of those are desighned to correspond with
high level risk (corresponding to demand performance
level) and there is practically no safety component that is
optimal for machines with medium to low risks currently.
When the safety component that corresponds to high
risk level machines are used on a relatively low risk level
safety system (safety control circuit), the functions
become too excessive and a more complex than
necessary safety control circuit needs to be built when it
is designed according to the functions of the safety
component. Of course this is not a problem to be on the
safe side when safety is the only thing that matters, but it
would be difficult to implement because it leads to an
increase of space due to unnecessary duplications and

Plant

M2
Robot module
(vertical multijoint)
M3

Access
Frequency
B

4

4

8

High

Vertical multiMaintenance Collision of robot and operator
joint robot

4

4

8

High

Vertical multiCollision of other robot's
Maintenance
joint robot
unexpected motion with operator

4

4

8

High

4

4

8

High

Collision of other robot's
unexpected motion with operator

4

4

8

High

Collision with chuck (hand)

4

4

8

High

Caught in the chuck's clutch

1

4

5

Moderate

4

4

8

HIgh

4

2

6

Moderate

Maintenance Caught in the parts feeding tray
driving part

1

2

3

Low

Collision with parts feeding tray

1

2

3

Low

M4
Robot module
(horizontal
multi-joint)
M5

Horizontal
multi-joint
robot

Maintenance Collision of robot and operator

Horizontal
multi-joint
robot

Maintenance

M6
Robot module

Jig
module

Parts
fixation jig

Caught by the driving chain of parts
feeding tray
Parts feeding
Parts feeding
tray driving
tray module
part

M11

(Risk of food processing machine)

No.

F1

Plant

Workplace

Process (system)

Japan

Food factory

Food machine

Equipment
Type

Size

Food loading
machine

Large
(for plant)

Small
(for shop)

Food slicer
Small
(for shop)

F3

Hold-to-run
control device

Figure 6: Food processing mixer (with 3 position
enabling device + hold-to-run control device)㻌

Rotary blade
in hopper

Cutter blade

Food-mixing
machine

Large
(for plant)

Small
(for shop)

Large
(for plant)

quoted from brochure [16], and modified

Hazard

Large
(for plant)
F2

F4

3 position
enabling device

Maintenance Caught in the fixating jig

M9

M10

A
+ Risk Level
B

Chuck (hand) Maintenance

M7

M8

Hazard Risk before taking
Protective Measures
Severity
of
Injury A

Frier
Small
(for shop)

Rotary blade
in hopper

High
temparature
oil

Work Type

Normal
operation

Normal
operation

Normal
operation

Normal
operation

Hazard Details

During the feed of material, slipped into
the hopper, and caught in the rotating
blade to death

Work
Operation
Hazard Risk before taking Protective
Measures
Severity of
Access
A + B Risk Level
Injury
Frequency
A
B

8

2

10

High

During the confirmation of the material in
the hopper, rotary wing and hand clash

4

2

6

Moderate

After removal of the clogged material, the
cutting blade is re-rotated and the hand is
cut

8

2

10

High

During slicing operation, the fingertip is
cut

3

4

7

Moderate

During the feed of material, slipped into
the hopper, and caught in the rotating
blade to death

8

2

10

High

During the confirmation of the material in
the hopper, rotary wing and hand clash

3

2

5

Moderate

During work, accidentally fall into the flyer,
to death

8

2

10

High

When throwing in the foodstuffs, oil
splashes to hand to burn

2

4

6

Moderate

increase of the design, the wiring workload and the
number of parts. Therefore, ultimately, a generic control
circuit is used for control and this author has seen many
cases where no safety control circuit is used at all.
As background information, we can point out that many
of the manufacturers of the previously mentioned food
processing machinery are small to medium scaled
corporations and, especially in recent times, there are an
increase of requirements for the streamlining of the
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High

Safety
measures
already
implemented

High risk machinery
e.g. industrial robots

Risk
level

Safety
measures
NEED TO BE
implemented

Low risk machinery
e.g. food processing machines

Low
Small

Large
Machine size

Figure 9: Example of application of components
corresponding to high risk to the safety control circuit of
a relatively low risk mechanical system.

Figure 7: Necessity of safety measures for low-risk
machinery
production equipment and down-sizing of the machines
for the purpose of using them in stores and kitchens.
Especially in the case of food processing machine, food
safety (health risk) measures are implemented
preferentially and, moreover, when it comes to smallsized machines, there is a trend to avoid the
implementation of the safety control circuit because the
manufacturers do not want to increase the cost with the
safety devices or safety control circuits. Therefore, the
safety components that are widely used in public which
can handle high performance level – being able to
configure a high category level of safety circuit, having
the number of terminals to be able to configure
redundancy and perform monitoring – cannot fully
contribute to the safety of the relatively low risk smallsized food processing machines at present time.
The following are examples of typical safety control
circuits according to the size of the risk that they
correspond to.

Example of the safety control circuit and
safety component according to the risk of
the machine
Figure 8 is an example of a safety control circuit that
corresponds to high risk of a mechanical system and
others that use robots[3][12]. The circuit is configured to
be able to generally support up to the performance level
(PL) of e, d level and category 4, and is constructed
using safety components that can support up to category
4. Connections are made so that redundancy of input
and output, check function and so forth are established
and the safety component functions are fully utilized. In
Input

reality, although it is necessary to take safety measures
with a proper method based on the result of a risk
assessment, in the cases with serious risks mentioned
previously, where cutting machines and mixers for food
processing can lead to amputation and crushing of
fingers, a safety system that has similar safety control
circuit is needed. Figure 9 is an example of a safety
control circuit of small-sized machine with relatively low
risk among the food processing machines. This is a
circuit configuration equivalent to PL b to PL c level and
category of 1, but because the safety components being
used are able to support much higher PL and category
there are unused connections and functions which
create waste in terms of cost and space. However, if the
circuit is to be configured that is equal to the mechanical
system that uses robots having high risk as shown in
Figure 8, it causes more complex wiring to be added
than necessary for machines that can be sufficiently
supported with lower risk measures and the machine
manufacturers would hesitate to implement it.
Figure 10 is an example of the safety control circuit
applied to interlock devices and others for the relatively
low risk small-sized machines among the food
processing machines and it has the optimum circuit
configuration for PL and category corresponding to the
medium and low risk and uses the optimum safety
components for it. Since there are no unused
connections or left over terminals, the wiring is simplified
and there are space and cost saving benefits.

24V

Safety Relay Module

R1
R2

R1

EDM

R2
Machine
Actuator
Back-check

0V

Figure 8: Example of safety control circuit corresponding
to high risk
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Figure 10: Example of application of components
corresponding to low risk to the safety control circuit of a
relatively low risk mechanical system.
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terminals

Installation Space
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Figure 11: Example of a force guided relay that is
appropriate for the safety control circuit of a relatively
low risk mechanical system

Safety components that are suitable for the
safety control circuit of medium to low risk
machines
In the case of the safety control circuit of medium to low
risk machines, it can be said that the key to its
widespread usage and implementation is in the safety
components used to construct the circuit. Here, we will
introduce the examples of our new technology on the
Force Guided Relays and Door Interlock Switch [5][8].
-New Technology on Force Guided Relay
As shown in the upper figure of Figure 11, the force
guided relay widely distributed in the general market is

Dropped off

Retained*

0

Conventional

Space-saving

Figure 13: Comparison of length between the conventional construction of door interlock switch and the
space-saving construction that is suitable for small machines with medium to low risk machines
configured with connections of 4 poles or more, and
unused terminals are left in this circuit configuration and
the installation space become unnecessarily large. As
shown in the lower figure, space can be minimized by
using two-pole (1NO+1NC) relay and this also leads to
the reduction in cost as a result.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 12, a new technology
for force guided relays is developed that takes safety
into consideration, although it does not directly affect the
PL and category of the safety control circuit. This
structure allows short circuit to be avoided between the
same or different poles when the contact spring is
broken.
-New Technology on Door Interlock Switch
Figure 13 shows an example of space-saving construction on door interlock switch that is suitable for the safety
control circuit of medium to low risk machines. It is important to save space when installing especially on the
door of a small-sized machine, and this type of spring
lock is effective for definitely securing the lock strength
for safety. Also, in order to further assure the safety, a
new technology is available to monitor the condition
when the operating head becomes detached as shown
in Figure 14.

Conclusion
In order to reduce further the industrial accidents, it is
essential not only to secure the safety for the high risk
level machinery but to focus the effort also for the
relatively low risk level machinery. Especially, industrial
accidents are easy to occur not only in the plants with
food processing machines and the like, but even with the
machinery used in stores and kitchens which are of
Head removal
detection function
Monitor circuit
(41-42)

Conventional

New

* Construction to retain the contact spring by hooking in the projection
of the actuator in order to avoid unintended conduction by dropping off
of the contact spring when breakage of the contact spring.

Figure 12: Example of the short circuit prevention technology when spring breakage occurs on Force guided
relay

Disparity
Disparity

Figure 14: Example of a door interlock switch technology
with a function added to the lock monitor circuit for detecting the detachment of the operating head
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relatively low risk level. Also, because these machines
are used not only in the developed countries but by
various people in various countries including the
developing countries, it is impossible to reduce the
accidents by just relying on the operator for safety.
Therefore, the safety design of the machine itself
becomes important. However, there are not many safety
components that are suitable for safety control circuit
supporting the low to medium risk levels. The safety
component that can support the safety control circuit for
the high risk level is overkill for this type of use and
unnecessarily
increases
the
hurdle
for
the
implementation of safety control circuit. Therefore, there
is a trend not to take the protective measure using the
safety control circuit at all. That is to say, situations
occur where the safety control circuit is not implemented
in the places requiring control by a safety control circuit
as pointed out by the results of the risk assessment and
a generic control circuit is used for the control instead.
The risk assessment result is not taken into
consideration in a generic control circuit, and appropriate
securing of safety cannot be planned because generic
control components are used and their behaviors are not
taken into account in the case of malfunction or damage.
Furthermore, if interlock is not constructed from an
appropriate safety control circuit, there is concern over
the drop in the work efficiency with an increase in the
number of unnecessary shutdown of the machine
resulting in an increase in the non-operation time of the
production equipment and reduction of the production
efficiency.
In the future, in order to pursue further streamlining of
production to be realized by the technological innovation
such as IIoT technology, Industry 4.0, Industry Internet
and others, it becomes especially important to properly
perform risk assessment to realize the securing of work
safety even in the changing production environment and
properly construct the safety control system. Namely, it
becomes increasingly important to properly perform risk
assessment by personnel such as a safety assessor
who has the sufficient knowledge, skills and abilities for
risk assessment of machines and implement appropriate
safety measures corresponding to various risk levels
using the appropriate safety components[19]. Here, we
have focused and elaborated on securing of safety for
the relatively low risk machines (safety control circuit
implementation of low PL and category) represented by
the food processing machines in addition to securing of
the safety for the conventional high risk machines, and
we believe that this approach is applicable to securing of
the safety in other areas as well. In order to promote the
securing of safety in the future, we will strive to
contribute to the reduction in industrial accidents by
encouraging the utilization of the optimum safety
component technology corresponding to the risk level
along with presenting the optimum safety control system
for the use.
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Martin Wüstefeld, SICK AG, Waldkirch/Germany
Optical sensors for person detection – Outdoor use
Safety related applications of optical sensors used under outdoor environmental conditions are often requested.
Use for person protection on railway stations or as protection equipment on Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs)
– the detection of persons under outdoor conditions is of interest in many different industries. But what does
mean “outdoor”, and how is the safety related detection of persons achievable? Optical sensors give excellent
performance in person detection in industrial applications under indoor environmental conditions. These are well
known and defined in Standards. In “outdoor” application the situation is much more complex. Snow, Fog, Rain
are factors with relevant influence on the performance of person detection. Furthermore the known criteria’s of
industrial use are not valid in general – on railway stations children have to be assumed or other considerations
of persons behavior. These factors have to be considered. SICK does have a long history in Development of
Automation Sensors and Solutions in Process Industry with Outdoor use. Based on that the challenge for safety
related person detection with optical sensors is presented. The physical effects of outdoor conditions and the
actual data base out of Standards will be presented. Examples of actual projects show the challenge and suggestions will be made fort the further approach up to an safety related sensor for person protection under outdoor conditions.
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NIR Camera Based Person Detection in the Working Range of Industrial Robots
Sebastian Sporrer, Holger Steiner, Maurice Velte and Norbert Jung
Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences
Safety and Security Research Institute
Abstract
Persons entering the working range of industrial robots
are exposed to a high risk of collision with moving parts
of the system, potentially causing severe injuries. Conventional systems, which restrict the access to this area,
range from walls and fences to light barriers and other vision based protective devices (VBPD). None of these systems allow to distinguish between humans and workpieces in a safe and reliable manner. In this work, a new
approach is investigated, which uses an active near-infrared (NIR) camera system with advanced capabilities of
skin detection to distinguish humans from workpieces
based on characteristic spectral signatures. This approach allows to implement more intelligent muting processes and at the same time increases the safety of persons working close to the robots. The conceptual integration of such a camera system into a VBPD and the enhancement of person detection methods through skin detection are described and evaluated in this paper. Based
upon this work, next steps could be the development of
multimodal sensor systems to safeguard working ranges
of collaborating robots using the described camera system.
Keywords:
camera-based person detection; near-infrared; NIR; industrial robots

Introduction
Within the working range of industrial robots, persons
are exposed to the risk of severe injuries through
bruises, collisions or various harms caused by moving
parts of the robot or the end effector. A recent case in
Germany [1], where a contractor was crushed to death
setting up a robot at a VW motor plant, substantiates the
importance of this issue and has brought it to public
awareness.
The intrusion of persons into the hazardous area surrounding an industrial robot can have many causes,
some of which might be conscious (e.g. collaboration or
maintenance), while others might be unconscious (negligence, lack of knowledge, etc.). While unconscious intrusions can be prevented through separation by conventional guards like walls or fences, especially conscious intrusions need different approaches. SICK AG
(Waldkirch, Germany) proposed a sophisticated solution,
where a combination of laser light curtains and laser
scanners is used to safeguard hazardous zones in a
safe and reliable way. It separates a potentially hazardous zone into two different zones, allowing manual operations by a human in a less critical area of the hazardous zone [2]. However, fences, walls and light curtains

are not flexible in their setup and require high effort to be
adapted to an application change. Vision based protective devices (VBPD) using camera systems, such as the
SafetyEYE by Pilz GmbH & Co. KG (Ostfildern, Germany), can be used for an image-based observation of
hazardous zones. These systems detect the presence
and three-dimensional position of foreign objects in this
zone safely [3]. Safety zones can be defined via software and are therefore highly adaptable to any changed
environment and application. Unfortunately, both of the
above mentioned approaches lack the ability to reliably
differentiate between humans and other types of objects.
Skin detection based on spectral signatures in the nearinfrared spectrum introduces an intelligent way of muting
and further enhances the detection performance of a
safeguarding system. This technology has been researched at Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University of Applied Sciences (BRSU) for the past decade [4] and results have
been presented at previous SIAS conferences [5,6,7]. In
the context of ongoing research projects, this specific
technology for skin detection is transferred from the use
with reflection-responsive point sensors to an active
camera system for both safety and security [8] applications. This work is part of the research project “Safe Person Detection in the Working Area of Industrial Robots”
(SPAI), funded and accompanied by the German Social
Accident Insurance (DGUV). It evaluates the potential of
such camera systems for the implementation of a more
intelligent muting process for non-collaborative industrial
robots. Therefore, this paper describes the concept of integration and design of such a camera system into a
VBPD according to current safety standards. The first
objective is to adapt the camera system to cover a large
area of observation necessary for the designated application. Other objectives are the evaluation of a mixed
NIR/RGB stereo vision camera setup and the enhancement of person detection algorithms through reliable pixelwise skin detection. In future work, this system will be
an important part of a multimodal safeguarding system
for human-machine interaction.

Methods
Skin Detection Through Spectral Signatures
The technology of skin detection is based on the distinction of material surfaces by their spectral signature. A
spectral signature is defined as the reflection intensity at
well chosen, narrow and distinct wavebands suited in
the near-infrared (NIR) spectrum. Figure 1 shows the reflection intensities of different material surfaces and six
skin types after Fitzpatrick [9]. The skin types are united
into a single skin corridor.
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Figure 1: Reflection intensities of different materials and human skin in the visible and NIR spectrum, normalized to a diffuse white reference
Beside a better separability of skin and other materials
compared to the visual spectrum, all skin types have a
similar characteristic in the NIR spectrum: NIR radiation
is primarily absorbed by water, which is a main component of human skin, whereas the melanin content does
not have a notable influence in this spectrum. Another
cause is the special scattering characteristic of skin: NIR
radiation can penetrate some layers of the skin before it
is scattered.
Research so far showed that skin and different materials
can be distinguished using application-specific sample
points of the spectrum, making it possible to realize this
technology with convenient products like LEDs and photodiodes, instead of a broadband spectrographic analysis. The acquired signature is finally used as an input
vector for a classification model based on simple thresholds combined with more sophisticated machine-learning
based classifiers to distinguish between the two classes.
This classification model can be implemented on typical
microcontroller systems and performs well enough to
achieve reaction times of 𝑡𝑡 = 1 ms.

To locate persons, the camera system needs to acquire
depth data for each corresponding image. In project
SPAI, a stereo vision setup has been chosen for this
purpose. According to IEC/TS 61496-4-3 a Safety Integrity Level of 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = 3, as defined by IEC 61508, is required. A stereo vision setup and the need for redundancy, demanded by a category 3 system, technically
determine a system based on three camera systems, as
depicted in Figure 2. To reduce the cost of such a
VBPD, it would be beneficial to replace at least one of
the NIR cameras with a convenient RGB camera. Therefore, stereo vision with RGB and NIR image sources has
been investigated in the context of this work.

Active Near-Infrared Imaging

In order to transfer the technology described in the previous section to an imaging system, an active NIR camera
system has been developed in previous work [8]. It consists of a special camera sensitive in the NIR spectrum,
an LED-based ring light to emit the radiation and a controlling system in the form of an embedded system. Image processing and user interface are realized through
application software. In this work, this camera system is
modified and extended to fulfill the requirements of
safety applications. Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of the whole system. To satisfy the current safety
standard of industrial robot operation DIN EN ISO
10218, the whole system has been designed to meet the
requirements of category 3 with a Performance Level
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 = 𝑑𝑑, both as defined by DIN EN ISO 13849.
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of an active NIR camera
system (bottom) as part of a category 3 VBPD (top); the
dashed line indicates the topics covered in project SPAI.

Camera
Conventional camera systems use silicon-based image
sensors for data acquisition in the visible range. The
photo-sensitivity of silicon only covers a small part of the
NIR range. Therefore, cameras based on alternative image sensors have to be used for NIR image acquisition
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for wavebands 𝜆𝜆 > 1000 nm. Those cameras use chips
made from indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) and are
sensitive to radiation in the range 900 nm ≤ 𝜆𝜆 ≤
1700 nm. The current disadvantages of this technology
compared to a state of the art camera system for the visual spectrum are its low resolution, high price and the
need for active cooling to reduce the noise level. Another difference is the acquisition of distinct “color” channels. Most RGB cameras use an optical band-pass filter
pattern, which is applied to the image sensor. This way,
a specific color sensitivity can be selected for each pixel.
For the commonly used Bayer-pattern, these colors are
red, green and blue. A smart calculation method (“Demosaicing”) yields interpolated RGB values for each
pixel. Optical band-pass filter patterns for the NIR spectrum, however, are currently still under development, but
may be a promising alternative in the future. For now,
this task has to be accomplished consecutively by systems based on filter wheels, which are comparatively
slow [10] or active illumination [8] as described in the
next section.
Ring Light & Controlling System
To acquire images in the relevant NIR wavebands, the
whole scene is successively illuminated with radiation of
each waveband. Therefore, the radiation sources for
these channels on the ring light need to be separately
controllable with fast rise and fall times, to minimize the
switching overhead. LEDs have been selected for this
task. An embedded system is used to activate the different NIR channels of the ring light and trigger the camera
to synchronize the acquisition process. Beside this
measurement coordination, the controlling system includes the power circuit to drive the LEDs.
The operation with an active light source demands the
consideration of radiation safety to preserve the introduction of new risks to the working personnel through
the VBPD. With respect to IEC/TS 61496-4-3, the used
LEDs should meet the requirements of the exempt
group, as defined by IEC 62471.
Preliminary Study
Our previous experiments concerning the separability of
skin and workpieces by spectral signatures were based
on measurements taken at single fingers or hands. Because of the aim to detect persons by means of their exposed body parts like face, arms and legs, more spectral
measurements of those parts needed to be taken to substantiate the proposition. Also, with respect to former applications, some materials like clothes (especially workclothes) have not been added to the existing database of
spectral measurements yet. Hence, a measurement
campaign has been carried out, capturing the spectral
remission of defined spots on test persons including different skin regions and their clothes. Additionally, special
regions like tattoos, pigment disorders and scars have
been measured. A NIR spectrometer and a broadband
light source have been used to acquire the data. In a
second step, NIR images of all test persons have been
taken to establish training data for the classification
models used to differentiate between skin and other materials.

networks (CNNs) as proposed by Farabet et al. [11] allows a pixelwise image segmentation, labeling every
pixel with its estimated class. To support this method, a
skin mask of every multispectral NIR image is calculated
based on the classification model, indicating whether a
pixel can be considered depicting skin or not [8]. NIR images and associated masks are then used as input data
for the classification process.
Cross-Spectral Stereo Vision
To estimate depth-data for each pixel of the acquired image via stereo vision, the disparity between two projections of a single real-world point onto both image sensors has to be determined. Since the problem of finding
corresponding points in different spectral ranges is not
trivial, a cross-spectral method based on oriented gradient features as proposed by Pingera et al. [12] is used to
solve this problem.

Results
Functional Demonstrator
Hardware
Based on the preliminary considerations, a functional
demonstrator has been set up for evaluation and proof
of feasibility. The system is based on a NIR camera with
a frame rate of 𝑓𝑓 = 100 FPS and a resolution of 636 ×
585 pixels. The active irradiation is realized by 32 highpower LED units (three different types) with a cumulated
optical power of approximately 𝜙𝜙Σ ≈ 6.5 W. Each LED
unit consists of 60 LED chips and is equipped with a
lens to provide an aperture angle of 𝜔𝜔 = ±27°. With this
parts, the functional demonstrator provides an effective
frame rate of 𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒 = 25 FPS to acquire multispectral images. The controlling system, used to coordinate the
measurement process, has been designed to satisfy the
required performance level 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑟𝑟 = 𝑑𝑑. Figure 3 shows a
photo of the functional demonstrator. In addition to the
NIR camera and High Power LEDs, the RGB camera
used for stereo vision evaluation is depicted. A Microsoft
Kinect sensor has been used for comparison.

Person Detection
Person detection is crucial for the aim of project SPAI.
Not only the presence and position, but also the silhouette of a person has to be recognized in a safe and reliable way. A first attempt based on convolutional neural

Figure 3: Functional demonstrator of the active NIR
camera system
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Figure 4 shows images of the same individual at three
different distances, but with constant scale. This allows
for first assumptions concerning the optical power and
resolution of the camera system. At a distance of 𝑑𝑑 =
2,5 m, an arm consists of many pixels, single fingers can
be distinguished and the intensity of the skin color is sufficient. At 𝑑𝑑 = 5,5 m, the skin tends to be a lot darker, but
is still sufficiently bright to be classified reliably. An arm
still consists of about three to five pixels, but single fingers can no longer be distinguished. Features relevant
for face detection can no longer be resolved. With the
step to 𝑑𝑑 = 7.5 m distance, image quality and, thus, detection reliability degrades even further.

purposes, the safety zone changes its overlaid color, as
depicted in Figure 6. The definition and manipulation of
a safety zone has been protected against tampering with
authentication methods.

Figure 6: Screenshot of SPAI software without person in
safety zone (left) and person penetrating safety zone
Preliminary Study
The similarity of different body parts to each other and to
other materials has been analyzed with respect to the
spectral data acquired during the measurement campaign. The similarity is measured by the Gower distance
𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺 , defined as
Figure 4: Comparison of the same individual from images acquired by the functional demonstrator at distances 𝐷𝐷 = {2.5 m, 5.5 m, 7.5 m} (from left)

Figure 5 shows two samples of depth data acquired by
cross-spectral stereo vision with an additional RGB camera (right) and with the Microsoft Kinect system (left).
The distance between camera and object is represented
by the gray value of each pixel. The depth image of the
Kinect system seems comprehensible, because a scene
can be perceived by the viewer. In contrast to this, it is
not possible to differentiate objects in the depth image
acquired by cross-spectral stereo vision.

𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺 = ∑

𝑘𝑘∈𝐾𝐾

|𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 |
with 𝑖𝑖 ∈ 𝐼𝐼 , 𝑗𝑗 ∈ 𝐽𝐽,
𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘

where 𝐾𝐾 is the index set of used wavebands and I and 𝐽𝐽
are the index sets of data samples of the two classes to
compare. To determine the distance between the measurements of one class among themselves, 𝐼𝐼 = 𝐽𝐽 is considered valid. The variable 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘 denotes the statistical
range of measurements in waveband 𝑘𝑘.
Figure 7 shows a boxplot of the Gower distances of selected skin region pairs. Compared to the distance between all captured material and skin samples, the distance among them is very small and it is safe to say that
the different skin regions are much more similar to themselves than to other measured materials. Yet, this analysis does not represent the performance of a trained classifier, which is able to separate all skin samples from all
material samples with an accuracy of 100% as shown in
[8]. The setup of the camera system used in [8] differs
slightly from the SPAI-related setup, but these results
can be considered representative.

Figure 5: Depth images of the same scene acquired by
Microsoft Kinect (left) and NIR/RGB stereo vision
Software
For the actual image fusion and analysis, a personal
computer with corresponding application software is
used. Providing a graphical user interface for the supervising user, the software is also used to configure and
calibrate the whole system and start/stop the measurement and classification process. A live stream is supplied, which can be used to define and manipulate the
safety zone in real time. The safety zone can be defined
using geometrical primitives like rectangles and ellipses
or through an arbitrary polygon. People entering this
zone will cause a signal which can be used to stop all
ongoing processes of the industrial robot and establish a
safe state of the robots extremities. For demonstration
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Figure 7: Boxplot of Gower distances between samples
of different skin regions and materials
As another result of the preliminary study, the earlier
mentioned similarity of different skin types can be visual-
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ized (see Figure 8). While there are significant differences in the RGB images, the color tone of each skin
type looks very similar in the NIR images, except for
barely noticeable variances. Another interesting observation can be made concerning the clothes: color patterns clearly visible in the visual spectrum are not visible
in the NIR images.
Person Detection
To evaluate the influence of additional skin information
on the person detection performance, classifier models
were trained based on different training data sets. The
experiments have been carried out within the scope of a
master thesis [13] as a small subset of other experiments and configurations examined. While plain near-infrared image data will be denoted as “NIR”, the data set
with added depth information is called “DNIR”. The training set including additional binary skin data images is
named “DNIRS” accordingly. The classifiers were
trained to distinguish between the three classes “person”, “object” and “background” with a 5-fold cross validation and a training set containing 89 scenes and the
corresponding NIR, depth and skin images. The images
have been labeled manually to determine ground truth
data for the supervised learning. The models are compared by their Pixel Accuracy (𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃) and Class Accuracy
(𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶).
amount of correctly classified pixels
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 =
total number of labeled pixels
amount of true positive pixels for this class
𝐶𝐶𝐴𝐴 =
total number of pixels labeled with this class
The results are shown in Table 1. In case of the person
detection, the accuracy could be improved by approximately 53.3%.
Table 1: Accuracies of CNN classifiers using different
training data sets
Used
training
data
NIR
DNIR
DNIRS

𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 (%)

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 (%)
person

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 (%)
object

61.8
66.6
70.6

12.3
22.5
65.6

66.9
69.5
71.1

𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪 (%)
background
63.7
69.8
70.9

Discussion
The functional demonstrator proves the feasibility of an
active NIR camera system to observe hazardous areas.
While the optical output power and aperture angle of the
ring light could be improved by more LEDs and different
lenses, currently available InGaAs camera systems have
a higher impact on the performance limit of such a system. Ongoing development will probably postpone this
limit in the future, especially concerning resolution and
frame rate, the latter through integration of waveband filter arrays directly onto the sensor. The method used to
acquire depth data via cross-spectral stereo vision did
not perform well due to many stereo mismatches resulting in erroneous values. This mode of operation is therefore not sufficient to acquire reliable depth data, and a
second NIR camera is needed to solve this task with a
binocular approach.
The preliminary study revealed the assumed spectral
similarity between different skin regions. A simple classifier based on thresholds is capable of a nearly perfect
distinction between materials and skin samples of all
measured regions including tattoos, pigment disorders
and scars, which are interpreted as skin [8]. More sophisticated classification models, like a Support Vector
Machine (SVM), are able to distinguish even between
skin and skin-like materials used to create artificial features for deliberate deception in biometrical applications
[8].
The detection rate of persons has been enhanced by
depth and skin information. If regions of skin are exposed to the camera system, the skin map can be used
as a very exclusive information on the presence of persons. A classifier using this information has a natural
benefit over those models which do not. Additionally the
depth information provides a boost to classifier performance. Unfortunately, the person detection performance
of the CNN classifier does not fulfill the requirements of
a safe and reliable detection with 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 65.6%. For this
purpose, an accuracy very close to 100% has to be
achieved. This improvement could probably be realized
with the combination of pixelwise skin detection and
dedicated person and limb detection algorithms, which
use pattern-based strategies and/or foreground-background segmentation algorithms.

Figure 8: RGB and NIR portraits of individuals from skin type 1 to 6 according to Fitzpatrick [9] (taken from [8])
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Conclusion
It could be shown, that the safe and reliable pixelwise
skin detection, which has been evaluated in prior research [8], enhances the performance of the selected
person detection process. Acquiring distance data for a
three-dimensional location through stereo vision with a
mixed NIR/RGB camera setup is not profitable and
makes the usage of a second NIR camera inevitable.
Software-configurable safety zones can be monitored for
intrusion of persons, which will cause a safety related
alarm signal. Other objects, like workpieces, are recognized and do not cause this signal. In conclusion, the
proposed method is a promising new approach to reduce the risks of persons in the working range of industrial robots.
In future work, the practical use of this system will be
evaluated through different field studies involving scenes
with generic robots and defined experiments to test the
system and find possible weak spots and problems. Crucial parts of the system (like resolution and radiation
power) have to be optimized and do partly depend on
the advances in NIR camera development. Hence, a follow-up project was acquired to deepen the research and
expand the safeguarding system to a multimodal approach including a concrete interface to industrial robots.
For this new project, strong partners like K. A.
Schmersal GmbH & Co. KG (Wuppertal, Germany), the
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health of the German Social Accident Insurance (Sankt Augustin, Germany), the Cologne University of Applied Sciences and
the University of Siegen have been gathered as a team
to design and evaluate such a multimodal sensor system
for future applications of (especially) collaborating robots
in the context of Industry 4.0. The project is called “beyondSPAI”.
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Abstract
The RTLS UWB approach has become more and more
commonly applied in intelligent manufacturing systems
to improve both the work organization and product
quality. Upon analysis of the accidents happened one
can state that there still exists a need for improving the
safety means making use of capabilities of advanced
technologies. However, the locating technique cannot
protect effectively particular body parts, it may be useful
when the need appears for the whole body to penetrate
the dangerous zone or the machine operator has no
possibility to observe all dangerous zones in the
machine. The application of localization systems to start
interlocking, access control as well as to the information
and warning means can bring about substantial
reduction in number of accidents happened in
manufacturing industry. At the same time, the systems
used in the aforementioned applications should satisfy
additional requirements resulting from the safety function
performance. There is a lack of standards covering the
RTLS systems, therefore when assessing such a system
one should apply EN 61496-1 standard.
Keywords:
Real Time Locating System; Safety of Machinery

Introduction
The progress of technology is accompanied by new,
ever improving machinery. The development of
information processing and telecommunications
technologies in particular enables the creation of “smart”
manufacturing systems. These systems significantly
reduce human participation in the manufacturing
process through the automation of the entire process.
The processing power of these systems is used mainly
to monitor the manufacturing process. They are
becoming increasingly used to monitor the safety of
system operators. This also increases the safety level
during operation of machinery. Yet accidents still
sometimes happen when operating machinery.
According to the Chief Statistical Office data [1] in 2013
there were over 60 thousand accidents, including 60
fatal accidents, and 240 serious incidents in the
industrial processing sector, so mainly during the
operation of machinery. According to the National
Labour Inspection [2], over 11% of these cases had
technical causes, and in particular:


incorrect selection or bad technical condition of
protective devices or lack thereof,


incorrect signalling of hazards or lack thereof.
This indicates the significance of the development of
machinery protection systems. This also applies to the

use of the possibilities offered by the most modern IT
and telecommunications systems.
Real-Time Locating Systems (RTLS) technologies are
among the technologies which are currently developing
most rapidly. Among these the use of Ultra-Wide Band
(UWB) radio signals is developing particularly quickly.
This technology is also becoming widely used in smart
manufacturing systems. The newly developed UWB
applications were the basis for studies on the possibility
of using this technology for ensuring the safety of
machinery.

RTLS systems operation principle
The RTLS systems use very varied location systems.
Some examples include:


Active radio-frequency identification (Active RFID),



Infrared radiation (IR),



optical location,



low-frequency identification,



passive RFID systems,



ultrasound Identification US-ID,


ultrasonic ranging US-RTLS.
UWB is a developing wireless communication
technology, characterised by high data transmission
rates (up to 2 Gb/s) at small distances (range of tens of
meters). UWB works at low power levels, thus
eliminating interference with other radio communication
systems and providing for the construction of devices
with low energy consumption.
Locating
Serwer

W – nodes
E - labels

W

W

E
E

E

W
W

Figure 1: TDOA locating technic
The system works in the 3.1–4.85 GHz and 6.2–9.7 GHz
(Direct Spread UWB) or 3.1–10.6 GHz (Multi Band
OFDM) bands. The UWB RTLS system includes labels
(receiving and transmitting devices), stationary nodes
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and a location server (fig. 1). The label is located using
TDOA technique (Time Difference of Arrival), that is
based on the difference it takes the signal to arrive from
the label to individual nodes and on the coordinates of
the nodes [3]. The use of multiple nodes enables threedimensional location.

Examples of RTLS UWB system use
The scope of RTLS UWB system use is very wide ([4]
and [5]). It includes, among others:


locating and studying the movement of employees
at work, of personnel and clients in shops,



locating equipment, studying the ways it is used,



controlling the movement of goods, including
hazardous goods,



analysing goods and client flows,

locating emergency response workers during
rescue operations.
In an UWB technology based systems items may be
located with an accuracy of less than twenty
centimetres. Emissions of such devices are at a low
level, which enables their use also in the frequency
ranges which are assigned to other uses of the
spectrum. The UWB wide emission band makes them
very resistant to interference caused by other narrowband systems. Relatively simple design of the devices
enables their miniaturisation, and low power demand
enables them to operate for many months or even many
years without the need to replace batteries.
An example use of the system when operating
machinery is the monitoring of a car assembly line. A
1.7 km long line includes over 150 assembly stations. At
every station the car’s elements are being assembled
using mechanical tools, e.g. air wrenches. Each tool is
equipped with an UWB label. Also the body of each
assembled car is equipped with a label. The entire line is
monitored by a network of UWB sensors. Effectively the
location of over 1000 labels is being monitored. Locating
of the labels placed on the car body is intended to
monitor the progress of assembly works. The tools are
being monitored in order to establish their location in
relation to the car body. When the location system
establishes that there is an attempt to use a tool at a
location where it should not be used, the tool control
system is notified and prevents the operation of the tool.
This prevents human errors in the assembly process
through the use of incorrect tools.
Another example is the use of the location system in
aeroplane component manufacturing plants. In this case
individual aeroplane parts (fuselage, wings, fuel tanks
etc.) are manufactured in various plants all over Europe,
and then final assembly is performed in the
manufacturing centre. In order to effectively and quickly
respond to the orders placed by clients it is necessary
that the central manufacturing plant possesses the most
current information on the progression of manufacture of
individual component parts. The data on the location of
parts in the hangars of individual manufacturing plants
are collected at the manufacturing centre. This
eliminates the delays in the collection of data on the
current stage of works and enables promptly responding
to the clients’ needs.
Another use is the location system installed in one of the
steel foundries. In this case a problem of locating casting
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containers and establishing their contents had to be
solved. This application combined the advantages of an
UWB location system with an RFID identification system.
The UWB system was used for the location of forklifts in
the warehouse. All the products were equipped with
RFDI labels, which contained information about their
identification and weight. This reduced the time
necessary to find the required element by a forklift
available at the time.
Another example of safety-related applications is a
chemical processing plant. It requires the presence of
employees near toxic chemical waste dumps. There are
significant hazards related to the possibility of toxic
vapours accumulating in a restricted space, and with an
explosion or fire hazard. In this case it is necessary to
immediately organise evacuation of all people at risk.
This is made possible by continuous monitoring of their
location within the area of the dump.
A similar situation occurs in one of nuclear power plants.
In this case the hazard is radioactive radiation within the
power plant area. All employees were equipped with
dosemeters with WFI system and UWB labels. The
dosemeters provide information on radiation intensity,
and the location system enables establishing how long
the employee was present within hazardous conditions.
Thus continuous establishing of the radiation dose is
possible. This enables correct organisation of work, so
as to ensure that none of the employees exceeds
allowable radiation exposure limit values.
The presented selected uses of location systems show
their potential in the creation of modern industrial
systems. These examples demonstrate uses which are
oriented mainly on the quality and size of manufacturing,
but they also contain first attempts to use the systems
for work safety. So far no reports were made on the use
of RTLS systems for machinery safety. The detection of
entering a hazardous zone is currently performed by
such protective devices as light curtains and beams,
laser scanners and pressure sensitive devices. These
devices do not monitor the location of the employee.
UWB technology based systems may provide an
alternative to these devices, enabling the monitoring of
employee location at any moment, not only when
entering a hazardous zone of the machinery. The
demonstrated uses of UWB in smart systems allow
formulating an assumption that in the nearest future the
use of UWB for reducing risk in the operation of
machinery may be expected.

Analysis of machinery related acidents and
the preventive use of UWB RTLS
The main source of information concerning the
possibility of using protective measure is always
information about accidents that have already occurred.
In our case the analysis of these events was conducted
in order to indicate when the use of an employee
location system could prevent an accident. The analysis
used data from the manufacturing industry accidents
database provided by the National Labour Inspection.
These data concerned incidents which occurred in 2012
and 2013 in the manufacturing processing section. For
these accidents a detailed analysis of their descriptions
was performed. The analysis was intended to indicate
cases which could have been prevented through the use
of employee location systems. Since the systems enable
the location of an entire human body and not its parts,
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accidents where the victim was in the vicinity of moving
elements during normal operation of the machinery were
discarded. For further analysis only cases related to the
presence of the victim within the area where he or she
should not be present when the hazardous parts of the
machinery are moving were left. Then the course and
causes of these incidents were carefully analysed. It
turned out that these cases were related to the following
events:


automatic start of machinery when an employee
was present within the hazard zone,



operator starting the machinery when an employee
was present within the hazard zone,


being hit by a forklift.
The conducted analysis showed that machinery where
an accident had occurred was a part of larger
manufacturing systems, e.g. automated manufacturing
lines. In each of these cases insufficient protective
devices were used or procedures were not followed. The
use of a location system as an additional protection
system, e.g. for blocking the automatic movement of a
hazardous move or notifying the machinery operator
when employees are present within the hazard zone,
could have prevented these accidents. The conducted
analysis indicated that when establishing whether a
location system should be used to protect the operator,
the following operating stations should be considered
primarily:


automated manufacturing system operators,



operators of machinery where not all hazard zones
are visible,



assembly workers operating on assembly lines,



forklift operators.

Conclusion
The main principles for the use of protective devices for
machinery lead to the following conclusions [6]:


an accident may occur only when someone or a
body part enters the hazard zone,



such situation is possible when the zones available
to an operator reach the hazard zones,

the machinery designer should make use of all
available resources to ensure that no areas
common to both hazardous zones and available
zones are present in the machinery.
The division of zones available to the operator from the
hazardous zones may be performed in two ways:





removing the zone available to the operator from
the hazard zone (barriers, enclosures, walls, nets,
doors etc.),

removing the hazard zone from the zone available
to the operator when the operator is present there
(protective devices which detect the presence of a
human body part in order to execute a safety
function consisting in an emergency stop of the
dangerous movement).
In state of the art systems sensor devices are being
increasingly used to implement the safety function. They
are devices which detect the presence of sensors and,
as a result, of items on which the sensors are installed
[7]. The RTLS system is an example of such device ([3]
and [8]). In particular the analysis of accidents which

occurred in the 2012 and 2013 have confirmed that
there is still a need to improve safety measures using
the possibilities offered by state of the art technologies.
Although the location technology will not be useful for
protection of human body parts, but the cases of
selected accidents show it may be very useful when it is
necessary for an entire human to enter the hazardous
zone. This applies to workstations where:


during manufacturing operations the operator
requires whole body access to the hazardous zone,



access to hazardous zones is necessary only in
case of activities which are not directly related to
manufacturing, such as adjustments, repairs,
cleaning etc.

the operator of machinery is not able to see all the
hazardous zones of the machinery.
Examples of such workstations include operating
stations for:





automated manufacturing systems,



large size assembly lines,



large size machine tools,



long transport lines,


transport forklifts.
The use of location systems for halting machinery start,
for access control and for notifying and warning about
the presence of persons within hazard zones may result
in a reduction of the number of accidents in the
manufacturing industry. At the same time, the systems
used for such purposes should meet additional
requirements resulting from the performance of safety
functions. Since currently there are no standards
concerning the application of RTLS systems, when
assessing them the PN EN 61496-1 [9] standard should
be applied.
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Abstract
The proper use of protective hoods on panel saws should
reliably prevent severe injuries from (hand) contact with
the blade or material kickbacks. It also should minimize
long-term lung damages from fine-particle pollution. To
achieve both purposes the hood must be adjusted
properly by the operator for each workpiece to fit its
height. After a work process is finished, the hood must be
lowered down completely to the bench. Unfortunately, in
practice the protective hood is fixed at a high position for
most of the work time and herein loses its safety features.
A system for an automatic height adjustment of the hood
would increase comfort and safety. If the system can distinguish between workpieces and skin reliably, it furthermore will reduce occupational hazards for panel saw users. A functional demonstrator of such a system has been
designed and implemented to show the feasibility of this
approach. A specific optical sensor system is used to observe a point on the extended cut axis in front of the blade.
The sensor determines the surface material reliably and
measures the distance to the workpiece surface simultaneously. If the distance changes because of a workpiece
fed to the machine, the control unit will set the motor-adjusted hood to the correct height. If the sensor detects
skin, the hood will not be moved. In addition a camera
observes the area under the hood. If there are no workpieces or offcuts left under the hood, it will be lowered
back to the default position.
Keywords:
bench and sliding table saws; optical safeguard sensor;
skin detection; protective hood; automatic height adjustment; safety concept for machinery

Introduction
In previous contributions we have presented our research results on NIR sensors utilizing a reliable skin detection method for safety application by means of the
spectral signature of the surface materials [1-3].
In a number of research projects the feasibility of the
concept was examined and prototype designs of such
sensor systems for different applications were developed.
In this paper we present a dedicated version of the sensor system in an automatic height-adjustable protective
hood for bench and sliding table saws.
The approach now covers not only the sensory part of a
safety application but a complete protective subsystem.
For this purpose, the sensor is used simultaneously for
the contactless surface material classification and the

distance measurements to the actual height of the workpiece.
The automatic height adjustment of the protective hood
is only unlocked by the safety sensor if regular workpiece materials are fed to the front of the protective
hood. If human skin is detected in front of the saw blade,
the hood position is not changed and further safety
measures could be initialized, like an emergency stop.
In a comparison of the presented concept to previously
existing protection devices it is intended to show the
benefits in terms of risk mitigation and ergonomics for
the operation of table and sliding table saws.
The investigation is based on the examination of the typical operations of the saws. From these considerations it
is estimated which application scenarios the system
might be confronted with. Based on these scenarios, different designs for sensors and actuators are investigated, which then lead to the assessment with regard to
the feasibility and risk mitigation of the overall system.

Analysis of the remaining safety risks by
using a manually height-adjustable protective hood
According to the applicable standards the protective
hood should prevent all hand injuries. In fact, wrong use
still causes a large number of accidents. Wrong height
adjustment of the hood can be considered as a mayor
cause for accidents, because hands or fingers may
reach the rotating saw blade and possible material kickbacks could harm the operator. Further it should be
mentioned that wrong height adjustments of the protective hood can lead to an insufficient performance of the
dust extraction system resulting in fine-particle pollution
at the workplace.
The following assumptions have been made for the operation of the saws:
•
•

The machine is not switched off after each cut,
and usually runs for a longer period of time.
The person using the saw wears no or special
gloves

Leftovers from the cutting are not removed immediately after a cut e.g. before a further cutting on
the same workpiece.
Resulting hazard risks with manual height adjustment of
the protective hood:
•
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Figure 1: Functional demonstrator of the Smart Hover system
1. Any position higher than the required minimum
with respect to the workpiece height might allow
touching the saw blade due to a large aperture
between the hood and the workpiece. This counts
for the material feeding direction as well as from
the sides or from the rear side.
2. The hood might remain in the adjusted position after the sawing operation and is not lowered down
to the table.
3. Even after a correct manual adjustment of the
protective hood for a workpiece a required new
adjustment for the next (thinner) workpiece can be
forgotten.
4. The protective hood may be locked at the highest
possible position and is therefore losing the accident protection function, resulting in a maximum
accident risk.
Considered applications:
•
•

Longitudinal and cross cuts: significant accident
risk for narrow workpieces
Concealed cuts: e.g. grooves, rebating

Cutting wedges: workpiece surface not parallel to
lower edge of the hood; material thickness
changing during the cutting.
Considered scenarios:
1. Workpieces have a plain top edge parallel to the
lower edge of the protective hood; this is the simplest case
2. Workpieces have a top edge not parallel to the respective edge of the protective hood; for the cutting of such a workpiece the correct height determination must be guaranteed. Without additional
degrees of freedom to the hood adjustment mechanisms, this means that the hood must be adjusted to the workpiece's highest point within the
width of the hood.
•
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3. The protective hood can be lowered after the sawing operation down to the table. Neither relevant
cutting aids, yet leftovers from the cut are in the
descent area. Workpiece and sections are immediately removed after cutting.
4. Beside the workpiece itself, other objects might be
in the descent area. These include relevant cutting aids, as well as remnants that were not removed from previous work. The hood cannot be
fully lowered onto the table after the cutting operation.

Comparison to other existing systems
In research projects, e.g. at the Bonn-Rhein-Sieg University, different approaches to sensory monitoring of
hazardous areas of manually fed machines were examined. E.g. in the earlier project LBIS [9] a sliding table
saw has been equipped with a fast protective shutter inside the protective hood. This approach is also based on
the assumption that the height of the hood is not set correctly.
The approach of the automatic height adjustment of the
hood in principle is superior, because the saw blade will
be kept covered by the hood as much as possible. Furthermore, with a correctly set hood the risk of injury by
workpiece kickback is reduced and the effectiveness of
the dust extraction system is ensured.
As a relevant commercial example the American company SawStop offers (small) table saws with an integrated protective device. The protective device consists
of a capacitive sensor, which is coupled to the saw
blade. The sensor can only detect direct contact between skin and blade. At this point, a serious injury may
occur within a few milliseconds. Therefore, a very fast
reaction is required. SawStop designed a stopping
mechanism build of an aluminum wedge, which is directly shot into the running blade. The teeth of the saw
blade are wedged in the aluminum and the saw is
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brought to a standstill within a half-turn. In this case, the
absorbed kinetic energy further is used for rapidly lowering the saw blade below the table. Afterwards, the saw
blade and the stop mechanism have to be replaced.
SawStop offers no large sliding table saws, but the Italian manufacturer Griggio s.p.a. recently presented their
UNICA SAFE concept at LIGNA 2015 fair. Unlike the
original SawStop machine, the company Griggio claims
that a saw blade with a diameter of up to ⊘ = 400 mm
at a speed of up to  = 6000 rpm is stopped and lowered within  = 5 ms without being damaging. Afterwards
the saw is again ready to be used without further service. This is a great technological progress, but it is still
a radical safety measure at the last moment and it can
be assumed that the mechanism puts a great stress on
the machine mechanics.

System concept
Setup
The safety system presented here is based on a regular
protection hood according to EN 1870-1:2009 [4]. The
hood is supplemented by
•

•

•
•

an optical sensor pointing onto the extended cutting axis in front of the saw blade. It is able to
measure the distance to the workpiece surface
and can classify the surface material.
a compact camera with an embedded image
recognition system below the protecting hood. It
allows to detect remaining pieces that might
block the lowering of the hood down to the table.
a motorized mechanic to move the protective
hood up and down precisely.

a collision detection and force limitation for the
motor moving the protective hood.

a control unit to coordinate the whole system.
This includes a simple image processing and the
communication between all mentioned subsystems.
The setup of the functional demonstrator is depicted in
Figure 1.
•

Behavior and functionality
The behavior is derived from the scenarios mentioned
above. In addition to the requirements of the default behavior of the scenarios 1 & 3, the scenarios 2 & 4 require a collision detection of the hood when lowering. An
optional manual mode might be necessary in scenario 2,
since a correct determination of the highest point over
the entire cutting edge might not always be guaranteed
– e.g. for the handling of wedges.
Before starting the machine it has to be assured that the
hood is lowered down on the table i.e. the lowest possible position. Only then the start of the saw blade rotation
is released by the control unit.
The lowest position of the protective hood might not be
reached, when an obstacle on the table is detected. This
exception should be handled by the collision detection at
the lower edge of the hood.
When the saw is turned on and a workpiece is fed in
front of the saw blade, the hood is always adjusted to
the highest recorded point of the workpiece plus 2 mm ≤
gap ≤ 4 mm. This gap is required to guarantee optimal

airflow and as mechanical tolerance to prevent contact
between the hood and the workpiece.
The height of the protective hood is not increased if human skin is detected by the sensor. In case a workpiece
is located under the hood, the slit between the workpiece surface and the lower edge of the protective hood
must be too narrow for a finger to fit through and reach
the saw blade.
In case the hand follows behind a workpiece in direction
to the cutting edge, the saw blade rotation can be turned
off automatically as soon as skin is detected in front of
the protective hood.
In this situation, the penetration of hands into the region
under the protective hood might not be effectively prevented, but it takes some time until the fingers could
reach the saw blade, so that a normal rotation stop can
be fast enough to prevent an injury.
As soon as no more saw work is detected by the camera
system, the hood is lowered at a low speed after a defined waiting time. If an obstacle is detected during the
lowering, the hood moves up about gap and remains in
this position. It is periodically checked whether a further
lowering of the hood becomes possible because the obstacles have been removed.
Required sensor properties
Concepts that use a fast shutter or a fast brake for the
blade, require a very fast sensor and in particular an actuator with reaction times in the millisecond range.
The concept presented here allows very relaxed reaction
times because, for most scenarios, the correctly adjusted hood prevents that fingers or the entire hand can
enter the dangerous area around the rotating saw blade.
The four different types of sensors mentioned above
need the following properties to implement the concept:
1. The reliable differentiation between skin and
workpieces: using the NIR range (near-infrared
wavelength 900 nm ≤  ≤ 1600 nm) allows contactless skin detection independent from skin
type, temperature and ambient light.
2. The precise distance measurement to the workpiece surface by means of triangulation with the
same sensor.
3. The collision detection at the lower edge of the
hood can be implemented by a force - or a current
measurement at the motor for the height adjustment of the hood.
4. The recognition of parts under the hood can be
implemented by means of a simple and compact
camera mounted under the hood with a control
unit e.g. a compact embedded system with low
power dissipation
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Figure 2: Schematic illustration of the NIR sensor principle [3]
The front roller of the standard hood is replaced by the
combined skin detection and distance measurement NIR
sensor. The sensor is installed in a way so that the monitored area lies in line with the saw blade. Further, the
sensor should be attached above the lower edge of the
protective hood in a defined height and inclination. A
measurement spot at a distance of 30 mm ≤ spot ≤
70 mm is monitored in front of the protective hood on the
height of the lower edge of the protective hood. This distance will be referred to as a detection distance, and is
required in order to give a sufficient reaction time of the
mechanical system.
The simple camera system monitors the area under the
protective hood with respect to workpieces and tools by
means of known image processing algorithms.
Optionally, e.g. a capacitive sensor system can be
added for detection of a direct contact at the lower edge
of the protective hood. For contact and (redundant) distance determination, also the system can be supplemented by commercially available sensors (e.g. optical,
ultrasonic, and capacitive).
In the same sense, the lower edge of the hood optionally
can be equipped with pressure-sensitive sensors and
the force can limited during the height adjustment by
current monitoring – especially while the lowering.
A simple and cheap pressure-sensitive sensor covering
the entire lower edge of the hood can consist of a thin
elastic tube, which is attached to a pressure sensor. A
pressure change in the tube can easily be registered by
the control unit.
Further the rear roller of the standard hood can be replaced by another optical distance sensor. By this
means, also the end of the sawing process can be monitored at the exit point of the workpiece. However,
smaller workpieces may not even be transported up to
this point and therefore cannot be monitored.
By all these means only a small area at the front and
rear of the hood cannot be observed due to unavoidable
concealments. However, if it happens that the hood hits
an obstacle during lowering due to concealment, the
lowering speed is slowed down or stopped and the system can respond promptly.
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Specific optical sensor design considerations
The basic concept behind the NIR sensor has already
been introduced in prior works [5,6]. The sensor consists
of three main parts: transmitter, receiver and central
logic. While the transmitter is used to emit NIR radiation
of different wavebands consecutively through different
types of LEDs, the remission intensity of each emitted
NIR radiation is measured by the receiver. The detection
hardware of the receiver consists of several photo-diodes which are arranged in a row. This setup enables
the sensor to estimate the distance to the measurement
surface through triangulation (see Figure 2). The distance information is internally utilized to generate a distance-corrected spectral signature. A microcontrollerbased central logic is used to coordinate the measurement routine and to process the acquired data. As part
of a safety function the NIR sensor could trigger within
few milliseconds an emergency stop in case of skin detection. Most components inside of the NIR sensor are
non-redundant. But because of extensive self-testing
features (e.g. temperature and current monitoring) the
NIR sensor can be classified as a category 2 system according to DIN EN ISO 13849 [7] and could reach Performance Level  =  or even  = .
The material classification performance of the NIR sensor has been evaluated successfully [8]. As expected a
perfect separation between skin and wood is possible,
because the used NIR wavebands are specifically chosen to distinguish skin from common workpieces. The
perfect separation between wood and gloves (e.g.
leather, nitrile) which might be used, would require specific adjustments of the sensor settings. In some cases it
might not be possible to classify certain glove materials
correctly. So care must be taken which gloves might be
used and a qualification procedure prior the use of the
gloves is recommended.
As mentioned above already, in the considered scenarios the NIR sensor is used in combination with the protective hood. Therefore, the sensor only must be fast
enough for the height adjustments, which are quite relaxed time requirements for an optoelectronic sensor.
This allows a different sensor design with longer exposure times and oversampling, which is helpful to increase the accuracy of the distance estimation and the
material classification. It is assumed that the precision of
the distance measurement to the workpiece of about
±1 mm tolerance is sufficient to guarantee the correct
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Figure 3: Electrical lifting cylinder and transmission
setup
height adjustment. This could be shown in the experiments. Furthermore the mentioned oversampling can be
used to decrease noise influence and to eliminate outliners, e.g. as a result from heavy electromagnetic noise. It
also should be mentioned that without major design
changes it is possible to arrange several of the NIR sensors in a row in front of the protective hood to enhance
the detection of uneven workpieces like wedges.
Motorized adjustment of the EN 1870-1: 2009 compliant hood
Only a few externally visible modifications to the existing
protective hood have to be made in order to implement
the concept. The height of the entire hood above the table is altered by an electric actuator. The lower edge of
the hood always remains parallel to the saw table, as
defined in EN 1870-1: 2009, 5.3.7.1.3, c. With respect to
the workflow the actuator must be able to move the hood
quickly enough up and down.
A maximum workpiece height of up to ℎ = 120 mm and a
maximum feed speed of feed = 0.13 m/s are assumed
for the prototype.
This requires an average adjustment speed of lift ≥
0.53 m/s for the hood at a detection distance of spot =
30 mm. If the detection distance is increased to spot =
70 mm the lifting speed requirements are reduced to
lift ≥ 0.23 m/s.
In the case of the demonstrator's sliding table saw (Altendorf WA 80) the actuators could be integrated quite
easily into the existing hood mechanism by replacing the
given gas cylinder by a commercial electric cylinder using a spindle drive. However, it was decided to use a
modified construction as shown in Figure 3.
The electric cylinder also in this construction is moving
the hood upwards and downwards. In the downwards-direction for reasons of squeeze protection there is no
closing force generated by the cylinder; only the weight
of the hood is balanced. So mechanic injuries to the user

are prevented, in case fingers are put underneath the
closing hood.
Additionally, the electrical cylinder allows a (zero-current) free movement of the hood as well, in order also to
allow quick manual adjustments. It is expected that if the
user would have to press the up- and down- buttons for
a long time whenever a manual hood is demanded, this
might lead to a poor acceptance of the whole installation. So, for the optional manual adjustment, the electric
drive might be disengaged.
As mentioned already, the commercial electrical lifting
cylinder is a standard type from an established manufacturer and requires no exotic means (electrical power
supply:  = 24 VDC, stroke: stroke = 200 mm, maximum
speed: stroke = 21 mm/s, maximum lifting force: lift =
2000 N).
Commercial electric cylinders like the applied one often
offer equipment options, which can provide added values to the concept: in extent to the usual limit switches,
sensors allow to monitor the absolute position of the
spindle. In the simplest case the position is measured by
potentiometers. But also more accurate sensors are
available, such as optical or inductive encoder, connected to the spindle.
As primary sensor for the position measurement such
sensors are not the first choice, because they only can
measure the position indirectly whereas the optical sensor does this directly.
Further options might cause extra cost. Hence, it must
be considered how the options might be used as redundant sensors and allow e.g. plausibility checks as bargain for the safety.
Camera system details
The very compact camera delivers frames with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 pixels at a frame rate of  = 30 FPS
and the image processing is performed within an application specific region of interest (ROI) which here is a
narrow slit within the image. In order to achieve a high
image throughput for a short reaction time a simple edge
detection is used to detect extra objects within the ROI.
Control unit
As control unit a commercial embedded computer type
Raspberry Pi [10] is used, which is connected to the
other components. The NIR sensor is connected via
USB interface and continuously sends distance and material information. The electric actuator for the height adjustment is directly controlled by the control unit through
dedicated electric signals. These signals are decoupled
with relays to protect the control unit from high voltages.
The relative change in height of the protective hood is
monitored by an optical sensor which is measuring the
rotation of the spindle in the electric cylinder. This sensor is also connected via USB interface.

Safety assessment: evaluation of risk mitigation through the concept
The consideration is carried out with regard to the differences between the manual and the automatic height-adjustable protective hood.
For usual operation of sliding table saw the accident prevention regulations do not allow wearing (leather)
gloves. Hence, for this study the use of gloves is not
considered.
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For standard scenarios a maximum risk reduction can
be achieved if the hand approaches from the front.
For relevant workpiece thicknesses and hand approaches from the side or the rear a potential danger for
hand injuries still remains as long as only a single skin
detection sensor (in front of the saw blade) is used. At
this point, the combination with a second safety concept
such as the fast breaking system of the Griggio UNICA
SAFE would be good counterpart.
By automatically lowering the hood to the smallest possible level after the cut, the risk of injuries between cuts
can be minimized. Even if workpieces remain under the
hood after the cut, the risk of injuries can be reduced.
In addition to the increased occupational safety in the
considered scenarios, a progress with respect to the ergonomics can be expected because no manual height
adjustment of the protective hood is required.
The use of a camera mounted on the inside of the hood
may not be robust against pollution by sawdust, which
has a bad influence on the visibility conditions of the
camera. This refers to the sawing process as well as the
constant growth of dust deposits on the visual components of the camera system. Despite that, it is a first approach to solve the problem to recognize remaining
workpieces and other obstacles under the hood for the
functional demonstrator. As mentioned earlier, it could
be enhanced or replaced by other strategies and sensor
types to overcome the problem of decreased sight.
Some application scenario still require a special treatment and are not covered with the described concept.
While changes of the workpiece thickness in pushing direction by means of the height adjustment a high level of
protection can be guaranteed, special solutions for workpiece height changes transversely to the feeding direction must be considered.
In this case, however, at least the level of safety of the
manually adjustable hood is guaranteed. No disadvantage compared to the manually adjustable guard has
to be expected.
With increased sensory effort the correct function of the
automatic height adjustment could also be achieved in
those scenarios.
For this purpose, a monitoring over the entire width of
the hood must be implemented. This could be realized
by a swiveling device combined with a single skin sensor, or by a line sensor around the lower edge of the
hood. Another approach for such scenarios is the use of
inexpensive auxiliary sensor technology to broaden the
measurement base at the lower edge of the hood, such
as ultrasonic or conventional triangulation sensors.
The resulting technical and financial overhead nevertheless might be inappropriate since such scenarios seem
to represent rather rare use cases.
As an optional safety function, a shutdown of the saw
blade rotation during frontal engagement in is possible,
which only occurs if the hand is below the lower edge of
the guard. This safety function can be implemented as a
software function and no additional hardware is required.

Conclusion and outlook
The technical feasibility as well as a benefit in ergonomics, comfort and safety for the concept of an automatic
height-adjustable guard for sliding table saws could be
demonstrated in the project.
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A combined sensor for precise distance measurement
and reliable skin detection has been used along with a
camera system for object tracking under the hood. The
actuator could be realized by a commercially available
electric cylinder, which can also be used to detect blockage or collisions with other objects of the hood.
The proposed approach has the advantage that only a
few externally visible modifications to the existing protective hood have to be made. Therefore, the distribution as
an upgrade kit would be possible to ease the attainment
of manufacturers with existing machines. In addition, the
use of a camera enables a precise timing for lowering
the protective cover in order to prevent a possible collision with obstacles already in advance. The usefulness
of the concept has been discussed within a qualitative
risk assessment. As a result, the concept can comply
with the intended use cases of the machine.
The remaining risk can be lowered furthermore by the
combination with a capacitive hand detection system at
the saw blade, as presented by SawStop and Griggio.
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Abstract
The operation to urgently stop robots by humans is
required to be “sure” and “quick.” The emergency stop
device should be positioned in such a place that ensures
easy, quick and safe operation but without referring to
detailed positioning conditions. To stipulate the optimum
positioning conditions of the emergency stop device, the
authors defined the safety conditions of robotic stopping,
analyzed the emergency stop operation characteristics
of humans and the locus image of serial behaviors
related to the robotic stopping characteristics. The
measuring apparatus for the emergency stopping
performance that allowed overall measurement and
evaluation was developed. By using this measuring
apparatus, the basic data to examine the appropriate
positioning conditions of “quickly” pressing the
emergency stop button was obtained.
Keywords:
Emergency stop device; Appropriate positioning

Introduction
The operation to urgently stop robots by humans, which
is normally the last resort in case of failure in the
protective stopping by using interlock function, is
required to be “sure” and “quick.” To fulfill these
requirements, the emergency stop device should be
suitably positioned on the robot or its operation panel.
The applicable safety standards require the emergency
stop device to be positioned in such a place that ensures
easy, quick and safe operation but without referring to
detailed positioning conditions.
On the other hand, because the robotic stopping
process is triggered by the emergency stop signal
generated by human operation, the robotic stop
characteristics also affect the positioning conditions of
the emergency stop device in addition to the
characteristics of human stop operation. However,
because it is difficult to clearly define and measure the
complete robotic halt state, no standard measuring
method has been established.
In view of the above, this paper (1) reviews the
positioning conditions of the emergency stop device, and
proposes a measuring method for obtaining the
positioning conditions, (2) defines the safe state that can
substitute for the complete robotic halt state, and
proposes a method for measuring the robotic stop
characteristics, (3) establishes a measuring apparatus
for overall emergency stopping performance by
combining these measuring methods because they
resort to the image analysis of motion loci, and (4)
examines the measurement procedure and parameters
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through a preliminary test to focus on the emergency
stop operation characteristics of humans.

Positioning Conditions of Emergency Stop
Device and Measuring Method for Human
Motion
Safety Requirements
For the emergency stop device of machines, including
industrial robots, the mechanical and electrical safety
requirements for the device are stipulated by ISO
13850[1], IEC 60204-1[2] and IEC 60947-5-5[3], and the
robotic safety function is deemed to be satisfied by the
purchase of emergency stop devices that are
conformable to these standards.
On the other hand, the above standards stipulate basic
rules that the emergency stop device shall be placed so
as to be:
•

Clearly identifiable to human eyes, and easily
available to humans.

Safely operated by humans to stop the target
machine as quickly as possible.
The “easy operation” of the emergency stop device
means the human operation in an ergonomically natural
attitude without being disturbed by obstacles. Since the
easy operation is limited by the target machine or
environment, there are a few specific stipulation
examples. As examples of the standard positioning
conditions of the emergency stop device, IEC 60204-1
stipulates the height from the floor as 0.6m or more,
SEMI S8-0705 stipulates the height from the floor as 838
- 1,638mm, and SEMI S2-0706 stipulates the distance
from the working position as within 3m.
To quickly stop the target machine, the “quick operation”
of the emergency stop device is required. However, the
reliable performance of the quick operation is also
required because the machine may not be stopped if the
quick operation fails. Since the “quickness” and the
“sureness” are characters considered to be conflicting in
terms of human operation, the optimum balance
between both characteristics has not been stipulated in
writing.
•

Positioning Conditions
In general, the “quickness” of device operation by
humans is evaluated by time dimension, and the
“sureness” is evaluated by success rate, etc. To analyze
the positioning conditions, it is insufficient to use only the
timer function and record the output frequency of the
emergency stop device. To make up for this
insufficiency, this study proposes a method of analyzing
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and measuring hand motion loci from when a human
detects danger to when he ends the operation of the
emergency stop device based on the image analysis in
addition to the use of the timer function. Since the preoperational posture and hand motion of humans depend
on the positioning conditions of the emergency stop
device, the relation between the device position and the
initial human operation condition can be judged by
simultaneously measuring the time interval between the
danger detection by a human and his reactive motion
and the motion loci of his hand (arm). Incidentally,
though human body characteristics are involved with the
positioning conditions, to eliminate the difference in
these characteristics, the optimum positioning conditions
of the emergency stop device are obtained by the
standard distance normalized by the human body height.
To judge the “sureness,” this method can analytically
judge whether a human made wrong pressing without
touching the device or made pressing too shallow to
achieve the full stroke in addition to whether the contact
output of the emergency stop device is present or
absent. This study aims to establish a measuring system
having all above functions this time.

Robotic Stop Judgment and Its
Measurement Method
Safety Conditions of Robotic Stop
Since it is difficult to measure the physically complete
halt of robotic movable regions, the safe stop state is
defined by referring to the “termination of hazardous
machine functions” before the complete halt in
accordance with ISO 13855[4] (Fig. 1). The state of the
“termination of hazardous machine functions” is
assumed to be the state not hazardous to humans. To
define this state, the force and kinetic energy on a
human body, the body region to be contacted, the
configuration, material, etc. of the contacting mechanical
region are considered. When it is considered that a robot
is in contact with the human body skin surface (skin
displacement = 0) and then stops and compresses the
skin to cause displacement as the reasonably assumed
worst condition, the following 2 conditions protect
humans from danger (from the viewpoint of humans):
1. The skin displacement is within the allowable range.
2. The danger can be avoided before the allowable
displacement range is exceeded.
As the allowable value of 1, Annex B of ISO 13855
specifies 2mm (excluding the head), and the study of the
authors indicates 2.1mm (forehead)[5]. As to 2, there is
a report[6] on the measurement of the time interval from
when a human detects an unexpected robotic motion to
when he operates the emergency stop device. The
report says that the time interval from when he tactilely

Figure 2: Judgment of robot stop condition
detects danger to when he avoids the danger is approx.
0.5s, and it takes longer when he visually does the
same. From the above, it may be determined that if the
skin displacement made by a robot exceeds the
allowable value within the time shorter than the time
interval required by a human from when he detects
danger to when he avoids it, he fails to avoid it, i.e., he is
under fear of hazard.
In this study, as one of the safety conditions of robotic
stop operation, the authors propose that the
“displacement of the stopping process shall be within
2mm (xa) for over 1s (td).”
Stop Judgment Method
Since various robot regions may contact human bodies,
it is not realistic to depend only on the robotic internal
sensor to monitor the stopping process. If the process
from when a robot receives the stop command and
starts braking to when the robot converges its motions
can be obtained as a time-displacement characteristic
among plural regions, the motion locus of each position
on an arbitrary line connecting these regions can be
obtained. Then, as shown in Fig. 2, when the above
safety condition of stopping the robot is preset as a timedisplacement judgment window and the target motion
loci are consecutively monitored from this window, it is
possible to judge stop (i.e., to identify the initial time
when the displacement norm is no longer exceeded over
the time norm span) and obtain this initial time as a stop
time.
Incidentally, while the stopping process of a robotic
movable regions forms 3D locus, the amount of
displacement from when the robot receives the stop
signal to when it is judged stopped (i.e., distance of
overrun) is set absolutely to the shortest linear distance
as the distance of approach to the human body (or as
the amount of displacement resultantly caused to the
skin).

Measuring Apparatus for Overall Stopping
Performance

Figure 1: Overall emergency stopping performance
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The measuring apparatus for realizing the functions
described in the foregoing sections is configured so as
to allow a human to continuously measure the process
from when he operates the emergency stop device to
when the robot receives the emergency stop signal and
stops. As shown in Fig. 3, the measuring apparatus is
composed of 4 units: (a) human operating motion
measuring unit, (b) robotic electric response measuring
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Method Measurement for Obtaining
Positioning Conditions of Emergency Stop
Device
Measurement Conditions and Preliminary
Verification

Figure 3: Overall stopping performance measuring
system
unit, (c) robotic stop characteristic measuring unit, and
(d) overall control unit. This apparatus can measure all
the processes shown in Fig. 1. As major hardware, the
apparatus has 2 pairs of stereo cameras (DITECT HAS220 and HAS-L1) that are mutually connected through
an image capture board within the PC. The image data
(human motion, robotic stopping process) captured by
the cameras is analyzed by using the 3D motion
measurement software (DITECT Dipp-Motion PRO) and
integrated software running on the PC.
The measuring unit (a) converts the onset of an
unexpected robotic motion (creation of the hazardous
state) into an electric signal to trigger the recording of
the human motion locus until he activates the
emergency stop device by using the stereo cameras.
The locus of the recorded image can be analyzed by
using the motion measurement software with the
resolution of ±0.5mm.
The measuring unit (b) with a counter function measures
the time required for reaction of the robotic stop circuit
(including the time required for response of the robotic
control circuit). This unit measures the time until the
robotic actuator power shuts off or the braking unit starts
with the precision of ±0.1ms by using the operation
signal of the human-operating emergency stop device as
a trigger.
The measuring unit (c) records the mechanical stopping
process of the robotic movable region by using the
stereo cameras. This unit functions in the same way as
the measuring unit (a), though it uses a high-speed
camera for highly precisely recording the low-speed
deceleration or stop behavior to achieve the space
resolution of 0.1mm. Incidentally, the stop judgment
function by using the time-displacement judgment
window described in a previous chapter is incorporated
into (d) of Fig. 3 as an off-line analysis function using MS
Excel. This judgment window can automatically obtain
the stop time by repeating generation and judgment
while making a displacement at every 10ms. As an
example, the stopping performance judgment by using a
nursing lift, which takes longer to stop than robots do, is
confirmed.
The unit (d) integrates the measurement results of (a)(c). This unit analyzes the overall emergency stopping
performance of robots, including human stop
characteristics, and displays the analysis results.

To clarify the optimum positioning conditions of the
emergency stop device according to various robotic
operating unit modes and human operating modes, the
human stopping operation characteristics should be
grasped. Concerning these characteristics, as above
described, the “quickness” and “sureness” of the
emergency stop operation serve as evaluation indexes.
This time, focusing on the quickness, the human
emergency stop characteristics are measured to
determine the positioning conditions of the emergency
stop device.
In this context, to measure the time interval from when
danger is detected to when the emergency stop device
(OMRON Emergency Stop Button A22E-M-01) is
operated by using the functions mainly of the units (a)
and (d) among all shown in Fig. 3, the onset of an
unexpected robotic motion (creation of the hazardous
state) is alerted by manually lighting the LED lamp (Fig.
4), and the measurement of the time required for
stopping operation and the recording of the human
motion locus start by using the lighting as a trigger.
When the human presses the emergency stop button,
the trigger to end the stopping operation time
measurement and that to end the recording are
activated.

Figure 4: Measuring system part of human stopping
process

Figure 5: Installation of emergency stop device
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To measure the human operational characteristics when
the positioning conditions of the emergency stop button
are changed, the emergency stop button is tiltably
attached to a lifting/lowering mechanism, and the height
of the button from the floor and the angle of human
button pressing can be adjusted (Fig. 5). The LED lamp
for generating trigger signal to urge the human to
visually detect the danger and enter the emergency stop
motion is positioned at 1.5m before the human and 1m
from the floor as fixed positioning conditions. The PC
records the behavior of the human arm from when he
presses the button upon the lighting of the LED lamp to
when the contact output is cut off, and the loci of the
markers pasted on the dominant arm of the human
(back of the hand, the elbow) are obtained by using the
software of (d) in Fig. 3.
To observe the operational time trend of one human
according to the position of the emergency stop button,
a vertical plane was set beforehand in the range in
which he can smoothly press the emergency stop button
by his dominant arm in the standing position (both the
shoulder and the body remain stayed static), the
emergency stop buttons were placed in 9 positions on
the plane (upper, middle and lower respectively at left,
center and right) to be horizontal to the floor, and the
time required for operation was measured. The human
with his right arm as the dominant arm was instructed to
put his hand initially with its back in contact with his body
while its palm squarely facing the vertical plane at the
same level as the center of the vertical plane. When the
average time required for operation was calculated, it
was found as might be expected that, on the same
vertical plane, the farther the hand was apart from the
center position, the longer the time was required, and
the time required for the lower position was longer with
the larger amount of visual line from the LED lamp.
When compared at the same height on the vertical
plane, generally, the right side tended to required longer
time than the left side did.
Tendency Depending on Positioning Conditions
Next, the parameters shown in Table 1 were
provisionally set to 5 male adults, and measurement was
taken to verify the validity of these parameters. The
position of each button was evaluated as a value relative
to the shoulder height and the arm length. For this
reason, the heights from the floor were normalized by
the human shoulder heights, and the distances from the
human bodies were normalized by the human arm
lengths, and they were classified into 3 groups.
The actual measurement results are shown as 3D loci
in Fig. 6. This figure gives an example that the button
vertically placed at the shoulder height was operated
from a position nearer to the button by 0.5m from the
front edge of the arm length by moving his arm nearly
Table 1: Measuring parameters of positioning
conditions

Figure 6: Example of 3D loci and captured motion
(red maker: elbow, green maker: back of
hand)
horizontally at the same level as the shoulder. The time
required for stopping operation was 0.44s. Incidentally,
when the horizontal distance was only the arm length
with no approach, the time required for stopping
operation was 0.71s. On the other hand, even with the
same button-human distance, the tendency was that the
time required for stopping operation was shorter when
the motion locus was linear.
When attention is paid to the angle of the emergency
stop button to the floor, and the parameters of the button
height from the floor, button-human distance, and arm
position were fixed, the time required for stopping
operation was the shortest when the angle was 45° in
over 80% of all trials. Then, the influence of the
measurement frequency was investigated. When 5
humans were subjected to trial for 3 times each with the
same parameters, and the time required for stopping
operation was compared with each other, there was no
clear tendency.
1. When the button-human distance was small, the
dispersion in the time required for stopping
operation with varied parameters was large, but
when the distance was large, the dispersion was
small. From this, it is conceived that the smaller the
button-human distance is, the more influence
received from other parameters, but the larger the
distance, the less influence received.
2. When the button was tilted at 45° to the floor and
the other parameters were fixed, the time required
for stopping operation tended to be shorter.
However, when the other parameters were varied,
the tendency was not clear. Depending on the
button angle, the hand approaching angle or the
actually pressing button portion might be varied.
From this, it cannot be completely defined a specific
angle that is easy for pressing.
3. It was likely that the time required for stopping
operation gradually became shorter with the same
parameters as the number of trials increased
because humans accustomed themselves to
stopping operation, but no such tendency was seen
probably because of fatigue of operation or
degradation of human concentration.

Conclusion
To stipulate the optimum positioning conditions of the
human-operating emergency stop device, the authors
defined the safety conditions of robotic stopping,
analyzed the emergency stop operation characteristics
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of humans and the locus image of serial behaviors
related to the robotic stopping characteristics, and
developed a measuring apparatus for the emergency
stopping performance that allowed overall measurement
and evaluation. By using this measuring apparatus, the
authors succeeded in measuring the emergency stop
operation characteristics to determine the positioning
conditions of the emergency stop device and obtained
the basic data to examine the appropriate positioning
conditions of “quickly” pressing the emergency stop
button. In the future, also from the viewpoint of the
reliability of button operation, the authors plan to study
the optimum positioning conditions.
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Causes of fatal and serious accidents involving machinery in Quebec
Yuvin Chinniah1
1

Polytechnique Montreal

Machine contains hazards of different nature and exposure to those hazards can result in
injuries and deaths. In this paper, over 100 accident reports for the period 1990 -2011 are
analysed to identify the causes leading to serious and fatal accidents involving machinery in
Quebec. An Excel spreadsheet was used to classify the following information: report reference
number, date of the accident, industrial sector, time of the accident, machine involved, harm
caused, description of the hazard, activity performed at the time of the accident, occupation or
job title of the worker, causes of the accidents, existence of an OHS committee in the company,
if the worker was alone or not, worker’s experience in the activity leading to the accident. The
main causes of accident were found to be : (i) easy access to moving parts of machinery (ii) lack
of fixed guards and of moveable guards with interlocks (iii) absence of lockout procedures
during maintenance (iv) inexperience of workers, (v) bypassing safeguards, (vi) absence of risk
assessment, (vii) poor machinery design and (iv) modifications to machinery and its control
system. Accidents occurred despite companies having lockout program (policies) since the
procedures were not implemented. There were no accidents caused by failures of safety control
systems.
1. Introduction
ISO 12100 defines a machine as an assembly fitted with or intended to be fitted with a drive
system consisting of linked parts or components at least one of which moves, and which are
joined together for a specific application. Machines contain hazards of different nature and
exposure to those hazards can result in injuries or deaths. Since workers intervene on machinery
in all the phases of its life cycle, they are exposed to hazards. Numerous accidents are related to
machinery. The Bureau of Labor Statistics in the US (BLS, 2014) revealed that a total of 717 fatal
work injuries occurred as a result of contact with objects and equipment in 2013. This number
includes 503 workers who were fatally injured after being struck by objects or equipment. Out
of the 503 workers, 245 workers were struck by falling objects and equipment other than
powered vehicle and 29 workers were struck by discharged or flying object. 131 workers were
caught in or compressed by equipment and objects, including 105 workers being caught in
running equipment or machinery. 78 workers were struck, caught or crushed in collapsing
structure, equipment or material. The HSE reports that 50% of accident related to moving parts
of machines in UK occurred in printing presses and conveyors (HSE, 2006). Bulzacchelli et al.
(2008) report that in 2005 just over 1000 (i.e. 18%) of workers fatally injured in the US were by
contact with objects and equipment. Bellamy et al. (2007) report that annually about 400
accidents, i.e. 21% of total accidents per year in the Netherlands, are caused by contact with
moving parts of machinery. In Canada on average 177 hospitalizations per 100,000 people are
reported annually due to agricultural machinery injuries (Brison et al. 2003). A total of 159
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machinery related injuries on 2390 farms in the province of Saskatchewan in Canada were
reported in 2006 and these agricultural injuries were due to machinery such as tractors (23%),
transportation equipment (16%), harvesting equipment (16%), augers (11%) and combines
(11%) (Narasimhan et al. 2010). In Canada, national statistics on the number of machineryrelated accidents, apart from agricultural machinery injuries, are not available. In the province
of Quebec in Canada, between 2000 to 2004, there were 770 agricultural machinery related
injuries, which represented 12% of the 6604 occupational injuries in the agriculture sector
(CSST, 2006). In Quebec, between 1989 and 2003, 12% of fatal injuries on farms were caused by
moving parts of machinery. In 2005, the OHS regulator for Quebec, the CSST, revealed that
around 13 500 machinery related accidents and 20 deaths occurred annually in the province
(CSST, 2006). Moreover, the CSST has introduced in 2005 a safety of machinery action plan to
educate machine suppliers, employers, workers and other associations about the risks
associated with machinery. The action plan focused on access to moving parts of machinery. In
2010 the CSST revealed that 3552 workers were injured as a result of an accident linked to a
machine. Between 2006 and 2010, on average 12 workers were killed each year as a result of
work accidents related to machinery. Due to the action plan of the CSST which began in 2005,
the number of annual machinery accidents has dropped significantly. The literature in the field
of safety of machinery is rich and consists of machine safety standards, regulations, peer
reviewed and non-peer-reviewed journal and conference papers, books, guides, leaflets and
checklists. It is important to understand the causes of accidents in order to identify potential
solutions to further reduce the number of injuries and fatalities. The literature on machinery
related accident reports identifies several causes of accidents as described in (Backstrom et al.
2000), Bulzacchelli et al. 2008), (Shaw 2010), (Blaise and Welits 2010) and (Charpentier 2005).
The causes of machinery-related serious and fatal accidents in Quebec have not been studied.
2. Research objective and method
The objective of the paper is to identify the main causes leading to serious injuries and fatal
accidents involving machinery in Quebec. In this paper, 106 accident reports of fatal and serious
injuries involving machinery in the manufacturing and processing sector covering the period
1990-2011 in Quebec have been analysed. Accidents reports for serious or fatal injuries to
workers were available from the CSST website and accessible to the public. The accident reports
and their corresponding annexes were downloaded, one at a time, from the CSST website.
Generally the CSST accident reports were organised as follows:
•
•

•
•

Information about the injured or deceased worker, the name of the worker being
removed from the public report.
Name of the company, its location and size, details on the general organization of the
company, information on the products being manufactured or transformed and
organization of OHS in the company.
Description of the machine involved in the accident.
Description of the accident and events leading to the accident.
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•
•
•

Possible causes of the accident as identified by the CSST inspector(s).
Contributing factors to the accident.
Identified causes of the accidents or sequence of events leading to the accident with
necessary justifications.

The accident reports also contained photos, schematics, relevant sections from regulations, and
relevant sections from machine safety standards. A few accident reports also included, as
annexes, separate reports drafted by experts, mostly safety engineers, who had been hired by
the CSST. The number of pages for each report and each annex varied. The accident reports
ranged from 8 to 32 pages in length. The annexes ranged from 1 to 30 pages. The large majority
of reports had one annex and some reports had up to 5 annexes. An Excel spreadsheet was used
to classify the following information:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
3.

Report reference number.
Date of the accident.
Industrial sector,
Time of the accident.
Machine involved.
Harm caused.
Description of the hazard.
Activity performed at the time of the accident.
Occupation or job title of the worker.
Causes of the accidents and relevant remarks.
Existence of an OHS committee in the company.
If the worker was alone or not.
Worker’s experience in the activity leading to the accident. .
Results and discussions

The main findings from the analysis of 106 accident reports are summarized and discussed in
this section.
3.1 Number of fatalities and serious injuries and time of the accident
The 106 accidents resulted in 31 serious injuries (29.2%) involving deep lacerations, loss of an
upper or lower limb (crushing, entanglement), as well as 75 fatalities (70.8%) which occurred
following serious injuries (i.e. sometime after the accident) or on site (i.e. at the time of the
accident). Table 1 shows the consequence of the accidents as well as the parts of the body
injured. Workers had part of their bodies, usually upper or lower limbs close to hazards. In many
cases workers had entered the hazardous zones and their whole bodies were inside the
hazardous zones. Such proximity to moving parts of machinery made it almost impossible to
avoid the harm. Every accident caused serious or fatal injuries to only one worker, i.e. there
were no multiple casualties.
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Table 1: Consequence of the accidents and parts of the body injured
Consequence of
accident
Death

Serious injuries

Parts of body injured and injuries
Thorax and/or abdomen – crushed, internal
injuries
Head -struck by object, crushed, fractured
Whole body -multiple fractures, entanglement
Arm(s) - crushed and/or detached
Thorax and/or abdomen-hit by projectile or
stabbed
Neck - suffocation, strangulation
Face -struck by object
Arm(s) - cut off, crushed or deep laceration
Abdomen- crushed or hit by object
Leg(s)- cut off, crushed or detached
Fingers- cut off
Hand - lacerations
Head – struck by object
Feet-crushed
Whole body-multiple fractures, entanglement
Shoulder-hit by object

Number of
accidents
26
18
9
8
6
5
3
8
6
6
5
2
1
1
1
1

3.2 Type of industry, machines and hazards
The 106 accidents involving machinery took place in various different industrial sectors, as
illustrated by Table 2.
Table 2: Examples of industrial sectors where accidents happened.
Industrial sector
Sawmills
Pulp and paper industry
Wood transformation sector
Food transformation industry
Manufacturing metallic products
Manufacturing rubber products
Cleaning (laundry and industrial)
Manufacturing products made of concrete
Textile industry (natural and synthetic fibers)

Number of accidents
19
11
9
7
7
4
4
3
3

Moreover, the type of machinery involved in the 106 accidents was quite different. Conveyors
caused 21 fatal and serious accidents. Unguarded nip points between rotating rollers and
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moving belts of conveyors were the most common hazards associated with conveyors. Saws
(e.g. edgers, band saws, circular saws), were involved in 11 accidents. The hazards were rotating
and moving sharp blades, as well as projection of logs or pieces of wood in the direction of
workers. Material feeding or loading and material unloading equipment other than conveyors
were also hazardous. In several accidents, workers were trapped and were crushed between
moving part of machinery and fixed structures (e.g. frames, walls).
3.3 Worker’s experience
Whenever possible, the worker’s experience in the activity carried out when the accident
occurred was recorded, as shown in Table 3. It was observed that 30% of accidents involved
workers with less than one year of experience and 46% of accidents with workers with less than
5 years of experience.
Table 3: Worker’s experience in the activity carried out when the accident occurred
Experience of workers
More than 1 day and less than 1 week
More than1 week and less than 1 month
More than 1 month and less than 6 months
More than 6 months and less than 1 year
More than 1 year and less than 5 years
More than 5 years and less than 10 years
More than 10 years and less than 15 years
More than 15 years
Information not available
Total accidents

Number of accidents (%)
2(1.9%)
7 (6.6%)
12 (11.3%)
10 (9.4%)
18 (17%)
5 (4.7%)
8(7.5%)
8 (7.5)
36 (34%)
106

New workers or inexperienced workers with the machinery they have to operate or to maintain
need to be trained properly. The time allowed for practical training should be extended to cover
all the different tasks, especially handling of production disturbances for operators and lockout
procedures for mechanics.
3.4 Activities (tasks) carried out when accidents occurred
Many accidents occurred during maintenance and the handling of production disturbances,
where the operator entered a hazardous zone of machinery. The mechanical hazard was already
present (e.g. rotating shafts) or appeared suddenly (e.g. blade starts rotating suddenly). Table 4
summarizes the activities being carried out by the workers at the time of the accidents. It was
found that for 12.3% of accidents were linked to the set up phase, 19.8% of accidents to
production tasks, 34.9% of accidents to maintenance tasks and 31.1% to handling production
disturbances. In 3 cases, accidents occurred when fixed guards, which had been previously
removed for maintenance tasks, were being installed back, while the machines were running.
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Table 4: Activities at the time of the accident
Tasks
Set-up
Production

Maintenance

Handling production
disturbances

Access

Verifying quality, sampling
removing defects, optimizing
Feeding material manually (loading)
Operating
Removing finished product manually
(unloading)
Sharpening blades
Lubricating
Adjusting
Installing guards
Repairing or troubleshooting
Cleaning
Unjamming
Removing excess material
Picking up material following incident
Adjusting and repositioning material
Circulating
Total

Number of
accidents
13

%

15
3
3

14.2%
2.8%
2.8%

2
3
5
3
14
10
21
3
4
5
2
106

1.9%
2.8%
4.7%
2.8%
13.2%
9.4%
19.8%
2.8%
3.8%
4.7%
1.9%

12.3%

In 23 accidents, the actions of another worker had contributed to the accident and at the time
of the accident, the worker who was killed or injured was not performing the task alone. Table 5
describes the activities performed by the co-workers at the time of the accidents.
Table 5: Activities performed by the co-workers at the time of the accidents.
Activity performed by the co-worker
at the time of the accident
Started the machine not knowing that a worker was in the hazardous zone
Assisting a fellow worker when the injury of fatality occurred
Holding the controls of the machine which was in operation
Rearmed the emergency stop which was used to stop the machine without knowing
that his action would cause the machine to start
Accidentally activated a position limit switch during maintenance
Accidentally activated a light beam while cleaning
Started the machine by mistake by activating the wrong control switch

Number of
accidents
14
4
1
1
1
1
1

3.5 OHS committee and OHS management
In Quebec, the regulation on occupational health and safety committee states that when a
company has 50 or less workers, 2 workers need to be on the OHS committee. The number of
workers on the committee increases up to 11 when more than 1500 workers are employed by
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the company. Out of the 106 companies where accidents related to machinery occurred, 55 had
an OHS committee and 34 companies did not possess such a committee. In 17 cases, the
information was missing in the accident reports. It was observed that accidents happened
despite the existence of an OHS committee or of a program. The committees had not identified
the hazard which caused the accident. Moreover, 46 accident reports identified inadequate
working methods, lack of supervision or absence of/inadequate occupational health and safety
management as part of the causes of the accident. The worker had to perform a task while
being exposed to hazards and in the absence of clear instructions, had to improvise to carry out
the task.
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3.6 Machinery risk assessment
Risk linked to machinery is defined in ISO 12100 as a combination of the severity of harm and
the probability of occurrence of that harm. Machinery risk assessment plays an important role in
ensuring that workplaces are safe. From the 106 accident reports, it was found that one
mechanic died in an accident involving machinery where risk assessment had been previously
performed. After the risk assessment, there was no follow up and safeguards were not installed.
In a second accident, failure to identify a hazardous zone created when a conveyor was added
next to an elevator resulted in an operator being crushed when a box fell from the conveyor and
he reached under the elevator while it was descending. The risk assessment in that case was
incomplete. For the remaining 104 cases, no risk assessment was carried out by the companies
and the hazards were not identified. Actually in most cases, easy access to moving parts of
machinery was possible. The absence of risk assessment was not always clearly stated in the
accident reports but it could be deduced since in many cases the CSST inspectors asked for risk
assessments as part of the corrective measures.
3.7 Machinery safeguards
Safeguards for machinery are guards or protective devices. In the majority of cases, machine
related accidents happened because the hazardous zones were not safeguarded, i.e. absence of
guards, or safety devices and moving parts of machinery were easily accessible. Following the
accidents, the corrective measures identified in the accident reports included: (i) adding fixed
guards (21 cases), (ii) adding interlocked guards, including adding proper interlocks to guards
which previously allowed access to moving parts of machinery (7 cases) and (iii) adding guard
locking, i.e. mechanism which prevent the guard from opening as long as moving parts of
machine have not stopped, to machinery which contain parts with inertia and accumulate
energy (4 cases).
3.8 Bypassing (defeating) safeguards
In total, 14 accidents were linked to removal of existing guards and bypassing of safety devices.
It was found that 6 accidents involved safety devices being voluntarily bypassed and these
involved safety position switches for moveable guards (4 cases) and safety light beam (1 case).
In one case, the safety position switch was replaced by a proximity sensor which was then
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bypassed using a piece of metal. Safety switches monitored the position of guards and they
were bypassed using tape to indicate that the guards were closed. They were at times
disconnected and even prevented from being actuated when the guard was opened by grooving
the position detecting edge of the guard. Proximity sensors were bypassed using pieces of metal
attached permanently to the device. In one accident, three safety devices on a plastic molding
machine were bypassed. The machine was purchased for being operated by a worker who
would manually unload the molded product at the end of each cycle. But afterwards it was
decided to automate this process and the guards had to be kept opened to enable the robot to
reach into the mold area at the end of each cycle. The accident happened during set up for a
change in the production. In another accident, a safety light beam was bypassed because dust
generated when bricks were made, caused frequent machine stoppage. A young worker was
fatally crushed when he entered the hazardous zone to place some bricks which fell off the
conveyor and the palletiser moved downwards towards him and crushed him. In an accident in
the wood sector, one edger was modified. The device preventing the logs from being projected
backwards towards the operator was bypassed. This was carried out to facilitate unjamming
activities.
Moreover, it was found that in 8 accidents, guards were removed permanently, temporarily,
during night shift or even fixed in an open position with screws and thus exposing workers to
hazards. The guards were initially installed by the machine manufacturer or following
inspections of the CSST. The guards were removed because: (i) operators complained about lack
of visibility, (ii) maintenance personnel found it tedious to install them and remove them to
lubricate or repair machinery and (iii) this allowed rapid removal of products which fell down
without stopping machines. In one case, the guard supplied by the machine manufacturer was
never installed by the company. In another case, a meshed guard covered a hole through which
small pellets could pass through and fall onto a screw conveyor. When larger pellets were used,
the guard was temporarily removed and a worker had one leg crushed.
3.9 Lockout programs and procedures
It was found that in 33 accidents, the company did not have a lockout program and lockout
procedures were not used during maintenance, repairs and unjamming activities, as required by
the OHS regulation (RSST). It was found that in 21 accidents, lockout programs existed but
lockout procedures were not used during maintenance, repairs and unjamming activities. In 2
cases although lockout programs existed, the lockout placards for the machinery involved in the
accidents were not drafted. In a fatal accident in the pulp and paper sector, a mechanic applied
lockout before repairing a conveyor. An adjacent pneumatic actuator (bumper) was not deenergized since the lockout placard for this equipment was never drafted. He was crushed by
the actuator and the frame of the conveyor. In another accident, the machinery was modified
but the placard was not updated. In 2 cases, an incomplete or incorrect lockout procedure was
carried out. A worker in the textile sector had her 3 fingers cut off when she placed her hands
inside a hazardous zone in carding machinery. She shut off power but the moving parts did not
stop immediately because of inertia. The dissipation phase of lockout was neglected. In two
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cases, hydraulic and pneumatic energies were not controlled. In almost all cases, the CSST
inspectors demanded lockout procedures for the machineries involved in the accidents as part
of the corrective measures taken by the companies.
3.10 Safety control systems
ISO 13849 and IEC 62061 are two safety control system design standards. Based on the analysis
of 106 accident reports, it was observed that no accidents occurred simply as a result of the
designer choosing the incorrect performance levels (PLs) (ISO 13849) or incorrect safety
integrity levels (SILs) (IEC 62061) for the safety control system. No serious and fatal accidents
were caused because the performance level or safety integrity level was too low. There were 3
reports where the performance levels of the safety control systems were mentioned. It was
reported that the control systems were not designed to the required performance levels, based
on the level of risk. However, in each case, modification or bypassing of the existing safety
control system was also reported. In one accident, in the pulp and paper industry, a standard
programmable logic controller (PLC) controlled safety functions on a paper machine.
Modifications of the PLC program led to a fatal accident. A worker suffered fatal injuries while
intervening on the paper machine with the moveable guard opened. An operator, who did not
see the worker, pressed on the start button. Since he found that the machinery did not start, he
pressed on reset and pressed on start a second time. The worker had his foot on a roller, which
started to rotate and entrapped the worker. The PLC program of the paper machine was
changed a few days before the accident without any risk analysis. The new modified program
contained a flaw which allowed the rotation of the roller in spite the moveable guard being in
the open position. In another accident, the operator of a printing press was killed. He pressed
onto the safety bar to stop the machine and reached into the hazardous zone, not knowing that
the safety function was invalid because the original softer spring in a pressure safety bar, was
replaced earlier by one with higher stiffness. The worker unfortunately did not press onto the
safety bar with sufficient force to generate the stop signal. The reason behind changing the
spring was that the presence sensing bar was triggering frequent machine stoppage due to its
acceleration.
Conclusions
For the first time, a study on serious and fatal accidents linked to moving parts of machinery in
Quebec was carried out. 106 accidents reports (31 serious and 75 fatal) related to moving parts
of machinery were analysed. Conveyors and different types of saws caused 32 accidents. It was
found that 12.3% of accidents were linked to the set up phase, 19.8% of accidents to production
tasks, 34.9% of accidents to maintenance tasks and 31.1% to handling production disturbances.
The main causes of accidents were found to be: easy access to moving parts of machinery; lack
of fixed guards and of moveable guards with interlocks; lockout procedures not applied during
maintenance, repairs and unjamming activities; inexperience of workers; bypassing safeguards
(guards and safety devices); absence of risk assessment by companies; poor machinery design in
terms of location of lubrication points, control panels and tension setting points for conveyors;
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unsafe working methods, poor supervision and absence of instructions to workers on how to
intervene safely on machinery and modifications to machinery and to its safety control system.
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Abstract
The “Feedback Method” has been designed specifically
to collect the contribution of the end users of machinery
for a reconstruction and understanding of how the work
is actually performed. The acquired knowledge can help
to improve technical standards, as well as the design,
manufacturing and use of machinery.
The "Feedback Method" has been applied successfully in collaboration with public authorities, market
surveillance authorities and inspection bodies, social
partners organizations and technical institutes - to
different types of machines: woodworking machinery,
forklift trucks, telehandlers, angle grinders, combine
harvesters and tractors in seven european countries
proving to be trans-nationally comparable.
The information collected with the "Feedback Method"
can be used by: standardization committees and
working groups of CEN, ISO to become aware of the
problems relating to the real use of specific machines in
different work contexts and thus to be able to draw up
new or to revise existing standards accordingly;
designers and manufacturers to produce better, more
comfortable and safer machines and to provide precise
instructions for their use; employers buyers to choose
the best available machinery on the market; end users,
employers, artisans and workers for training purposes
and for defining appropriate work procedures; market
surveillance authorities and inspection bodies to
enhance their knowledge and improve the efficiency of
their interventions and advices

Introduction
The European system of worker health and safety risk
prevention and improvement on the worksite is based
upon application of the so-called “Social Directives”
(89/391 EEC) and subsequent or related directives,) as
well as the “Product Directives” (such as, for example,
the “Machinery Directive”- 89/392/EEC, - 2006/42/EC)
[4], intended to ensure the free circulation of products,
machinery and equipment within the European Community while ensuring high standards of intrinsic safety. For
the purpose of permitting machine manufacturers, including very small undertakings, to comply with legislation while facilitating the application of the essential
health and safety requirements contained in the Directives, the European Commission issues the so called
“mandates” [17] to European Standards Organizations
(ESOs), such as the CEN and CENELEC, for the elaboration of technical standards.
Standards are drafted in technical committees and their
associated working groups, in which stakeholders make
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their own expert contributions on behalf of the various
national technical bodies. In addition to the essential
contributions from manufacturers measures are in place
to ensure that other interests can contribute to the
standardisation process, like end users (consumers,
workers, etc.).
Periodic revision of each standard is required every 5
years, for the purpose of ensuring the updating necessary for adaptation to the advance of technology.
Nevertheless, despite objective improvements in levels
of safety, many accidents within the European Union are
still caused by the use of machinery, including machinery built in compliance with criteria defined according to
current technical standards.
One of the more critical aspects remain the design and
the further improvements of each technical standard taking account of the contribution of the end users; they are
the precious source of information on the strengths and
weaknesses of each machine when daily used in the
different working context.
The workers/end users participation to the standardisation process is provided and recommended in many
standards.
To this end, EN 614-1:2009 [5] stipulates that “for the
assessment of ergonomics requirements and criteria, a
careful analysis of feedback from the use of the machinery (e.g. end users' complaints, near-miss accident reports, accident reports) is strongly recommended. Feedback helps to identify measures and improvements for
future design”.
This “strong” recommendation does not however explain
with precision how the feedback is to be provided, but
refers to reported complaints, near-miss accidents or
accidents. Such data, however, do not always contain
all the information required to review the machine design. As laudable and as worthy of maximum attention
as such information is, it does not provide a global
framework on the actual use of the machine and problems that may arise, and does not shed light on many
problems erroneously considered “minor” but which, with
time and intensive use, may become more serious.
EN 614-2:2009 [6], indicates that: “Final evaluation of
the machinery and the tasks performed under operative
conditions serves to provide feedback for forthcoming
designs and to establish compliance with this and other
relevant standards”
Often, the standards provide for the involvement of
workers from the design phase through the use of prototypes, models and/or laboratory simulations.
Whenever possible [6], operators should be involved in
these simulations and thus bring their own experience to
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the evaluation. The models and simulations have to be
demonstrated to the operators in order to ask for their
comments. They also have to be involved in the trials as
test persons. The feedback from the operators can be
obtained in various ways. The following methods are
suitable for this purpose and shall be used where appropriate:
group discussions;
interviews,
questionnaires;
checklists;
observational studies;
analysing critical incidents.
If there is a project group, the task design shall be evaluated by it.
The results of the evaluation process shall be documented. If the established requirements have not been
fulfilled, re-design of the tasks or the machinery or both
shall be carried out”.
In this respect, it is worth pointing out that simulations
with machinery models and prototypes are:
often confined to pre-defined environments which
cannot reflect the actual work environment with its
multiple variables;
limited in temporal terms, whereas prolonged use of
the machinery may in time lead to problems;
limited to restricted circles of users that are not and
cannot be considered as reliable and sufficiently
heterogeneous samples of a population of real
users.
The very fact of using machinery in a laboratory, and
thus in a simulated context, inevitably conditions the
ways it is used and the worker’s capacity to respond, so
the latter’s impressions of the machinery will not be at all
reliable.
It is not possible to foresee or to imagine, in the laboratory simulation, the contingent situations which may occur during the actual use, even when considering the
variations that may occur in time, such as for instance,
production time, need for supplies, administrative savings, unforeseen events, abnormal use, simplification of
procedures, etc.
In reality, only the end-user in the field who has gained
sufficient experience has the “means’ to provide appropriate feedback that can be used for design improvements.
A number of observations made in ISO 6385:2004 [13],
are of fundamental importance: “Where equivalent or
similar systems already exist, this will also entail the
identification of information regarding ergonomics problems occurring with these existing work systems, either
from existing sources or from studies conducted for the
purpose. Appropriate ergonomic methods and techniques for this purpose imply the use of evaluation tools
for working conditions, observations on the spot, interviews, etc.;” ”It is also necessary to continue to monitor
the effect of the system in order to safeguard against
longer-term deterioration in the performance or health of
the users. The overall evaluation shall be carried out
when the process is stabilised. This evaluation should
consider the quality of work in order to create a healthy
basis within working situations for long-term effective
performance of workers”.

Importance is accorded to the evaluation of the working
conditions through observation at the workplace and the
need to plan studies to that end with the involvement of
workers in the actual environment of use. The standard
moreover notes the need to evaluate the work systems,
especially for ergonomic purposes, in time, and then to
monitor the effects on the workers once put in use.
EN ISO 12100:2010 [14] that lists the information for risk
assessment that has to be collected from the experience: “1) any accident, incident or malfunction history of
the actual or similar machinery; 2) the history of damage
to health resulting, for example, from emissions (noise,
vibration, dust, fumes, etc.), chemicals used or materials
processed by the machinery; 3) the experience of users
of similar machines and, whenever practicable, an exchange of information with the potential users.”
The same standard provides a schematic representation
of the risk reduction process which includes a three-step
iterative method. Each step reaches its conclusion by
asking whether the planned risk reduction is attained. In
reality, the answer to such a question is once again confined within the design process, whereas it could be provided in a more exhaustive and more concrete manner
through the collection of experiences from actual users
of not only similar machines but of the same machines
already in use.
CEN 414-2004 guide [2]: “Safety of machinery —Rules
for the drafting and presentation of safety standards”,
“Determination of the necessity for standardisation
and/or for revision” asks if “Is there sufficient feedback
on the use of the existing safety standard?”
The method for obtaining such feedback is not specified
nor in this guide neither in other existing standards.
In 1997 the European Trade Union Confederation
(ETUC) commissioned, through its own European Trade
Union Institute (ETUI) a research study to develop a
method capable of collecting the knowledge of workers
who are expert users of machinery through job reconstruction with the various machines in the different very
small and small European enterprises – a method that
would yield concrete results within a reasonable period,
with limited resources and with validated, verifiable and
updatable instruments.
The results of this research were published [21] and described the "Feedback Method" designed by Fabio
Strambi and developed together with Massimo Bartalini
and collegue. This method is derived directly from the
method used to conduct an ergonomic analysis of the
organisational structure of work [16] [19] [22], to better
understand the real work activities with the contribution
of the workers, to identify critical points, and to make
suggestions and provide solutions, which has been tried
and tested in safety research studies and campaigns
financed by the European Commission of Coal and Steel
in the 1980s [20].
The "Feedback method", is a tool to study both the aspects involving ergonomics and safety requirements of
the work activities with the use of machinery [15].
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Methods

Identification of Companies to involve in the Project

The “Feedback Method"(Fig. 1)

Trade Unions, Employers Associations and safety experts collaborate to identify the companies that use the
machine and are interested in participating to the study.
A collaborative atmosphere between employers/workers
representatives and ergonomists is a prerequisite for a
successful study; meeting on site are recommended.

• Choice of the machine to study

• Collection and evaluation of data on the
machine

Inspection of workplaces
• Identification of companies to involve in the
project

Forms are compiled during inspection, containing the
following details:
general data of the company;

• Inspection of workplaces

work environment and work methods of the
machine;

• The work groups and work analysis with
skilled end users of the machine

technical features of the machine;

• The final validated report and the technical
report

Figure 1: “Feedback Method” flow chart.

accidents and near misses involving the machine;
training provided to workers assigned to operate the
machine.
The information collected is used during the work analysis that is carried out in working groups.
Each working group includes a selection of workers
(skilled end users of the machine), from different companies, selected during the inspection.

Choice of the machine to study
The definition of a new standard or a revision of an existing one may represent a good motivation to choose
the machine to analize by the means of the “Feedback
Method”.
Also the presence of a lack of the safety systems or of
the ergonomics requirements of a machine together
with the knowledge of the causation of major or fatal accident during its use may suggest to apply the “Feedback Method”.
Sometimes the large diffusion of the machine and the
specific interest of some stakeholders to acquire
informations on how the real work with a specific type of
machine is performed is the starting point for a study
with the “Feedback Method”.
Collection and evaluation of data on the machine

The work groups and work analysis with skilled end
users of the machine
Safety experts/ergonomists (facilitators) involved in the
previous activities guide 7 to 9 skilled workers through
each step of their own work activity, carried out with the
machine. The work phases are drafted on a work
group's form (Fig. 2). The basic operational tasks and
activities are analysed for each work phase.
Main goals at this stage are:
assessment of operating procedures and specific
competencies requested to the operators;
identification of risks, critical aspects and the
possible need for a further investigation;
gathering of suggestions for the improvement of
safety and prevention.

Safety experts/ researchers/ergonomists collect data
concerning:
diffusion of the specific machine in the different
geographical area/ member state
specific technical standards, reports, guidelines and
any literature available, etc.
accidents at work & incidents, included examples of
relevant cases;
market surveillance;
instruction handbooks of machines from different
manufacturers;
other…
A dossier is collected to give evidence of the existing
knowledge and experiences concerning ergonomics and
safety of the machine
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Fig. 2: "Feedback Method" form used by the work group
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Facilitators, following the scheme of the "Feedback
Method" form, lead the group through the analysis of the
ergonomic aspects related to the work with the machine.
Active participation of all group members is highly encouraged. Facilitators keep a record, in writing, of the
consensus of the group on each single statement.
In each group, workers describe their work experience,
focusing on risks of procedures and operations related
to their work assignment.
The final validated report and the technical report
At the end of the meeting the facilitators write a draft of
the final report that is submitted to all participants. These
are requested to give their feedback with an approval or
a proposal for amendments.
Once all participants have validated the draft, the researchers/ergonomists prepare a final report on the
study and a technical proposal for the amendment of the
standards.
Suggestions for designers, manufacturers, employersbuyers, end-users and market surveillance authorities
are also drafted.

Results
The "Feedback Method" has already been tested in different contexts with specific studies focused on various
types of machinery. National public institution, market
surveillance authorities, research institutes, trade unions, employers associations, individual expert end users, artisans and self employed persons and technicians, as well as ergonomist and occupational health
physicians, have taken part to the application of the
Feedback method" to these machines:

Some examples of the main results obtained are hereunder described as reported in the Ergomach web site
(https://ergomach.wordpress.com):
Driver’s cab and lubrication for Combine Harvesters
Visibility for Telehandlers
Pedals and restraint systems for Fork Lift Trucks
Steps, hoist coupling and control, and cab for
Tractors
Use of controls for Angle grinders
Each example contains a description of the problem and
of a possible improvement suggested by the end users.
Also the related specific detail of the form compiled by
the “Feedback Method” work group of the end users is
presented.
Combine Harvester:
Access to the driver’s cab.
Users report that in certain working situations the first
step may be too high, particularly on hillside combineharvesters, making it appreciably difficult to climb onto
and off the machine. In addition, some ladders are fitted
with handrails that cannot be used easily owing to the
absence of holding points. Ladders of the telescoping
type also require substantial force to be lifted into the
closed position, and present a greater risk of falling from
the platform.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
Use of ladders with a lower first step, fitted with suitable
handrails with an adequate number of convenient holding points. Avoidance of the use of telescoping ladders,
or at least reduction of the forces required for their use,
thereby avoiding the risk of loss of balance.

woodworking machinery, circular saw [10], singleshaft vertical spindle molding machines [7];
frontal forks forklift trucks [9];
telehandlers [8];
angle grinders [11];
combine harvesters [12];
tractors [3];
In the following figure (Fig. 3) is reported an overview of
the "Feedback Method" application.
Figure 4: Combine harvester - ladders
Table 1: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form
Combine – access to the driver’s cab

Figure 3: “Feedback Method” application.

Sequence of
tasks/activities

Access to the driver’s cab

Operating
procedure

the operator enters the driver’s cab
using ladders and access platforms.
The ladders, if not fixed, must be rotated or retracted by the operator into
the position for work. They must be
returned to their position for proper
use by the operator when alighting.

Competence

Knowledge of the procedures for using the access ladder
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Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease injuries.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

Risk of falling owing to poor support,
slipping or loss of hold. In certain operating situations (self-levelling machines parked on a slope), the height
of the first step may be excessive,
making it difficult or impossible to
reach. Some types of ladders have
handrails that are not easy to use owing to the lack of holding points. Telescopic ladders may present shear
points if they are not properly opened.
Some ladders require considerable
effort in order to be lifted into closed
position, and present a major risk of
falling from the platform. Some types
of platform do not provide sufficient
room for movement, and lack protective guard rails.
Reduce the height from the ground to
the first step or make it adjustable,
especially when the machine features
a self-levelling system. The handrails
must be suitable for use at all positions on the ladder: Sufficient convenient holding points must be provided.
The telescopic ladder must be isuch
that it cannot be used unless it is
completely open. The ladders must
permit use with minimal effort and
with no risk of loss of balance. The
access platforms must provide the
operator with sufficient room to move
safely and for the access door to the
cab to be opened easily.

Lubrication
On some machines, the various lubrication points cannot
be reached easily, requiring the operator to assume inappropriate or inconvenient positions and presenting a
risk of injury to the head on fixed parts of the machine.
The operators also report a greater risk of slipping or
falling from higher points, owing to the need for the
greasing equipment to be operated with both hands,
thereby preventing the operators from supporting themselves using the normal holding points provided.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
The users suggest improving the position of the lubrication points, reducing their number, relocating them to
where they can be easily reached, and reducing the lubrication intervals.

Table 2: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form
Combine – Greasing
Sequence of
tasks/activities

Greasing

Operating
procedure

The lubricant is injected at the various points indicated by the manufacturer by means of manual
grease guns.

Competence

Knowledge of the lubrication points
and the intervals required.

Critical aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease - injuries.

In some machines, the greasing
points are located at a height
and/or are not easy to reach,
thereby increasing the risk of falling. It should be borne in mind that
the worker uses both hands to operate the grease gun and cannot
hold on to the handholds normally
provided. On some machines, the
greasing points are at inconvenient
locations, requiring unsuitable positions to be assumed with unstable support and the risk of injury to
the head on the fixed parts of the
machine, or of slipping.

Solutions,
suggestions for
prevention; need
for further
research

Improve the position of the greasing points, even if only by regrouping and making them easily and
safely accessible. Workers report
the risk of losses in pipes with reduced lubrication efficacy, while
ensuring that visual inspections
are conducted during lubrication.
Identify technical solutions that
reduce the frequency of required
lubrication.

Cab
During the work, excessive noise and dust is generated,
and driving over uneven ground with the threshing apparatus running also gives rise to high vibration levels.
Harvesting is frequently performed during the summer
months, and is likely to be performed in high temperatures.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
The operators indicate that well designed cabs equipped
with air-conditioning and filters would reduce the exposure to noise, dust and extreme microclimatic conditions
to acceptable Levels.

Figure 5: Combine harvester – lubrification point
Figure 6: Combine harvester – Cab
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Table 3: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form
Combine –Treshing - Cab
Sequence of
tasks/activities

Threshing

Operating
procedure

The cutting height and the cutting and
threshing speed are selected on the
basis of the crop to be harvested (e.g.
quantity of laid crop). They are adjusted by the operator using controls
in the cab. The sifting units are started, then the cutting header, and then
the machine is set in motion.

Competence

The user’s manual for the machine is
a vital source of basic knowledge
needed for operation of the controls.
Training is required for the avoidance
of operating errors.

Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease injuries.

Excessive noise and dust are generated during the activity. Movement on
uneven ground and the threshing
equipment also cause considerable
vibration. The threshing activity is often carried out during the summer
period, possibly requiring work in hot
weather.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

The operators indicate that welldesigned cabs fitted with airconditioning and filtering equipment
reduce nuisance from noise, dust and
extreme microclimatic conditions to
within acceptable levels. The seats in
the machines do not transmit excessive vibration. The operators hope
that the fitting of adequate driver’s
cabs to all machines will become
mandatory.

Cleaning of windows and mirrors
The glazed areas of the cab and the rear-view mirrors
require frequent cleaning. Owing to the height of the
harvesters, this task is associated with a risk of falling as
a result of slipping or loss of grip, not least owing to the
lack of adequate positions in which the tasks can be performed.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
The positions from which access can be gained to the
glazed areas of the cab must be improved by the provision for example of easily accessible platforms with
handrails, which ensure optimum stability during the
cleaning work and permit safe access to the entire
glazed area of the cab.
Table 4: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form
Combine –Cleaning windows and mirrors
Sequence of
tasks/activities

Cleaning of windows and mirrors

Operating
procedure

The glazed surfaces of the cab and
the rear view mirrors must be cleaned
externally as and when required and
at least once per day. The area to be
cleaned must be accessed via the
header conduit, raised from the
ground specially for that purpose. In
some machines, the design of the cab
requires the cutting header to be used
for access.

Competence

Knowledge of the instructions in the
operation and maintenance manuals.

Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease injuries.

Risk of falling or losing support owing
to the need to access locations by
assuming positions without sufficient
stability, especially the upper part of
glazed surfaces and the rear-view
mirror not reachable from the cab access platform.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

Improve the automatic cleaning devices for glazed surfaces and mirrors
by ensuring easily accessible positions that guarantee improved stability
during the cleaning work and also
safe access to the entire glazed surface of the cab. The use of antistatic
detergents is recommended to reduce
the deposit of dust.

Engine inspection
Checking the fluid levels and the serviceability of the
engine requires access to the upper engine platform,
with a greater risk of slipping and falling.
Possible improvements suggested by the users
Installation of secure walkways for access to the engine
area, with a device connected to the access ladder
which switches off the engine when the ladder is placed
in position.

Figure 7: Combine harvester – Access to engine
Table 5: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form
Combine – Engine inspections
Sequence of
tasks/activities

Engine inspections

Operating

Performance of operating inspections
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procedure

and checking the levels of engine fluids require access to the upper platform of the engine.

Competence

Knowledge of the intervals and of the
inspections to be carried out.
Knowledge of the manufacturer’s instructions for accessing and standing
safely on the engine platform.

Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease injuries.

Major risk of falling if the manufacturer’s procedures are not followed. Risk
of slipping when the access ladder
and the platform are used.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

Establish secure means of access to
the engine area, possibly from the
platform of the driver’s cab, so that
the operator does not have to alight
from the cab and gain access using
another ladder (thereby avoiding the
possibility of using unsafe access
routes to reduce the working
times).Some machines are equipped
with a device connected to the access
ladder which switches off the engine
when the ladder is placed in position.
Improve the steps, the handholds, the
rails and the anti-slip features present
on some models.

Telehandler:
Use of CCTV
Poor visibility during manoeuvring and during take-up of
material on the forks is a key factor in the risk of collision
or of persons being hit by the vehicle.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
The adoption of auxiliary systems for improving visibility
(such as CCTV) proposed by the users would reduce
the risk to which the workers are exposed (Photograph
1: CCTV camera mounted on the forks).

Sequence of
tasks/activities
Operating
procedure

Forward travel

Competence

Knowledge of the position and form of
operation of the forward/reverse selector, the controls for the arm, and
the accelerator pedal. Training in and
knowledge of the clearance around
the vehicle. The clearance is not
clearly visible in all directions from the
driving position.

Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease injuries.

Incorrect manoeuvre with a risk of
collision or of hitting pedestrians. Visibility to the right of the vehicle is reduced when the arm is raised. Risk of
collision/hitting pedestrians.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

Systems must be in place which enhance visibility to the right of the vehicle. Precise definition of the methods
for assessing the visibility from the
driving position, and adoption of auxiliary systems for ensuring adequate
visibility around the vehicle should this
not already be the case.

For movement of the vehicle, the arm
is lowered to the rest position, forward
gear is engaged, and the accelerator
is depressed. The vehicle’s direction
of travel is determined by means of
the steering gear according to the desired form of manoeuvre. With the aid
of the mirrors and to some degree by
leaning out of the window, the driver
can observe the entire space surrounding the vehicle.

Fork Lift Truck
Pedals
The workers report the specific risk of forklift truck pedals being operated incorrectly when vehicles from different manufacturers with pedal systems differing in their
conceptual design are used alternately. Should action be
taken in an emergency, in particular, instinctive operation of the pedals could result in serious error.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
According to the users, the problem could be resolved
by definition of a system of pedals and of a standard
location for them for installation on all types of truck.
Such a standard should make reference to the normal
position of pedals in cars.

Figure 8: Telehandler – CCTV
Figure 9: Fork lift – pedals
Table 6: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form
Telehandler - Visibility
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Table 7: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form Fork
lift truks - Pedals
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Sequence of
tasks/activities

Travel with or without load

disease injuries.

leaving the safety cell.

Operating
procedure

Operation of the accelerator pedal.

Competence

Knowledge of and training in the use
of the forward/reverse and brake pedals.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease injuries.

Error in operation of the pedals. The
workers report a risk of the pedals
being operated incorrectly when forklift trucks from different manufacturers
are used alternately owing to the differences in conceptual design of their
pedals.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

Definition of a system of pedals and of
a standard location for them for installation on all types of truck. Such a
standard should make reference to
the expected position of pedals in
cars, which are normally universal.
Where action is taken in an emergency, instinctive operation of the pedals
would involve a lower risk of error.

The restraint system at the driving
position must be effective and be
such that its use cannot be circumvented. The restraint system at the
driving position must be straightforward to use, since given the fairly high
frequency with which the vehicle is
accessed and left, the obstruction to
the work which it would otherwise
present would result in its not being
used. In this respect, it is reported that
seatbelts providing restraint solely at
the waist are not suitable. They are
frequently not used. Alternative systems are proposed, such as swivel
side bars or other containment systems. Finally, the manufacturers are
advised to consider a range of systems, in order to enable the restraint
or containment system to be installed
that is best suited to the type of work
to be carried out.

Restraint system at the driving position
Failure to use restraint systems at the driving position
exposes workers to a higher risk of accident, possibly
fatal, should the vehicle tip over. The users report that
the safety belt restraining the wearer only at the waist is
not used owing to its incompatibility with the need for the
worker to enter and leave the vehicle continually.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
The restraint systems for the workers at the driving position must be such that their use cannot be circumvented,
and they must be effective and easy to use. Alternative
systems are suggested, such as swivelling side bars or
other containment structures which can be installed at
the driving Position.

Tractors
Steps
Drivers frequently have mud on the soles of their shoes
when accessing the driving position. The risk of slipping
and falling off the tractor is greater.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
The workers propose that gridded steps with strongly
treaded surfaces be installed.

Table 8: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form Fork
lift trucks – Restrain system
Sequence of
tasks/activities

Layout of the driving position and initiation of movement.

Operating
procedure

Accessing the seat and use of the
restraint/safety device (fastening of
the safety belt, use of the side bars,
other devices, etc.)

Competence

Raising of awareness of use of the
restraint systems at the seat that are
intended to protect the driver in the
event of an accident such that he remains within the safety cell formed by
the roll-over cage.

Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,

Greater risk should the restraint systems at the driving position not be
used. Risk of fatal accident should the
vehicle tip over, owing to the driver

Figure 10: Tractor – Steps
Hoist with quick release coupling
During coupling of the attachments, the tractor must be
brought close to the attachment several times to enable
the latter to be connected to the rear hydraulic hoist.
Owing to visibility problems, several manoeuvres are
necessary for the tractor to be lined up with the attachment, with the driver repeatedly leaving and climbing
back onto the vehicle; the procedure may also be performed by an operator on the ground, with an associated
risk of being hit.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users.
To facilitate coupling of the attachment to the tractor, all
hoists must be fitted with a quick-release coupling
mechanism.
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Figure 11: Tractor – coupling
Rear controls for the hoist
Operation (raising and lowering) of the hoist must also
be possible by means of suitable controls located at the
rear of the tractor close to the hoist.

Angle Grinder
Controls
The users report that in certain working situations with
the angle grinder in operation and the switch locked in
the On position, the tool continues to rotate should the
operator lose control of it, thereby presenting a hazard.
Incidents have been reported in which the worker fell
upon the angle grinder and it continued to rotate, injuring
the worker.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
Use of controls for the angle grinder which bring it to a
halt should control be lost.

Figure 14: Angle Grinder - Foto: Fein Italia Srl
Table 9: Extract from the “Feedback Method” form Angle
Grinder - switch “on”-“off”
Figure 12: Tractor – rear controls
Cab
Many tasks are concentrated in the winter months, and
work regularly involves the spreading of phytosanitary
products. During the summer months, many soilworking
tasks are performed. The workers report low temperatures in winter and high temperatures in summer during
the performance of the tasks, and also exposure to
noise, dust, vibration and chemical substances.
Possible improvements suggested by the end users
The users suggest that the fitting of cabs to tractors,
whether wheeled or tracked, be mandatory. The cab
must be fitted onto the tractor platform in order to reduce
vibration and be equipped with air-conditioning, soundproofing, heating and with air filtration equipment suitable for excluding the dust and chemical substances.

Figure 13: Tractor – Cabs
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Sequence of
tasks/activities

Extended use of the angle grinder

Operating
procedure

Should the angle grinder be used continuously or for long periods, the
switch may be locked in the “On” position for this purpose. Actuating the
switch again on any angle grinder
disables the lock function and causes
the machine to be switched off.

Competence

Training in the use of the switch for
proper and swift de-energization of
the machine.

Critical
aspects:
hazards/risks;
disorders,
disease injuries.

A risk exists of contact with the tool
whilst it is rotating at high speed
should the worker lose control of it
(the tool slips out of the hand).Loss of
control may occur in a range of situations, through a slip, as a result of
recoil caused by problems during cutting, through the worker falling or losing his balance, etc. Reports have
been received of serious occupational
accidents caused by situations such
as the working falling upon the angle
grinder whilst it was still running.

Solutions,
suggestions
for prevention;
need for
further
research

Should the operator lose control of the
tool, it should be de-energized and
the cutting disc should very quickly
stop rotating. A need is suggested for
a device which stops the angle grinder within a short space of time when
control is lost and the operating button
therefore released.
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Other main issues highlighted during the analysis of the
work activities and of all the elementary tasks done using the different types of machine may be synthesized
as under reported.
Critical aspects and suggestions for an improvements of
the intrinsic ergonomics aspects and safety requirements of the machine and of its standard.
Standard makers, designers and manufacturers are primarily concerned.

usability of protection devices
Even if efficient
the protection devices are not used by workers
when representing an obstacle to the work activity
and the productivity.The end users feedback is
ineludible to understand how the real work is
performed. In Fig … some examples of critical
protection devices.

Stability- many major/fatal accident are caused by
an overturning of different types of machine during
activity on the field (Fig. ….) . The existing standars
don't cover enough such a risk and additional
solution are needed. The adoption of inclinometer/
alarm system, or other technical solutions are
urgent.

Figure 17: Protection deevices examples
unification and improvement of control. Fig .. shows
that different control systems are adopted for the
same action in the same type of machines so
determining an adjunctive risk of accident due to
human error.
Figure 15: Stability
visibility. a limited visibility during the work with
telehandlers, fork lift trucks, combine harvesters
and tractors is one of the main safety concern
described during the "Feedback Method" work
groups by the end users participants who
suggested many possible solutions: better design of
the cab, of the tools and of the machine and/or
adoption of auxiliary system, CCTV included as
illustrated in Fig.16.

Figure 18: Unification of controls
suitable dimensions; accessibility very often the
dimensions and the accessibility are items not only
related to ergonomics but also to the safety aspects
and may be cause, if neglected, of accidents and
sometimes foster also severe accidents

Figure 16: Visibility: critical aspects and possible
solutions.

Further relavant aspects even if not directly linked to the
design of the machine and its intrisic safety requirements are:
Attachments, equipment and installation: with
special attentio to their interface with the machine
aspects

for

both

to

preserve

the

original
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requirements of the machine and to guarantee the
activity performed by the maintenance workers)
Special attention of all the "Feedback Method" work
groups of the different machines was paid to the need of
improvements
of the contents of the “use and
maintenance handbook” (information and training,
tutoring..)
directed
to
standard-makers
and
manufacturers underlining:
readability of the text
completeness of the information on:the safe use of
different type of tools (running, handling and fitting)

Conclusion

Instruction to execute particular activities

The “Feedback Method”confirms the need to integrate
machinery design with information based on the real
experience of machinery operators so as to improve its
quality and reliability.
The application of “Feedback Method” to machinery
highlights what lessons standards bodies could learn
from participatory approaches to equipment design
based on the knowledge that final users possess on the
equipment they work with.
Application of the The “Feedback Method” method
makes it possible both to collect contributions from machinery users for the improvement of the specific reference standard and at the same time to prepare a system
to monitor the effectiveness of any improvements introduced. In connection with this method an optimal solution would be the establishment of “observatories”, located in several Member States, able to collect reactions
from users of the same machine in different production
sectors. Already exiting network of people able to apply
feedback.
Such a system of continuous feedback, between standard-setters and users, is therefore the only viable method – derived moreover from human physiology – of
achieving and maintaining an improvement in safety and
in health safeguards for machinery users/workers, by
means of a continuous adaptation of the standards.
Using this method it is possible for worker representatives or, more generally, for representatives of consumers and users to set about collecting indications for improvements in various types of machinery.
The recommendations can then be forwarded to the appropriate technical commissions and committees.
The key factor for the effectiveness of the method, however, is the human factor and above all else the full cooperation of expert users and technicians. They must
not only be familiar with the machine under investigation
but also be able to guide the working group, collect the
information and express it in suitable language for the
formulation of proposals to be addressed to the standard-setters and manufacturers.

Problems associated with electrical supply and
accessories
Statement of noise emissions,vibrations and
pollution produced in conditions for the intended or
foreseeable use
In the reports of the different work group are always
treated
other
arguments
like:
residual
risks
management, mode of machine use and worker
behaviour/training/consciousness, details about work
organization, spaces, additional protection, personal
protective equipment, design and managing of special
kind of activities

Discussion
Standardization process doesn’t facilitate the direct participation of end users and we risk losing an important
opportunity to improve the application of ergonomic principles in the technical standards.
The “Feedback Method” has been designed and developed to gather the direct contribution of end users, to
give informations and suggestions to designers, manufacturers and also to employers for the improvement of
standards and health and safety of work [1] [18] [22]
[23].
The “Feedback Method” has been developed to supply a
concrete answer to difficulties of end users in transferring their knowledge and suggestions inside the standardization system. It provides a reliable and concrete
method to all interested subjects (standardisers, designers, manufacturers and employers) for gathering the experience and knowledge of workers/craftsmen that use
the machinery every day.
The “Feedback Method” fills in a gap in the technical
standards; it provides a method that in many field
studies (with the involvement of users of different
companies and in different UE member states) has
demonstrated to be low expensive and extremely
reliable for:
comparability of results obtained in different contexts
and countries for similar machines;
wealth of suggestions even for machinery of simple
manufacture and usage (for example angle grinders)
and specific answers to particular problems of
context
(for
example,
climatic
differences,
differences of manufacturing processes, etc.);
simplicity of the method that, based on a deep
technical knowledge of the standards and the
literature concerning each specific machinery,
needs only a short preliminary training for the
operators who are going to apply it;
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applicability in small and medium enterprises (the
method has been experimented mainly with workers/
coming from small and medium enterprises and
even with the participation of craftsmen and small
businesses employers).
The involvement of European Trade Union Institute and
institution as Kan, HSE, ISPESL/INAIL, market surveillance bodies, Ministry, and Social Partners association
in the “Feedback Method” applications during 10 years
ha demonstrated its validity and value.
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Abstract
Adequate safety distances protect operators against
hazards on machinery. These distances may be
enforced by technical means, for example by electrosensitive protective equipment (ESPE). Depending upon
the technology, this equipment may be able to monitor
detection zones of different geometries. The existing
normative provisions govern only ESPE with a onedimensional or two-dimensional detection zone (such as
light barriers or laser scanners). Modern items of ESPE
such as camera systems are characterized by having
three-dimensional detection zones that can be adapted
flexibly to the hazard zones. Owing to unavoidable
measurement errors however, a minimum distance must
be observed between the detection zone and fixed
perimeter elements such as the floor or walls. Does this
result in a gap through which undetected bypassing of
the detection zone is possible?
This problem was studied systematically on
43 schoolchildren serving as test subjects and a heightadjustable measurement facility. The majority of test
subjects were able to crawl undetected for a distance of
2 m beneath detection zones with the maximum height
of 300 mm above floor level, the height defined in the
standards. Similar results were obtained for bypassing of
the detection zones to the side along a wall. This paper
is intended to stimulate discussion of the results with
regard to their relevance for industrial practice and
clarification of the normative provisions.
Keywords:
bypassing, crawling zone, access beneath or to rear of
safety zones, safety distances, electro-sensitive
protective equipment (ESPE), non-contact, protective
devices, machines, hazard zones, detection zone, safety
zone, camera system, vision system, work zone,
approach, position, velocity, resolution, usability,
ergonomics, manipulation, robots, laser scanners,
circumventing, access

Introduction
Electro-sensitive protective equipment (ESPE) is used in
order to safeguard hazard zones on machinery (see
Figure 1). EN ISO 13855 [1] governs the location of
protective equipment and the required safety distances
(S); as yet however, it has largely been geared to ESPE
with one-dimensional or two-dimensional detection
zones (light barriers, light curtains, laser scanners, etc.).
Modern camera-based ESPE is also able to monitor
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three-dimensional detection zones. In order to assure
adequate availability however, such three-dimensional
detection zones must observe a minimum distance from
fixed perimeter elements such as the floor, walls or
fences. The principle of operation would otherwise
cause the perimeter elements to be detected as objects
within the detection zone, thereby leading to unwanted
tripping. The distance H between the boundary of the
detection zone and the fixed perimeter element must
however be engineered so small as to prevent crawling
beneath the detection zone or bypassing it to the side.
Undetected bypassing of the detection zone in the
direction of the hazard zone cannot otherwise be
excluded. Further standards [2, 3] setting out similar
requirements for guards are listed in Figure 1 and
Table 1.

Figure 1: Floor clearance of three-dimensional detection
zones (H = maximum clearance between floor and
detection zone; S = safety distance)
The Institute for Occupational Safety and Health of the
German Social Accident Insurance (IFA) was tasked by
the German Social Accident Insurance Institution for the
woodworking and metalworking industries (BGHM), test
and certification body lifts, safety components and
machines, with studying the following problems:
Can the distance H between the detection zone and
fixed perimeter elements such as the floor, walls or
fences be increased for modern forms of ESPE with
three-dimensional detection zone?
This increase was based upon the assumption, which
was be tested, that crawling beneath a more extensive
detection zone is more difficult than crawling beneath a
light beam.
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What speed of motion (crawl or bypassing speed)
must be assumed in this context?
The speed of motion is relevant for the following reason:
adjacent to the borders of the detection zone, in which
the probability of objects being detected is adequate, lies
a tolerance zone. Within the tolerance zone, the
probability of objects being detected is inadequate. The
statistical scatter of the sensor data leads to an object
present for longer within the tolerance zone having a
greater probability of being detected. The assumed
speed of movement and the resulting duration of
presence within the tolerance zone are therefore
important parameters for the statistical analysis.

detection zone was to be performed with the primary
objective of not violating the detection zone and with the
secondary objective of crawling as quickly as possible.

Table 1: Overview of current normative requirements

The course of the test is outlined in Figure 2. Track 1
shows the start, track 2 the finish at 0.2 mm into the
detection zone, track 3 the finish at 2.0 m into the
detection zone.

Reference
EN ISO
13855,
Section
6.2.2 a) [1]

EN ISO
13857,
Table 7 [2]
EN ISO
11161,
Section
8.5.2 [3]

Application
Light curtain,
maximum
height H of the
lowest light
beam above
the reference
plane (e.g. the
floor)
Fixed guard,
reaching
through slotted
apertures
Integrated
manufacturing
systems,
design of
guards

Requirement
H = 300 mm for
industrial applications
(persons aged 14 and
over),
H = 200 mm for nonindustrial applications
(including children aged
up to 14)
Slotted apertures of
width greater than
180 mm permit access
to the entire body
The distance between
guards and the floor
must not exceed
200 mm.

Table 2: Test arrangement of the detection zones
showing lengths and heights above the floor
Height H in mm
400
350
300
250
200

Length = 0.2 m
2. Measurement
4. Measurement
6. Measurement
8. Measurement

Length = 2.0 m
1. Measurement
3. Measurement
5. Measurement
7. Measurement

Methods

Figure 2: Arrangement of the tracks and test procedure

Crawling beneath the detection zone

Figure 3 shows the arrangement of the main test. This
enabled three parallel tracks with separate optical and
acoustic feedback (round flashing lights and buzzers) to
be implemented. When a violation ceased again during
measurement, the signal was also cancelled (automatic
reset). In addition to reducing the overall time required
for the test, simultaneous crawling by multiple test
subjects led to a competition situation that provided
additional motivation for the test subjects.

Crawling beneath three-dimensional detection zones
was performed in a pilot study involving ten adults from
the IFA and a follow-on main study involving 43 young
people (two school classes) aged at least 14
(representing the worst-case scenario to EN ISO 13855,
Section 1, Note 2). The test subjects had the task of
crawling beneath three-dimensional detection zones of
two different lengths and of five successively decreasing
heights above the floor.
The length of the detection zone to be crawled under in
the direction of movement (described below as the
"detection zone length") was measured in two different
variants:
•

0.2 m as the minimum reasonable detection zone
length: modern, camera-based 3D ESPE products
have a detection capacity of 200 mm, i.e. objects
with a dimension of at least 200 mm are reliably
detected (suitable for detection of persons).

The maximum detection zone length of 2.0 m is
selected in consideration of the length of the human
body: at lengths greater than this, the process of
movement is repeated during crawling beneath the
detection zone, so results are not expected to differ.
For the main test, the test pattern shown in Table 2 was
followed, involving eight passes of successively
increasing difficulty. A possible training effect was
deliberately tolerated, since this is also to be expected in
industrial practice. The task of crawling beneath the
•

Figure 3: Test arrangement in a school sports hall
For the required sensing of the detection plane, a laser
scanner (Sick AG Waldkirch, type LMS 500-20000) was
employed mounted upon a height-adjustable stand (see
Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Height-adjustable laser scanner and
screenshot of the analysis software
This measurement arrangement had the following
advantages:
•

Automatic monitoring of the plane true to +/- 15 mm

•

Logging of violations of the detection zone

•

Automatic changeover of the detection zone length

Precise height adjustment by electrically extending
columns
To compute the crawl speed, the instant of the collective
starts and of individual reaching of the finish were
logged manually on a separate PC (Figure 3, upper right
corner). Compared to industrial floors at workplaces on
machinery, crawling on the floor of the school's sports
hall was easier and more comfortable. The results
obtained here therefore represent an estimation on the
safe side for real-case industrial environments.
•

Bypassing to the side
In a second step, the test involving the adult test
subjects from the IFA was extended to consider
bypassing of the detection zone to the side between the
detection zone and fixed vertical perimeter elements
such as walls and safety fences.

test. For this purpose, the laser scanner was mounted
on an optical bench at right angles to the wall. For
measurement of the bypassing speed, the test subjects
began the test standing with their backs against the wall
directly in front of the starting line. According to the
length of the detection zone, measurement ended once
a finishing marker was reached at a distance of 1.0 or
2.5 m beyond the starting line (the starting and finishing
lines are shown marked in blue in Figure 5).
In order for possible influences of physical stature and
fitness to be taken into account during crawling beneath
detection zones and bypassing them to the side, the
body height was measured by means of an
anthropometer and waist girth by means of a tape
measure to DIN 33402-1 [4]. The test subjects also
completed a questionnaire concerning physical fitness
with questions regarding their own assessment of their
enjoyment of sport, their physical fitness and mobility,
and also regarding the sports that they actively
practised, with what frequency, and how formally.
Further information on the questionnaire and the
respective results is available at the IFA.
Test subject collective
The ten test subjects from the IFA, i.e. those conducting
the pilot study on crawling beneath the detection zone
and the test on bypassing it to the side, were all male
and had an average height of 179 cm (min.: 170 cm,
max.: 193 cm). The majority of the test subjects were
th
above the 50 percentile of 175 cm of the population of
Germany in accordance with DIN 33402-2 [5]. The test
subjects had an average weight of 77.7 kg (min.: 61 kg,
th
max.: 86 kg). This value is below the 50 percentile of
79 kg in accordance with DIN 33402-2.
43 test subjects took part in the main study. Of these, 24
were male, 19 female. Their ages ranged from 14 to 17
(average 15.4 years ± 0.7). They were recruited from
two Year 9 school classes (NA = 24; NB =19) at a school
located close to the IFA in Sankt Augustin. The
individual values for body height and waist girth were
compared with anthropometric reference values for
children and young people in Germany (KiGGS, 2013)
[6] for the relevant age group. The resulting distributions
of the percentiles are shown in Figure 6, and indicate
that the group is a representative random sample that is
a little shorter (dark blue columns) and has a slightly
greater waist girth (light blue columns) than the
statistical population (black line).

Figure 5: Test arrangement for bypassing to the side
and screenshot of the analysis software
Bypassing to the side was tested at the IFA's site along
a vertical wood-panelled wall (see Figure 5). The
distance between the detection zone and the wall
("width") was varied in this case with the values shown
in Table 2 in the same way as the distance between the
detection zone and the floor ("height") during the crawl
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Figure 6: Body height and waist girth of the test subjects
in the main test (percentiles)
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The test subjects were very cooperative and disciplined
during all tests. Only where H = 250 and 200 mm did
some test subjects complete the pass as quickly as
possible after establishing that they had no chance of
crawling beneath these low heights. Participation by two
classes in the same year created an element of
competition that led to additional motivation among the
test subjects.

Results
Violations of the detection zone
It was frequently observed that after violating a detection
zone during one pass, a test subject did not violate it
during a subsequent pass under more difficult conditions
(i.e. a lower height of the detection zone above the floor,
or greater length). Sporadic outliers were one cause; a
clearly noticable training effect was another. Figure 7
therefore shows, individually for each test subject, the
lowest height/smallest width in the various tests at which
the test subject was able to crawl beneath the detection
zone or bypass it to the side undetected. Differentiation
by detection zone length is shown by the colour: light
blue indicates that at the height/width in question, only
the short detection zone length was successfully
completed, whereas dark blue indicates that the long
detection zone length was completed successfully.

The results for bypassing to the side were very similar to
those for crawling beneath the detection zone. Nine of
the ten test subjects were able to bypass a gap of
300 mm to the side undetected. Of the adults, two were
able to bypass a gap of 250 mm, and none a gap of
200 mm.
In addition to the description of the detection zone
violations, calculations were conducted for analysis of
the variance. These are shown in greater detail in [7, 8].
Duration and location of the detection zone
violations
The duration of detection zone violations was studied
more closely during the main study and during
bypassing to the side. The proportion of detection zone
violations of longer duration was seen to rise with
increasing difficulty of the test (smaller gap, longer
detection zone). At H = 200 mm, 42 of the 43 young
people violated the detection zone for at least two
seconds. Only one test subject failed to violate the
detection zone at all.
Analysis of the covariance of the results showed the
duration of detection zone violations to be particularly
influenced by the height of the detection zone above the
floor, its length, and the subjects' waist girth. Specifically,
the test subjects with a greater waist girth violated the
detection zone longer when the height of the detection
zone above the floor was lower and the length of the
zone greater. Where the persons were physically
capable of passing beneath the detection zone, the
length of the zone was of only secondary importance.
Evaluation of the positions at which the detection zone
was violated revealed an accumulation immediately at
the starting-line, particularly at the detection zone
heights/widths of 250 mm and 200 mm. Under these
circumstances, the test subjects were apparently
incapable of bypassing the detection zone at this height
or width at all, owing purely to their body dimensions. As
a result, the detection zone was violated continually over
its entire length. Further violations of the detection zone
in the direction of crawling appear to be more evenly
distributed, exhibiting no accumulations over longer
crawl distances.
Speed of movement

Figure 7: Lowest individually navigated height or width
Virtually no detection zone violations occurred in any
tests at heights/widths exceeding 350 mm. Violations of
the detection zone were noted in the pilot test only once
the height above the floor had been reduced below
350 mm. Eight of the ten test subjects crawled beneath
a detection zone height of 300 mm over a length of
0.2 m without violating the detection zone; of these, only
four were able to do so for the same height over a length
of 2 m. One test subject successfully completed a further
pass at a height above the floor of 250 mm and length of
0.2 m.
The results of the main study showed clearly that almost
all test subjects (41 of 43) were able to crawl beneath a
height of 300 mm. A height of 250 mm was also not an
obstacle for the majority (29 of 43). Not until the height
above the floor was reduced to 200 mm was only one
test subject still able to crawl beneath the detection
zone. The test subject concerned had unusually small
body dimensions.

The pilot study showed that the crawl speed fell
significantly with decreasing height of the detection zone
above the floor. The difference between the two
detection zone lengths was not significant. All crawl
speeds lay between approximately 0.1 and 0.4 m/s.
The crawl speed in the main study was also analysed for
covariance. One observation was that test subjects
crawled significantly faster at greater detection zone
heights above the floor, and that test subjects with
greater enjoyment of sport were faster. On long
detection zones, crawling was slower at lower detection
zone heights than at medium heights.
Figure 8 shows the descriptive results for the main study
for crawling beneath the detection zone as a mean value
(light blue bars) with standard deviation (error bars).
Whether or not the detection zone was violated in a pass
had only a very small influence upon the crawl speed.
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perimeter elements such as the floor or walls does not
therefore appear justified.
The project results were also published in a DGUV
informative publication issued by the woodworking and
metalworking expert committee [9]. This publication also
states that the design principles for detection zones and
the dimensioning of safety distances in the current
version of EN ISO 13855 can also be applied to threedimensional detection zones. Plans are for the results of
the study to be submitted to the responsible standards
committee.

References
Figure 8: Statistics for the crawl and bypass speed v
The crawl speeds lay between approximately 0.1 and
0.6 m/s. Within the interesting height range of
H ≤ 300 mm, the mean value plus standard deviation
permits the maximum speed (worst case) to be
estimated at approximately 0.4 m/s. The crawl speed
observed here is approximately double that observed in
the pilot study. This difference could be attributable to
differences between the test subject collectives (for
example in terms of age and mobility) and differences in
floor properties (concrete floor vs. sports hall floor).
The speed of movement for bypassing of the detection
zone to the side was determined in the same way and is
also shown in Figure 8 (dark blue bars). The maximum
speed for bypassing of the detection zone to the side
can be estimated following the same principle at up to
approximately 0.6 m/s. The speed of movement for
bypassing to the side can thus be assumed to be
approximately 50% higher than for crawling beneath the
detection zone.

Discussion
The collective of 43 test subjects studied in the main test
is representative in terms of their body height and waist
girth. The pilot study and main study of crawling beneath
the detection zone yield similar results. The
supplementary test of bypassing to the side also yields
comparable results, except with regard to the speed of
movement. The main results of the tests can be
summarized as follows:
•

Almost all test subjects (41 of 43 and 9 of 10) were
capable of crawling beneath a detection zone
height of 300 mm or of bypassing a gap of 300 mm
to the side.

•

A height of 250 mm was also not an obstacle for the
majority of the young test subjects (29 of 43). Of the
ten adults, only one was able to navigate this gap
successfully. Not until the height H was lowered to
200 mm was only a single young test subject still
able to crawl beneath the detection zone.

•

At heights of H ≤ 300 mm, the crawl speed can be
estimated from the main study as being up to
0.4 m/s (on the safe side). For bypassing to the
side, the corresponding value is 0.6 m/s.

Conclusion
An increase in the maximum distance H currently stated
in EN ISO 13855 between the detection zone and fixed
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Abstract
A lot of standards for machinery safety have been
developed as ISO or IEC standards, and new standards
are being developed. Many manufacturers and users of
machines find it difficult to understand the international
standards and practical methods to establish safe
system. Hence, the Nippon Electric Control Equipment
Industries Association, Japan Certification Corporation,
and the Society of Safety Technology and Application,
Japan, established the safety assessor (SA) and safety
basic assessor (SBA) qualification systems in 2004 and
2009, respectively, to develop a workforce that
understands international safety standards and machine
safety.
The system has been adopted in diverse companies
including automobile industry, with SA/SBA certification
rising to 8,364 people (921 companies) in the last
decade. Recognizing increase of assessors and good
reputation, Japanese Ministry of Health, Labour and
Welfare cited the SA/SBA in its April 2014 notice for
education of design and manufacturing engineers. The
SBA system has spread to seven Asian countries and
expand globally in future.
Asahi Glass Co. Ltd. (AGC), a world-leading
glassmaker, has applied these systems for its engineers
and external engineering companies who manufacture
the machines installed in Japan and abroad, thus
reducing the number of accidents.
This paper describes the outline and current situation of
the SA/SBA qualification system, and the case of AGC
that adopted the system and reduced the number of
accidents.

reduce accident. To this end, as shown in Fig.1, it is
important to appropriately implement risk assessment.
Consequently, details of the above are stipulated in
international standard on machinery, ISO 12100 (Safety
of machinery-General principles for design-. Risk
assessment and risk reduction). The content of this
standard and rules for safety is accepted worldwide by
machine designers and users involved in manufacturing
[1].
In Japan, the concept of machinery safety as above has
been currently accepted nationwide. However, in the
begining of 2000, the level of recognition on the content
of various international safety standards and mutual
relations were still low. Therefore, in Japan, safety
START
Determination of the
Limit of the Machine
Hazard Identification
Risk Reduction

Risk Analysis

Risk Estimation
Risk Evaluation
No

Risk Assessment

Has the risk been
Adequacy reduced
Yes

END

Figure 1: Procedure of risk assessment

ISO/IEC Guide 51

Keywords:
safety assessor, safety basic assessor, safety
knowledge, qualification system, risk assessment, safety
in machinery operation

Background and qualification systems of Safety
Assessor/ Safety Basic Assessor
In manufacturing sites with industrial automation system
introduced, it is important that machinery used in the
sites is appropriately designed and risks are reduced to
an acceptable level through risk assessment in order to

ISO: Machine
Safety of machinery
- General principles for design
- Risk assessment and risk reduction
(ISO 12100)
(ISO 14119)
(ISO 14120)
(ISO 13849-1)
(ISO 13849-2)
Safety Related Components
(ISO 13852)
Safety Distance
(ISO 13850)
E-stops
Unexpected Start Prevention (ISO 14118)
Hands Operation Control Device(ISO 13851)
Mat Sensors
(ISO 13856)
Stairs Products
(ISO 14122)

Interlocks
Guard System
System Safety

A

IEC: Electric

Basic Safety Standard:
Universally applicable
principles and basic rules
among all standards.
Electric Facility
(IEC 60204)
Sensors: General Standard (IEC 61496)
Sensors: Applied Standard (IEC 62046)
Group Safety Standard: Functional Safety
(IEC 61508)
Including requirements for Switches and like
(IEC 60947)
safety and safety devices EMC
(IEC 61000-4)
applicable to wide range of Transformers
(IEC 60076)
machines.
Explosion Protection Devices(IEC 60079)

For details, see the corresponding ISO or IEC Standard.

B

C

Individual Machines Standard:
Detailed Safety Requirements on Specific Machines
Examples: Machine Tools，Industry Robots，Pressure-proof Machines，Pilotless Car，
Chemical Plants，Transportation Machines, etc.

Figure 2: Hierarchic Structure of Safety Standards
on Machinery Safety
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standards of IEC and ISO were summerized as threelayered standard group system for easy understanding
as shown in Fig.2, where ISO 12100 was positioned as
a top rank (A standard) to specify general rules for
designing security-oriented machinery. Further, based
on this basic safety machinery, the second layer and the
third layer were respectively regarded as group safety
standards (B standards) and further safety standards on
individual machines (C standards) so that the concept
for machinery safety was reasonably understood[2] [3].
However, though international standards were thus
systematically summerized, it was difficult for general
machine manufacturers and users to understand the
content of standards reading them though and conduct
risk assessments and machinery designs in line with
those standards, even though experts of machinery
safety can.
Therefore, a personnel qualification system for
developing engineers and managers to understand
safety technologies was built, for the purpose of
securing understandable actual content of safety
technologies and machinery safety base on international
standards and recognition on understanding levels of
engineers using layered system. The system was
launched under the initiative of Nippon Electric Control
Equipment Industries Association (NECA) as the
standard/certification research and development project
of Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI), in
cooperation with Japan Certification Corporation (JC)
and The Society of Safety Technology and Application
Japan (SOSTAP) chaired by Dr. Masao Mukaidono,
Professor Emeritus of Meiji University. Specifically,
‘‘Safety Assessor Certification System“, qualification
program for machinery designers and safety managers,
was launched in 2004 [4]. In addition ‘‘Safety Basic
Assessor Certification System“ was additionally founded
in 2009 as a basic qualification for wider range of nontechnological personnel such as operators, general
managers, managers, and also personnel involved in
＜Categories＞

sales, general affairs, purchasing division and human
resources. Both systems are operated mutually in
cooperation [5].
Layered structure of Safety Assessor Certification
System and Safety Basic Assessor Certification System
and the outline are shown in Fig.3. Qualifications are
listed in the order of deeper understanding expertization.
They are called Safety Lead Assessor (SLA), Safety
Assessor (SA), Safety Sub-Assessor (SSA) and Safety
Basic Assessor (SBA).
Namely, Safety Assessor
Certification System is divided into three levels, and
Safety Basic Assessor has one level as a beginning
course.
In addition, for easy understanding of
expertization levels as an image, they are expressed as
Gold, Silver, Bronze and Aluminum from the top,
following in colors of the Olympic medals.
In this system, Safety Sub-Assessor at bronze level shall
have basic knowledge on safety required for validity
confirmation on safety, Safety Assessor at silver level
shall have comprehensive competence for judging the
validity of safety in addition to basic competence,
through acquiring expertize and training classes, and
Safety Lead Assessor at gold level, summit, shall have a
comprehensive competence to judge the validity of
safety as a third party through acquiring expertize and
taking training classes. This system allows acquisition
of skills in phases and systematically (Fig.3). Those
qualification holders are obliged to submit reports on
their annual activities to maintain qualification levels
they have. Meanwhile, the Safety Assessor Certification
Committee checks the content to judge them that they
have competences. In renewal of their qualifications in
every fourth year, follow-up classes are provided to
support their knowledges on safety, in order for them to
maintain and update the latest level of safety knowledge.
‘‘Safety assessor qualification system“ is the system for
developing certifying experts who conduct risk
assessment based on international safety standards for
＜Authentication cards＞

Safety Assessor Qualification System

Safety Lead Assessor

Safety Assessor

Safety Sub-Assessor
Safety Basic Assessor Qualification System

Safety Basic Assessor
- Field of machine operational safety
- Explosion-proof electric appliance

To have comprehensive competence for
validity judgment on safety as a third-party in
addition to competence for validity judgment
on safety which Safety Assessor has.
To have comprehensive competence for validity
judgment on safety in addition to basic
knowledge and competence which Safety SubAssessor has.

To have basic knowledge and competence
necessary for validity judgment on safety

To find insufficient safety measure in safety
patrol, and prevent invalidation and dangerous
modification
To select appropriate explosion-proof electric
appliances, and maintain them with correct
knowledge

Figure 3: Conceptual hierarchy of Safety Assessor and Safety Basic Assessor Certification System
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In addition, there still happen fire
and explosion accidents in
factories and plants handling
combustible
gas
and
inflammable liquid. It is an urgent
matters to secure explosion-proof
electrical facilities. It is frequently
requested that it is necessary to
establish a system to educate
explosion-proof
technologies.
Therefore, qualification for the
field of explosion proof was
established together in Safety
Assessor Qualification System
(SBA-Ex) in 2011 (Fig.3) .

Increase in the number of
SA/SBA qualified persons and
companies to adopt them

Number of companies

Safety Basic Assessor (Explosion Proof Field)
Since 2011, 193 companies

SBA‐EX

acquiring knowledges on safety
and safe operation of machinery
where expertize based on
international safety standards are
taken into account [8].
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Since the foundation of the SA
system in 2004, the concept of
the SA/SBA qualification system
has been bringing a great impact
and
sympathy
mainly
in
Japanese manufacturers, and the
number of qualified persons
dramatically increased after the
period when the system was
recognized. Further, the system
is globally developed in ASEAN
countries (China, Taiwan, Korea,
the Philippines, Thailand and
Indonesia) besides Japan.

As of March 31, 2015

Change in the number of SA/SBA
qualification holders since 2004,
with classification of companies
which have SLA, SA, SSA
qualification holders in the aggregation are shown in
Fig.4. When the system was just launched, from 2004
to 2006, some 200 persons anually passed
examinations for those qualifications. Since around
2010, new qualification holders of more than 1,000
persons has been annually created. Thus, the present
number of qualification holders is 8,439 persons. The
breakdown of them represents: 38 for SLA (Gold), 668
for SA (Silver), 3,401 for SSA (Bronze) and 4,332 for
SBA (Aluminum). The SBA qualification system was
launched in 2009 and their number of qualification
holders in Asia has begun to increse since 2010, and the
number of this qualification holders in Asia other than
Japan reaches 597 persons. The SBA-EX qualification
specialized in the field of explosion proof was started in
2011, and the number of this holders at present reaches
937 persons.

Figure 5: Trend of total number of companies adopting Safety Assessor and
Safety Basic Assessor Certification System
their
related
corporations
to
build
‘‘zerorisk“ environment at manufacturing sites, logically
explain and report the result, and recommend
appropriate measures [6] [7].
Meanwhile, to build up safety in manufacturing sites
which are diversified and sophisticated, it is insufficient
to rely on developing experts on machinery safety. It is
the Safety Basic Assessor Qualification System (SBA)
that was founded in 2009 for expanding its target to not
only engineering personnel such as machinery safety
designers and safety managers but non-technological
personnel such as operators, general managers,
managers, and also personnel involved in sales, general
affairs and personnel as a basic qualification. This
system was established in response to machine user
companys‘ requests that it is important to disseminate
ubiquitous concept and fundamental knowledge on
safety to a wide range of occupations and classes. The
purpose is to develop personnel with safety knowledge
in wide range of fields at the level of safety patroling by

Fig.5 shows change in the number of companies which
create SA/ SBA qualification holders. The number of
those companies, as of 2014, is 906 (as of the end of
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Figure 6: Fields of companies which have SBA qualification holders
March, 2015), and the number has been annually
incresing by 100 companies, which are regarded as
having new SA/ SBA qualification holders.
Fields of companies which have SA/SBA qualification
holders are shown in Fig.6. The classification of
companies with SLA, SA and SSA qualification holders
is shown in Fig. 6 (a), and that of companies with the
SBA qualification holders in Fig. 6 (b). Fig. 6 (a) shows
that the percentage of machinery manufacturer,
engineering and automobile-related companies have
large share of more than 50%. Meanwhile, as shown in
Fig. 6 (b), SBA (Aluminum) qualification holders are
hired in companies in extensive fields. It is understood
that needs for understanding of the content of
international standards and correct practice of risk
assessment is incresing in companies. Further, Table 1
shows the latest 4 annual number of examinees and
successful candidates. In case of 2014, 1 applicants
passed the examination (pass rate of 25%) among 4
examinees in SLA (Gold), 83 applicants passed the
examination (pass rate of 49%) among 171 examinees
in SA (Silver), 775 applicants passed the examination
(pass rate of 78%) among 988 examinees in SSA
(Bronze) and 1,025 applicants passed the examination
(pass rate of 97%) among 1,052 examinees in SBA
(Aluminum). Average rate of successful applicants in
past 4 years is 22% for SLA (Gold), 41% for SA (Silver),
70% for SSA (Bronze) and 92% for SBA (Aluminum) [9].
Companies producing actual SA/SBA-qualified persons
specifically listed up by field are described below: For
details, refer to the homepage of JC where names of all
companeis are shown.
Automobile manufacturers: HONDA MOTOR, HONDA
Engineering, HONDA R&D, Fuji Heavy Industries,
NISSAN Motor, YAMAHA Motor and TOYOTA Motor
Automobile parts manufacturers:
DENSO, DENSO
WAVE, JTEKT, SHOWA, AISIN AW, AISIN Seiki,
SHOWA-SEIKO, F.C.C., JATCO and TOYOTA
Industries
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Machine manufacturers: TOSHIBA-Machine, AMADA,
The Japan Steel Works, Shintokogio, KUBOTA, IHI,
SHINMAYWA, Kawasaki Heavy Industries, HITACHI
Construction Machinery, JTEKT, MAKINO Milling
Machine, SHIMA SEIKI, EBARA, Nachi-Fujikoshi,
KOMATSU NTC, HORKOS, HIRATA and Okamoto
Machine Tool Works
Precision machine manufacturers:
Konica Minolta,
RICOH, SHIMADZU, ULVAC, OLYMPUS, CANON,
HORIBA, ESPEC, SEIKO EPSON, NIDEC COPAL and
TOWA
Chemical manufacturers:
KANEKA, KURARAY,
KUREHA, DAIKIN Industries,TSUMURA, ASAHI KASEI,
KAO, Shin-Etsu Chemical, SEKISUI CHEMICAL, Taiyo
Nippon Sanso, Nitto Kogyo, Nitto Denko, Nippon
Carbide Industries, HITACHI Chemical and NICHIA
Engineering companies: SANKYU, Nippon Steel and
SUMIKIN Texeng., ASAHI Kogyosha, SHINRYO, Sansei
Technologies,
SUNSTAR
Engineering,
TORAY
Table 1: Result of examinations for each fiscal year
Applicants

2011

2012

2013

2014

SLA
SA
SSA
SBA
SLA
SA
SSA
SBA
SLA
SA
SSA
SBA
SLA
SA
SSA
SBA

11
315
671
773
10
173
693
1,332
7
196
767
1,113
4
171
988
1,052

Successful
Applicants

3
96
467
707
3
85
459
1,185
0
87
487
1,010
1
83
775
1,025

Pass rate

27%
30%
70%
91%
30%
49%
66%
89%
0%
44%
63%
91%
25%
49%
78%
97%
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Figure 7: Results of the research on the distribution of companies with qualification holders by capital
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Dispersion decreases about 45 points
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Figure 8: Before/After of SBA Educations on
Knowledge level of workers
Engineering and MITSUBISHI Chemical Engineering
Thus, it is understood that the system is utilized by many
Japanese key industries for manufacturing.
Further, one especially particular note is that SA/SBA
qualified persons are highly used not only in major
companies as listed above but in small-and-midium
sized companies. Results of the research on the
distribution of companies with qualification holders by
capital through sampling are shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 (a)
shows the distribution of companies, by capital, with SA
qualified persons in industries related to machinery and
engineering, where companies with capital of 1 billion
yen occupy 75%, and companies of 100 million yen in
capital occupy about the half, 53%.
Thus, it is
understood that very large number of small-and-midium
sized companies need those qualification holders. The
distribution of various manufacturers, engineering and
chemical-related companies, by capital, to which SBA
qualified persons belong is shown in Fig.7 (b). It is
noted that companies with capital of 1 billion yen or less
occupy 71% and those with 100 million yen or less
occupy 39%. In other words, it shows, also in SBA
qualifications, that the qualification system is widely
introduced meeting needs not only of major companies
but small-and-midium sized companies.

Considering from increases in the number of companies
which adopt the SA/ SBA qualification systems and in
the number of qualification holders, as shown from Fig. 4
to Fig. 7, educational trainings in the field of safety
technology can be considered to be significantly
effective in improving the knowledge level, in terms of
giving chances to appropriately learn standards of
machinery safety.
The comparison of marks of
examinees before and after education for acquisition of
the SBA qualification, as shown in Fig.8, can be
considered to show that the understanding level of
concepts on safety technologies and risks were
dramatically improved after the lecture, by 10 point
increase in the average, as well as the dispersion of
examinee’s marks decreased, and trainees’ levels of
knowledge got closer to even. It will be the background
for wide adoption of the SA/ SBA qualification system by
many machinery manufacturers and users that the
system is achieving effects visually understood.

Relationships between the notification of Ministry
Health, Labour and Welfare, and the SA/ SBA
systems
As understood by Japanese situations for past ten
years, the importance of machinery safety based on
international safety standards is more and more
increasing also in Japan.
Therefore, in order to enhance measures fo industrial
accidents caused by machinery, Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare promoted “Research on dangerous
and hazardous properties of machinery” and developed
“Guidelines for the basis of comprehensive safety
Standard of Machinery”. In 2012, it was obliged to make
efforts on given “notice on hazardous properties of
machinery” to transferers and acceptors of lent
machines. The situation of the promotion of obligation to
use best efforts on providing residual risk information
is shown in Fig. 9. It is described that it is necessary for
machine designers and users to communicate on risks.
As shown in Fig.9, machine designers and
manufacturers implement risk assessment and
protective measures and provide information on
residual risks to corporation users of machines. And
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Machine designer
Designer/ manufacturer of machine
Risk assessment
- Specification of machine limit
(specifications)
- Identification of hazard source
- Estimation and evaluation of risk
Protective Measures
- Intrinsic safety design
- Protective measures and additional
protections
- Information for use

Risk communication

Machine transfer/ lent

Machine user
Corporation user of machine
- Confirmation of information for use
-Risk assessment under actual use
condition

Provision
of accident
Inf ormation
(Residual
risks)

Protective Measures
- Policy for intrinsically safe design
(available range)
- Policy for safety and additional
protections
- Policy for additional protection
(Development of operational
procedure, laborer education,
personal protectors, etc.

modification and a user as well,
and “Manufacturing technology
managers” who belong to machine user company play important roles in implementing
analysis
on
hazards.
Therefore, the aim is to further
prevent industrial accident
caused by machinery through
vesting the knowledge on
promoting machinery safety to
enhance machinery safety by
providing those persons with
education curriculums for safety-and-health education.

Further, (1) machine manufacturers, corporation users and
(2) safety-and-health organizaFigure 9: Promotion of obligation to make efforts on provision of accident information
tions, trade associations, etc.
by Industrial Safety and Health Law
are specified as performers of
the said education, and as recorporation users implement risk assessments and
quirements of a lecturer, it is pointed out that he or she
protection measures as users. In the case that an
should have sufficient knowledge and experience on
accident should occur, the accident information is
education curriculum.
provided to the machine manufacturer This is a series
of event.
Further, notifications introduce the operation guide of
machinery safety education for design engineers and
In order to promote safety of machinery through those
manufacturing technology managers, and the SA/SBA
standards and guidelines, it is neccesary for both
qualification systems are highly evaluated as beneficial
machine manufacturers and users to have personnel
to industries. Further, the SA/SBA qualification systems
with knowledge on machinery safety.
Therefore,
were picked up as recommended education programs
Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare issued LSB
for the development of human resources. There, it was
notifications of 0415 No. 3 “Education on machinery
clearly stated that foremen of machine users, operation
safety to design engineers and manufacturing
chiefs and persons in charge of safety is effective for
technology managers” and 0415 No. 1 “Items calling for
machinery safety education. The content is shown in
special attention regarding education on machinery
Table 2. This table shows the comparison of SA/SBA
safety to design engineers and manufacturing
qualifications holders and persons targeted for education
technology managers”, and
operation guide of
in the notification of Ministry of Health, Labour and Weleducation on machinery safety, as well as promoted
fare. From the table, it is understood that the SLA qualifurther prevention of industrial accidents through
fication and the SA qualification is suitable for design
education for developing human resources [10] [11].
engineers and the SBA qualification is suitable for manufacturing technology managers as well as foremen, opAs purposes of issuing the said notifications, following
eration chiefs and persons in charge of safety.
matters are described in the operation guide of education on machinery safety:
Notifications, require total education time of 15 hours for
Industrial accident because of machines used at indusengineer’s moral, related laws and regulations,
trial site occupies some 1/4 of total industrial accidents.
machinery safety rules, risk assessment in machine
Serious accidents such as pinched by, caught in maoperations and reducton of risks as a machinery safety
chines, etc. never cease. In order to further reduce
education curriculum for “Manufacturing technology
those industrial accidents, it is described that risk asmanagers, and 30 hours (40 hours for electric control
sessment should be implemented and risks should be
engineers)
for engineer’s moral, related laws and
reduced in stages of design, manufacturing and use of
regulations, machinery safety rules, risk assessment in
machinery to enhance machinery safety in the “Guidemachinery design and manufacturing, reducton of risks
line of comprehensive safety standards of machinery”,
and notices on hazards of machinery as a machinery
and persons with sufficient knowledge on methods for
safety education curriculum for “Design engineers”. The
researches on hazards related to machinery
should prepare notices on hazards of maTable 2: Relationships between SA/ SBA systems and targets for curchinery in they are prepared, in the “Guidericulum of machinery safety by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
line for promoting the preparation of notices
SA/SBA qualified persons
Target for education by MHLW
on hazards of machinery by transferors”
Liaison for accident
information

Provision of accident
information

“Design engineers” who belong to a machine
manufacturer, a machine engineering company (including a company integrating machines into a system), a transferor of machines (including a distribution company) or a
company involved in machine design and
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SLA

SBA

(a) Co-relationship between SA/ SBA systems and targets f or curriculum of
machinery saf ety by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welf are

Figure 10: Relationships between SA/ SBA systems and targets
for curriculum of machinery safety
by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare
fact of SA/ SBA qualification systems having been
approved by Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare as
effective qualifications means that the range of
examinations and lectures in SA/ SBA qualification
systems are fully encompassing that of the knowledge in
the education curriculum required by the said
notification.
Most troublesome matters for companies to implement
machinery safety education in accordance with this notification is difficulties in preparing training materials and
exercise programs for machinery safety education in line
with curriculums (subjects) of more than 15 hours to 40
hours, which are shown in the notification, and further
difficulties in finding lecturers, who have sufficient
knowledge and experiences in education curriculums,
satisfying the requirements.
Problems for those corporations can be solved by using
SBA/SA qualification programs.
For easy understanding of relationships between
SA/SBA systems and targeted trainees of Ministry of
Health, Labour and Welfare, examples of phased skill-up
in safety knowledge by targeted trainee are shown in Fig.
10 (a) and Fig. 10 (b). These figures show that requirements of knowledge and the range of examination and
lecture in SA/SBA qualifications fully satisfy education
curriculums for design engineers and manufacturing
technology managers required by Ministry of Health,
Labour and Welfare. Especially, as shown in Fig. 10 (b),
it is understood that those four levels of qualifications
are effective in upgrading careers. Beginners with small
knowledge on safety can begin with acquiring the SBA
qualification and systematically step up from the SBA
qualification, the SSA qualifications, the SA qualification
to the SLA qualification accumulating experiences and
learning knowledge.

Beginner in safety
knowledge
(General
manager,
personnel,
general affair,
machine user, etc.

SA

SA

SSA

SSA

SSA

SBA

SBA

SBA

Person utilizing
safety
knowledge
(Beginner in
machine/
system design

Person utilizing
safety
knowledge
(Intermediate in
machine/
system design

Expert of
safety
knowledge
(Expert of
machine/
system safety

(b) Example of phased skill-up in saf ety knowledge by
targeted person

Example of SA/ SBA Systems Introduced by
AGC ASAHI Glass
Next, here introduced the case of introduction by AGC
ASAHI Glass Group and the effect, as an example of a
company to have introduced SA/SBA qualification
systems. The AGC Gloup with ASAHI Glass (ASAHI
GLASS Co., Ltd.) as a core is a world-leading company
in manufacturing of glass [12]. The company is a
smokestack facility industry, manufacturing high-quality
glass such as for automobiles, televisions and building
windows. The AGC Group, global company, which
carrys on a business worldwide has been making efforts
on machinery safety as common measure for safety
management since 2006.
As previously mentioned, in Japan, “Guidelines for the
basis of comprehensive safety Standard of Machinery”
of Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare came into
force in 2001, and risk assessments came to be often
implemented by machine users because of
the
promotion of obligation to use best efforts on risk
assessment in response to the enforcement of the
revised Industrial Safety and Health Act in 2006.
However, the risk assessment in stages of designing
and manufacturing, which are most important, was not
activated so much. It is because that risk assessment
of existing facilities requires the validation of safety
designs at the stage of design drawing based on
international safety standards.
Since the AGC Group is not involved in manufacturing
machinery, it was further difficult measures to make not
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Figure 11: Change in the accumulated number of
person acquiring SA/ SBA qualifications in the AGC
group and partner companies
only in-house personnel but outside partner companies
have competence for risk assessment
Therefore, SA/ SBA qualification systems were
introduced into the whole AGC Group in 2006 as an
effective measure for enhancing safety, and in-house
lectures have been held for departments of machine
facility
design,
machine
facility
maintenance,
environmental safety, and outside partner companies to
promote acquisition of qualification. The group has been
involved in enrooting safety concept based on
international safety standards as well as trying hard to
keep the concept of “No production without safety” and
disseminating international
safety standards.
The
number of qualification holders, as shown in Fig.11, has
been satisfactorily increasing to 1 person for Safety
Lead Assessor, 57 persons for Safety Assessor, 573
persons for Safety-sub Assessor and 1,474 persons for
Safety Basic Assessor as of the end of December, 2014.
If engineers of group companies and partner companies
are included, the total number represents 2,105 persons.
As the AGC group is a global company and has a
principle to introduce facilities conforming to international
standards into all domestic and overseas plants, it
introduced SBA qualification systems for Asian affiliated
companies in 2011 since it is necessary for those
companies, behind Japan in concept of machinery
safety, to have machinery safety education. So far,
40%, 573 persons, of 1,474 qualification holders has
come to be occupied by six Asian countries. As the
important point for machinery safety is risk assessment
in designing phase and identifying of hazards and
measures conforming to international safety standards
are essential, it is heard that the company plans to
establish the system where designers should acquire
SSA (Bronze) or highher and the approval of risk
assessment should be conducted by persons with SA
(Silver).
Further, a point worthy of special mention is that
sharing knowledge on machinery safety has been
advanced, and declared in April, 2014 that “Machine
facilities without design risk assessmant cannot be
accepted” diffusing this policy over inside and outside
people, i.e. not only employees but outside contractors.
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As of the end of December 2014, the number of its
qualification holders came to be 135 persons
representing 1/5 of total domestic SA/SSA qualification
holers of 630 persons. It is said that contractors of
facility manufacturing are currently actively acquiring
qualifications though initially they had a strong
resistance against acquisition of qualifications, and it has
become competitiveness in receiving an order to be
“superior in machinery safety knowledge”.
Meanwhile, for acquiring competency in basic machinery
safety which machine designers should have, it is
recommended to acquire the qualification of “Safety
Sub-Assessor” to every machine and electric designer.
The number of holders of “Safety Assessor” which
requires a high level of competency in machinery safety,
is 57 persons, still a small number. However, it is
planned to guarantee machinery safety by using them as
approvers of risk assessment in the stage of designing
in the future.
The change in the number of accidents by pinching and
being caught in machines in AGC ASAHI Glass is shown
in Fig. 12, as an index of the effect from the introduction
of SA/SBA. Although all of them cannot be said to be
caused by machines, it shows that accidents by pinching
and being caught in machines, which occur at the
average rate of 30% in manufacturing industries, has
been decreasing over the years. Glass manufacturing
facilities often use high-power motors and actuators.
However, it is recognized that accidents caused by
machines significantly decreased by using guards and
interlocks conforming to international standards.
Meanwhile, there are always worries for a low
productivity through those safety measures. However,
the graph of the number of plate glasses manufactured
drasticlly gets close to the target, as shown in Fig. 13,
by reduction of short-time breakdown rate.
Those
facilities were additional production lines for certain
products which were equipped with latest guards and
interlocks. In those days, short-time breakdown after
operation often occurred, and operators manually
response to those stops at their own will. However the
Ratio
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Figure 12： Trend of accidents of caught and involved in AGC Japan and Asia
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Figure 13: Improvement of Productivity by Implementation of Safety measures at Production line
operation was not available without opening the safety
door, and every time the machine made emergency
stop. Therefore, the productivity was entirely poor in
initial situations. Therefore, initially, the manufacturing
department strongly insisted on removal of safety
fences. However, as the result of the drastic analysis on
measures for short-time breakdown with the attendance
of persons in charge of facility, short-time breakdown
were reduced and the number of plate glasses
manufactured was drastically getting close to the target.
Further, isolation of operators from hazards by safety
fences allowed doubled conveyance speed to realize
much more larger processing capacity than on
designing. It is said that , through this experience, the
common recognition of “Machinery safety is consistent
with productivity” has become the culture of AGC ASAHI
Glass.
The above mentioned is the case of SA/ SBA
qualification systems introduced by AGC ASAHI Glass,
which is highly evaluated by many companies since
they realized the safety at manufacturing sites. In
addition, what should be especially mentioned, is that
many companies not familiar with safety experience the
effect of introduction of the system and they widely
introduce them.

チョコ停停止率(%)
Short time breakdown rate (%)
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developed based on EN standards. However, Asian
region is less familiar with those international standards,
in terms of safety, compared to regions with many
advanced countries. Therefore, it is very important for
the region to understand SA/ SBA qualification systems.
Consequently, we are promoting the ODA’s (Official
Development Assistance) “Project for building safety
management qualification at manufacturing sites”,
supported by Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry
of Japanese government, aiming at social contribution
by disseminating SA/SBA qualifications in the global
society.
This is the scheme that Thailand-Japan
Technology Promotion Association (TPA) of Thailand
operates those systems in this country. In October,
2015 it plans to launch with the SBA system, beginner’s
version, and start operation of the SSA and the SA
systems in stages from the next fiscal year.
In the vicinitiy of Bangkok of Thailand, automobilerelated machine production is active. Consequently,
unemployment rate is inclined to be low and labour costs
tends to increase. Companies have come to think that
ecxellent labourers are their assets and became to put
efforts into taking measures for preventing industrial
accidents and injuries at manufacturing sites. Ministry of
Labour of thailand promulgated the Occupational
Safety，Health and Environment Act in 2011 to legislate
the enhancement of management of Industrial
and
Health. The government is promoting dissemination of
the management of Industrial Safety and Health based
on Thai industrial sandard, TIS 18001(OSHAS 18001).
Thus, signboards of “Safety First” are hung out in plants
in Thailand, and safety measures are promoted in
cooperation between labour and management.
However, it is impossible to nip actual risks of machinery
only from the viewpoint of safety management. It is the
status quo that manufacturing facilities conformig to
internationalI standards including ISO12100 and
engineering aproaches for safety design and measures
are not penetrated in societies and local sites as they
are not all conforming to TIS standards. Since TPA has
been managing a safety manager course for companies,
they recognized the neccesity of engineers with safety
knowledge. However, it is not easy to develop practical
training curriculums from huge number of machinery
safety standards.

Development of SA/ SBA qualification systems in
Asia and the world
With domestic penetration of SA/ SBA qualification
systems, companies which desire to develop those
systems at overseas bases began to appear. For
example, first,Taiwanese and Korean local managers
good at communicating in Japanese language come to
Japan for examinations. Or lecturers are dispatched
from Japan to overseas bases to implement lectures and
examinations for local engineers. As shown in figures 4
and 5, overseas development has been expanded in
East Asia and East-South Asia since 2010, and there
are SBA qualified persons presently in Asian countries
such as China, Korea, Taiwan, the Philippines,
Indonesia and Thailand, other than Japan, as shown in
Fig. 14.
In short, there are various EN safety standards in
Europe and IEC and ISO safety standards were

Korea
4 Companies 韓国
4
152 Holders
89
China
9 Companies
161 Holders

Thailand
5 Companies
103 Holders

中国
5 Companies
70 Holders

Japan
878 Companies
7,842 Holders
Taiwan
5 Companies
93 Holders
Philippine
1Companies
15 Holders
Indonesia
4 Companies
73 Holders

As of March 31, 2015

SA systems have been expanded to Asian countries rapidly.

Figure 14: Global development of Safety Assessor and
Safety Basic Assessor Certification System
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Conclusion

Figure 15: Technical Seminar of Safety Basic Assessor Certification System in Thai
Therefore, taking notice to safety assessor and safety
basic assessor systems with more than ten years of
achievement in Japan for developing safety engineers
with engineering approaches based on international
safety standards, TPA decided to transfer the SA system
to Thailand in cooperation with NECA and The Overseas
Human
Resources
and
Industry
Development
Association (HIDA).
In February, 2015, NECA and TPA held a seminar on
the SA system for companies in Bangkok (Fig.15).
When details were illustratively shown for easy
understanding of the then situation, there was a question
on the difference between Safety Officer to promote
industrial safety and health and SA qualified persons. In
SA, technologies to design and supply safe machines
are learned, while in Safety Officer, management
methods to safely use machines are learned. On that
occasion, many of participants were satisfied with the
answer that the combination of SA and SO brings safety
in manufacturing sites. According to the questionnaire
for attendees, 84% of participants, in fact, answered that
they wanted to take the examination of the SA system.
Considering from above situations, it is also important, in
Thailand, to provide guidance on methods for risk
assessmant, position for safe guards and their size,
concept of interlock, etc. Various standards and
systematic knowledge on technologies including
methods for selecting safety switches and devices are
indispensable for practical safety measures. Under the
support of the ODA project by the Japanese
government, we are implementing trainings for Thai
lecturers involved in lecturing the SA system. They did
not only take lectures based on the text for SA, but also
visit local Thai plant, practiced risk assessment of
machine facilities and also visited National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health, Japan (JNIOSH) and
Japanese safety control equipment manufacturers, to
acquire enough experience and knowledge. With regard
to the text and the curriculum, it is planned to use them
with the content edited by them for Thailand. And it is
planned to launch operations of SSA and SA
respectively in the summer of 2016 and in 2017, to
continue and enhance trainings for TPA lecturers.
Also in Thailand, if the SA system is developed and
disseminated, safety in Thai plants and local sites will be
safe, leading to the decrease in industrial accidents. We
hope the system will strengthen Thai companies and it
will make workers happy.
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In Europe and U. S., especially in Europe, EN 292, the
base of ISO 12100, was developed, and safe machinery
is distributed under the EC machinery directives where
efforts were made on consistency of various safety
standards and rules.
Therefore, the concept of
machinery safety will have already been disseminated
and the education system will be established. In Japan,
the importance of machinery safety was recognized, and
SA/SBA systems, systematic educational qualification
system based on international standards, were also
recognized.
They, as programs recommended in
notifications of Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare,
have been infiltrated into not only major companies but
especially medium-and-small companies meeting their
needs in the education for machinery safety .
Looked down on flow in the future, it is essential to
realize safety in the field of manufacturing as developing
countries will increasingly promote industrialization.
Namely, from the perspective of safety in approximately
3.4 billion laborers out of the global poputation of 7
billion peoples in the aspect of demography, particularly
manufacturing sites in Asian developing countries, it is
very important to secure the education of machinery
safety and the development of human resources in this
field as in SA/ SBA systems espacially important since
only productivities are focused on and safety is ignored
at local sites.
In order to appropriately implement risk assessment and
develop human resources who can build safety based
on international standards, we plan to actively work on
further dissemination and development of SA/SBA
systems and promote activities for dissemination of
safety through those systems in the future.
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Isolation of energies: Establishing Safe Working Conditions
Jean-Christophe BLAISE, Sandrine HARDY
Institut National de Recherche et de Sécurité
Abstract
Work on a machine or a manufacturing process subjects
operators to many risks mostly due to presence of
multiple sources of energy (electrical, mechanical,
hydraulic, pneumatic, etc.). The paper entitled
“Operating on machinery out of production modes:
principles and accidentology” presented at the 2010
SIAS conference highlighted recurrent issues affecting
lockout procedures, isolation and operating live (i.e.
under energy). Ensuring safe energised working
conditions requires us to consider not only technical but
also organisational and operational factors. A first
approach to the technical aspects of isolation involving
electrical, mechanical and fluid energies has been
provided in a dedicated booklet. This paper introduces
this document, which describes and explains both
lockout devices and an exhaustive operation lockout-torestoration procedure. The paper subsequently
addresses isolation application and applicability based
on operator knowledge and risk perception. These
aspects have been considered in relation to electrical
power, leading to establishment of task organisation and
worker training principles. The situation is quite different
for other forms of energy and common practices have
not yet been adopted in this respect. Finally, we present
fresh research involving indirect observation of isolation
procedures by means of a questionnaire and interviews;
this work may prompt publication of a series of good
practices.
Keywords:
Maintenance; Isolation; Energies

Introduction
Accident statistics [1] reflect a permanency of isolationrelated causes. Accidents occur because either no
isolation has been ensured prior to performing an
operation or isolation has been improperly performed.
Work equipment, which is stopped during operations, is
therefore at the origin of occupational accidents often
with serious consequences. These accidents may be
due to one or more employees coming into contact with
bare parts under electrical voltage, pressurised fluids
(hydraulic, steam, hazardous chemicals, etc.) or
unforeseen movement of mechanical parts. In most
cases, the victim believed he or she was safe, but
isolation proved to be incomplete.
Yet, there are technical solutions for intervening safely
on work equipment. In this paper, we demonstrate that
isolation is one of these solutions and that, in addition to
its technical aspects, it involves organisational and
human components. For this purpose, we introduce a
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document intended for companies, which highlights all
these issues and offers illustrative examples [2].
The first part of this paper is dedicated to describing the
challenges, complexity and limits of machinery isolation
and release. The second part addresses best practices
in terms of isolation: those relating to the specific case of
electrical energy and those relating to other energies
through a description of our current investigations.

Operations on Equipment and Isolation
Types of stop
Operating on work equipment is never hazard-free and
requires preparation. The following general procedure
should be applied before performing or having an
operation performed on work equipment:
•
•
•
•

Define type of operation to be performed
Assess risks associated with operation

Take most suitable measures to operate in
safety
Identify resources needed for successfully
completing operation

Allocate operation to specifically trained
personnel with necessary capabilities.
When opting for the measure to be taken to ensure safe
operation, there is often confusion between making safe
and stopping the work equipment. However, these two
notions are totally different and an apparently immobile
state is not a guarantee of safety. Thinking on safety,
when stopping machinery [3], has revealed that, among
the types of stoppage surveyed, only two allow the
operator to intervene based on a clearly defined level of
safety. These are the "safe stop", which is usually more
appropriate for short-term operations and the "sustained
safe stop", which guarantees no unexpected start. The
"safe stop" state is achieved by involvement of safety
device and therefore depends on the equipment control
system. The "sustained safe stop" is achieved by
implementing
one
or
more
technical
and/or
organisational measures, for example isolation.
•

Isolation procedure
Isolation, which itself combines technical and
organisational measures, is a way of achieving this
sustained safe stop and it thereby permits operations to
be performed in safety. However, working conditions
after isolation can only be safe, if the isolation procedure
has been correctly followed, and it must fall within the
pre-operation assessment procedure referred to above.
Major risk factors emerging from research into
accidents, which have occurred during operations on
work equipment [4], include imperfect, incomplete or
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unsuitable isolation application (Figure 1 taken from [2]).
Despite the strong technical component it embraces, the
very nature of this method means that it remains in

effect an instruction and it therefore requires compliance
with organisational measures and operating procedures.

Risk factors

No isolation
Maintainability
Inappropriate knowledge

35

Accessibility

31

Full operation of machine

30
25

%

Isolation mistake
Safety device removal

21

Co-activity

20
14
15
10

14
12

No protection

12
9

9

Undetermined
8

7

Intentional restarting

7
4
2

5
0

Automatic restarting
1

Working alone
Equipment availability

Figure 1 - Distribution of accidents outside production based on risk factors
Isolation: a complex procedure
Work equipment isolation therefore associates technical
features, organisational measures and operating
procedures. Isolation can be said to be a complex
procedure in this sense. It takes into account the
different energies present and implements specific
procedures, which may be interlinked. Isolation requires
adequate training of the operators performing it.
Following a brief description of isolation based on its
technical and organisational aspects and with respect to
training, we introduce the document entitled
"Consignations et déconsignations" [isolation and
release operations] [2] as well as the aims and issues it
embraces. Isolation limits are also explained.
Technical aspects
For a given energy, the isolation procedure usually
comprises the following steps:
1. Disconnection
2. Securing against reconnection
3. Dissipation or retention/containment
4. Checking and identification.
These four steps are generic. They must be adapted to
the energy used (e.g. in electricity, checking voltage
absence is performed before dissipation of accumulated
energy – earthing and short-circuiting [5]) and the
combined presence of different energies (e.g. electrical
isolation of fan motor prior to mechanical isolation of fan
blades ). Similarly, equipment and protective equipment
to be used during isolation must be suited to each
operation.
The order and performance of these steps may be
modified following risk assessment based on the specific
characteristics of the case under consideration.

Disconnection involves acting on one or several devices
that separate the equipment from its energy source(s).
This requires prior identification of the energy sources
including any secondary and emergency sources. After
disconnection, securing against reconnection is an
operation, which involves guaranteeing sustained
disconnection; it requires locking by a specific hardware
device that is difficult to neutralise and is tagged.
Dissipation involves eliminating all potential and residual
energies or evacuating hazardous substances. Energy
retention or containment may be resorted to, when
elimination is impossible. Finally, checking involves
ensuring the effective absence of energy or fluid
including hazardous residual energy. Checking must be
considered an energised operation; it involves
implementation of safety measures and use of suitable
equipment.
Performance of an operation on an equipment unit is
only possible once all these steps have been fulfilled.
After the operation, the different energies must be
restored to the equipment unit: this is called release for
return to service. Release includes all the measures
enabling previously locked out work equipment unit to be
restored to its operating condition, while ensuring the
safety of personnel and equipment. It requires the same
care as isolation in terms of selecting and sequencing its
stages. It does not systematically involve performing
isolation operations in reverse, but must always result
from risk assessment and the need to test the
implemented modifications or not.
Organisational and training aspects
The variety of situations makes it impossible to propose
a model standard procedure and isolation cannot be
reduced to just the four stages previously described.
This is why it is important to combine technical
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measures with other measures affecting work
organisation and operator training.
The employer is in charge of work organisation and must
therefore lay down the procedure to be respected for
each operation requiring isolation. The procedure must
be confirmed by practical implementation preferably by
qualified personnel, who have not taken part in its
preparation. The following basic points must be
considered:
•

•
•

•

Delimitation of operation zones supervised by a
single person in charge of coordinating
operations in progress

Systematic informing of equipment operators of
planned operations

Appointment of isolation supervisor and of
company internal and external maintenance
operators

Coordination of isolation and release monitoring,
when there is a shift changeover (e.g. work
performed by successive teams or work over
several days)

Consideration of installation environment during
isolation (e.g. steam pipework crossing locked
out installation).
When drafting operating procedures, it should be
remembered that risk prevention is not limited to just the
isolation procedure. Additional procedures or permits
(fire, excavation, access permits, warning lights and
signs, etc.) may possibly need to be implemented.
Adequate training and information must be given to the
different maintenance operators to enable organisational
measures to be applied and isolation stages to be safely
fulfilled. The purpose of this training is to ensure the
capacity to perform safely operations on work
equipment, in particular:
•

•
•
•

To know how to assess risks and implement
necessary measures

To control relevant work equipment in relation to
the type of operation

To know how to use correctly protective
equipment in relation to the hazard involved and
any specific instructions

To know how to assess the limits of the
operations to be performed.
Training must integrate theoretical content illustrated by
practical cases to facilitate skills acquisition. Additionally,
practical work enables acquisition of know-how. This
training provides knowledge of risk prevention as well as
isolation and release procedures; it must not replace
training allowing acquisition of technical skills for the
operator's job.
Brochure ED 6109
Accidentology has prompted us to note that isolation
procedure complexity is sometimes misunderstood by
companies. This is why, a number of years ago, INRS
published a brochure [2] to assist in drawing up an
isolation procedure adapted to the situation under
consideration, while nevertheless recalling that there are
other methods of making operation safe.
•
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Figure 2 - Brochure ED 6109 (INRS, 2014)
The purpose of this guide is to show end-users that
establishment of an isolation procedure is the result of
global thinking on conditions governing work equipment
intervention. This document is primarily intended for use
by operators, but may also be advantageously used by
designers. Its objective is also to introduce and describe
disconnecting and lockout devices that can be used for
isolation purposes. Isolation performance will be
severely compromised, if these devices are not provided
for in the equipment design (as indeed required by
European Directive 2006/42/EC [6]).
This brochure illustrated in Figure 2 deals with both
isolation and release operations. Following an
explanation of the overall approach to be applied during
operations on work equipment, the different technical,
organisational and training aspects of isolation and
release operations are duly detailed. Special attention is
given to taking into account the different energies
present: the risks inherent to electrical, fluid and
mechanical energies are described and the procedures
associated with each of these energies are detailed and
illustrated. Taking fluids as an example, we present the
procedure for separating these energies by additional
isolation, enabling valve leaktightness to be checked.
This appears in the brochure in the form of:
•
•

Illustrations representing potentially usable
valves

A diagram reproduced in Figure 3, which
describes the procedure to be followed

An explanation concerning usage ("This
procedure is especially suitable, when the
operation location is far away from shut-off
devices")
Based on examples such as this and reminders of the
overall approach to operating on an equipment unit, the
anticipated outcome of this guide is better understanding
of the equipment intervention procedure by companies
and hence better prepared and safer operations.
•
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required energies for machine usage, while
guaranteeing safe stoppage of relevant parts

•

Users should analyse actual operator
interventions and adapt operating procedures.

Good Isolation Practices

It is imperative that the following chronology be adhered to:
1. Close isolation valve F1
2. Open drain valve O2
 Check operation of drain O2 and that flow
has ceased
3. Close isolation valve F3
4. Open drain valve O4
 Check operation of drain O4 and that flow
has ceased

Figure 3 . Example of separation by additional isolation
to check valve leaktightness [2]
Greater understanding of this procedure also enables us
to appreciate better isolation limits and to only apply the
procedure, when it is entirely suitable.
Isolation limits
The great majority of accidents [1] occurring outside
production feature a risk factor related to an
organisational issue (therefore involving isolation
procedures). Isolation clearly has its limits and, while it
allows a "sustained safe stop", it is not necessarily
suitable for all equipment operations.
Equipment isolation is very often projected as the
panacea, for which there are no alternatives. Machine
manufacturer instruction manuals recommend general
machine isolation for all operations without considering
actual operating conditions and related constraints. Most
often, this type of instruction will not be applied because
it is viewed as a procedure that is onerous to implement,
especially due to the operation time/isolation time ratio
or, simply because the operation requires full or partial
energy conservation. Even the "Machinery" directive
includes an exemption from isolation [6, p. 1.6.3] to
allow, for example, part maintenance, data back-up,
lighting of internal parts, etc.
Could the accidents referred to above have been
avoided, if the machine had been deprived of its energy
supplies, i.e. isolated? The most relevant question is:
could isolation have been performed? Some
interventions - diagnosis, testing, setting, etc. - indeed
cannot be performed without energy. The operator will
probably not be working in safety, if isolation is the only
prevention measure implemented for these operations.
Unsuitability of prevention measures is unsurprisingly
one of the recorded causes of unsafe operations [3].
Rather than systematically recommending equipment
isolation, the following actions should be implemented:
•

•

Machine manufacturers should opt for a design
that curtails maintenance operations and
integrates maintainability

Manufacturers should design operating
procedures that allow operations under the

As explained in the first part of this paper, isolation is a
way of ensuring safe operations on equipment as long
as it falls within a global approach to ensuring
intervention safety and that it is correctly performed.
Within the scope of current research, INRS would like to
extend its work on the issue of isolation beyond the
content of the brochure already published [2]. Based on
experience feedback and a number of specific
regulations, work has therefore been started on listing
actual practices involving isolation of energy sources
and deriving therefrom a guide listing best practices in
relation to preventing occupational risks in this area.
Specific case of electrical energy
Isolation absence is the primary risk factor affecting
intervention on work equipment. This same statement
can be made in relation to the isolation problem, when
studying accidents of electrical origin. The main
difference between electrical and other energies
(mechanical, pneumatic, hydraulic, etc.) is that the area
of electrical hazard has been more documented and
standardised.
Operation of electrical installations forms the subject of a
European standard, namely EN 50110-1 [7]; this lays
down requirements for all operations of and work activity
on or near electrical installations. The standard covers
not only basic safety principles and work procedures, but
also work organisation and training of personnel. With
regard to isolation, the section of the standard entitled
"Dead working" recalls the five basic safety rules for
ensuring that the working area is dead (absence of
electrical energy) and safe.
These five requirements are as follows (taken from
Standard EN 50110-1 [7]):
•
•
•
•

Disconnect completely

Secure against reconnection

Verify absence of operating voltage

Perform earthing and short-circuiting

• Provide protection against adjacent live parts.
We therefore go through the isolation steps described
above in the isolation "Technical aspects" section with
the addition of providing protection against adjacent live
parts, thereby ensuring protection from the environment.
This step could, moreover, apply to all energies.
In addition to the general requirements laid down
therein, the European standard also refers to possible
national requirements, which may exist in the area of
electrical installation operation. This is indeed the case
in France, where there are very stringent regulations in
this area.
In France, electrical energy has for many years formed
the subject of research aimed at establishing
organisation and worker training regulations imposed to
ensure safer interventions. The most recent publication
is French Standard NF C 18-510 of January 2012 [5];
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this fixes conditions for performing operations on
electrical installations (organisation of operations,
qualification and training of workers). This standard is
quoted as a reference document by existing regulations.
Furthermore, qualification of personnel performing these
operations is compulsory under the French Labour
Code. It requires the employer to provide theoretical and
practical training of workers on electricity-related risks
and measures to be taken for safely intervening, when
performing the operations with which they are entrusted.
Standard NF C18-510 can be considered as the
counterpart of previously quoted European Standard EN
50110-1 but it goes further in terms of work organisation,
training and worker qualification. INRS has published a
complementary document [8], which deals with the place
of qualification in preventing electrical risks and the
qualification procedure, including the role of different
players and training.
Thus, with regard to electrical energy, the principle of
worker qualification has been retained in France and
intervention conditions are strictly regulated. But, what is
the situation with regard to other energies? Existing
regulations impose no specific method. As a result, we
receive questions from companies regarding the
existence of reference frames, other than those
applicable to electrical energy, and of possible
mechanical qualification in particular.
Case of other energies
Observation
No reference frame has been drawn up to date with
regard to energies other than electricity. However, it has
been reported that some companies, especially large
industrial groups, implement their own internal reference
frames in the face of this need. In this connection,
possible good practices are neither known nor
circulated; INRS has therefore decided to draw up a list
thereof based on identification of company needs and
expectations. To do this, we propose drawing up a
qualitative survey of organisational practices and
measures already in place as well as of training courses
provided and their possible formalisation (recognition of
prevention skills). This initial data survey will enable us
to assess the relevance, to prevention, of a constraining
reference frame dedicated to energies other than
electrical. The criteria to be considered will be
determined prior to the survey, but we can already cite
company expectations, real motivations for setting up
this type of reference frame, results obtained in terms of
prevention (accidentology, advancing of a prevention
culture, etc.), existence of alternative solutions and ease
of implementing measures.
The action aimed at surveying good practices for
isolating all energies can be broken down into two
stages:
1. Select companies, which have installed good
practices, based on answers to a questionnaire
2. Visit and interview selected companies.
Action in progress
The questionnaire has been sent directly to companies
identified by French regional health insurance funds
during the second quarter of 2015. This survey has no
quantitative aim and hence includes no search for
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representativeness. The questionnaire has also been
administered via a mailing targeting subscribers to the
INRS and AFIM (Association Française des Ingénieurs
et responsables de Maintenance) newsletters. The
purpose of the questionnaire is to identify the energies
present at the company and to address isolation-related
practices for each of these energies: Who decides on
isolation? Who performs isolation? What specific training
courses are there? Are isolation procedures available?
Are they drawn up based on a reference document?
Where does this come from (if it exists)? A section of the
questionnaire is dedicated to the needs and
expectations of the companies surveyed; this part
focuses on technical, organisational and training
aspects. Finally, the questionnaire suggests that
companies so wishing leave their contact details in view
of a possible meeting.
Interpretation of the replies to this questionnaire will
allow selection of relevant companies and more in-depth
questioning during visits. Based on an interview guide,
the aim will be to check whether their practices indeed
enable prevention to progress and whether they can be
shared. On completion of this survey and depending on
the results, research may be directed towards editing a
guide to good practices including a model organisation,
training reference document (knowledge, know-how),
skills recognition methods and assistance in operator
risk assessment. This action is planned for the second
six months of 2015 and the first six months of 2016.

Conclusion
Could the accidents referred to in the introduction to this
paper have been avoided, if the machine had been
deprived of its energy supplies, i.e. locked out? Why was
this isolation not performed or improperly performed?
This paper shows us that technical solutions do exist.
With regard to electrical energy, a reference document
defining organisation and training methods is even
implemented in France. Other investigations have been
started to assess the relevance to prevention of
establishing a reference frame dedicated to energies
other than electrical to provide good practices for
isolation. But is energy isolation always feasible? Some
interventions - diagnosis, testing, setting, etc. - indeed
cannot be performed without energy.
On a wider scale than isolation, a practical procedure for
controlling all energies should be drawn up and
implemented. The Association Française des Ingénieurs
et responsables de Maintenance (AFIM) and INRS have
prepared the Sécurafim guide with this in mind. This
guide proposes a procedure to facilitate and make safe
maintenance operations on work equipment based on
the principles inherent to energy control. Using a model,
this procedure enables one to produce a reference
record of energy disconnection points for each machine
and installation of suitable tags. Maintenance operations
are therefore considered from the standpoint of their
energy status (energies isolated or operations performed
with all or some energies present). It should be
remembered that energies can be residual or be used
for power or control systems.
This work is currently being directed towards French
standardisation, in which a draft standard is now being
drafted. Once tested, these French contributions can be
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promoted at European and even international level.
Finally, it should be recalled that isolation is only part of
the overall maintenance operation process [9], which
just like isolation itself, must be mastered to ensure safer
maintenance activities [10].
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Start up Safety Assessor Qualification to Educate Safety Engineers in Thailand
Patiphon Koompai*, Hiroo Kanamaru**
*Technology Promotion Association (Thailand-Japan) (TPA)
** Nippon Electric Control Equipment Industries Association (NECA)
Abstract
To reduce occupational accidents in Thailand, NECA,
HIDA and TPA have entrusted Safety Assessor
Qualification which has operated more than 10 years in
Japan. From Oct. 2015, the entry course of SAQ is
started in Thailand.
Keywords:
Safety Assessor; Occupational Safety and Health,
Thailand

Introduction
In Thailand, the injured labors are decreasing in every
year, but the death persons are not (Figure1). To reduce
victims in factories, we need not only a safety manager
but also a safety engineer who learned IEC /ISO safety
standards and techniques.

Figure 1: Trend of Occupational Accidents in Thailand

[3]

Methods
[1]

Safety Assessor Qualification (SAQ) system has been
operated over 10 years in Japan, and it has contributed
to reduce occupational accidents. NECA/HIDA decided
to entrust TPA with SAQ to educate safety engineers in
Thailand.
From 2013, we have studied an adequate curriculum
and raised SA instructors of TPA. In Oct. 2015, the
[2]
Safety Basic Assessor (SBA) qualification system is
started in Thailand.

Results
Before starting SBA operation, TPA asked his customers
whether they would be interested in SBA. 84% of
customers were interested n SBA. The answers
requested to the lecture of safety techniques of for
machineries. Now, there are 100 candidates to SBA
lecture with a capacity of 40. We will held SBA lectures
in every 2-3 months in Thailand.

Discussion
SBA is the entry course of SAQ system. Many
machinery engineers would step-up to the next SSA and
SA qualification. We will start the rest upper course near
the future.
And how to collaborate with the safety officer who has
responsibility to safety management is the next problem
in Thailand.

Conclusion
SAQ which had established in Japan was entrusted to
Thailand. It shall contribute to reduce occupational
accidents of machines in Thailand.
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Figure 2: Safety Assessor Qualification in the risk
assessment flow-chart
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Camera-Monitor-Systems in Excavators – Using Eye-Tracking to Assess
Utilization and Design
Markus Koppenborg, Birgit Naber, Andy Lungfiel, Michael Huelke
Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (IFA)
Abstract
The structure of excavators obstructs direct view from
the cab to the rear and right side of the machine. For this
reason, cameras on the tail and flank of the machine are
intended to provide operators with information about the
surrounding area. However, it is unclear how operators
actually use such systems. This article describes field
studies in which eye-movements of excavator operators
were recorded. It further describes how this data can be
used to evaluate the design of such systems and to
formulate improvements.
Keywords: excavator; camera-monitor-systems; eyetracking; Situation Awareness;

Introduction
Construction sites are highly dynamic workplaces where
a changing number of persons and machines interact in
an ever changing physical environment. Excavators add
to the dynamic by their high movement variability. As
with other dynamic systems, safe operation requires
achieving
and
maintaining
operator
Situation
Awareness, i.e. the system shall inform the operator
about the elements in the environment, their meaning
and their status in the near future [1]. More specifically,
the design of the system has to be in a way that
facilitates the flow of information from the different
technical elements to the operator and support his
understanding of the situation [2,3]
However, the structure and form of excavators may
prevent operators from attaining Situation Awareness.
Direct sight from the cab to the areas behind and on the
right side is obstructed by the counterweight and the
boom. Mirrors compensate this only insufficiently. This
setup can make reversing and swiveling potentially
dangerous movements. Correspondingly, statistics show
a clustering of accidents in these parts of the machine
[4].
To overcome this modern excavators are equipped with
cameras on the right flank and/or the tail and their
images are presented on a monitor in the cabin.
However, the design of these systems differs widely
across manufacturers, models and retrofit solutions. It
remains unclear how operators use these systems and
how these should be designed to optimally support the
operator
achieving
and
maintaining
Situation
Awareness.
To shed light on this issue the Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (IFA) is conducting field studies on
behalf of the German Social Accident Insurance
Institution for the construction industry (BG BAU). As a
first step the aim is to examine the information needs of

operators during potentially dangerous maneuvers (i.e.
reversing and swiveling), to assess the occurance of
such maneuvres, and to understand how excavator
operators use monitors and mirrors during and shortly
before these maneuvers by using eye-tracking. In a
second step, design recommendations shall be
formulated. After project closure results will be made
available (in German; summary in English) on
http://www.dguv.de/ifa/Forschung/Projektverzeichnis/IFA
5126.jsp.

Methods and preliminary results
Apparatus
To understand, which information about the
surroundings are needed during reversing and swiveling,
preliminary interviews and conversations were
conducted with experienced operators, teachers and
apprentices. These revealed five different areas around
the machine which the opertor needs to monitor in order
to prevent collisions (Table 1).
Table 1: Maneuvres and areas of potential collision
Maneuvre
Reversing
- while lifting object
- with boundary
Swiveling

Areas of potential collision
Rear area
- Lifted object
- Distance between
wheels/track and boundary
Side area of excavator (in
direction of movement)
Area next to tail (opposite to
direction of movement)

Further, tasks and maneuvers were observed and coded
in 8 construction sites by using a previously developed
coding scheme and a tablet computer (Koppenborg et
al., 2015). Two video cameras were used to record
excavator operations and use the footage for
subsequent correction of observational data.
Eye-tracking was chosen as a method to quantify
operator utilization of mirrors and monitors. A headmounted eye-tracker “Ergoneers Dikablis” was
employed, which allowed operators to move their head
and body during recording and also exit the cab when
necessary.
Additionally,
operators
were
interviewed
for
approximately 15 minutes about their use of mirrors and
monitors and the conversation was recorded with a
voice recorder.
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Sample and Procedure
To achieve natural operator behavior all data were
recorded on typical construction sites with experienced
operators during a typical work shift. The sample only
comprised operations with regular tools (i.e. buckets and
grabs) so as to represent prototypical tasks. Both mobile
and crawler excavators were part of the sample, and
were equipped with different camera-monitor-systems
(Table 2).
Table 2: Sample description: Excavators and operators

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Excavator
Volvo EC 300 NL
crawler
Liebherr A 916
mobile
CAT 325 B LN
crawler
Hitachi 140 N
mobile
CAT 329 E LN
crawler
Hitachi Zaxis 225
crawler
Liebherr A 924
mobile
Volvo EC 250D NL
crawler

Cameras
Rear &
Side
Rear

Operator age
and years of
experience
47 (6)
38 (3)

None

46 (17)

Rear

56 (25)

Rear

38 (12)

Rear

51 (27)

Rear &
Side
Rear &
Side

58 (25)
26 (11)

Each measurement consisted of eye-movement
recording, while task observation and video recording
was conducted simultaneously. Interviews were
conducted at the end of the work shift. One
measurement lasted between 3 and 5.5 hours and was
preceded by a trial measurement on the day before. This
was to ensure the operator could get accustomed to the
eye-tracker.
Table 3: Description of measurements and reversing
movements

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Measurement
duration (h)
4
5
5.5
5
3.75
3
5
3

Reversing movements
Average
Total
Total
duration
duration
number (s.f)
(s)
62
4.5
280
42
4.9
205
39
3.9
154
34
6.6
225
114
3.2
368
60
5.5
327
59
9.5
559
30
5.0
151

Variables and Analysis
Table 3 shows durations of each measurement and the
amount and average duration of reversing maneuvers.
In a next step, these values will also be calculated for
swiveling movements. Importantly, for further analysis
time intervals will be calculated that consist of the time
each maneuver takes plus a time window of four
seconds preceding that maneuver. As a central part of
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the analysis, gaze data will then be analyzed for each
interval.

Discussion and further steps
For safe operation systems need to enable operators to
achieve and maintain Situation Awareness in an
adequate manner [3]. In the case of excavator
operations, this applies especially shortly before and
during reversing and swiveling movements, because it is
during these that many collisions between the machine
and humans occur. By means of interviews five different
areas of potential collision could be identified, which
have to be monitored before or during maneuvers. As
camera-monitor-systems have the purpose to support
operators’ Situation Awareness it is important to assess
how their design helps to achieve this.
Results from the current study can be used as a step
towards this goal. Glances on the monitor(s) that
consistently occur shortly before or during reversing or
swiveling can be used as indicators for attaining
Situation Awareness. However, maneuvers that are
carried out without glances on the monitor(s) require
further analysis: How come information on the
surrounding is presented, but not regarded? Are there
design deficits that discourage operators form using the
monitor? Such instances of neglect are expected to
provide cues on shortcomings of the system’s design.
Here, further (qualitative) data from interviews or focus
groups may be helpful to find a system design that
effectively provides the operator with the needed
information.
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Abstract
The German network of waterways of some 7400 km
with about 450 lock sites requires continuous attention
and activities while ensuring high level of operational
availability and occupational safety and health (OSH).
With consideration of best practice standards for river
locks of the future it should be possible to improve the
quality of the network, to draw upon spare capacity for
increasing freight transport volumes and to reduce costs
across the life cycle. Standardisation in river lock design
has been established referring to several lock
components (e.g., gates, inspection safety closings,
bollards). A project has been launched to strengthen the
impact of OSH in the standardisation of river locks in
their future contexts of use; referring to European
Directives on machinery safety and on safety and health
of workers at work.
A virtual reality (VR) simulation model based on plans
for a new river lock site will be used for assessing risks
and for providing measures to reduce risks compatible
with component standardisation and OSH requirements.
The procedure of setting-up a VR model will be guided
along (1) purposes for setting up a VR model, (2) the
context of use, (3) scenarios, (4) relevant information
and its sources, (5) model components (6) means to
enable human-system interaction, (7) merging of model
elements into a VR master model, (8) usability of the VR
model, and (9) virtual river lock support for risk
assessment. The procedure presented is specific, as it
will result in a VR model for a standardised river lock in
Germany; however, it is also generic as it can easily be
adapted for model development of any other machinery
or work system.
Keywords:
Modelling and Simulation, Risk Assessment, Machinery
Safety, Usability, Safety Through Design

Introduction
The German network of waterways of some 7400 km
with about 450 lock sites requires continuous
maintenance, development and services while ensuring
high levels of operational availability and occupational
safety and health (OSH) [1]. Future river locks should
consider best practice standards to improve the quality
of the network, to draw upon spare capacity for
increasing freight transport volumes and to reduce costs
across the life cycle. Standardisation in the given context

has given high priority and refers to several lock
components such as gates, inspection safety closings,
and bollards [16], to name but a few; being selected
based on best practice, experience and expertise in river
lock construction for inland waterway transportation.
Risk assessments for river locks are mandatory with
regard to the Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC) [18].
They are also required for operational acitivites
according to the OSH Framework Directive
(89/391/EEC) [24]. Although both types of risk
assessments refer to design requirements and address
risks with regard to human interaction with machinery,
the first focusses on designing safe machinery and the
latter focusses on machinery operation in the context of
use. Integration of risk assessment in a process of
component standardisation for river locks may therefore
not only improve OSH but also has additional
advantages. This is because re-design due to safety
issues would be highly resource-demanding, if not
impossible, when river lock construction has already
been completed. As digital technologies become widely
used in machinery design and in construction [Zhou et
al. 2012], tools and processes for digital models are
developed and improved to support collaborative
activities in OSH such as risk assessments.
The German Social Accident Insurance Institution of the
Federal Government and for the Railway Services (UVB)
launched a project to strengthen the impact of OSH on
the standardisation of river lock components in their
future context of use. The aim of the research is to
perform risk assessments of river locks of the future,
including standardised components and referring to
European Directives on machinery safety and on safety
and health at work (see also IFA5135 at
www.dguv.de/ifa/sutave). The research issues
presented here is to inform about the development of a
dynamic virtual reality (VR) model of a future river lock
with standardised components as a highly crucial step
with serious consequences for the support of risk
assessment and for recommendations on OSH design
improvements in early stages of design.

Development of a simulation model
Risk assessments in practice often benefit from
considering on-site operations and from accessing
functional knowledge, experience with similar technology, mental simulation and imagination in order to
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compensate for incomplete predictions of machinery in
future contexts of use [31]. Increasingly, this is
supported by model based animation and simulation
methods for machinery components (e.g. 3D CAD), for
whole machinery (e.g. mock-ups), in dynamic operations
(e.g. operational states) and contexts of use (e.g. work
system) [4, 14]. VR modelling and simulation has been
considered an initial step for conducting risk
assessments of a standardised river lock within specified
future contexts of use and in line with [9]. This calls for
an iterative multi-step procedure in model set up
referring to systematic approaches and
recommendations available from studies in similar
contexts [11, 2, 14, 17, 19, 22]; as developed, agreed
upon and presented in the following subchapters:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Clarify and specify purposes for setting up a VR
model
Understand and describe the context of use
Define and select scenarios
Select all relevant information and identify the
source of information
Design model components and specify level of
detail
Specify and develop procedures/ means for humansystem interaction within scenarios
Merge model components, environments, dynamics
and interactions into a VR master model
Evaluate the usability of the VR model
Apply the VR model for risk assessment support

lock for inspection, maintenance and control as well as
others, such as personnel of river barges, crews of
private boats and emergency services. All tasks,
activities and potential incidents at a river lock should
briefly be described, including normal operations (e.g.
locking barges, maintenance of lock gates,
transportation of floating debris) and abnormal
operations (e.g. collision of barge with lock components,
failures of technical system components). Since the
given project refers to OSH assessments, it may even
be relevant to identify contexts of use over the
machinery life cycle from putting into operation,
operation, maintenance, until demolition or recycling
(see Figure 1). At this section no restrictions are
required for context of use descriptions. Reasonable
explanations for reductions should be given, however,
when selecting and describing use cases and scenarios.

Clarify and specify purposes for setting up a VR
model
VR models are used for different purposes such as
visualisation of past, present or future design solutions
or as interactive environments for testing, studying and
controlling system design components or as training
facility [13]. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to
use one VR model for different purposes (i.e. testing and
training). In the given research the VR model should
primarily allow for risk assessment support based on the
Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC) [18] as well as on the
OSH Framework Directive (89/391/EEC) [24].
Performing the risk assessments should also be similar
to real life situations with a range of different scenarios
available for on-site inspections at the virtual river lock.
The VR model is intended to assist and to support risk
assessments by inspectors experienced in OSH
assessments and in operational concepts of river locks.
Understand and describe the context of use
It is important to know how the overall system should
work and what may happen during operation as well as
who is involved and is doing what and when with
technical system components. This is best specified in
terms of the context of use [8], describing the users,
tasks, equipment, and the physical and social
environment in which a product is used [7].
Methodological support for task or activity analyses is
provided by [6] and [10, see also 12].
In the given research, potentially relevant users of river
locks could be seen as personnel working at the river
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Figure 1: River lock chamber during maintenance work
[Foto: Nickel/IFA]

Define and select scenarios
Scenarios are seen as procedures of tasks or activities
at work that should specifically be addressed during
application of the VR model. Descriptions usually refer to
all individual components and how they are related in
static and dynamic situations. They include storyboards
on documentation of sequences of events.
In the given research this refers to scenarios relevant for
OSH risk assessments at the virtual river lock using
standardised components. Scenario specification and
selection is required since not all variations in contexts
of use will be represented in individual scenarios. VR
modelling, however, allows for more different and
flexible switching between scenarios than usually
available at a time in reality. OSH assessments may
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require referring to systems design both before putting
into operation and during normal and maintenance
operations under various conditions. Unforeseen
situations, however, as occurring in real life, cannot
properly be modelled and simulated for lack of
information about the sequence of events.
Once the VR model is available for application, it may
require some additional resources to include new
scenarios due to lack of system components or
functionality or interactivity.Therefore, a discussion
about criteria for scenario selection is seen helpful to
avoid disappointments about limitations of the VR model
for risk assessment support. Relevant criteria could be
(a) typical tasks, (b) accident prone situations or (c) core
hazardous situations, (d) common tasks, (e) situations
involving many operators, (f) situations that refer to
many components or the whole system, (g) situations
that refer to specific components of the machinery, (h)
operational concepts, to name but a few.
For risk assessment support of river locks a mixture of
several criteria should be taken into account. As the
most typical and common task, scenarios for upstream
as well as downstream locking of ships will be included.
In addition, draining dry of a river lock for maintenance
work at lock gates should be available, since it is
accident prone, includes many hazards, involves many
operators and requires additional equipment at the
worksite. Finally, several other scenarios will more
specifically address standardised components during
locking of barges and during maintenance procedures
(see Figure 2). The VR model should therefore also
comprise specific functionality and interactivity.

Figure 2: River lock components.

Select all relevant information and identify the
source of information
For modelling and simulation, virtual scenarios require
digital data in a quality not always at hand in reality.
Data required for a specific scenario will not be readily
available for use; however, some data for components
may. Identification of potential sources of relevant digital
information therefore supports scenario composition and
development. Since planning and construction of
technical equipment nowadays often is processed in
software, scenario components may be available from
manufacturers or from vendors providing 3D CAD
formats and solids. Scenarios can therefore be created
based on 3D model components, complemented with
components manually prepared using 3D CAD software.
This is similar in the given project. The first river lock
including several standardised components is still under
planning. As far as accessable, 3D model components
from the waterways and shipping administration would

be suitable, however, for planning processes most often
2D and electronic or paper drawings are seen sufficient.
Besides, river locks in general consist of several
components related to mechanical engineering (e.g.
hydraulic jacks) or others related to construction
engineering (e.g. pier or steel piling). Across domains,
software programmes and data formats often are
different. When engineering offices get a tender for
developing planning information, they often internally
work with 3D, but provide specific 2D format as required
by administration. Model components not available or
not suitable due to formatting therefore require redesign.
3D CAD will then be used for development based on
paper drawings or other information available from the
waterways and shipping administration.
Design model components and specify level of
detail
All model components need some editing before they
can be integrated in a VR master model [30]. This refers
to models in 3D CAD format and decisions about the
level of detail required for VR application. It also refers to
a VR software toolkit and decisions about functionality
for animation and control to be integrated.
A high quality data set with design components
representing real planning data has been rated
important in the given project. Therefore, all VR model
components will initially be made available in 3D CAD
(Solid Works, USA) format. This format is used for
editing and redesigning components. Editing is required
for adaptations of last minute changes with regard to the
planning state, but it is also related to simplifying
components and making them more suitable for the
given VR applications. VR model components should
require low processing resources and contain as few as
possible polygons; i.e. CAD solids without inside
information, if possible. In case movement of parts is
required, some details need still be available to
demonstrate mechanisms and movements (e.g. sliding
panel in lock gate).
The project refers to three sources for model
components. The main source will potentially be 3D
CAD already available. CAD files are divided into
individual components and edited to get CAD solids.
Another source is related to additional or environmental
components (e.g. barges, cranes, trees, and buildings)
that can be purchased and integrated from 3D model
vendors or from former VR applications. The most
labour-intensive components are those not yet available
in 3D CAD format. Design and redesign of components
based on 2D planning information available is required.
All model components will be made available in Virtual
Reality Modeling Language (vrml) format for import into
the Vizard Virtual Reality Toolkit (WorldViz LLC, USA).
Specify and develop procedures/ means for humansystem interaction within scenarios
Another important issue in the development of a
dynamic VR model is the specification of sequences of
events and dynamics within scenarios and how to
control them [27]. It is fundamental since it addresses
requirements for appropriately performing risk
assessments associated with machinery involved in
work tasks and activities. Information about actions and
processes are provided by the context of use analysis,
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scenario descriptions and storyboards. VR programming
also refers to physical processes (e.g. systems for
moving or changing) and allows interactive simulation.
Dynamics will be implemented into VR model
components. Integration of controllers in terms of
graphical user interfaces enable input and trigger
events.
Among the most complex scenarios is the locking of
barges, because it includes the machinery as a whole
and requires movements and changes of several
components of the river lock (e.g. gates, bollards,
signalling) as well as the environment (e.g. barges,
sound, water). Variations of natural speed of movements
would be helpful to support realisms while at the same
time benefit from simulation systems. Options like
speeding up or replaying sequences have been shown
advantageous for effectively performing risk assessment
[25]. They are considered a specific requirement for
assessing risks associated with moving parts of
machinery.
Several tools in terms of preferably graphical user
interfaces are required in VR to support risk
assessments according to requirements. They should
serve purposes such as
•

switching between points of view, changing
inspection places and walking fast (e.g. predefined
bird view, on the pier or under water, potentially
hazardous areas),

•

triggering predefined movements of various moving
parts of the river lock within a context of use (e.g.
opening gate),

•

triggering procedures according to storyboards (e.g.
do not switch to green signalling before gate is
clear),

•

reviewing crane access on the river lock (e.g. space
requirements for crane and material loaded),

•

viewing design alternatives (e.g. downstream gate
collision protection by cable or bar),

•

taking pictures or videos for documentation (e.g. of
identified hazard),

•

controlling wheather conditions at the river lock
(e.g. sunshine, artificial lightning), and

•

taking 3D tape and other measures in the virtual
environment (e.g. height of guardrails, width of
emergency exits).

In the present research, Python (Python Software
Foundation, USA) and the Vizard Virtual Reality Toolkit
are used for the development of procedures and means
for human-system interaction including tools required to
support interactions (see Figure 3). The software also
implements kinetics and animations for moving parts of
machinery (e.g. lock gates, water level). As a result all
model components should be available in appropriate
format and size to build a master model in VR.
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Figure 3: Modelling systems and including control for
dynamics of the virtual river lock.

Merge model components, environments, dynamics
and interactions into a VR master model
The VR master model will be close to the virtual
environment for conducting risk assessments of river
locks with standardised objects. All model components
available will be fed into a database with information
about file name and location, coordinates and orientation
within the virtual environment and settings for
presentation and scenario control. Some of the
components are available in different versions (e.g.
downstream gate collision protection by cable or bar),
some have different options for visualisation (e.g.
caverns covered or not) and others are available with
the VR toolkit needing adaptation and specification (e.g.
environmental models for water, sky, lightning, sound,
gravity).
VR applications available also require coding for moving
and navigating in the environment (e.g. walk on river
lock, switch points of view), for taking 3D measurements
at the virtual river lock (e.g. flexible tape measure), and
for virtually manipulating and controlling components
and scenarios (e.g. user interface for locking of barges).
In addition, some functionality for documenting activities
in the VR laboratory during OSH assessments has also
seen useful (e.g. taking pictures and screen shots,
videotaping sessions and logging of activities).
Evaluate the usability of the VR model
In general, design efforts in human system interaction
including the concept of usability have undergone a shift
from being computer-oriented and programme-oriented
to being more focused on the actual context of use [3,
29]. VR applications can suffer from severe usability
problems such as disorientation and lack of manipulation
functionality resulting in low external validity [28].
Therefore, a dynamic VR model including all options and
tools (see Figure 4) should undergo a usability
evaluation before conducting a risk assessment by a
team of inspectors.
Inspection methods such as cognitive walkthrough and
heuristics have already successfully been used for
evaluations of VR models [28, 15] and refer to analytical
techniques in formative evaluations for improving
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ergonomics design quality and human-system
interaction [20]. In addition, design recommendations for
conducting risk assessments in VR should be taken into
account during model development [25, 22, 5, 26].
Ideally the evaluation should also consider the location
for conducting the assessment (e.g. VR lab; see
www.dguv.de/ifa/sutave).The evalution should be
embedded in a design review for integrating VR
functionalities and procedures in the design and
verification process for model development.

Directive it was seen important to start with aft and head
of the river lock and to concentrate on both the
mechanical and construction engineering part of the
machinery and their interactions. With a view to the OSH
Framework Directive it was seen important to focus on
maintenance operations with several operators involved
(e.g. draining of river lock and gate maintenance) and on
safety issues with regard to the lock superstructure (e.g.
guard railing, maintenance for lightning and camera
systems). With an emphasis on prevention through OSH
design at river locks it is important to take a complement
approach with regard to risk assessments and design
requirements from both Directives.
Further steps will build on experiences from former
projects [23, 25] and from above mentioned sources.
Some clear advantages of the presented approach have
already been demonstrated. The procedure presented is
specific, as it will result in a VR model for a future river
lock with standardised components in Germany;
however, it is also generic as it can easily be adapted for
model development of any other machinery or work
system.
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Abstract
A way to utilize radio sensors communicating via human
body is discussed to ensure the safety of humanmachine cooperative working. Radio sensors can be one
of useful safeguards as well as trip-sensors in such
environment where a physical contact between humans
and machinery may result in severe injury. They can
contribute to safety monitoring to prevent such
hazardous contacts, for instance, by giving warnings to
humans. Such warnings reduce the possibility of injuries
whereas contact detections by touch-sensitive sensors
decrease severity of injuries.
Keywords:
Human body communication; Hazardous contact;
Contactless communication

Introduction

successful safeguarding is to ensure stability of
contactless communication.

Devices
To realize the contactless communication, a radio
sensor system generating electric field was
experimentally implemented. Portability of the system is
not considered. The system has a transmitter unit and a
receiver unit as shown in Fig. 1. Each unit is equiped
with a wired antenna. The configuration of the antennas
are same. Simple cooper-plates are embedded in plastic
cases. The size of the plate is 50x80 mm.
The transmitter generates impulsive waves in 30kHz.
The power of transmission output is set to around 100W
at DC 24V drive. The receiver drives on DC 9V and
indicates received field strength.

Ordinary radio sensors have difficulties to reproduce
reliable responses. Unstable responses easily affect
both safety and usability. Technique to satisfy both of
them is principal subject of utilizing radio sensors as
safeguards. Long distance communication is sensitive to
noises. Radio sensors interfere each other in the
communication.
Short
distance
communication
performed by physical property in nature is applicable.
Human body communication [1] in which human body
works as a radio antenna is a kind of near filed
communication.
A
measure
based
on
the
communication to support safe working is proposed in
this study.

Method

Figure 1: Developed radio sensor system

Good example of human body communication is keyless
entry to open vehicle doors. It allows drivers to unlock
doors by just touching with a finger. This example
implies that human body communication can provide
contact sensing. General human body communication
systems transmit signal by inducing current in human
body. They require electrical contact to do
communication.
In terms of safeguarding against hazardous contact such
as shearing or compression, contactless presence
(precontact) sensing is more adequate measure.
Contactless human body communication can contribute
to reduce risk as well as pre-crash control system for
vehicle safety. It can also contribute to reduce
unnecessary outbreak of emergency stop. Key point for

Figure 2: Antenna configuration
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Experiments

Fig. 6 in order to ensure reproducibility of contactless
communication. Thickness of the board is 9 mm.

Following 4 kinds of experimental communications
(XMSNs) were conducted in anechoic chamber.
1. Contactless direct XMSN
2. Contact XMSN via mimic skin
3. Quasi-contactless XMSN via mimic skin
4. Quasi-contactless XMSN via human body
Experiment 1
Experiment 1 is performed to examine capability of
contactless communication. Main aim of this test is to
know the potential ability of electric field communication
to realize contactless human body communication.
Antennas are faced each other as shown in Fig. 4.
Sensor signals are directly transmitted from the
transmitter to the reciver. Received field strengths
according to distances between the transmitter and the
receiver are measured.

Figure 6: Setup of quasi-contactless communication via
mimic skin
Experiment 4
of
contactless
Experiment
4
is
verification
communication via human body. Performance of
contactless human body communication is verified. The
wooden board lies between human hand and the
receiver as shown in Fig. 7. Thickness of the board is 9
mm.

Figure 4: Initial setting of contactless direct
communication
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 is capability test of contact communication
via human body. Fundamental ability of electric field
communication to perform human body communication
is examined. Originally developed mimic skins substitute
for human body. The artificial skins are made of silicone
gum to reproduce permittivity of human body. Antennas
are put on the mimic skin. The transmitter sends signals
to the receiver through the skin as shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 7: Setup of quasi-contactless communication via
human body

Results
As a result of 4 kinds of experiments, a list of received
field strengths were established as shown in Table 1.
The strength 4.88V is maximum value that the receiver
can indicate.
Table 1: Received field strengths of experiments

Figure 5: Setup of contact communication via mimic skin
Experiment 3
Experiment 3 is capability test of contactless
communication via human body. Feasibility of electric
field communication to perform contactless human body
communication is confirmed. Wooden board lies
between the mimic skin and the receiver as shown in
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Experime
nt number
No. 1
No. 2
No. 3
No. 4

Condition
face to face
via mimic
skin
via mimic
skin
via human
body

Interme
diate
open air
open air
open air
-

Distan
ce
10 cm
5 cm
3 cm
-

Streng
th
580mV
3.04V
4.88V
4.88V

wooden
board
wooden
board

9 mm

3.08V

9 mm

1.88V
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Discussion
Experiment 1 showed sufficient potential of electric field
communication to realize contactless communication. As
shown in table 1, received field strength varied in
accordance with the distance between the transmitter
and the receiver. The variation of field strength reflects
general feature of electric field communication.
Experiment 2 indicated capability of electric field
communication via human body. Maximum strength was
always measured anywhere on the mimic skin.
The wooden board used in the experiments 3 and 4
contributed to confirm the reproducibility of contactless
communication. The monitored strengths with wooden
board were stable, while the monitored strengths without
wooden board were unstable. The values shown in talbe
1 is a result of the experiments under the conditoin that
the receiver got signals in contact with the wooden
board. The permittivity of general wood is larger than
that of air. The order of wood permittivity is same level of
air. Strictly speaking, the communication described in
the experiments is not perfect contactless but quasi-

contactless. We need to note that actual received
strength of perfect contactless will be smaller than that
of quasi-contactless. It means that responece area of
sensors becomes narrow.

Conclusion
Contactless human body communication has a potential
to behave as a barrier to protect hazardous contact. The
developed radio sensor system effectively revealed the
capabilities of electric field communication to realize
such protective device based on human body
communication technology. Main future work is
portability of the system. Portable radio sensor system is
going to be newly developed.
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Risk reduction effect of a supporting protective system for an integrated
manufacturing system
Shoken Shimizu1, Shigeo Umezaki1
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Abstract
In an integrated manufacturing system characterized by compositely combined machines, residual risks arise during severe
occupational accidents.
Some machine users adopt risk reduction measures that considerably depend on worker attentiveness as a means of appropriately eliminating or reducing these risks.
However, the risk reduction effects of these measures are
largely affected by uncertainty and sometimes widely differ
from the results of risk assessment because of human errors
and intentionally unsafe worker behaviors.
This study proposes a “supporting protective system” that
serves as a counteraction to anticipated human errors and deliberately perilous acts. The system is designed to effectively
prevent the errors (slips or slips in conduct) that occur during
operations through the appropriate use of an information and
communication technology (ICT) instrument or a combination
of ICT instruments in resolving the residual risks that originate from the risk assessment performed by machine manufacturers.
Keywords:
Supporting protective system, Integrated manufacturing
sysytem

Introduction
In safety standards, such as the International Standardization
Organization (ISO) 12100/Japanese Industrial Standards (JIS)
B 9700 (Safety of Machinery: General Principles for Design),
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the risk of accidents is reduced by adopting a method of basically eliminating or reducing risks, a method of separating the
workers’ operation areas from a machine’s dangerous moving
parts, a method of keeping workers away from dangerous regions when such parts are in motion, and a method of stopping
the parts when workers enter dangerous regions.
However, in actual facilities with machines, hazardous
points near operations (operations in which workers need to
approach a machine’s dangerous moving parts while the parts
are in motion to facilitate checking, adjustment, processing,
troubleshooting, maintenance, inspections, repairs, cleaning,
or removal) exist, so the risk of accidents may not be reduced
appropriately by only adopting the above methods. In the integrated manufacturing system, in which multiple machines are
cooperatively controlled, new risks are generated by combining facilities and machines.
Some risk reduction measures performed by machine users at work sites are strongly dependent on worker attentiveness. Such risk reduction measures are largely affected by
uncertainty. When a worker makes a human error, the expected risk reduction effects cannot be exerted, and consequently, a severe accident occurs.
To increase the certainty of risk reduction measures performed by machine users at work sites, the present study proposes a supportive protection system using appropriate information and communication technology instruments, compares
the system’s risk reduction effects with those of measures with
risk assessment performed by machine users at work sites, and
verifies the system’s risk reduction effects by performing a
demonstration experiment.
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Demonstration Experiment
Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of company A’s press
line and the layout of experimental devices used in the demonstration experiment.
In the press line, one press machine was placed; a zone of
supplying coil-shaped materials (an uncoiler) was located before the press machine, and a zone of discharging pressed
products (an unloader) was located after the press machine.
Table 1 shows the verification requirements for the
demonstration experiment.

1 Experimental devices
1-1 Entry-exit terminal

The entry-exit terminal (Photograph 1) compares information about workers’ qualifications and authorization that
already been registered in the terminal with data in a radiofrequency identification (RF) tag possessed by workers when
they enter and exit the press line, and judges whether operation items declared by the workers are allowed based on their
qualifications and authorization. Their qualifications and authorization have already been stored in a memory in the terminal as matrix-shaped data.
The entry-exit terminal is equipped with a radio frequency
identification (RFID) reader/writer, which can read and write
information in an RF tag possessed by a worker, a touch panel, by which a worker registers the start and end of an operation, an operation key, and a signal tower, by which the line
situation can be monitored. The operation key prevents third
parties from operating the terminal and allows workers possessing qualifications and authorization to perform operations
in the zones.

1-2 RF tags

Four types of RF tags (A–D) were used to confirm workers’ qualifications and authorization by entry-exit and zone
terminals. In the demonstration experiment, information to
identify workers was input into a memory in each type of RF
tag, and information about their qualifications and authorization and about zones where they are allowed to operate were
input in the entry-exit terminal. Table 2 shows the relationships among the four types of RF tags and information on a
worker’s qualifications and authorization and information on
zones where a worker is allowed to operate.
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1-3 Entry-exit confirmation sensor

An entry-exit confirmation sensor is a type of image
sensor and was installed at the entry-exit door (gate) section to
confirm the number of workers and their directions. The sensor adopted the time of flight system. The sensor measures the
distance between the door section and a worker by projecting
a near-infrared ray (850 nm) and receiving the reflected ray by
the worker using a specific image sensor; thus, the entry-exit
confirmation sensor is hardly affected by ambient light. Photograph 2 shows the appearance of an entry-exit confirmation
sensor installed at the work site using exclusive jigs.
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1-4 Entry-exit detection sensors for zones

chine. Therefore, it is up to the worker to perform only appropriate operations.
When a worker performs an unauthorized operation, the
risk of an occupational accident is high because of his/her
insufficient technical skills.
In the supportive protection system, a worker is not allowed to perform an operation that has not already been registered. The demonstration experiment confirmed that the supportive protection system did not allow a worker to perform
non-target operations.

As an entry-exit detection sensor, a transmission-type
(photoelectronic) safety sensor was installed at each of the
admission ports of zones 1−3. Photograph 3 shows the entryexit detection sensors installed for the zones (left photograph:
entry-exit detection sensor for zone 3, right photograph: entryexit detection sensors for zones 2 and 3).

1-5 Zone terminals

A zone terminal was installed for each of zones 1−3 (Photograph 4).
After entering a zone, when a worker inserts the operation
key in the key hole on the zone terminal and turns on the terminal, the worker’s registration is completed. Following the
instructions displayed on the touch panel, the worker performs
his/her identification by holding the RF tag over the RFID
reader/writer and selects an operation, which has already been
registered on the entry-exit operation terminal; consequently,
the worker is allowed to begin the operation.

1-2 Risk reduction effects when a worker not
possessing qualifications and authorization
performs operations

In an existing system, a door is installed at an entry-exit
gate, and entry-exit management is performed using safety
plugs. However, any worker can pull out the safety plug and
enter the operation area. Therefore, a worker not possessing
qualifications and authorization can access any machine and
facility.
When a worker performs an unauthorized operation, the
risk of occupational accidents, such as being caught in a press
or being entangled in a conveyor, is high because of his/her
insufficient technical skills.
It was confirmed that in the supportive protection system,
when a worker’s qualifications and authorization did not agree
with those that had already been input into the worker’s RF
tag, the worker could not operate the target machine.

Verification of the Demonstration
Experiment
Table 3 shows the dates of experiments, the number of
operations, the contents of operations, the number of workers
without RF tags, and the total number of experiments in the
demonstration experiment. In this table, the number of
workers without RF tags was determined by counting the
number of workers entering the press line not holding RF tags
by comparing the facilities’ operations, data obtained by
processing the operation detection, and data obtained by
processing the entry-exit confirmation sensors. The total
number of workers entering the press line over the four days
of the demonstration experiment was 308 (a total of 15 h and
30 min). A total of 112 workers entered the press line holding
RF tags.

1-3 Risk reduction effects when a third party restarts the machine while a worker with
qualifications and authorization performs
an operation

In an existing system, a door is installed at an entry-exit
gate, and entry-exit management is performed using safety
plugs. The risk that a third party restarts the machine while a
worker with qualifications and authorization performs an operation is reduced by placing safety mats on the floors of blind
spots to detect that a worker is within the fence. However,
practically speaking, it is difficult to place safety mats on the
floors of all blind spots. When dangerous failures, such as
wire breaking and poor contact of a safety mat, are considered,
it is necessary to employ a safety mat equipped with a wire
breaking detector. Moreover, it is assumed that a third party
can confirm workers at places other than blind spots. Therefore, when a third party cannot find a worker in an operation
area due to the third party’s carelessness, the risk that the third
party restarts the machine is high. It was confirmed that in the
supportive protection system, a worker entering an operation
area confirmed his/her exit by him/herself, and when the number of workers entering an operation area did not agree with
that existing the operation area, the third party could not restart the machine.

Results of the Demonstration Experiment
and Discussion
The aim of the demonstration experiment was to verify the
risk reduction effects of the supportive protection system during non-routine operations in company A’s press line (production line) compared with those of an existing system.
The results of each item in the demonstration experiment
are described below.

1-1 Risk reduction effects when a worker possessing qualifications and authorization
performs non-target operations

In an existing system, when a worker enters a dangerous
area, he/she is allowed to perform any operation of any ma-

Table	
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Abstract
This is the eighth International Conference on the Safety
of Industrial Automated Systems (SIAS). Since the first
one was held in Montreal in 1999, the conference has
attracted researchers from different countries who share
a common interest in machine safety. SIAS is the only
international conference that focuses solely on the
safety of machinery. Over the years, it has evolved in
terms of organization, the scientific committee and
participants. The papers presented at SIAS, which take
the form of oral presentations and posters, have also
evolved. We present an overview of the evolution of the
SIAS conferences by classifying (i) the number and
changes in topics in the program, (ii) the number of
papers on each topic, (iii) information about the lead
authors of the papers (country of origin and institutional
affiliation) and (iv) the content of the papers. Since over
300 papers (oral presentations and posters) have been
published in the SIAS proceedings, we have classified
the content of their abstracts only.
Keywords:
Machine safety; Conferences overview

Introduction
The SIAS international conferences on the safety of industrial automated systems [1-7], which are now in their
eighth year, have provided a forum for machinery researchers, designers and integrators, as well as for industry specialists interested in machine safety. In this
paper we take a look back at the first seven conferences, focusing on their organization and the material
(oral presentations and poster sessions) published in
their proceedings. We present an overview of the evolution of the SIAS conferences by classifying (i) the number and changes in topics in the program, (ii) the number
of papers on each topic, (iii) information about the lead
authors of the papers (country of origin and institutional
affiliation) and (iv) the content of the papers. Since 355
papers (oral presentations and posters) have been published in the SIAS proceedings, we have classified the
content of their abstracts only. The breakdown of oral
presentations and posters by conference is shown in
Table 1.

Methods
Papers were classified by topic on the basis of their abstracts. As a total of 355 oral presentations and posters,
ranging in length from 4 to 10 pages, have been pub-

lished at the seven SIAS conferences, it was decided
that the abstracts would be used for analysis purposes.
The abstracts are taken from the SIAS conference proceedings and represent both oral presentations and
posters. For SIAS conferences, all contributing authors
must submit a paper (for oral presentations as well as
for posters), which is then published in the conference
proceedings. The abstracts vary in length from a few
lines to half a page. Opening remarks made at the conferences were not considered.
Table 1: Breakdown of oral presentations and posters at
SIAS conferences
SIAS year
1999 – Montreal
(Canada)
2001 – Bonn
(Germany)
2003 – Nancy
(France)
2005 – Chicago
(USA)
2007 – Tokyo
(Japan)
2010 – Tampere
(Finland)
2012 – Montreal
(Canada)
TOTAL

Oral
presentations
37

Posters

Total

7

44

40

9

49

34

16

50

34

8

42

36

32

68

33

19

52

25

25

50

239

116

355

A database (Microsoft Access) was set up to facilitate
the analysis. The database entry on each paper contains
the following information: conference it was presented
at, identification of first author (surname, given name,
country and affiliation), session it was given at, title of
the presentation or poster, one to three keywords indicating the subject of the paper and an optional note.
Keywords are grouped under eight main topics: (i) risk
assessment, (ii) risk reduction, (iii) safe work organization, (iv) standards, rules and regulations, (v) protective
devices, (vi) equipment, (vii) risk factors and (viii) other
risks. These topics are then further divided into two or
three additional levels to specify the subject in question.
For example, the topic “safety devices” is divided into 13
categories, including guards, presence sensing devices,
control systems and automated system reliability. Most
of these categories are then broken down into further
subcategories (11 subcategories or third-level keywords
for control systems, for instance).
The list of keywords is based on a search of terms used
in machine safety, risk assessment training [8], the classification formerly used by the ILO (International Labour
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Results

Organization) and international standards. This list was
reviewed by more than five machine safety professionals
or researchers and was used on three occasions in studies to characterize machine safety research projects carried out by occupational health and safety research centres. The list is regularly updated to reflect new developments in the field.
A list of 173 keywords was used to characterize the papers surveyed.
Finally, we should note that the classification of the papers using keywords was not checked by another person, which means that the coding was not validated and
that the margin of error could not be quantified.

As mentioned earlier, the results of this analysis concern
the different topics examined at past conferences and
the number of papers associated with them, the lead
authors (country, affiliation) and the content of the papers.
Topics
As a general rule, for each conference, seven or eight
topics are proposed to potential contributors, and these
topics have varied somewhat from one conference to the
next. Table 2 shows that two topics have been featured
at every conference: risk assessment and training (including knowledge transfer and education).

Table 2: Number of papers presented at SIAS Conferences, by topic

id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Generic Session
Title
Risk Assessment
Training, Knowledge
Transfer and Education
Machine Safety:
Ergonomic and
human factor
Control System
Design
Standards
Protective devices
and systems
Case Studies
Fieldbus Safety
Safe Software /
Software Tools
Functional safety
Robots
Vision / ID
Innovation and the
future
TOTAL

SIAS
Montreal Bonn Nancy Chicago Tokyo Tampere Montreal Total number of
1999
2001 2003
2005
2007 2010
2012
papers per topic
4
2

5
3

5
4

6
6

7
4

12
6

3
7

42
32

7

8

11

—

8

—

5

39

5

8

—

—

13

—

9

35

8
3

—
6

—
4

—
6

—
—

—
11

—
10

8
40

11
4
—

8
7
4

7
6
—

5
—
4

7
—
—

—
—
3

5
—
—

43
17
11

—
—
—
—

—
—
—
—

13
—
—
—

5
5
—
5

12
12
5
—

12
8
—
—

—
11
—
—

42
36
5
5

44

49

50

42

68

52

50

355

Other frequently proposed topics are protective devices
and systems (6 out of 7 conferences), case studies (6/7)
and machine safety: ergonomic and human factors (5/7).
At around half of the conferences, authors could choose
from among the following topics: control system design
(4/7), functional safety (4/7), robots (4/7), fieldbus safety
(3/7) and safe software/software tools (3/7). Three topics
have been featured only once at SIAS conferences:
standards, vision/ID systems, and innovation and the
future.
Although standards were proposed as a specific topic
only at the first SIAS, the subject was still examined at
other conferences, but from the perspective of other topics. The database contains over 40 entries for papers
referring to one or more standards in their abstracts. To
take an example, it can be seen that standard ISO
13849 was mentioned in the titles of 13 papers at the
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last four SIAS conferences alone. The keywords “control
systems” or “system reliability” were assigned to nine of
these papers. Even if the topic of functional safety has
not featured at all the conferences, aspects of this topic
certainly have.
And while the topic of robots was first proposed at the
fourth SIAS conference (Chicago, 2005), papers related
to robotics have been published in the proceedings of all
the conferences. (For all conferences, the word “robot”
appears in the titles of 40 papers.) The descriptor “robot”
associated with papers is referenced 42 times using
keywords (from one to three keywords assigned per paper, without repetition among them). This leads to the
subject of collaborative robots. The first session describing this specific aspect of robot use was presented in
Japan (Tokyo, 2007) under the title: “Robots – Humancooperative features.” But the very first papers on the
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topic were presented at the third SIAS conference (Nancy, 2003). The use of keywords makes it possible to
specify a subject that a search for a descriptor in a title
would not turn up. Thus, for collaborative robots, the titles of some papers do not contain the descriptor “collaborative,” but do include “cooperative” or “coactivity.”
Papers that describe measuring the impact force or pain
threshold of a worker who is hit by a collaborative robot
(such as “Risk Assessment and Investigation of Change
from Pressure Feeling to Pain”) would not be found if the
keyword “collaborative robot” were not used.
A last example concerns vision/ID systems. The first
time a session was held on this topic was at the fifth
SIAS conference. However, the database indicates that
papers on the subject were presented for the first time at

the third conference (Nancy, 2003) and then at others
that followed.
Authors
Authors from eight countries have accounted for the bulk
of SIAS contributions so far (342 papers), with contributors from another seven countries providing the remaining 13 papers at the seven conferences. The breakdown
of contributions by country of each paper’s first author is
shown in Table 3. Authors from Germany have presented almost 28% of all papers, followed by Japan (23%),
France (15%), Canada (12%), Finland (8%), the United
States (8%), the United Kingdom (4%) and Poland (2%).

Table 3: Number of papers per country, based on country of first author – all SIAS conferences

Canada
France
Germany
Japan
Finland
USA
UK
Poland

Montreal
1999

Bonn
2001

Nancy
2003

Chicago
2005

Tokyo
2007

Tampere
2010

Montreal
2012

ALL SIAS

13
12
6
1
2
3
2
1

6
7
23
3
2
3
3
1

6
11
16
6
3
1
4
3

4
7
12
10
2
4
2
1

3
5
17
32
3
3

3
3
12
13
12
1
3
1

9
7
14
15
4
2

44
52
100
80
28
17
14
7

In the “Other” category, Germany and Japan stand out
from the other countries by their high number of papers,
chiefly by authors employed in industry (manufacturers,
integrators and consultants): over 25 of the 53 from
Germany and 14 of the 61 from Japan.

The breakdown of first authors by type of institutional
affiliation is shown in Table 4. Three institutional categories were used: occupational health and safety research
centres, all universities in a given country and an “Other”
category that takes in representatives of safety device
manufacturers, companies and industry associations,
industrial research centres, professional associations,
experts in various fields, etc.

.

Table 4: Papers published in the proceedings of all SIAS conferences from 1999 to 2012
Canada

Finland

France

Germany

Japan

Poland

UK

USA

Research Center
(OHS)

22
(IRSST)

24
(VTT)

39
(INRS)

39
(IFA)

10
(JNIOSH)

5
(CIOP)

8
(HSE)

5

Universities
Other

13
9

3
1

13

8
53

9
61

2

5

12

Content of papers
As mentioned earlier, papers were classified using up to
three keywords, with each of these able to have up to
two subcategories. The classification obtained for the
SIAS conference topics associated with the first-level
keywords (see Table 5) shows that the topic “protective
devices” was assigned to close to half (48%) of the ab-

stracts. Note, however, that this topic accounts for over
a third of the keywords, i.e., 37% of all the keywords
used (60/173) in the classification scheme developed for
this analysis.
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Table 5: Number of papers published by topic, where topic is first keyword used

Risk Assessment

Montreal
1999
4

Bonn
2001
4

Nancy
2003
2

Chicago
2005
8

Tokyo
2007
5

Tampere
2010
4

Montreal
2012
5

Risk Reduction

8

2

7

2

6

7

8

Safe work organization

2

4

5

5

6

6

3

Standards, Rules and Regulations

5

1

3

—

3

1

2

Protective Devices

23

30

24

20

32

25

15

Equipment

—

1

4

3

10

5

17

Risk Factors

—

3

4

1

5

—

—

Risks - Others

—

—

—

1

1

—

—

The other categories are also represented across all
SIAS conferences, with the exception of risk factors and
other types of risks. These last two categories were
used to classify subjects examined only occasionally.
Table 6 presents a detailed breakdown of the topics
most frequently addressed at the conferences, based on
the first keyword associated with each abstract.
Table 6: Number of abstracts described by their first
keyword and indexed up to a second level
Topics
Keywords
level 1
Risk
Assessment
Risk
Reduction

Safe work
organization
Standards,
Rules and
Regulations
Protective
Devices

Equipment
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Keywords – level 2

Total,
All
SIAS

Grouping : General, Hazard
identification, Risk Estimation
Tools
Grouping : General, Safety
design, Process improvement,
Development of safety or
protective devices
Maintenance, Lockout
Safety and ergonomics
Training
Statistics on machine
accidents

33

Guards
Safety distance
Interlocking devices
Presence sensing devices
Safety controllers
Control systems
Reliability (of automated systems)
Tampering
Stationary machines - Robots

9
8
3
29
10
75
27

17

15
8
17
7
17

3
26

To make the table 6 easier to lay out and read, a more
detailed breakdown based on a selection of second-level
keywords has been provided, representing 85% of all
the papers classified.
Finally, an analysis of the most common second-level
category, “control systems,” and its subcategories (thirdlevel keywords) reveals a fairly balanced breakdown
between the various topics, with the exception of hydraulics in control circuits (Table 7).
Table 7: Number of abstracts indexed with control system-related keywords
All SIAS
Control Systems (general)
PLCs (programmable Logic Controllers)
or Programmable safety systems

12
13

Control system components
Performance levels
Safety critical software
Hydraulics (in control circuits)
Fieldbus safety
External control (Internet, wireless, etc.)
TOTAL

6
17
6
1
13
7
75

Conclusion
The analysis of the abstracts of papers presented at the
SIAS conferences has shown how the topics addressed
have changed over the years, as well as the number of
papers on each topic, provided an overview of the institutional affiliation and country of the first author of each
paper and, finally, offered a breakdown of the papers by
topic based on keywords assigned to them. While space
limitations make it impossible to show all the analytical
tables created, a detailed example of the classification
generated for control systems illustrates the database’s
flexibility and the type of information that can be retrieved. This paper has taken a look back at past SIAS
conferences and could be used to help structure future
meetings.
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Abstract
Artificial bones made from biomaterial simulated the
physical properties of human tissue are developed by
several suppliers. It is necessary to obtain the strength
of artificial bone by a strength test in order to investigate
the reproducibility and validity of the developed artificial
bone. However, an evaluation test for strength of artificial bone has not been established.
In this study, an availability of Finite Element Analysis
(FEA) on evaluation test for strength of artificial bone is
shown by comparing the strength of the artificial bone
obtained by experimental. The analytical results agree
well with the experimental results, because the difference between the FE result and the average of test results is within 6%. Thus, it is considered that the breaking load of a human ulna and an artificial ulna are able to
estimate by using FEA.

Artificial bone
Figure 1 show the appearance of artificial ulna. The artificial ulna is simulated the ulna of a Japanese woman.
The length of artificial ulna is approximately 210 mm.
The mechanical properties of the artificial ulna are
shown Table 1. The Young’s modulus, yield strength
and tensile strength of an artificial cortical bone, which is
constructed of an epoxy resin, are 16,000 MPa, 95 MPa
and 106 MPa, respectively. Then, The Young’s modulus
yield strength and tensile strength of an artificial cancellous bone, which is constructed of a compressive foam,
are 155 MPa, 6 MPa and 8 MPa, respectively. Both mechanical properties are obtained by ASTM D 638[1] and
ASTM D1621[2], respectively.

Keywords:
Artificial bone; Finite Element Analysis; bending test

Introduction
Cooperative robots, such as care robots, are required
to operate in close contact with the elderly. In addition,
cooperative robots are required a high power such as
supporting the elderly. The technology that satisfies both
the required specifications and the adequate safety has
not yet been established in the field of cooperative robots. For the establishment of the technology, it is necessary to clarify a relationship between the load caused
by cooperative robots and the tolerance of human bone.
However, verification using human bone has ethical difficulties. An investigation using artificial bone is nowadays addressed.
Artificial bones made from biomaterial simulated the
physical properties of human tissue are developed by
several suppliers. It is necessary to obtain the strength
of artificial bone by a strength test in order to investigate
the reproducibility and validity of the developed artificial
bone. However, an evaluation test for strength of artificial bone has not been established.
In this study, an artificial born is tested by a three point
bending test in order to investigate an evaluation method
for strength of artificial born. And then, a validity of analysis condition is investigated by comparing the test result and analysis result.
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Fig.1 Appearance of artificial ulna

Table 1 Mechanical properties of an artificial ulna

Artificial Young’s modulus Yield strength Tensile strength
ulna
(MPa)
(MPa)
(MPa)
Cortical
16,000
95
106
bone
Cancellous
155
6
8
bone
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Fig.4 Finite element model of the artificial ulna
Fig.2 Situation of three point bending test

σ
106
95

(a) Appearance of artificial ulna

0.12

ε

Fig.5 True stress-strain relation using FEA

Fig.6 Stress distribution right before break on artificial ulna

(b) A failure surface
Fig.3 Artificial ulna after bending test

and a deformation are not observed in artificial ulna after
bending test. Generally, it is considered that crack born
before break when bone is subjected to static loading.
Therefore, it is considered that the toughness of artificial
ulna is low compared with that of ulna.

Bending test for artificial ulna

Finite Element Analysis

A three point bending test was carried out in order to
obtain the bending strength of ulna of artificial born. The
length of both supporting points is 100 mm as shown in
Figure 2. Also, curvature radius of loading point and
supporting points are 10 mm and 12 mm, respectively.
The result of bending test is shown in Table 2, and the
test is carried out 4 times. The maximum breaking load
is 503.5 N, and the minimum breaking load is 437 N and
the average breaking load is 482.8 N. Figure 3 shows
the appearance of artificial ulna after the bending test
and failure surface. It is considered that artificial ulna
was break due to a brittle failure, because a cracking

Finite element analysis is carried out in order to calculate the breaking load by three point bending test. Figure
4 shows the FE model of artificial ulna. Finite element
analysis is carried out using ABAQUS 6.11. The FE
model, which is a full-scale model of the artificial cortical
bone, meshes 718,255 elements and 153,480 nodes
using three-dimensional elements (C3D4). The Young’s
modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the artificial cortical bone
are 16,000 MPa and 0.34, respectively. The true stresstrue strain curve using FEA, as shown in Figure 5, was
experimentally derived on the assumption that the specimen volume was constant up to the maximum load
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point. The true stress-strain relation is obtained based
on result of ASTM D 638.
And then, the mechanical properties of artificial cancellous bone are lower than that of artificial cortical bone. It
is considered that artificial cancellous bone does not
contribute the strength of artificial ulna. Thus, the artificial cancellous bone is not included in FE model. Also,
Finite element analysis is not able to simulate the break.
In the present study, the failure load calculated by using
FEA is defined as the load at which the strain does diverge.
Figure 6 shows von Mises stress right before a break
of the ulna. A breaking load is calculated by FEA is 512
N. The analytical results agree well with the test results,
because the difference between the analytical result and
the average of test results is within 6%. Thus, it is considered that the breaking load of a human ulna and an
artificial ulna are able to estimate by using FEA.

Conclusion
(1) The analytical results in this study agree well with
the test results, because the difference between the
analytical results and the test results is within 5%.
(2) In the evaluation of breaking load in artificial born,
there is no need to consider the mechanical
properties of a cancellous bone.
(3) It is considered that the breaking load of a human
ulne and an artificial ulna are able to estimate by
using FEA.
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